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PREFACE 

This description of the structure of Old Church Slavonic is intended to 
present fully the important data about the language, without citing all the 
minutiae of attested variant spellings. The facts have been treated from the 
point of view of structural linguistics, but pedagogical clarity has taken 
precedence over the conciseness required for elegant formal description. 

Old Church Slavonic was used over a period of some two hundred 
years and in various geographical parts of the Slavic world precisely at the 
time when the Slavic languages were undergoing rapid, fundamental, di
vergent changes. Some of these changes are doubtless reflected in the 
variant spellings in the few texts which have survived from this period, so 
that while most variations in grammar and vocabulary are the sorts of 
stylistic and idiosyncratic differences that are found in the standard or 
literary language of any single epoch, some important variant details re
sult from different regional dialectal history. It has thus been necessary to 
include occasional references to historical and comparative linguistics in 
the first half of this book, although in principle these problems do not fall 
within the scope of a strictly descriptive, synchronic grammar. 

It is necessary to normalize forms to present the grammatical structure 
as a consistent whole, and the normaUzation inevitably obscures the dif
ferences in the language of the various manuscripts. A clear picture of the 
different combinations of linguistic elements making up each of the texts 
is not to be achieved by lists of spelling variants or tables of percentages, 
but it is worth while to point out some of the striking variations. First-hand 
acquaintance with the texts and constant comparison of variant readings is 
the only way to arrive at an understanding both of the underlying unity of 
the texts as a whole and of the major and minor differences between them. 

Little mention is made here of another type of comparison—the rela
tionship of the OCS translated texts to the Greek originals. And yet it is in 
the Greek and in the translation technique that the explanations of hun
dreds of tiny problems (expecially of syntax) are to be found, and certain 
major structural problems need to be posed in terms of the influence of 
Greek on OCS. However, so few students have enough Greek to profit by 
such comparisons that it did not seem worth the considerable space that 
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would be required. Excellent work in this field is available, though some 
scholars tend to forget that even a poor translator is governed by the 
structure of the language into which he is translating. The "Notes on Syn
tax" in Chapter Six are offered on the premise that something is better 
than nothing. It is particularly in this area that translation techniques need 
to be analyzed. 

After forty years of teaching OCS and related topics in the history and 
structure of modem Slavic languages, my views on the nature of language 
and the models for describing language have evolved away from the 
Bloomfieldian structuralism of my training. The data of OCS have not 
changed importantly from the material described by scholars a century 
ago, although some details from imprecise editions have been discarded 
and a few new details must be accounted for. I continue to believe that 
every language is a coherent structure, and that each language can be 
described in terms of static and dynamic elements and learned by novices 
who do not have the slightest knowledge of its history. 

Departures from tradition in classifying the data in no way change the 
facts themselves. The OCS verb, for example, is complicated, and classi
fication will not make it less so. Xvaliti, velM, and ieliti do belong to 
different paradigms, whether one labels them IV A, IV B, and III 2 with 
Leskien, or IV, III 1 and III 2 with Diels, or II.8k, II.8e,Ik, and I.4a,2b 
with Koch. I believe that it is most efficient simply to encourage students 
to learn the form from which the rest of the paradigm can be generated 
according to rules {xvali-ti, veli-ti, but iel^j-gfb) and leave them to study 
the tables on pp. 114-117 and 136-137 for similarities and differences 
between paradigms. The present form of description is based on my belief 
that it is the morpheme that is the basic unit of communication. 

A comparison of Old Church Slavonic—a language I believe to be a 
partially standardized written form of Late Common Slavic—with either 
its hypothetical ancestors or the descendants or collateral descendants of 
other forms of LCoS—is not the task of the synchronic description that 
takes up the first five chapters of this book. In the 1974 edition, I pre
sented an epilogue ("Toward a generative phonology of OCS") that was 
based on a generative theory that proved to be too ambitious. Chapter Six 
in this book is an entirely new and relatively traditional sketch of the 
genesis of OCS (as a representative of Late Common Slavic). 

This work was influenced by my teachers of long ago and by the 
students and colleagues I encountered during my years of teaching. 1 will 
not attempt to list them here. I can only express general thanks to the 
students who asked challenging questions and to their fellow-students and 
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the colleagues throughout the scholarly world who helped me (in direct or 
indirect ways) find some of the answers. Special gratitude is due to Tho
mas J. Butler for his help in reading proof. 

This edition too 1 dedicate to the memory of Professor S. H. Cross of 
Harvard, who introduced me to the study of Slavic, and to Professor G. R. 
Noyes of the University of California, who gave me my first lessons in 
Old Church Slavonic. 

Horace G. Lunt 
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INTRODUCTION 

EXTERNAL HISTORY AND SOURCES 

0.0 Old Church Slavonic is the name given to the language of the oldest 
Slavic manuscripts, which date from the tenth or eleventh century. Since 
it is a literary language, used by the Slavs of many different regions, it 
represents not one regional dialect, but a generalized form of early Eastern 
Balkan Slavic (or Bulgaro-Macedonian) which cannot be specifically lo
calized. It is important to cultural historians as the medium of Slavic 
culture in the Middle Ages and to linguists as the earliest form of Slavic 
known, a form very close to the language called Proto-Slavic or Common 
Slavic which was presumably spoken by all Slavs before they became 
differentiated into separate nations. 

0.1 The Slavs are mentioned by historians with increasing frequence 
from the fifth century CE, but there is no reason to believe that they wrote 
their language down before the ninth century. In 862, Prince Rastislav, 
ruler of Morava (located somewhere in the Danube Basin), appealed to 
the Byzantine Emperor Michael III for a teacher who would give instruc
tion in Christian law "in our own language." Michael appointed a priest, 
the experienced diplomat and able scholar Constantine, called the Phi
losopher, to the difficult and important mission. Constantine was a native 
of Salonika, and the Emperor pointed out that all the people of Salonika 
spoke Slavic well (CoAoy-H-bHe BbCH vhcto CAOB-kHbCKiti Be('bA<^<^i"i>)- Con
stantine went to Morava accompanied by his brother Methodius, a former 
civil administrator who had become a monk. 

The brothers elaborated an alphabet for the Slavic language, translated 
the most important liturgical books, and started to train Moravans for the 
clergy. They travelled to Rome to visit the Pope and have some of their 
pupils ordained into the priesthood. On the way, the "Slavic apostles" 
stopped at the court of the Slavic prince Kocel (KonhAi.) of Pannonia (in 
what is now western Hungary), where they were welcomed enthusiasti
cally and acquired more pupils. 
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The Pope received them favorably and approved of their work, con
demning the "three-tongue" heresy of those who claimed that only Greek, 
Latin, and Hebrew had the right to serve as written and liturgical lan
guages. Constantine, however, fell sick in Rome, and on his death-bed he 
took monastic vows and assumed the name of Cyril (869). Later he was 
sainted. 

Methodius was now appointed Archbishop of Pannonia (including 
Morava), and he set out for Morava with his newly consecrated pupils. 
Rastislav had been deposed and blinded in 870, and the new ruler Svento-
pulk (GBAToniiAKi.) was surrounded by Prankish priests who bitterly op
posed the Slavic liturgy and the eastern, Greek influences it represented. 
The Franks had Methodius imprisoned in Bavaria, and only after two 
years did the Pope come to his aid. The Slavic rite was established in 
Morava, but on Methodius's death in 885 the Prankish clergy did their 
best to stamp it out. Driven from Sventopulk's realm, some of the Slavic 
priests apparently found asylum in Bohemia, and for some time they were 
able to maintain the Slavic liturgy and the writing that went with it. How
ever, in the eleventh century Slavic culture steadily lost ground in the area 
and in 1097 the last Slavic monastery was abolished and the Slavic liturgy 
was formally prohibited. 

Meanwhile, the Bulgar ruler Boris had been baptized in 864 and estab
lished Christianity as the official religion of his extensive realm. The 
meager historical sources offer no information about the language used in 
the new churches, but since Methodius apparently visited Constantinople 
and left two of his disciples and books in care of the Emperor and Patri
arch, it is plausible that some knowledge of OCS existed in the eastern 
Bulgarian lands. In any case, the main body of Methodius's followers 
found refuge in Bulgarian territory, and OCS was nourished in two cul
tural centers, one in the east at the court of the Bulgarian Tsar Simeon 
(893-927) and one in the west, in Macedonia. PoUtical conditions were 
favorable, and Slavic culture prospered, but not for long. After the de
struction of the Bulgarian state in the east by the Byzantine armies at the 
beginning of the 970s, a state in Macedonia arose and flourished briefly. 
The might of Byzantium finally, after a dozen years of warring, crushed 
the last vestiges of independence by annihilating the armies of King 
Samuil in 1014. Even after this catastrophe, some degree of learning was 
maintained in the Bulgarian, Macedonian and Serbian monasteries, and in 
distant Croatia. When Christianity was accepted by the Rus' prince 
Volodimer in 988, Slavic books may have found a modest place among 
East Slavs. In the 1030s Prince Jaroslav "the Wise" apparently adopted 
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the Slavonic rite, and books and perhaps teachers from the Bulgarian 
lands made it possible for the East Slavs to adapt Old Church Slavonic for 
their own use. By the 1050s Kiev and Novgorod were creative cultural 
centers. 

0.2 The few early manuscripts which have come down to us do not go 
back to the days of Cyril and Methodius, but date at the earliest from the 
end of the tenth century and more probably from closer to the 1050s. 
Being thus the products of the period of turmoil attendant upon the de
struction of the Macedonian state, they do not represent a thriving, devel
oping culture, but only remnants. The scribes, it seems, were not well 
trained, and the manuscripts contain blunders which not even the most 
ingenious theory can bring into accord with a plausible Unguistic system. 

It is assumed that most of these manuscripts contain translations made 
by Cyril and Methodius, and the rest are translations made by their disci
ples, probably during the first decades after the death of the saints. How
ever, since we lack contemporary manuscripts, or even the immediate 
copies which were doubtless made in the heyday of the states of Simeon 
and Samuil, we cannot know in precise detail the language actually writ
ten by the Slavic Apostles. Their own works, taken to Bohemia, Bulgaria, 
and Macedonia, were copied and recopied, edited and modified by gen
erations of workers, and we possess only a few random examples of the 
copies. 

The native dialect of Cyril and Methodius, who were bom in Salonika, 
was presumably southeastern Macedonian. Perhaps Methodius adopted 
some features of the dialect of the Slavic-speaking province (possibly in 
the mountains northeast of Salonika) where he was an administrator for a 
time. In Constantinople the brothers may have become acquainted with 
the speech of Slavs from other areas. It is not impossible that the local 
dialects of Morava and Pannonia may have influenced the language of the 
translations. But in any case all evidence indicates that in the ninth cen
tury the difference between Slavic dialects from the Baltic to the Adriatic 
and Aegean Seas, from the Elbe to the steppes of Kievan Rus', were mini
mal, and it is probable that the dialect of Salonika was readily understand
able to the Moravans and Pannonians of the Danube Basin. 

0.21 Whatever the spoken dialects were, the church language appears 
to have been essentially the same in different areas. Because this language 
was used in the west and south and then served for centuries in Rus', in the 
Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and in Muscovy as a literary language (which 
naturally became modified progressively with the course of time), it is 
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I The line between OCS and post-OCS manuscripts is arbitrary and terminology is 
varied. The common term "Middle Bulgarian" is usually contrasted to "Old Bul
garian" (= OCS), and loosely used for manuscripts whose language demonstrates 
a broad spectrum of regional and temporal dialect features, often clearly the result 
of generations of copying by scribes with different habits. 
These later forms of Church Slavonic are also known as the Serbian, Russian, etc. 
recensions of Church Slavonic. There is also a Croatian recension, attested in 
glagolitic mss throughout the Middle Ages and still used in some Croatian par
ishes. There is evidence (beside KF, cf. §0.311) for a Bohemian or "Moravian" 
recension, although only isolated fragments from this area have survived. 

known as Church Slavonic. Since the majority of the early manuscripts 
which have survived were copied in the Bulgaro-Macedonian area and 
since there are certain specifically eastern Balkan Slavic features, many 
scholars have preferred to call the language Old Bulgarian, although Old 
Macedonian could also be justified. Early nineteenth-century scholars 
conjectured that this language was based on the dialect of Pannonia, and 
accordingly called it Old Slovenian. In the earliest sources, the language 
and letters are referred to by the adjectives cAOB-kHbCK-h, Greek aKAapixos, 
aQAopsviKo^, or CTxAapiviKos, Latin sclavinica, sclavinisca or sclavina, all 
of which mean simply Slavic (or Slavonic). 

0.3 The tenth and eleventh centuries witnessed far-reaching changes in 
the several Slavic macrodialects. Reflections of the changes in the spoken 
languages appear in the spelling and the grammatical forms in the manu
scripts and enable us to identify them as Serbian, Macedonian, Bulgarian, 
or Rusian (early East Slavic). As a convenient (but arbitrary) date, it is 
generally reckoned that non-East Slavic manuscripts written (or believed 
to have been written) before 1100 are Old Church Slavonic, as opposed to 
the Macedonian-Church Slavonic,' Bulgarian-Church Slavonic, or Ser
bian-Church Slavonic written after that time.^ Most grammars of Old 
Church Slavonic exclude the considerable body of manuscripts produced 
in Rus' before 1100, because they have unmistakeably East Slavic traits. 
In fact, some Rus' manuscripts come about as close to the theoretical ideal 
described in grammars as the "classical" manuscripts do. 

None of the OCS manuscripts is dated. None can be much older than 
the year 1000, and some may be considerably younger. It is not easy to 
establish even the relative age of the manuscript, since a text with archaic 
phonetic features may present younger morphological forms and vice 
versa, and the chronologies established on grounds of paleography are not 
reliable for this earliest period. 
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It must therefore be emphasized that Old Church Slavonic, as we deal 
with it in describing the grammatical patterns, is a theoretical, reconstruc
ted language. The manuscripts written over a period of many decades, in 
different parts of the Balkan jjeninsula, present numerous variations in 
spelling, grammar, and vocabulary. It is assumed that the variations are 
later modifications affecting the originally unified type of language used 
by Cyril and Methodius and their immediate associates. On this assump
tion, all grammars of OCS have dealt with the "original" language, with 
some concessions to the usage of the several manuscripts. Indeed, the 
myriad attested variants constitute long and essentially uninformative lists. 
Therefore this grammar too describes a norm, a generalized type of dialect 
which does not correspond exactly to the facts of any one manuscript. 
Definable classes of variants are mentioned, and important individual 
deviations in detail are noted. 

0.301 For the purposes of a grammatical description of the oldest at
tainable stage of OCS, it is imperative to restrict the data to the oldest 
manuscripts. 1 prefer a narrower "canon" than many linguists have de
fined in recent years (see below). The study of broader cultural problems 
is quite a different matter. There is no doubt that the scribes who produced 
the surviving OCS manuscripts were familiar with many texts that are 
available to us only in copies that were written down decades or centuries 
later. The language of some of these copies no doubt reflects OCS in many 
details—but precisely what is old and what is new constitutes a long series 
of controversial questions. In particular, just what words can be called Old 
Church Slavonic? Lexicographers have admitted a series of texts into the 
domain of OCS; many more could be justified. But for historical study of 
the language and related dialects, investigators should be alert to the an
tiquity of the manuscripts from which each item is cited as evidence. 

0.31 There is no clear-cut set of features which differentiate the lan
guage of the manuscripts called Old Church Slavonic from the oldest of 
the texts termed simply Church Slavonic, but the relatively "correct" us
age of certain letters and the relatively high occurrence of certain morphol
ogical forms which comparative evidence shows to be old give us some 
criteria. In the spelling, the use of the letters for the nasal vowels {g, ^ and 
perhaps jf) are of great importance. It is the "misuse" of these letters 
which is the clearest sign of an East Slavic scribe and the reason why such 
manuscripts as the Ostromirovo Evangelie (dated 1056-57, the oldest 
dated Slavic ms) are excluded from a description of OCS. Further, the 
writing of the symbols i, and b more or less where we expect them, and the 
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3 Citations from post-OCS mss that are beheved to be reasonably faithful copies of 
originally OCS texts will be marked *OCS in this book (e.g. *OCS snixa 'daugh
ter-in-law'): the label is marked, not the word. 
Elaborate schemes of "OCS dialects" have been set up by some scholars on the 
basis of minute orthographic and morphological details, cf., e.g., Kul'bakin, Vieux 
Slave 354ff., Marguli^s, Codex Supr., 227ff. The chief objection to this method is 
that it regards each scribe as a careful, trained phonetician who was trying to 
reproduce his own pronunciation. In reality the scribes were chiefly concerned 
with writing "correctly"—which sometimes meant copying exactly, and some
times meant applying slightly different orthographical rules to the text being cop
ied. We can determine literary norms (i.e. the spellings and grammatical forms 
given scribes or groups of scribes thought were proper), but to determine the 
phonetic details of pronunciation and from them the local origin of a scribe is 
impossible from the type of manuscript which we have in OCS. Cf. N. Dumovo, 
'Slavjanskoe pravopisanie X-XII vv.', Slavia 12.45-84. 

consistent usage of the letter ^ (-k) help to identify the language. Chief 
among the morphological characteristics are the use of the root-aorists (an 
archaism which was irregular from the point of view of the over-all sys
tem of OCS) and the uncontracted forms of the long adjectives. All of 
these features together, in conjunction with paleographical evidence (the 
details of the shape of the letters and the style of writing them), and the 
absence of specifically dialect features, serve to mark a manuscript as 
OCS.3 

0.311 Three groups of manuscripts can be distinguished on the grounds 
of variant phonetic and morphological features. The Kiev Folia, with at 
least one pervasive Czech trait (see below §0.326), are the only repre
sentative of a variant of OCS which was presumably used in Bohemia or 
perhaps Moravia. (The location of the "Morava" where Constantine and 
Methodius worked in the 860s is unknown.) It is to be regarded as a 
"literary dialect", following local norms worked out in a specific area and 
opposed to the other OCS texts. Two of the cyriUic texts (Sav and Supr, 
see below) show in general some fairly specific eastern Bulgarian fea
tures, but the differences are neither great enough nor consistent enough 
to make it necessary to oppose a Macedonian "dialect" to a "Bulgarian" 
dialect of OCS." 

0.32 The "classical" or "canonical" texts of OCS include eight fairly 
extensive manuscripts (one a palimpsest), two sizeable fragments, and a 
number of single folia and parts of pages. Best represented is the Gospel 
text, with five manuscripts. The psalms are nearly complete, and there is 
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In Rus' a lectionary could be called ^npAKoc-b—apparently an adaptation of a Greek 
designation. 

a prayer-book, a fragment of a missal, parts of a few hymns, and some 
sermons and saints' lives. To these manuscripts must be added the oldest 
dated Slavic text, a short gravestone inscription set up by the Macedonian 
king Samuil in 993. 

The amount is actually quite modest: if the entire body of material were set up in the type 
and format of this book, it would make a volume well under a thousand pages, including 
perhaps 350 which represent variants and not separate texts. The individual mss would 
occupy roughly the following number of pages (for abbreviations see below): Supr 300, Mar 
175, Zo 150, Sav, Ps and Euch each 75, Vat 60, Cloz 20, and the fragments another 20. 

0.321 Perhaps the oldest manuscripts are the two full versions of the 
Gospels, the so-called tetraevangelia, both written in glagolitic (see the 
next chapter, particularly §1.01). The Codex Zographensis (Zo) has 271 
folia in OCS, plus 17 in an old Macedonian ChSl glagolitic version (Zo^), 
and some later addenda in Cyrillic. The OCS text contains Matthew 3:11 
through the end of John (but Mt 16:20-24:20 is later, Zo^). Phonetically it 
is nearest to the theoretical norms posited for the language of Cyril and 
Methodius, but certain morpholog ica l forms (especially aorists) and some 
textual readings seem to be rather younger. The Codex Marianus (Mar) 
has 174 folia, containing the Gospel text from Mt 5:23 to John 21:7. 
Certain deviations from the theoretical norms indicate Macedonian influ
ences, others possibly Serbian (if not northern Macedonian). In the nine
teenth century both were still on Mt. Athos, Zo in the Zograph Monastery, 
and Mar in the skete of the Virgin Mary. Zo is now in the Russian State 
Library in St. Petersburg, Mar in the Russian National Library in Moscow. 
Zo may be presumed to have been written in the 1020s, Mar in the 1030s; 
any dating is guesswork. 

0.322 Quite different arrangements of gospel materials are found in the 
three gospel lectionaries, where the excerpts from the four gospels are 
presented as lessons to be read on specific days of the year.' The Greek 
term for such a book is EOayysAiov, borrowed into OCS as eB«HreAHe. In 
the Greek Orthodox tradition the lectionary, as the primary source for the 
Word of God, is itself a sacred object that requires special care; it is for 
this reason that some 25% of all surviving Slavic medieval manuscripts 
are gospel lectionaries. Yet the individual manuscripts ordinarily vary in 
content, because—unlike the tetraevangelion, which contains the full 
gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, John—the lectionary is a general plan 
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that provides well over 350 slots that designate a particular gospel pericope 
(reading, lection) that may or should be read. The usual selection provides 
lections (1) for all Saturdays and Sundays, the weekdays for the six weeks 
of the Great Fast (Lent) and the seven weeks from Easter to Ascension, 
and (2) selected Feast Days defined by day of the month. The first part is 
relatively standard, while the second part varies considerably because 
each manuscript was written with the needs of a particular region or indi
vidual church in mind. The glagolitic Codex Assemanianus (As), with 
158 folia, has a chaotic innovating orthography, but retains numerous 
archaisms; it was written after 1038, and perhaps well after 1050, almost 
certainly in Macedonia. The newly discovered Vatican pal impsest 
Cyrillic lectionary (Vat) is only partially legible, for the OCS text was 
washed off sometime near 1200 and a Greek lectionary text was written 
over the Cyrillic lines. Although 96 folia had cyriUic writing, only about 
half of them contain reasonably legible connected text. Vat seems to be 
generally conservative, but with enough innovations to place it perhaps in 
the 1040s, possibly in Macedonia. Sava's Boole, or Savvina Kniga (Sav) 
retains only 129 out of the original 200 or so folia. It is written in Cyrillic, 
and while it retains some old textual readings, the language is definitely 
innovative, and seems to reflect central or eastern Bulgarian dialects. It 
probably was written in the 1030s. The Assemanianus was found in Jeru
salem in the eighteenth century and taken to Rome, where it is kept in the 
Vatican Library. Vat is housed in the same library. Sav was in Rus' by the 
fourteenth century, to judge from the fact that lost folia were replaced by 
pages written in an East Slavic hand of that time. It was found in a Pskov 
monastery in the nineteenth century and is now in the Rossijskij Gosu-
darstvennyj Arxiv Drevnix Aktov in Moscow. 

0.323 The Psalter and Prayer-Book are both still in the Monastery of St. 
Catherine on Mount Sinai, and are named accordingly. The glagolitic 
Psalterium Sinaiticum contains the 151 psalms plus ten canticles and 
some common prayers. The text is riddled with faults, but preserves 
archaisms along with innovating spelling reflecting Macedonian phonet
ics; it was produced by several scribes who worked together, very Ukely 
in the 1040s.* From the glagolitic Euchologium Sinaiticum (Euch), 137 
folia have survived of what must have been a much larger book. Euch 

' A second glagolitic psalter, apparently from the same workshop, was found at St. 
Catherine's in 1975, but it has not yet been adequately described and is known to 
the scholarly world from a single photograph. 
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contains also three damaged folia from an eastern missal (or liturgiarium). 
The language of the two manuscripts is in many respect similar, and both 
appear to be from Macedonia. 

0.324 The largest Old Church Slavonic manuscript is the Codex Supra
sliensis (Supr), with 285 foUa. It is a menaeum (MCTbH MHHefi in Russian 
terminology) for the month of March, that is, a collection of saints' lives 
for daily reading, and contains also a series of sermons for Holy Week and 
Easter. The writ ing is Cyrillic, and the language is in every particular 
y o u n g e r than that of the other texts, excepting Sav. It seems to have been 
written in central or eastern Bulgaria. Found in 1823 in a monastery in 
what is now Poland, it was later broken up: part (1-236, numbering each 
side) is now in the National Library in Ljubljana (Slovenia), while a sec
ond part (237-268) somehow (stolen?) found its way to Russia, where it is 
now in the Russian State Library in St. Petersburg. The largest section 
(269-570) remained in Warsaw. Removed from the Zamojski Library 
during World War II, it reappeared in the US in 1968, was acquired by an 
American and returned to Poland. 

0.325 Another book which must have contained a large number of 
homilies (some of which are also in Supr) has survived only in fragments, 
fourteen folia in glagolitic called the Glagolita Clozianus (Cloz). One 
part of this ms has been demonstrated to be a sermon composed by 
Methodius. Like Mar, the language of Cloz shows both Macedonian and 
Serbian influences. Formerly the property of Count Cloz, two of the folia 
are now in the Ferdinandeum in Innsbruck (Austria), the other twelve in 
the Museo Civico in Trento, Italy. 

0.326 The remnants of a missal (more precisely, sacramentary) of the 
western rite is possibly the oldest of our texts. The seven glagolitic folia 
known as the Kiev Folia (KF) are generally considered as most archaic 
from both the paleographic and the Unguistic points of view, but at the 
same time this text replaces the most characteristically Bulgarian phonetic 
traits of the other mss with unmistakably Czech features.' By this simple 
modification of the most striking foreign features, the literary language 
was adapted for local use. Unfortunately the small amount of text of the 

The Bg St and id which stem historically from *tj (and *kt), *dj are kept, as a rule, 
in Rusian and Serbian ChSl, although they stand out as specifically foreign ele
ments. But in KF they are regularly replaced by the Czech clz, e.g. prosqce VIb6 
'begging,' pomocb 'help,' podazb 'give' for Bg prosflte, pomoltb, podaiAb. 
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Undol'skij's Fragments, two folia of a Cyrillic gospel lectionary usually called 
OCS, are rather to be classed with the Enina Apostol (discovered in 1960) as 
representing a slightly more recent kind of language. 
The badly damaged Cyrillic Macedonian Folium is usually called OCS, but it has 
some later features and in any case supplies no crucial data for grammar. The text 
appears to be from St. Cyril's preface to his translation of the Gospel. 

KF does not permit far-reading conclusions a s t o the place o f the Czech 
type of language i n the development of the early Slavic literary languages. 
The m s was taken from Jerusalem (perhaps originally from Sinai) t o Kiev 
i n 1870, and i s now i n the Vernadskyi Central Library. 

0.327 A few isolated pages o r fragments which are generally consid
ered OCS are o f importance chiefly to confirm the linguistic evidence 
offered b y the larger texts and t o demonstrate the early date o f some o f the 
literature. The Stuck Psalter (SI), now lost, was five leaves o f a Cyrillic 
m s , containing part o f the 118th psalm. Two leaves from a glagolitic 
gospel lectionary are known a s the Ochrid Folia (Ochr).* The Church 
Fathers are represented b y the two Cyrillic Hiiandar Folia (Hil) contain
ing a text o f Cyril o f Jerusalem and the glagolitic Rila Folia (Ril, formerly 
called Macedonian Frag.), with p a r t s o f sermons b y Ephraim the Syrian. 
The two C y r i l l i c Zograph Folia (ZogrF) are from a monastic code of St. 
Basil.' Eight partially legible pages o f l i t u r g i c a l hymns survive i n the 
g l a g o l i t i c St. Petersburg Octoich. 

0.33 The mass o f later manuscripts that have survived, mostly now i n 
libraries, offer irrefutable evidence that the literature o f the Slavs before 
1100 must have been far more extensive than this small list. Doubtless 
Cyril and Methodius themselves translated the Acts and Epistles 
{Apostolh, in Slavic terminology), and Methodius may well have finished 
translating the Old Testament. A code of church law (nomokanon) and a 
patericon (didactic tales about famous monks and hermits) are also attrib
uted to the Slavic Apostles. It is probable that a number of liturgical works 
were translated from Latin as well as from Greek in the earliest period: the 
Kiev Folia are an example. Some of the prayers in Euch reflect Old High 
German versions. The hagiographic Lives (Zitija) of Ss. Cyril and Metho
dius are early; Methodius may well have written about his brother. At 
least two poems (Proglash and the Alphabet Acrostic) must be attributed 
to the immediate pupils of the Slavic Apostles if not to Cyril himself, and 
another poem (Poxvala Simeonu) is from the early tenth century. Some 
original hymns surely go back to tenth-century Bulgaria. However, all 
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these works have come down to us in a language which has been modified 
to suit the tastes of later scribes and which we therefore do not consider in 
the linguistic study of Old Church Slavonic. 

0.34 The study of Church Slavonic, the literary language of all the 
Orthodox East and South Slavs (and some Catholic Croats), was begun 
early by native writers, but their grammars were unoriginal adaptations of 
Greek and Latin works, wholly inadequate to describe a Slavic language. 
The best and most famous grammar was published by the Rutherian 
Meletij Smotryc'kyj in 1619. Modern study of ChSl begins with the great 
Czech scholar Josef Dobrovsky's Institutiones linguae slavicae dialecti 
veteris, 1822. The exploration and description of old manuscripts was 
continued by the Slovenes Jemej Kopitar and Franjo Miklo§ic (Miklosich) 
and the Russian Aleksandr Vostokov (among others), but it was the exem
plary editions of the codices Zographensis (1879) and Marianus (1883) by 
the Croat Vatroslav Jagid that finally made it possible to separate Old 
Slavonic from later accretions. 

The classical description was made by the great leader of the "Young 
Grammarians", August Leskien, in his Handbuch der altbulgarischen 
(altkirchenslavischen) Sprache. This manual appeared first in 1871, was 
revised four times, translated into Russian (1890), and has never gone out 
of use as a textbook. Moreover, its principle of including historical and 
comparative data beside the synchronic description set the style for nearly 
all later grammars and textbooks. The reference grammar by Vaclav 
Vondrak (1912) is an example. Unquestionably the most important book 
of this type is the encyclopedic Altkirchenslavische Grammatik by Paul 
Diels (1932), still an indispensable tool for anyone doing detailed work 
with OCS, although newer editions of some of the manuscripts show that 
some of his evidence needs to be modified. The Dutch scholar Nikolaas 
van Wijk lays an even greater emphasis on the historical factors in his 
Geschichte der altkirchenslavischen Sprache (1931). 

The fundamental discussion of Common Slavic (or Proto-Slavic), with 
reference to its relations with other Indo-European languages and to the 
modern Slavic languages, is Antoine Meillet's Le Slave Commun (2nd 
ed., with A. Vaillant, 1934), which is of course based largely on the ma
terial of OCS. 

An excellent non-historical description of OCS is Andr6 Vaillant's 
Manuel du Vieux Slave^ (1964). It is rich in detail and frequently cites data 
from later texts to clarify some of the obscure points in OCS, but the 
treatment of sounds is somewhat old-fashioned for the time. Nikolaj 
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The extensive comments provide meticulous data that elucidate scores of major 
and minor details (of spelling, morphology, syntax, meaning, translation tech
nique). 

Trubetzkoy's uneven Altkirchenslavische Grammatik (written before 
1938, published 1954) offered stimulating new views on the writing sys
tem and the organization of morphological description. 

Syntax is given some attention by Vondrak and Vaillant, and more 
problems are discussed in the 1963 volume edited by Kurz. More compre
hensive treatment of many questions is available in Vecerka. 

The lexicon of the short list of canonical texts, along with a broad 
selection of words from post-OCS manuscripts whose text is believed to 
go back to the OCS period, is treated in the Slovnik jazyka staros-
lovSnskeho, published by the Czech Academy, 1958-97. A single-volume 
distillation of SJS is Qioeaph cmapocjiaeHHCicmo ftshiica, 1994, ed
ited by Raisa Cejtlin and others [reprinted in 1999]. 

0.341 Bibliography. The number of books and articles that deal wholly 
or in part with OCS is enormous. Here I list only the editions of the OCS 
texts, some analyses, and some of my own works that provide the back
ground for my decisions. Further titles will appear in footnotes. 

A. TEXTS. [The editions are listed first (a) and then studies (b).] 

1. Glagolitic 

KF: (a) Jos Schaeken, Die Kiever Blatter. (= Studies in Slavic and Gen
eral Linguistics, 9) Amsterdam, (b) H. G. Lunt, 'Once Again the Kiev 
Folia,' SEEJ 32 (1988): 341-83. 
Zo: (a) V. Jagic (ed.), Quattuor evangeliorum Codex Glagoliticus olim 
zographensis. Beriin, 1879. (b) L. Moszynski, 'Ze studiow nad r^kopisem 
kodeksu zografskiego,' Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow; iA&m, J^zyk Kodek-
su Zografskiego, I (1975), / / (1990). 
Mar: (a) V. Jagic (ed.), Quattuor evangeliorum ... Codex Marianus 
glagoliticus. St. Petersburg, 1883 [contains study and lexicon]. 
As: (a) Josef Kurz, Evangeliarium Assemani II Prague, 1955 [Cyrillic 
transcription]; L Dujcev (ed.), AcejuaHueeo eeameme. Sofia, 1981 
[photo-reproduction of ms, in color], (b) H. G. Lunt, 'On the Old Church 
Slavonic codex Assemanianus,' Makedonski jazik 31-32 (1981-82): 405-
16. Christoph Koch, Kommentiertes Wort- und Formenverzeichnis des 
altkirchenslavischen Codex Assemanianus (= Monumenta Linguae Sla
vicae Dialekti Veteris, XLllI), Freiburg i. Br., 2000.'" 
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" This edition arrived after the present grammar was already complete; all references 
to Sav are based on SCepkin's edition. 

Ps: (a) S. Severjanov, CuHaucKaH ncajmupi. Petrograd, 1922 [Cyrillic 
transcription, with lexicon]; Moshe Altbauer, Psalterium Sinaiticum. 
Skopje, 1971 [photoreproduction]; F. V. Mares, PSalterii Sinaitici pars 
nova (monasterii s. Catharinae codex slav. 2IN) (= Osterreichische 
Akademie der Wissenschaften Phil.-hist. KI., Schriften der Balkan-
Kommission, Philol. Abt., 38), Vienna, 1997 [Cyrillic transcription with 
lexicon]. 
Euch: (a) Rajko Nahtigal, Euchologium Sinaiticum I [photo-reproduc
tion], / / [Cyrillic transcription, copious notes]. (= Dela 1, 2, of Akad. 
znanosti in umetnosti.filoz.-filol.-histor. razred), Ljubljana, 1 9 4 1 ^ 2 ; 
FrCek, Euchologium Sinaiticum, Texte slave avec sources greques et tra
duction frangaise (= Patrologia Orientalis, XXIV, 5, XXV, 3), Paris, 
1933, 1939 [important for Greek sources]. 
Cloz: Antomn Dostal, Clozianus, codex palaeoslovenicus glagoliticus. 
Prague, 1959 [Cyrillic and Roman transcriptions, Greek texts, transla
tions, lexicon]. 
Ril: IvanGosev, Pujicicu ajiaaomnecKU mcmoee, Sofia, 1956 [Cyrillic 
transcription, lexicon], (b) H. G. Lunt, IJSLP 111 (1959): 16-37. 
SPbO: fragmentary, unpublished; preliminary report by Lunt, 'On Slav
onic Palimpsests,' American Contributions to the Fourth Internat'l Cong, 
of Slavicists, Moscow, September 1958 (= Slavistic Printings and Re-
printings, XXI), The Hague, 1958, pp. 191-200. 

2. Cyrillic 

Sav: (a) Vja^. Scepkin, Caeeuna Knuza. StPbg, 1903 [with lexicon]; ed. 
O. A. Knjazevskaja, L.A. Korobenko, E.P. Dogramadzieva, Caeeuna 
iCHuaa. Moscow, 1999 
Vat: (a) T. KrBstanov, A-M Totomanova, I. Dobrev (eds.), Vatikansko 
Evangelie. Sofia, 1996. (b) H. G. Lunt, 'On Defining OCS; the Case of 
the Vatican Cyrillic Palimpsest,' IJSLP 43 (2001). 
Supr: (a) S. Severjanov, Cynpacjibcican pyiconuci,. SPb, 1904; J. 
Zaimov and Mario Capaldo, Cjnpacfcy/c/ira ujiu Pemicoe cffopnuicl 
vol. [photoreproduction, Severjanov's text; Greek texts], Sofia, 1982-83. 
(b) H. G. Lunt, 'On Editing Early Slavic Manuscripts: the Cases of the 
Codex Suprasliensis IJSLP 30 (1984): 7-34, 74-6. 
Si. (a) V. Jagic, Specimina linguae palaeoslovenicae (SPb, 1882) 
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Hii. (a) Angelina Minceva,Cma/>o57>y/aapc/c« nupujicicu omn-bCJiem 
(Sofia, 1978) 24-39. 
ZogrFoi. (a) Minceva, pp. 39-45. 
[Note: Zo, Mar, Ps, Sav, Supr were reprinted under the auspices of the 
Seminar fur slavische Philologie of the University of Graz, Austria.] 

B. GRAMMARS 

Paul Diels, Altkirchenslavische Grammatik^, I-ll, Heidelberg, 1963. Andre 
Vaillant, Manuel du vieux slave^ l-II, Paris, 1964. Fpajuamuna Ha 
cinapo6%Ji2apcKUH e3UK (ed. Ivan Duridanov), Sofia, 1991. 

C. DICTIONARIES 

Slovnik jazyka staroslovenskeho, Prague, 1958-1997. CmapocjtaeHH-
CKUU cjioeaph, ed. R. Cejtlin, Moscow, 1994. 

D. STUDIES 

On aspect: Antonin Dostal, Studie o vidovem systemu v staroslovenstine, 
Prague, 1954. 
On verbal forms: Christoph Koch, Das morphologische System des 
altkirchenslavischen Verbums, Munich, 1990. 
On syntax: HccjiedoeanuH no cuHmaKCucy cmapocnaeHHcicoao 
HSMica, ed. Josef Kurz, Prague. 1963. Rudolf VeJerka, Altkirchensla
vische (altbulgarische) Syntax, I-III, Freiburg i. Br., 1989, 1993, 1996. 
On the prehistory of Slavic: Antoine Meillet (with Andr6 Vaillant), Le 
slave commun^, Paris, 1934. H. G. Lunt, The Progressive Palatalization 
of Common Slavic, Skopje, 1981; 'Common Slavic, Proto-Slavic, Pan-
Slavic: What Are We Talking About? I. About Phonology,' IJSLP 41 
(1997) 7-67; 'On Common Slavic Phonology: Palatalizations, Diphthongs, 
and Morphophonemes,' IJSLP 42 (1998) 7-14; 'Thoughts, Suggestions, 
and Questions about the Earliest Slavic Writing Systems', Wiener slavi-
stisches Jahrbuch 46 (2000); 'Cyril and Methodius with Rastislav Prince 
of Morava: Where Were They?' Thessaloniki Magna Moravia, Thessa-
loniki, 1999. pp. 87-112. 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE OLD CHURCH SLAVONIC WRITING SYSTEMS 

1.0 Old Church Slavonic manuscripts are written in two alphabets, 
glagolitic and cyriUic, which are functionally equivalent but visually quite 
different. 

1.01 The glagolitic (named fromglagoh 'word') was probably invented 
by Constantine-Cyril, perhaps with the aid ofhis brother Methodius, in or 
about 863 CE. It is a unique and homogeneous graphic system, despite 
reminiscences from various styles of Greek, Coptic, and other alphabets. 
Doubtless the "Slavic Apostles" made the letter-shapes different because 
they wanted to create a unique system for the new language which was to 
be used for the praise and glory of God. This is in accordance with the 
Byzantine tradition allowing autonomy and equality for all of the lan
guages of eastern Christianity, such as Georgian, Armenian, Syriac, and 
Coptic. Since glagolitic is the work of one man, or one man and his imme
diate associates, it is pointiess to try to trace the gradual development of 
various letters from other symbols in other alphabets. 

1.02 The Cyrillic, a less esoteric alphabet that medieval Slavs attributed 
to St. Cyril, consists of the Greek uncial letters supplemented by symbols 
for typically Slavic sounds. It surely developed in the border zones where 
Greek teachers were proselytizing their pagan Slavic neighbors, and pos
sibly represents authoritative decisions made by an "inventor" whose work 
was to adapt, systematize, and popularize suggestions made by a number 
of missionaries. It is not impossible that Constantine and his helpers 
worked out the number and value of symbols first on the basis of the 
Greek graphic model, and then devised a sharply contrasting set of letters 
that would proclaim the non-Greek individuality of the language. The 
e a r l i e s t C y r i l l i c m a n u s c r i p t s look remarkably like ninth or t e n t h - c e n t u r y 

Greek manuscripts. Glagolitic pages look nothing like either Greek or 
Latin. Perhaps the exotic shapes of glagolitic letters were intended to 
produce a visual image that might help persuade hostile Prankish or Ital
ian missionaries in Morava that Constantine's mission was not Greek. In 
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' Greek has two numerals (i.e. letters with only numerical value): stigma (5) *6', and 
koppa{9) '90'. S e e § 1.5. 

any case, the Greek-based alphabet i s the ancestor o f the cyriUic alphabets 
used today in the Balkans and among the East Slavs. 

1.03 Glagolitic manuscripts were written in Macedonia well into the 
thirteenth century, and they were read and copied (in transliteration) in 
Rus' and the Balkans for some centuries, but the glagolitic alphabet was 
productive only i n Croatia. There it was widely used as late as the seven
teenth century, and a few priests in northern Dalmatia still use glagolitic 
missals to this day. 

It i s normal for scholars now to publish glagolitic texts in cyriUic o r 
roman transliteration. 

The two Slavic alphabets are admirably suited to the language for which 
they were devised. The dominant principle one letter for one significant 
sound i s supplemented b y arbitrary spelling conventions, some o f which 
rely o n the phonotactic structure of the language. 

Like Greek and other eastern alphabets, OCS makes its letters serve as 
numerals a s well a s phonetic symbols. The numerical value o f the gla
golitic letters runs according t o the alphabetical order, while the cyriUic 
numerals are patently borrowed from Greek. Letters representing Slavic 
phonemes that have n o Greek analogue generally have n o numerical value 
i n C y r i l l i c ' 

1.04 Neither Greek nor Latin contained certain consonants and vowels 
which were common i n Slavonic, and the classical alphabets were unsuit
able for Slavic without extensive modification. Their inadequacy i s dem
onstrated b y the oldest datable Slavic written on parchment, the Freising 
texts—three short confessional formulae written i n Latin letters and i n 
cluded i n a manuscript which can b e dated between 998 and 1027. For 
instance the letter z may stand for any o f five different phonemes, zsc c 
o r z, while the phoneme * may b e spelled with s, J, z, zz, o r Jz (e.g. 
zeJ"ztoco=zestoko, ocima = ocima, zinzi =sinci orsynci, zla =zla; zloueza 
= slovesa, sodni =- sgdni, Junt = SQt, bozza = bosa, gojzpodi = gospodi). 

The inconsistencies and obscurities o f the spelling o f these brief texts, 
plus certain marked Slovene dialect features, set them apart from the lan
guage o f the other old texts, and they will not b e treated i n this work i n 
spite o f their age. 
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Glagolitic 
numerical 

value Cyrillic 
numerical 

value 
transcrip-

rion 
approximate phonetic 

value: notes 

+ 1 A 1 a a 

2 B - b b 

3 B 2 V V 

% 4 r 3 g go as in go 

A 5 A 4 d d 

9 6 e 5 e e 

Si 7 Mt - i azure 

8 6 3 adze 

9 7 z z 

10 • CO 10 i i 

8 20 H 8 i i 

At 30 (h) - -i see below, §1.213 

> 40 K 20 k k 

50 A 30 1 1 

VS 60 M 40 m m 

•P 70 H 50 n n 

80 0 60 0 0 

r 90 n 70 P P 

b - P 100 r r 

S 200 c 200 s s 

300 T 300 t t 

400 400 u u 

500 500 f f (p?) cf. §1.216 

•e- - 9 th thin?t? cf. §1.2161 

1^ 600 X 600 X Ger. ach, R xopouio 

o 700 w 800 V o 

800? '4' - §t Eng. sht 

900 U 900 c ts 

1000 V (§1.34) 6 cheese 
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Glagolitic 
numerical 

value 
Cyrillic 

numerical 
value 

transcrip
tion 

approximate phonetic 
value: notes 

lU 2000? 111 - s sh 

- •h - put, cf. §1.237 

- •hi - y Russian m 

-e - b - b pit, cf. §1.237 
A 800? •k* - e pad, cf. §1.238 

- 10 - ju Eng. you 

- - a - ja ya 

- - K - je ye 

- A A A A 900 ? nasalized e 

- If, - Q nasalized o 

- - j? y -1- nasalized e 

- - JQ y + nasalized o 

- - a 60 ks ax 

- - 700 ps apse 

400? 400 ii you cf. §1.233 

- - <; 90 - see §1.5 

1.1 The preceding table lists the two sets of symbols found in the oldest 
texts. It does not attempt to indicate the exact make-up of the original 
alphabets, since unambiguous evidence is lacking. It is probable that some 
of the letters listed here are relatively recent. 

1.10 The theoretical ideal that one symbol = one phoneme (with the 
implication that one significant sound will always be represented by its 
own symbol) is violated because the number of phonemes is different 
from the number of symbols. Some sounds are not unambiguously repre
sented. OCS spelling includes rules of combination: the precise signifi
cance of certain letters depends on the preceding letter. In particular, cer
tain letters symbolize vowels if they immediately follow a consonant-letter 
but otherwise (that is, if they are word-initial or follow a vowel-letter) 
they indicate a syllable that consists of the consonant iod 0 ) plus a vowel 
(e.g. e^ = /jej?/). The position after a consonant-letter may be called 
blocked; otherwise a vowel-letter is unblocked. Details are given below. 
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The actual spellings of the manuscripts vary widely in detail, because 
they were written at different times in different places, and the traditions 
and schooling of the scribes doubdess prescribed different norms. Thus 
quotations from the manuscripts will not always agree with the "same" 
forms which are cited in the grammatical discussion. The conventions 
observed in transliterating from glagolitic into Cyrillic, and for rendering 
both in roman letters, must also be kept in mind. As a rule, cyriUic wiU be 
used here in citing cyriUic manuscripts and in sample paradigms. Roman 
will be used for normalized OCS words, for hypothetical reconstructed 
forms, and for transliteration from glagolitic manuscripts. 

1.101 Normalized forms mean the speUings which are in accord with 
the theoretical standard we posit for OCS, although sometimes the "nor
mal" form may occur only rarely in the actual texts. Thus the nominative 
and accusative singular of 'day' are spelled variously: dbub, denb, dent, 
dnb and dm>. The sum of the evidence available tells us that in the lan
guage of Cyril the form must have been dmb, so that is the normalized 
form. 

1.102 Reconstructed forms are those which are never found in the 
manuscripts, but which we have deduced from all available evidence, 
including that of modern Slavic dialects and other languages, ancient and 
modem. Thus the reconstructed gen. pi. of 'day' is dmbjb, although nei
ther OCS alphabet has any means of spelling the combination jb. Recon-
stmcted forms are always marked with the asterisk (*). 

It may be pointed out here that the asterisk ought to be placed before 
many forms which are usually not so marked. There is no inventory of all 
attested forms, and often grammatical discussions adduce words that in 
fact are not to be found in the manuscripts. For instance, one confidently 
gives the full declension of kostb 'bone' in all 16 forms. Yet in all of OCS 
only two cases in the singular and five in the plural are attested. Inasmuch 
as the other forms are found in slightly younger manuscripts, and the 
grammatical endings are easily established by analogy with other words 
of the same category, it is not deemed necessary to label these forms as 
hypothetical. Thus in the paradigms in this book only really hypothetical 
forms in the less regular categories will be marked with the *, e.g. certain 
forms of the irregular verbs 'to be' and 'to give'. 

1.20 The chief evidence for the phonology is the writing, but since the 
writing is a complex system (with g l a g o l i t i c and C y r i l l i c variants), the 
individual symbols are most readily defined in terms of the phonological 
units we deem pertinent. The following discussion takes for granted the 
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Neither the Cyrillic nor the glagolitic shape can be plausibly explained as a com
pound symbol, m over t . 
Evidence is too sparse and contradictory to prove or refute any hypothesis about 
"141" and "djerv", but as an act of faith I believe that Dumovo and Trubetzkoy were 
essentially correct in speculating that they were originally devised as separate 
symbols for the regional reflexes of earlier *tj and *dj (probably palatal stops). See 
§26.4. Surviving mss reflect many decades of evolution in orthography and differ
ent regional and generational attitudes toward the texts and their pronunciation. 

11 vowels and 24 consonants listed in the tables on pp. 30-31 in the next 
chapter. 

1.21 Seventeen consonants are represented by unambiguous letters: 

n B ^ t ^ B M T A « ? U ^ v u j M K r x 
p b f v m t d s z c s C S i k g x 

The dental sonorants /n 1 r/ are written with "n 1 r", but the same letters 
may stand for the palatals /nj Ij rj/, see §1.22 below. 

The front glide / j / is noted or implied in several ways, see § 1.24 below. 

1.211 The voiced affricate j was symbolized by a special glagolitic 
letter called j^/o . In many dialects the sound had lenited to ^ or z and 
scribes used "z" (named zemlja). The chief OCS Cyrillic mss, Su and Sav, 
have no l^l, but T} occurs in Hil, ZoF, and Vat. In transliterating from 
glagohtic to Cyrillic it is customary to use the symbol s (which in OCS 
Cyrillic mss funcdons only as a numeral, '6'). 

1.212 The letter itJ (^ in glagolitic) alternates with two-letter speUings, 
e.g. cB-kuiTA = CB-ki(jA 'candle'. The pronunciation probably varied from 
region to region, but functionally we may posit st, two phonetic units that 
together serve as a special morphophonological item (see §2.121).^ 

1.213 Glagolitic M "g" (called djerv) represents a Greek gamma (nearly 
always before front vowel): igemom, = '(Roman) governor'. Its pronun
ciation in Slavic is unknown. It is conventionally transliterated into cyriUic 
by R, borrowed from later Serbian mss, though SJS normalizes r, with the 
diacritic that will be treated below in §1.31.' 

1.214 The first glagolitic letter of the word xat-am- 'hill' has a special "spider shape" four 
times in Ps Sin and once in As (but the normal "x" is used in Zogr, Mar, Euch and once in 
Ps Sin). No plausible phonetic or other reason for this exceptional letter has been found. 

1.215 CyriUic occasionally writes ks and ps (consonant clusters not 
permitted in Slavic words) with 3 and taken from Greek ^ (ksi) and vp 
(psi). 
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Latin had a native/but spelled borrowed Greek stems with "ph". 
Neither Latin nor the Romance dialects that might have been in contact with 
Constantine and his mission had phonetic 9, but Latin orthography distinguished 
"th" in borrowings. It is probable that /f/ was permissible in stem-morphemes in 
many Slavic 9th-c dialects, but that /Q/ was not. The scribes who wrote the OCS 
mss surely were familiar with several sets of spelling conventions, but we can only 
guess what they may have been. Facts such as that Gk <foivi^ 'palm-tree' appears 
as pinikhsh in PsSin but finikh in J 12:13 when we might expect 4>(fHHK(IIC)'B (or 
ŷHMg-H) merely underiine types of variation that may or may not conceal different 

types of pronunciadon. The Gk phrase is ta paBi (ds TO -naQT]) 'for the passions' 
(= special lections on Good Friday) comes out na ta fati (see SJS sub N««4i). 
Throughout this book these three units will be spelled with digraphs, to avoid the 
visual disparity between Croadan rl and /, and the inappropriate phonetic associa
tions implied by the symbol /=. 
Ninth-century Greek had six vowels: / (spelled H, I, El), u (sp. Y, 01), u (sp. OY), 
e (sp. E, Al), o (sp. O, D), a (sp. A). Sequences of vowels within a word were 
common. Word-inirial vowels were marked with a diacridc (placed on the second 
letter of a digraph), e.g. 6-, a-, i-, i-, ai-, ou-, oO-. These "breathings" were merely 
a visual signal of the beginning of a word. Other diacritics could appear on any 
vowel to mark the stressed vowel. To write "accents" (circumflex acute', grave'), 

1.216 The letter "f' (cyr. <|>) occurs in borrowed stems spelled in Greek 
with <p (phi) or in Latin with "f' or "ph". There is no [f] in native Slavic 
words, but OCS use of the phi-letter is quite consistent in common names 
(e.g. tftHAHn-h 'Phillip', hc>ch<)>i> 'Joseph'), and we may assume it was pro
nounced / b y many Slavs." 

1.2161 The letter "th" (cyr. «•) may correspond to Greek spellings with 
theta (9), but it is usually replaced by "t" in the oldest texts, e.g. TOMA for 
«.<>Md 'Thomas'. The phone [9] probably was not part of normal OCS 
pronunciation.' 

1.22 The three palatal sonorants /nj Ij rj/* may be represented (I) by a 
diacritic on the letters "n 1 r" and/or (2) by the use of certain vowel-letters, 
but often they are not marked; readers are expected to choose the appro
priate pronunciation from spellings that are ambiguous; see §1.31. The 
ubiquitous glide / j / (iod) has no uniform spelling, but is usually indicated 
by contextual signals; see below. 

1.230 The nine oral and two nasal vowels are written by means of 12 
glagolitic graphs and their combinations or 17 Cyrillic graphs and their 
combinations. These graphs also serve to imply the glide / j / . 

1.2301 The structure of Slavic words is (C)VCVCV—a sequence of 
open syllables.' The symbol C in this formula stands for a limited number 
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scribes had to memorize general rules and long lists of specific words. A dieresis 
may be used to show that a vowel-letter is not part of a digraph (e.g. ai = ai [two 
syllables], not e). 

of possible consonant clusters (cf. §2.43 below), while the V means only 
a single vowel. The circumstance that a vowel sound may not be immedi
ately followed by another vowel in the same word underlies a fundamen
tal orthographical convention that distinguishes two possible readings of 
certain vowel-letters. "VV"—a sequence of two vowel-letters—ordinar
ily means N]VI; the glide/j/is indicated. The syllables /ju, je, j q , j?, ja/ are 
distinguished fairly clearly, but the important difference between /ji/ and 
I'ybl is not written; it must be deduced by readers from the context, see 
§1.24 below. 

1.2302 A vowel-letter is blocked if it follows a consonant-letter, un
blocked otherwise. Unblocked position thus means syllable-initial, either 
within a word or at the beginning of a word. 

1.231 The letters "o" (cyriUic "c") and "co" (called omega, cyr. "w") 
stand for the vowel o. Omega is rare; its principal uses are in the exclama
tion 'oh', as a decorative capital letter interchangeable with "o", and in the 
preposition or prefix ot( 6J—often It may be written in names to imitate 
Greek spelling. 

1.232 The cyriUic "y" or "v"(called iiica) functions chiefly as the sec
ond element of a digraph oy for the tense high back rounded vowel u. A 
space-saving variant 8, with the second element above the first, is used 
sparingly. 

In glagolitic, the complex shape of iiica is maintained when it stands 
alone, but in the digraph "ou" (cyr. oy, phonetic u) it is usually simplified 
and fused with the first element; the result looks like a single letter. 

Izica appears independently in a few Greek words and names which were spelled with 
upsilon, representing a high front rounded U. Whether the Slavic scribes indeed pronounced 
this foreign sound, they endeavored to keep the traditional spelling. Thus siimeom C V M S O H I . 

auMEcbu 'Symeon', surii t v p H u aOpia 'Syria'. Substitution of i ot u is not uncommon, 
( H / w e o M n , (eYAveoHi,, c H p H a c«ypHra . 

1.233 The unit letter "ju" (cyr. K>) denotes the sequence /ju/. See also 
§1.24. 

1.234 The glagolitic "e" denotes^ if in blocked position.^V if unblocked. 
CyriUic "e" functions the same way in Sav, but the shape M is usual in Su 
for unblocked position. 
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In Russian,«is called loc 5ojibUJofi, a is KX: Ma.nbiH, while BR and (§1.2343) are 
described as fioTMpouaHHbie, iotized. Thus jus and jusy are used as cover terms in 
discussing these letters and their variants. 
Here are typical usages of spellings for e and yf in OCS manuscripts: 

Su Sav Hil Ost KF Zo, etc. 
blocked eA c a e * eeN eN 
unblocked k a 6 a k a km, ecN ecN 

1.2341 In Cyrillic, the letter ' V unambiguously means q, while "br " 
means jg. That is, one unit stands for the back nasal vowel, and another 
(albeit visually related) unit stands for iod plus the vowel. The unit " a " (or 
variants a , a , a ) is f in blocked position (i.e. after a consonant-letter) but 
7f otherwise.' 

1.2342 In glagolitic, a letter <e (transhterated t i ) generally serves to 
indicate nasal quality associated with the p r e c e d i n g vowel-letter: "oN" 
and "eN" are digraphs usually transliterated "q" and and taken to be 
equivalent of the C y r i l l i c letters "a^" and "a". A third digraph has a letter 
that o c c u r s only before "N" and may be represented in roman as "oN" or 
"q". Its C y r i l l i c equivalent is the unitary "kk" and it surely stands for the 
s e q u e n c e JQ. (See also §1.241.) 

The digraph "eN" is universal in unblocked position, but some scribes 
used the "N" by itself in blocked position for ^. Thus "tN" = /t§/ 'thee [Acc 
sg]' ~ " t o N " = /tQ/ 'that [Acc sg fem]' (but "toew" = /toj?/ "that [Gen fem 
sg]"); cyr. TA ~ T « ( t o a ) . Blocked "eN" is consistent in the Kiev Folia and 
the Sinai Psalter, and usual in the Rila Folia; there are frequent examples 
in As and occasional instances elsewhere. 

1.2343 Scholarly tradition dictates that " c n " should be spelled ia when 
transliterating from glagolitic, and also when writing normalized OCS in 
Cyrillic. The shape ia is not found in early South Slavic, but is regular in 
unblocked position in the East Slavic Ostromir Gospel.' The widespread 
use of IA in the authoritative editions of OCS glagolitic manuscripts ob
scures the nature of the orthographic relationships; cyriUic transliterations 
like T i A look strange to Slavists, while t o i a — a type of spelling unknown 
in canonical cyriUic OCS manuscripts—appears normal. In this book e 
and A will be used in normalized cyriUic. 

1.235 Glagolitic texts make no clear distinction between the three let
ters for i ( 5 2f T»), and cyriUic texts use their two letters (h, i) almost 
interchangeably. Readers have to take the orthographic and semantic con
text into account as they decide the value of each individual spelling. In 
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"' The use of the /-letters in KF differs from that of most other scribes. The words 
slysati, byti, and *moJi/*mojb, for example, vary as follows: 

Supr/SaV CAIilUlitTH biith m©h 
ZoMarEuch (a-uuiath b-uth moh 
KF (A-bHUIitTH BliHTH *0I 

blocked position, the value is always /. In unblocked position the value is 
/ if it stands for the conjunction or emphatic particle 'and; even' and either 
ji or ^6 otherwise (unless the preceding symbol is -h or h, see next para
graph). It is tempting to speculate that the different shapes had specific 
contrasting values (perhaps i,jb) in Cyril's language, but attested usage is 
unsystematic. 

In transliterating glagohtic into Cyr i l l i c , it is conventional to maintain 
the threefold usage of the original by means of a third letter, either i, which 
is n o t found in any real C y r i l l i c m a n u s c r i p t , or the Y of Supr (h = 5, 1 = 2», 
I orY= «Tf>). In normalized texts only C y r i l l i c h and roman / are written. (In 
historical reconstructions and grammatical discussions, the combinations 
ji and jb may be used when pertinent, but this has no support in OCS 
spelling.) 

1.236 The tense high back unrounded vowel y is written with a combi
nation of two letters, t> + any of the three symbols for / in glagolitic, and 
-b + either of the i-symbols in Cyrillic. In Cyrillic, -m is by far the common
est form.'" A rare shape m (with b as first element) occurs in Su. Occasion
ally the two elements are joined by a line, -bi or u. In some contexts it is 
difficult to decide whether the t + i sequences represent one syllable or 
two, y or yi (with an independent unblocked /-letter signifying yji or yjb\ 
c f §4.30121). This sort of ambiguity is rarely an impediment to under
standing the words. 

1.237 The letters % and b stood for high lax vowels in most ninth-cen
tury dialects, comparable to the vowels in Eng. put and pit, respectively. 
These letters are called jers: & is the back or hard jer (Russian e p ) , 6 is the 
front or soft jer (R e p b ) . The two high lax vowels might appropriately be 
written U and t in roman. Yet because their complex development within 
the OCS period was striking and puzzling to early modern s c h o l a r s , 

the jers were put in a special classification as " r e d u c e d " or "irrational" 
vowels symbolized conventionally by the C y r i l l i c letters. Instead of sUnU 
'sleep' and dim 'day', Slavists usually write smz, dbtib. The two jer-
vowels were ubiquitous in the language of Cyril and Methodius; they 
occurred in all sorts of morphemes. By the time the OCS manuscripts 
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were written, however, these sounds had disappeared in some instances 
and changed quality in others. We assume that 9th-century OCS spelling 
used the jer-letters consistently in accordance with pronunciation. The 
scribes whose work constitutes our evidence attempted to spell words 
according to the old pronunciation, but they often erred. One of the major 
tasks facing students of OCS is to learn the hypothetical shape of mor
phemes and to recognize the orthographic variables in order to identify 
the jers that are posited for ideal or normalized words. See §2.51-2.53, 
below. 

1.238 The letter e (cyrillic -k, called "jiTb" in Russian) probably repre
sented a tense low front vowel (similar to that in English pat) in the dia
lects of the Bulgarian lands. The ^ of Western South Slavic regions appar
ently had a higher, more closed pronunciation. In glagolitic texts the letter 
stands where historically we expect the vowel e after a non-palatal conso
nant, the sequence ja otherwise: thus mesto 'place', belaya 'white [nom. 
sg. fem.]',7ako 'as' are spelled "mesto, b^ae, eko" (w-kcTo, B-kAd-k, -kKo in 
Cyrillic transliteration). In blocked position, then, the glagolitic letter "e" 
represents the front vowel; in unblocked position it unambiguously repre
sents j plus the tense low back vowel a. Cyrillic uses t only in blocked 
position; the symbols la or * (surely based on Greek uncial IA) are re
served for unblocked positions. 

1.24 The glagolitic alphabet has no hint of a letter for the front glide j 
(called iod). This gap is filled (1) by two letters that stand for j plus back 
vowel, and (2) a convention that interprets a front-vowel letter in un
blocked position as j plus the appropriate vowel (with a rule that assigns 
the value ja to unblocked "g", see §1.238 above)." 

Cyrillic lacks a specific symbol for j but has three letters with an initial 
element suggesting Gk iota: 

p h o n e m i c ju je JQ j? ja j> jb 
g l a g o l i t i c ii e 6N eN ii h h 

u n b l o c k e d 
C y r i l l i c €(k) UK A A A A ra H 1 Y 

u n b l o c k e d 

The lack of a device to differentiate jb from ji is the most serious defect 
in the writing systems. It was not remedied for centuries. 

" A sequence of vowel letters ordinarily implies an intervening word boundary. 
However, in foreign stems and sometime within native words, an unblocked a, u, 
or g may indicate / j / : farisea ^upHcê  /fariseja/, bllaa s t A o * /b^laja/. 
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Meticulous collections were assembled by scholars before the concept of the pho
neme was explicit, but they interpreted the letters as scientific phonetic symbols, 
carefully chosen by trained linguists; the careful statistics concerning letter com
binations have little to do with phonemic disdncdons. Even if one grants a phone
mic /li/ and / q / opposed to /u/ and /q/, it is clear that the opposition was neutralized 
after Is z U idl, so that the choice of vowel-letter in these cases was immaterial. 
The variation in choice of jers after palatal consonants (e.g. vb vs. VT.) is similarly 
insignificant. 
There are supralinear markings in the Kiev Folia that suggest a significant system. 
Yet the marks are sparse and their distribution so inconsistent that scholars have 
been unable to agree whether the diacritics signify length, pitch, accent, musical 
notation for chanting, or perhaps more than one of these. (See Schaeken, Lunt). 

Eariy East Slavic hymnological manuscripts with full Byzantine musical nota
tion surely reflect a lost heritage of OCS mss of this type. It is highly probable that 
the Slavs chanted scriptural lections in accord with Eastern Orthodox custom. 
Some of the linear punctuation marks in Vat and the Ostromir Gospel hint at the 
system of ekphonetic notation known from Byzantine lectionaries; no indubitable 
sample of this type for any period has survived (though the Rusian Novgorod Folia 
are a likely candidate). 

1.241 The letters ii and g (cyr. lo and hr) may be used after "5 § z c 3" 
and the groups "§t zd" (cyr. v lu »< 14 ^, u i t [qj] x ^ ) instead of "u" and " q " 
(cyr. <>Y and «) . Usage is extremely varied: uiio and vk> are particularly 
common; HiK>, ijii* (u i tk>) , }KAK less so, and uk> and ^» are rare. ( u i t s i ) 

is favored. These alternants surely result from scribal rules that varied 
with place and time. It is unlikely that the spellings give any real help in 
determining the pronunciation or phonetic nuances of either vowel or 
consonant.'^ 

1.30 The writing in the manuscripts contains various superscript marks. 
Most of them are over vowel-letters, usually in unblocked position. No 
spaces are provided between words; unblocked vowels are usually word-
initial. A superscript mark thus may be a reader-friendly visual signal of 
a word beginning with a vowel, but it is linguistically redundant. It may be 
a reminiscence of the Greek use of "breathings" that were obligatory on 
word-initial vowel-letters. 

1.31 One diacritic is used in normalized OCS over or next to the three 
letters "n 1 r", to stand for the palatal sonorants nj, Ij, rj: thus n f r'or H A 
p. This usage is borrowed from the cyrillic Suprasliensis and the glagolitic 
Zographensis, where the presence of these palatals is usually (if not fully 
consistently) noted. In Supr, for instance, the theoretical forms *jeleni 
'2 deer [nom. dual]' and *jelenji 'deer's [poss. adj. loc. sg.] ' are spelled 
6A6HH ~ 6A6HH. The nomiuative singular (masculine) forms, which do not 
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happen to be attested, would be similarly distinct: eACHh ~ eAeiih for -/i6 ~ 
-njb. In other mss, the palatal sonorants may be noted by "ju" (K>) and " j q " 
(UR): ljubljg AIOBABR T love'. For the most part, readers must deduce these 
three sonorants from the context. 

1.32 Normalized texts often use both the diacritic and the "iotized" 
letters ra k i a lo hr: such spelling includes combinations that are not found 
in any OCS manuscript. 

1. K has no counterpart in glagolitic and does not occur in Sav (one 
exception) and certain fragments. In Supr it is usual in unblocked posi
tion, but 6 is not infrequent. 

2. Zo is fairly consistent in marking *lj *nj with the diacritic. Supr 
scarcely ever marks / before ju (AIO , not AIO) , and normally writes simply 
" q " for "JQ" after a marked consonant (A;R, H « , less often AKR, HBR , rarely 
ABR, NKK) . *rj is less well attested because the palatal quality was lost early 
in South Slavic dialects. It is rarely marked in Supr, somewhat more often 
in Zo. Other manuscripts do not have this softness-diacridc except for a 
handful of examples in Mar, plus a couple of doubtful instances in Ps Sin. 

In Sav, Alii is regular for Ija, but H-k for nja (Sav never uses the dia
critics). Supr writes Ija and nja inconsistently, e.g. Ara/A-fe/Ara/A-k. ra never 
occurs after a consonant-letter other than A or H. 

3. Vat does not use the diacridc. The scribes apparendy pronounced 
sequences *pj *bj *vj *mj that are foreign to the standard language (see 
§2.420, below); they write these sequences: H K , B K , B K , M K , nra. Bra, Era, 
A\ra, nBR, BBR, BUR, AAHR. 

1.331 The Hiiandar Fragment has a special letter A- which looks like a 
combination of / and the diacritic. Its usage even within the short text is 
not consistent, and it occurs where no historical *j is posited. East Slavic 
mss of the 11th-12th centuries have besides «• a parallel symbol ir (n -t-") 
and in some texts (e.g. the Cudov Psalter) the two letters are used with 
great accuracy for *lj and *nj. The Hil Fr would suggest that the Rus' 
borrowed this usage from the Balkan Slavs, though it is not impossible 
that it was a Rusian innovation. 

1.332 Zogr and Supr often write" over kgx followed by a front vowel, 
a combination of phonemes that is non-Slavic and therefore occurs only in 
newly borrowed words, mosdy names: Kecapi. 'caesar', KHHI>CII Gk K f i v a o s 

'poll-tax', eBANrcAHe 'Gospel'. However, in this feature, as in many others, 
the spelling of foreign words shows wide variation. 
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1.34 In all of the texts there are words which are not spelled out in full. 
There are abbreviations of two types. The first writes the first and last 
letter of the stem plus the grammatical ending, and a line is placed over the 
word: bgb, bgu = bogi., bogu. In Greek this was originally a means of 
emphasis rather than a space-saving device, and it was restricted to the 
nomina sacra, the names of Divinity, such as 'God', 'Jesus', 'Spirit'. OCS 
early extended it to certain other words; it is particularly common with the 
forms of the \erb glagolati 'speak, say': rAeTT», p a a = glagoljetb, glagolj?, 
etc. The second type is more clearly to save space. A letter of those omit
ted on the line is written above the others, under a little r o o f t a b glava, evr 

evvangelie, B-hi bystb, m^sopustb, etc. Such abbreviations are in
creasingly frequent in later manuscripts. 

Some of the commonest abbreviations: aHa i . = a o o c t o a t j ; aRati , a h t a i i = 

AHfteAli; E?KIH = BOatHH; BAHA, BAPHA = BAAPOCAOBCHA; IaKA = BAAAIiIKa; Ph = 

potnoAi^; riih = rocnoAhHb; aba'>> = AAB-UAn^; AuTa = A'^V"''*: HAh = 

HSApAHAb; MM-h, HAlWb = HepoyCAAHMIi; HCTi, IC = HtOYtt; KpCTTi = KphCTli; 

HBCKii = HeBecbCKii; «i(A = oTbi^A; t n c H - cbnACu; x i . = x p h c t t i , x p H t r o c b ; upb 

= t^-kcApb; tti'h, HAK-b = MAOB'kK'b. 

1.4 The punctuation in OCS mss is primitive. No space is left between 
words. Large-size letters may occur in headings, but there is no capitali
zation in the modern sense. A dot on the line (.) or raised (•), or two dots 
(:), may be written to divide the text into phrases, but they are not system
atically used, and occasionally they occur within words. Larger divisions 
are sometimes marked with more complex symbols (such as •: or •>•). No 
OCS manuscript uses any of these devices consistently. 

1.5 Numerals are indicated by putting a line above the letter, often also 
by setting off the letter or letters by a dot on either side: a- = 30, -a*.- = 
39, Till- = 318. The unit ordinarily precedes the ten in the teens: -bi- ( = 

•IB-) = 12 (corresponding to dwa na des^te, see §20). 
The symbol s (or ^) has the numeral value of 6 (cf. Gk stigma, s), even 

in manuscripts where it is not used as a letter. The letter ^ (= j , dz) is not 
used as a numeral. 

The symbol <; ( c f Gk koppa, 9) means 90. (After about 1300 m replaced 
i t . ) 

The thousands do not happen to be attested in the OCS glagolitic mss. 
Later evidence hints that separate letters (§, etc.) had these functions. In 
C y r i l l i c , however, the thousands are denoted by the units with a p r e c e d i n g 

special symbol: = 2000, ^STgp = 6363. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE SOUND SYSTEM 
PHONEMICS AND MORPHOPHONEMICS 

2.0 The two alphabets, interpreted in the light of information from mod
ern Slavic dialects and ancient and modem related languages, represent 
the phonemes of OCS very well. There are both too many and too few 
symbols, but in practice the individual words are clearly delineated; real 
ambiguities are rare, and readers easily recognize the correct word from 
the context in which it occurs. While the Greek alphabet and orthogra
phy—how the letters are combined to represent Greek words—clearly 
influenced the selection of OCS symbols and their conventional combina
tions, Cyril and Methodius created a new system admirably adapted to the 
phonology of OCS.' 

2.01 It is probable that in the frontier zones where Slavs and Greeks 
were in close contact many Greek words had been adopted into Slavic 
speech. Such words, along with foreign names, inevitably were used in 
translating the basic Christian texts. The consonant/appears to have been 
accepted, surely as a markedly foreign item, in enough words and names 
so that the letters representing Greek 9 (phi) are generally correctly used 
by OCS scribes. This sound was not part of the native phonological inven-

I Nikolaj Trubetzkoy assumed that glagolitic represented an ideal phonemic alpha
bet: each letter stands for one phoneme, each phoneme has its own letter. Previous 
editions of this book adhered to this thesis, and apportioned considerable space to 
deviations from the expected effects. It is more realistic to speculate that Greek 
missionaries who undertook to write Slavic did so by attempting to adapt their 
ingrained Greek habits to the new language. It is plausible that an intelligent ex
perimenter endowed with authority to impose new rules on a group indeed created 
the system actually recorded in the surviving manuscripts. I assume that Constan
tine was the decisive figure in the process of inventing the OCS alphabets. For 
most people writing is a complex process governed by rules that have been learned 
with great labor; to write "correctly" is a matter of remembering what is learned. 
Devising a new writing system is an extraordinary feat; it is no wonder that it was 
seen as a miraculous accomplishment granted by God to Constantine. 
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2 NB: palatalized consonants are those characterized by a double articuladon, palatal 
+ something else (labial, dental, etc.). Palatal consonants have only a single -
palatal - articulation. 

tory, however, and p may appear as a substitute. Thus the name 'Phillip' 
usually is written Filipi (PHAHn-h, although occasionally Piliph n H A H n i . is 
found. The continuant© is often spelled with its own letter, but much more 
often the stop t is substituted: TOAHA rather than GOA/VA for 'Thomas'. The 6-
sound is negligible among borrowed stems. The voiced velar continuant 
y may possibly have been used by some Slavic speakers in Greek stems; 
it is more plausible to assume that the "g" of glagolitic and the "r" of 
Cyrillic were pronounced as a voiced stop, even in names and foreign 
words. We assume that If I was a separate unit for most users of OCS, but 
it plays no role in the morphology. 79/ was probably unknown to most; it 
is a problem not of phonology but of orthography. 

2.02 It is plausible that some scribes pronounced [ii] in words with 
Greek oi or u , e.g. glagolitic "iisopi," (cyr. y t o n i i ) 'hyssop, uacrcoTTos', 

cyKAAAHHA 'mulberry tree, a u K o c m v o s ' , c f §1.232 and fn. 7, p. 21. This too 
concerns spelling more than pronunciation. 

2.03 OCS spelling, as we have seen, is deficient in four particulars: 
(1) the lack of a specific symbol for the glide j (§1.24); 
(2) no unambiguous way to write the vowel lyl (§ 1.236); 
(3) no device for distinguishing the sequence /jb/ from /ji/ (§1.235); 

and 
(4) the lack of a systematic indicator to distinguish dental In, 1, r/ from 

the corresponding palatals /nj Ij rj/. See §1.3-.331. 

2.04 On the whole, however, the OCS alphabets can be regarded as 
essentially phonemic. Thus dartih 'we (will) give' differs from dumb 'I 
(will) give' in that in one the phoneme Ival is followed by the vowel l-bl 
and in the other the same phoneme Iml is followed by Ihl, any phonetic 
variation in the m being non-significant. There is no reason to assume that 
there were phonemically palataUzed consonants in OCS.^ 

2.11 OCS had nine oral and two nasal vowels, defined by the distinc
tive features back/front, high/low, tense/lax, and rounded/unrounded: 

i y u b i > e o S a ^ p 
back - + + + - + 
high + + + + + - - - - ( - ) (-I-) 
tense + + + - - - - + + ( + ) { + ) 
rounded - - + - (±) - + - ( - ) - (±) 
nasal _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ + + 
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labial dental palatal velar 
obstruents p b t d s z c 3 k g x 
sonorants in n i r nj Ij rj 
glides w j 

The obstruents may further be subdivided into continuants {s z s z 
[sibilants], x) and stops (pbtdkgvs. affricate [or delay ed-release] c j 

The labial continuant is classed here as a glide /w/, though we use the 
traditional letter v. Like other sonorants it may be preceded by either 
voiced or voiceless obstruents, e.g. tv, dv. It is the only sonorant that may 
be followed by another sonorant, in vl and vr. The sequence {ov} in some 
morpheme-defined positions alternates with u, while in others the (v ) 
behaves like {p b m) . Cf. §3.7, §6.21. 

2.121 The two-phoneme sequences st and id function morphophonem-
ically as palatal units. 

The underlying shapes may be posited as sc and z^; a late generative 
rule converts the affricates (d and ;f) to stops {t and d). Cf. §2.413. 

2.122 The dental affricates c j may be termed "soft" (and written d ^ ) 
because they have different restrictions of combination from either the 
"hard" dentals t d or the "soft" palatal c (§2.51). In many dialects, j had 
become a continuant t- The diacritic marks are not needed for c j , but z 
will be written to distinguish it from the more common hard dental z. 

2.123 An exceptional phoneme ^ is to be posited for the anomalous 
pronouns s-b 'this' and vbs-b 'all'; see §4.201. 

2.2 Throughout this book, the letter j will be used for initial and 
intervocalic / j / in accord with usual manuscript spellings: jazejuzejgze, 
tvoja, tvoju, tvojg - eze, fze, tvoe, tvof—whereby the "front-vowel let
ters" e and f in unblocked position are to be understood as representing 
/je/ and /j?/. Further, the ambiguous manuscript spellings will be followed 

Rounding is disdnctive only in the high tense vowels; the & was probably 
rounded only in central Macedonia and in Rus'. The back nasal g was non-
distincdvely rounded in central Late Common Slavic (including Rus' and 
the southwest [pre-Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian dialects]), but un
rounded in the northwest (pre-Polish) and southeast (Macedono-Bulgar-
ian) regions. This is implied by spellings in OCS where "o" is written 
instead of "T>", " U " and "ju" (cyr. oy, » ) instead of "<?" and " J Q " ( c y r . K R ) . 

2.12 The basic consonantal inventory (without the borrowed f) is this: 
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in words like ize and tvoi, to be interpreted according to the context as 
/jize/ or /jbze/, /tvoji/ or / tvoJB/ ; see §1.24. 

2.21 The texts show fluctuation between a and ja at the beginning of 
certain words (aviti ~ javiti 'show', dignbcb - jagnbcb 'lamb'). This surely 
reflects dialect variations rather than alternate forms in a single dialect. 

2.22 In some dialects, a j between two vowels was lost: de}ati 'do', 
raskajati 'repent' > deati, raskaati. The two vowels could contract (d6ti, 
raskati). 

Other spellings reflect contractions yb/yjb > y, bjb/ijb and bji/iji > i. 
The consequences are significant for certain present tenses (see §6.5) and 
the compound declension (see §4.301). 

2.3 It is probable that there were prosodic features of length and stress 
which gave an even greater diversity to the OCS vowel system (and greater 
contrasts among dialects), but since the manuscripts give no information 
about prosody, we cannot reconstruct the particulars. 

2.31 There are, however, certain spelling variations that help to identify 
some auxiliary morphemes as enclitics or proclitics that are prosodically 
bound to a major word. Prepositions surely formed an accentual unit to
gether with the following noun; they were doubtless proclitic, as they are 
in nearly all modem Slavic dialects. The two demonstrative pronominal 
forms tz> 'that' and sb 'this' (nom. acc. sg. masc.) and *jb 'him' (acc. sg. 
masc.) seem in certain cases to have functioned as enclitics, forming an 
accentual unit with the noun or verb they followed. Thus vh twie 'in the 
dark', sb mmojg 'with me', rabb th 'that slave', viditb i 'sees him' were 
accentual units. 

2.4 The following general restrictions on the occurrence and combina
tions of phonemes obtain. 

2.411 The vowels y, h, b, e and ^ do not occur in word-initial position. 
The vowel i in the root id- 'eat' may have been allowed word-initially in some dialects; 

glagolitic spelling with "5d-" is perhaps ambiguous. Cyrillic manuscripts usually write BA-
(but prefixed oetA-, ci.HiA-, cf. §3.3101). 

2.4111 It is possible that some loan-words may have had initial /e/, but adaptation to the 
native pattern with /je/ is probable for many. The use of cyrillic e vs. h is not systematic 
(§1.234) and therefore provides no sure evidence. 

2.412 After kgx only y u z>o g a may stand; that is, a front vowel (i b 
e f e) may not follow a velar consonant. 

2.4121 This rule is frequently violated by words of demonstrably recent foreign origin, 
e.g. kith 'ktitos, whale', kesarjb 'KoTaap, Roman emperor', arxierei Apxispsus 'archpriest'. 
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xeruvimh xspoupin 'cherub'. In Greek, these consonatits were non-distinctively palatal [R 
x]; some Slavs possibly imitated this pronunciation. Words with a Greek gamma before 
front vowel are spelled sometimes with g, sometimes ^ (cf. §2.4121): angelh~ angeli 
'angel'. Doubtless the pronunciation of such words varied in different areas and traditions. 
What is important is that foreign stems were ordinarily provided with derivational suffixes 
and inflectional desinences that fitted them into the overall-system of OCS. 

2.413 After palatals (sic St id nj Ij rj and j) only ie^uag may stand 
( N O T oy b e). Note that the groups St and id are treated as units whose 
behavior differs from that of t and §2.121. (And keep in mind that the 
digraphs nj Ij rj represent unit phonemes, §1.22) Note also that the se
quence /jb/ is written / (so *tvojbis spelled tvoi, cf. § 1.24). The consonants 
listed here are traditionally called "soft". 

2.414 After c and 3,y o and s cannot stand (but iue§gSab may). 

2.415 Any vowel may follow the other consonants (labials, p bvm; and 
dentals, t d s z n I r). 

2.51 These phonotacUc restrictions define four groups of consonants: 
the velars, the "soft consonants", the pair c j , and what may be termed 
"neutral consonants". Here is a summary in tabular form {plus [-)-] means 
that a vowel may occur in the position indicated, minus [-] that it may 
not): 

^ y B b o e i g u a p 
1. initial (-) - - - + - + - + + + 
2. after kgx + + 
3. after S i c St id nj Ij rj j - - - + - + + + + + + 
4. after c j + - - + - + + + + + + 
5. a f t e r p b t d s z v m n l r + + + + + + + -i- + + + 

This table shows that three vowels (m a g) have no restrictions. The con
trasts in the first four positions show that y a o are in complementary 
distribution with ibe. The front nasal vowel f is not so directly opposed 
to the back nasal g, and the low front tense ^ differs even more from the 
low back tense a. 

2.52 The syllabic structure is simple: there is a single vowel which may 
be preceded by a maximum of four consonants (CCCC)V. All syllables 
are thus open, and any succession of vowels is automatically to be inter
preted as a succession of syllables. This occurs when a vowel-final prefix 
joins a stem-initial vowel (e.g. nauciti, vwrgiiti), and apparently in the 
imperfect tense suffix ea/aa (cf. §9.1). It seems to be a relatively new 
development in some desinences of the compound adjectives (aa < aje, uu 
< uje). 
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2.521 Often the expected two-unit groups plj, blj, vlj, mlj are spelled 
without any 1-letter, implying a Bulgaro-Macedonian substitution of / j / in 
place of the palatal sonorant /Ij/, and therefore groups pj, bj, vj, mj. Thus, 
e.g., fazplja, Ijublig, avlja/j, zemlja changed tofaipja, ljuh]Q, avjati, zemja. 
Most usually this is shown by b in place of the 1-letter, but before front-
vowel letters the b may be omitted: e.g. 6̂AM>ra, :;€MhH, ^6<WH, AioGhBR, 

npHCTABeHHe. See also §1.32 (3). 
Other dialectal developments affecting the validity of the rules stated 

here are isolated and unimportant. 

2.522 Consonant clusters are limited to sequences that can be described 
in a general formula: sibilant + (non-continuant orx) + iv) + (sonorant). 
Moreover: No doubled consonants occur. 
And: An initial sibilant must be voiced or voiceless according to the voic
ing of the following obstruent and palatal before a palatal consonant. 

obstruent sonorant 
s p t k c x v r i m n 
z b d g 3 
s 5 m rj Ij nj 
z z (zd) 

Not all possible combinations occur (see §3.311). Many clusters (printed 
in italics in the following list) are attested only within a word. 

sp st sk sc sx sv sr si sm sn pr pi plj pn tv tr tn kr kl klj kn cv 
zb zd zg z j zv zr zl zm zn br bl blj bn dv dr dn dm gv gr gl gn gnj 3v 

XV xr xi xn vr vl 
spr spl splj stv str skr skv ski sklj skyr scv sxv ir i\ it Sv Slj Snj Stvlj Sir 
zbr zbl zbljzdv zdr zgr zgv zgl ir ii ilj id inj idrj 

2.5221 The glide / j / occurs only as the initial consonant in its syllable. 
In underlying structure, however, j may follow a consonant or cluster; it 
may also appear in an intermediate stage of generation. See §3.6. 

2.523 Only one exception to the formula exists: adjacent stops appear 
in the adverbial suffix -gda (e.g. kogda 'when', togda 'then', c f §4.812). 

2.53 Borrowed stems with deviant consonant clusters probably inserted 
jers (•&, b) to break the clusters, e.g. phsalhmz> 'psalm', Avhgusth 'Augus
tus, A u y o u a T O s ' (pron. [avyustos]), Pavbh 'Paul, FlauAos' (pron. 
[pavlos]). The spelling is chaotic and many details are difficult to inter
pret. See also §2.65. 

2.6 The two high lax vowels—the jers—^T> and b (cf § 1.237), are subject 
to special processes. 
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The change seems to have started in the southwest (perhaps in Slovene, Czech, or 
Croatian regions) during the tenth century, spread throughout the Slavic world, 
reaching Kiev Rus' not earlier than the beginning of the twelfth century, and 
Novgorod and the northeast somewhat later. Many of the 11th and 12th-century 
mss of Rus' origin use the jer-letters far more "correctly" than do the OCS texts. 

2.61 Before / j / , the tense/lax opposition is neutralized in the high non-
rounded vowels: Ihl is in free alternation with /i/, and l-bl with lyl. Thus 
*ljudbje and *ljudije, *novi.jb and *novyjb are equivalent; scribes em
ploy alternate spellings like Ato^he and AK»AMe, HOB-bH and H O B U H . The vow
els in this position will be called tense jers (although some scholars prefer 
the term reduced y/i). 

The b-letter is used frequendy but inconsistently, while the ^-letter is 
rare. This is partly due to the fact that tense Ihl occurs in many more words 
and categories than tense l-hl. 

This neutralization applies within a phonological word (or accentual 
unit, cf. §2.31), so that the jer of a preposition is affected by the / j / of the 
following word, and a final jer is affected by an enclitic *jb; e.g. v& isting 
- vy isting 'in truth', osgdeth i - osgdety i 'they will condemn him', pre-
damb i - predami i 'I will betray him'. 

2.620 The invention of the jer-letters and their use in the oldest manu
scripts guarantee that the two high lax vowels were distinct phonemes in 
the language of the 9th century. They were surely characteristic of all 
Slavic dialects at the time. Yet they soon began to change; in certain po
sitions (called weak) within a phonological word they simply disappeared, 
while in other positions (called strong) they were pronounced with lower 
articulation, creating new and regionally varied vowel systems. The early 
stages of this complex process, dubbed the jer-shift, followed the same 
rules in all of Slavdom, but the details and the eventual results and phone
mic accommodations differ from dialect to dialect. OCS attests a general
ized type of southeastern Late Common Slavic, but the actual use of the 
jer-letters in the surviving manuscripts shows that the jer-shift was far 
advanced or complete at the time the scribes wrote those mss.' 

Phonologically, the high lax vowels were lost; at a more abstract level, 
however, they survived as vowel/zero morphophonemes: under specific 
phonotactic conditions they are vowel phonemes, while under odier con
ditions they are not pronounced—they are phonetic nulls. 

2.621 A jer may be either strong or weak. A jer is weak in a syllable 
followed directly by a syllable with a non-jer vowel (i.e. at the end of a 
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In Serbian mss it was written b (changing to a in the 14th century). 
The maintenance of a vowel even in weak position was supported in some commu
nities by the habit of singing or chanting many liturgical texts to old tunes which 
were composed to match the musical structure to the vowels (including jers) of 
archaic texts. See for example the 16th-17th century Russian hymns in E. 
Koschmieder in Die altesten Novgoroder Hirmologien Fragmente (Abhandlungen 
d. Bayerisch. Akad., Phil. hist. Kl., NF 53), Munich, 1952, where e/o consistently 
appears for old jers, e.g. eete mup« for vbSb mirs. 

word not followed by an enclitic). A jer is strong only in a syllable directly 
before a syllable with a weak jer. For example, with weak jers in italics 
and strong jers in bold-face: dbnt 'day', d6ne (gen. sg.), tbrntna 'dark 
(nom. sg. masc)', tbmbno (nom. sg. neut.), s t u s 'sleep', ssntna 'of sleep 
(adj. nom. sg. masc.)', stubna (nom. sg. fem.), *mojb (written moi), 
*ljudfaj6 (written ljudbi); v b tbme 'in the dark', rab* ts 'that slave', si> 
m5noJQ 'with me' (cf. §2.31) (Detailed examples are given in §2.65, be
low.) 

In the groups spelled consonant + lor r + consonant, the jer, in the 
great majority of cases, is neither strong nor weak, but neutral. See §2.63. 

2.622 As the jer-shift progressed, the weak jers ceased to be pro
nounced. A strong jer was replaced by a non-high vowel. In central Mac
edonia, b>e,'b>o: den,(*tmen), temno,son,{*snen, *sonna),moj, ljudej 
(written ljudeij, vo tmS, rabo t, so mnojg. In most Bulgarian dialects 6 
became an independent vowel hi, sdll written with the jer-letter, while b 
also became hi in roots, but Id in suffixes. In some central and eastern 
Bulgarian dialects 6 > a in all positions. In all of Serbo-Croatian and 
Slovene, the two jers fell together in a single vowel a.'' 

2.623 In the manuscripts these changes are not clearly shown, largely 
because of the force of written tradition, combined with habits of spe
cial—and, surely, often artificial—church pronunciation of sacred texts.' 
The influence of different regional and historical dialects on the texts as 
they were copied time after time introduced all sorts of modifications, and 
scribes continually made mistakes. Writing weak jers became a matter of 
arbitrary rule or random choice. SpelUngs that deviate fairly systemati
cally from etymological expectations seem to hint at local phonetic usage 
during stages when weak jers could be pronounced or omitted. In Zogr, 
for example, i> usually is written before a syllable with a back vowel, b 
before a syllable with a front vowel. Detailed studies of the work of all the 
major OCS scribes have failed to prove that orthographical usage reflects 
the pronunciation, but some general principles can be detected. Jers that 
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were always in weak position, especially in an initial syllable, are almost 
regularly omitted by some scribes (e.g. cto, kto, mnogo for Crto, ksto, 
manogo). Many scribes consistently write % instead of h after s and z-
Word-final jers were retained for centuries as a visual signal of the end of 
the word (since space was not ordinarily left between words). 

2.624 In spelling strong jers, the manuscripts also differ: KF writes 
them correctly—viz. where we expect them on the basis of comparative 
evidence. They are generally correct in Supr and Sav, perhaps because 
both jer-letters could be pronounced as /a/. The other mss all have some 
examples of e for strong 6; in As e occurs in nearly 85% of all possible 
cases, while in Euch it is almost without exception. All the mss have a few 
instances of o for strong &; Euch has it in about 30% of the possible cases. 
It is possible that such spellings in some words reflect conventions from 
an authoritative tradition. Yet "errors" also occur: thus s t t tn iks 'cen
turion' appears as sbttniki as well as sotbnikt. Sav consistendy omits the 
strong jer in AHH 'day' and BCb 'all (NA masc. sg.)'. 

All in all, the use of the jer-letters demonstrates only that scribes felt 
that these symbols were part of correct spelling. 

2.6241 The phonological calculation of strong jers originally started 
with the end of a word: tbmbns but tbmtna. Examples of the type *tmen 
temna demonstrate the expected development of vowel versus zero in 
different morphological forms of a single stem. By the end of the OCS 
period, however the calculation started from the beginning of a word: the 
recursive rule was a jer is strong if a jer is in the next syllable. Therefore 
underlying 

{tbmbm>) > tbmbn-b > tbmbn'b> tbmbn&> /temen/ 
(tbmbno) > tbmbno > tbmbno > /temno/ 

Though the principles of such developments are clearly illustrated in OCS 
mss, the conservative and inconsistent spellings not only of OCS but of 
most immediately post-OCS texts obscure the details. 

2.625 The sequence *jb cannot be expressed in either OCS alphabet, 
but is written with an i-letter (§1.24). Nonetheless, the presence of the 
strong or weak jer is sometimes apparent. The adjective /dostojbn&Z 'wor
thy' is spelled dostoini or (after the strong jer has lowered) dostoemb 
(/dostojen/). 

The sequences *b/b and *6/b contain tense jers (§2.61) that are strong. 
The gen. pi. *ljudbjb may be spelled ljudbi or ljudii or (with lowered 
strong jer) ljudei (for /ljudej/). A tense jer that is weak serves to define a 
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jer in the preceding syllable as strong: trbstbJQ (written also trtstiJQ) > 
trestiJQ. See §2.65 for some other examples. 

2.626 A great deal has been written about these variant spellings and 
innumerable and ingenious theories built up, but the fact remains that we 
are dealing with spellings and can only guess at the sounds they repre
sented and speculate about the phonological system or systems. It must be 
emphasized that N O T O N E S I N G L E OLD C H U R C H S L A V O N I C M A N U S C R I P T has the 
jers written in all cases where the grammars (including this one) posit 
them. Our chief guide for reconstruction is the East Slavic usage of some 
of the oldest mss (11th and early 12th century), where the jers seem to 
have been written according to the older Slavonic tiradition. It is even 
probable that many Rusian scribes, guided by their native speech, cor
rected the "errors" they found in the South Slavic manuscripts they were 
copying. 

2.63 Spellings in the groups involving r or / -i- jer between consonants 
(traditionally expressed by the formulas tn>t/trbt/dbt/di>t, where t repre
sents any consonant) pose certain problems of interpretation. OCS scribes 
preferred T> in these words, but Sav has only b. We follow etymology in 
normalizing such words: hence, sunrUb 'death', krwb 'blood', slbza 
'tear', slmbce 'sun'. 

2.631 Spellings of such words vary in ways that, with the help of evi
dence from later dialects and related languages, suggest two groups: in 
one the jer represents a vowel that originally followed the liquid (kr-bvb, 
slbza), while in the other the jer-vowel originally preceded the r/l 
(•stmbrtb, •s'blnbce). In speUing the first type, some mss (esp. Zo) distin
guish the two jer-letters well. Moreover, the jers in these words may when 
weak serve to make a preceding jer strong (vb > vo in vo kr&vi as in vo 
vbsexTb), or if themselves strong may be replaced by ole: krovb, slez& [gen. 
pi.]). In short, these are normal /b -hi. 

Words whose b or T> preceded the liquid are conventionally written 
with 6 (but always with b in Sav). We may term this kind of written jer 
neutral.^ There are no cases indicating the development of such a jer into 

^ Early Rus' mss regularly write neutral jers before the liquid: c-hMtpTb, t - h r t H h u e , but 
Kp-hBh, cAk^*. Modem Russian equivalents normally indicate the order of pho
nemes for the etymology; R erior indicates *br/br and R re/ro shows *rb/lv, e.g. 
smert' < swtbrtb, krest < krbsth. That is, if the vowel precedes the r in Russian, the 
jer preceded it in (the early Rusian dialect of) Late ComSl. R/U lello reflect LCoS 
Ib/lh (sleza < slbza, plot' < p/s/b), but *bl became s/ in early Rus, and both yielded 
R ol (polnyj - OCS plbnb). 
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another vowel according to the rules for strong jers, nor does a jer preced
ing such a syllable act as if in strong position. It is highly possible that the 
9th-century dialect of the original translations still distinguished two sepa
rate types of syllable, while the OCS evidence reflects a substantially 
modified later system. South Slavic developed syllabic liquids in both 
types. Forms like smrt and since may have appeared slightly earlier, while 
alternations such as krov ~ krvi (< krbvb krsvi) and krest ~ krsta (< krbsts 
'cross' krbsta) developed and were eliminated in favor of uniform stems 
with a syllabic sonorant {krv krvi, krst krsta). In any case, arbitrary spell
ings that position jer-letters after the liquid-letters persisted for centuries. 

2.64 The loss of the weak jers meant that the scribes pronounced con
sonant groups in many places where the older mss had a jer-letter. The 
ideal visual image included many "silent" letters that separated conso
nants, and scribes occasionally wrote a jer where it did not belong. For 
example, when bwati 'take' lost its jer, it became identical with brati 
'fight'; both are subsequendy written brati or bbrati or bhrati. A scribe 
who pronounced umresi 'you will die' but knew it should be spelled 
umbresi, could easily add a spurious jer to the infinitive, writing umbriti 
or umhriti instead of etymological umreti. 

In foreign words and names jers are often added between consonant-
letters; we cannot be sure just when this is meaningful and when not. 

2.65 Here are some examples of typical spellings of words containing 
jers. The normalized form (whether actually attested or not) is given first, 
in roman letters, then the attested variants in cyrillic. Keep in mind these 
basic general rules—For strong position: a jer-letter is expected (though it 
may be the "wrong" one; or, b is replaced by e (often), while T> is replaced 
by 0 (rarely). For weak position: non-final letters may be omitted, with or 
without a supralinear mark; the choice between jer-letters is essentially 
random. In the work of individual scribes spelling rules (or at least tenden
cies) may be detected (see §2.523 above): 

cwo: V B T O , V E T O , V T O . dbnb (nom. sg.): A'»NI», A'»N''«, ACWB, A H T . dbm 
(gen. pi.): xtMii, A E M . . *dbnbjb (gen. pi.): A T H B H . A^HMH, A**^M. dbnte (nom. 
pi.): A B H B E , A^Hbe, A^me. otbcb: « T B U H , OTBI^N., OT€ub, O T E U I . . pravbdbnb: 
N P A B B A B H - B , NPTTSBAEH-H, N P A B B A C H ( N P A B E A E H - B §2.5241). pravbdbna: 
N P D E B A B H A , N P D E 6 A B H A , U P A B E A L I H A . tWlbnO: T B M B H O . T B M H O . R E M B H O . 

podobbstvbju: NOA^BECTBBIO. *jmiK HMTI , EIWB. vbzwns: B-B^BM-B, E'B^EAA'B, 

BB^EM-H. *bolbjb: BONTHH, BO»<HH, BOHTEN. cesarbstvbe: U P E C T B B E . prisbstvbe: 
N P H U J 6 ( T B H 6 . CrmbCb: V P B H B U B , VP-BH€l4b, VP'BHEI^'B. skrbZbtK CKPHHTBT-B, 

CKPT ,}K€T 'B . skrbibtanbe: T K P B H C B T A H H E . skrbzbseth: C K P B A T B U I T E T I I , 
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The two glagolitic symbols "eN" and "oN" for f and g may mistakenly be written 
without the second element "N". It is not easy to distinguish this kind of scribal 
error from a more purposeful scribal choice based on a copyist's own pronuncia
tion: the historical change *f > e took place in many South Slavic dialects; o 
ultimately from *Q is found in certain localities in Macedonia and Bulgaria, but it 
is improbable that it was present as early as the 12th century. 

cKpeathuiTeTii . oth skvrmmb pomysljenbi: « t i » cKsp-bNeH-h noM-kiuiA6H6H. 

khtO: K'WTO, KTO, KTO. Vh njb BT. Hh, BO Hh. UmbThSv. mfMeplilllH. umbThSb: 

OYMbphuiit, oYMepoiii-h (§2.6241). mhnoibstvo: mtihomctiCtbo, mtHoacKCTBo, 

MHOJKCTBO. ljubhVb: AlOBOBh. IjubhVV. AlOBbBH. Shtbnikh: CbTbHHK-b, eOTbNMK-b, 

cbTbHHK'b. shzbdanbe: fv^ixAMi^e, C O ^ A H H C . *sv(thjb: ( B A T I I H , cBAT-biH, 

tBATOH. predamb *jb 'I will betray him': np-kAAA*!. H , npeAAA^eM, np'kA'»«vi i-

Certain borrowings were adjusted to the native pattern; thus in Ps Sin the 
word 'psalm' is usually psalonth or phsalonth (but loc. pi. phsalhmixh), 
implying older pssaltma. On the whole, the presence or absence of a jer-
letter within a consonant cluster in foreign words—particularly names— 
is of no linguistic significance. 

2.70 Occasionally the symbols for the nasal vowels are replaced in the 
mss by some other vowel-letters, or they stand instead of some other 
letter. The invention of jusy—the letters for nasal vowels—and their gen
erally correct use by OCS scribes (despite the variation in graphs) implies 
that the two nasal vowels were distinct phonemes in the language of the 
9th century. The deviant speUings suggest both regional and historical 
dialect differences during the OCS period.' 

2.701 Most modem Slavic dialects lack nasal vowels, except for Polish. 
In a small northwestern marginal zone of Slovenian (largely in Austria), 
and the southem periphery of Macedonian and Bulgarian (in Albania and 
northern Greece) systematic traces of OCS nasality remain. Though much 
is unclear about the course of divergent developments, it is certain that the 
old distribution of *f and *Q was being modified during the 11th and 12th 
centuries. In Serbo-Croatian well before 1200 *f was replaced by e, and 
*^ by m; northern Macedonian dialects shared these shifts. 

2.71 Certain morphemes had nasal and non-nasal variants: 
a. the roots *mudl*mgd (muditi/mgditi 'be late', mudi.n'b/m(?dBm> 'tar-
dy')*nudl*nQd (nuditi/nQditi 'to force', nuzda/ngzda 'force'), and *gnusl 
*gngs (gnusiti/gnQsiti 'be disgusted', gnusbn-b/gnQShn-b 'disgusting'). 
b. the stem *su-mbnl*sg-mbn (sumbneti/sQmbnSti 'to doubt, suspect'). 
c. the verb pom^ngti/pom^ngti 'remember'. 
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These surely represent individual adjustments in contexts with nasal con
sonants. 
d. Variation in the borrowed stem sgbotalsobota 'Sabbath, Saturday' is 
probably based on different Greek pronunciations. Sgbota is usual; sobota 
is the only form in Mar, while both forms are in PsSin (3 g, 4 o) and As 
(88-1-% g). Vat has one CXBOTTII to perhaps 10 legible examples of COB- . 

This distribution probably reflects traditional spelling with "Q" versus a 
local authorization of "o" that was attenuated in later copies. 

2.72 Variant spellings that point to individual dialects provide conflict
ing information. Thus Mar has some confusion between g and u or jg and 
ju (e.g. Mar Ijubljw, for ljubljp 'I love', dat. sg. nem^, for nemw 'to him') 
that imply a scribe from northern Macedonia or Serbia, regions where u < 
*g. But it also has instances of ^ (grM, for gr^di 'come [imv. sg.]!'), 
suggesting the pronunciation of southem Macedonia. Perhaps the scribe 
of one of the copies of the model used for Mar introduced these southem 
deviations, while the scribe of Mar itself had the more northerly type of 
dialect. In Ps, <? and p are confused: potb, for ^gih 'road'; s(>bojo, for 
soboj(> 'self (inst. sg.)'. For f there are several cases where e is written 
(e.g. ezyci, for ^zyci 'tongues'); the opposite is extremely rare: imf ni. The 
number of examples is small, however, and "correct" usage of these let
ters is one of the criteria for the antiquity of a manuscript. 

The Ostromir Gospel of 1056-57 is excluded fi-om the canon of OCS (§0.32) chiefly 
because the scribes clearly used s and m. as equivalents of o y and l o , a = a in certain 
positions, and ia = m, although in fact the number of "errors" is minimal. In phonological 
terms, *g merged with * m , while *f remained a separate unit, redefined as a low front vowel 
lal that was distinct from both Id (< ComSI *e) and HI (< ComSl *^). 

2.73 In most Macedonian and Bulgarian regions the front/back distinction between /?/ 
and /<}/ was preserved when the vowel followed a labial or dental consonant (the neutral 
consonants, §2.51), but was blurred or lost after palatals and /c 3/. In spelling, the letter "jg" 
( h k ) may be replaced by "j?" (a a a a) , while after spelled "i § i St 2d" or the "n 1 r" that 
represent /Ij nj rj/ "9" may be written "?" (a a a a) . The glagolitic manuscripts all have 
examples, but they are notable only in the glagolitic Assemanianus. Thus As pomaiph (for 
-p/s, 'they annoint' Mk 16:2), lii^Ste (for -giSte 'lying' Mt 5:11); oblesQ (for -aor. -if 'they 
dressed' J 19:2). In J 8:44, /sjf (for /a^p acc. sg. 'lie') is potentially serious, since it involves 
meaning, but perhaps the scribe intended a plural; this sort of minor textual alteration is not 
uncommon." 

" Mar J 21:6 has acc. sg. mr^iq 'net', while Zo As have pi. mtii^; at the end of the 
verse, all three have ne moiaaxQ privl^Sti 'they were not able to draw i7 in' (with 
gen. sg. of negation, §23.22)—this fits the singular of Mar (and the Greek) and 
marks Zo and As as "incorrect". More serious is Mt 19:9 in Vat, tbopht t . a 
n p i A i o B - k i T B o p H T H , 'makcs them commit adultery' instead of 'her' (see table on 
p. 63). This sort of confusion becomes more and more frequent in post-OCS manu
scripts. 
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Complex stems with two roots are called compounds, e.g. {mmog-o-t-mil-ost-
iv-T,} 'greatly merciful'. 

2.8 The letters for j are absent from some manuscripts and written 
inconsistendy in others. It is apparent that very early j was replaced by z 
in most of Slavdom (although j has survived in Macedonian and Bulgar
ian dialects). The "soft" z (§1.211) is not distinguished orthographically 
from a z of other origins. 

MORPHOPHONEMICS 

3.0 The smallest meaningful unit is a morpheme. Morphemes are thus 
the semantic building-blocks of words and sentences. A basic morpheme-
shape is posited as a linguistic item in the lexicon. It consists of one or 
more phonemes, including zero (represented by 0 ) . 

OCS words belong to two types; simple and complex. Simple words 
are at the same time morphemes and are invariable: most prepositions and 
conjunctions and some adverbs are of this type. Complex words have a 
stem and an inflectional suffix. A stem must contain a root morpheme and 
it may include one or more aj^.x-morphemes—prefixes and suffixes. 

Thus the word bezmilostivb 'merciless (nom. sg. masc.)' consists of a 
prefix, a root, a noun-formant suffix, an adjective-formant suffix (which 
together constitute a meaningful lexical stem) and a case-gender-number 
inflectional suffix: bez-mj7-ost-iv-T>. In this book curly brackets will be 
used to signify underlying morphemes or morpheme-shapes: e.g. {bez-
mil-ost-iv-i,}. In this case, the theoretical underlying sequence is un
changed in the surface structure, though the syllable division in the pro
nounced word differs: be.zmi.losti.vh? The word istekgth '(they) will run 
out' consists of a prefix, a root, a zero verb-forming suffix, a present 
tense-marker that is coordinated with a person-marker to indicate plural: 
{iz-tek-0+Q-tT>}. Here the underlying structure has been modified: the 
surface phonology has [s] for {z) and of course nothing at all for { 0 } ; five 
morphemes combine in four syllables, i.ste.kg.tb. 

3.1 Many surface morphemes have more than one shape, depending on 
the phonological environment. The environment differs chiefly because 
of different derivational or inflectional affixes that are used to create 
words. 

Root-morphemes normally keep the underlying vowel in all inflected 
forms; different vowels usually indicate different lexical entries. The final 
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consonant(s) of a root may change to adapt to various suffixes. The root 
rek, for example, appears also as rec, rbc-, and re- in different conjuga-
donal forms of the somewhat anomalous verb {rek-0+) 'to say' (where 
zero is a verb-forming suffix with null phonological content): rekgth 'they 
will say', rece 'he said', rbci 'say!', rexh 'I said' (whereby the last two 
shapes are somewhat irregular and need to be noted in the lexical entry for 
this verb). The variants rok, roc-, roc-, ric-, rid- and rek- belong in derived 
words, such as prorok-b 'prophet' pi. proroci, voc. proroce!, prerefrati 
'contradict', nan'cati 'to name', 3 sg. nanceti,. 

Prefix-morphemes, however, appear in different shapes as a morpheme-
final consonant adapts to the root-initial consonant to which it is attached 
to make a new lexical word. Thus, for example, the prefix iz has alternate 
forms izd-, is- and i- (izidqtb 'they will go out', izrfrekQtb 'they will 
express', i5pbJQtT> 'they will drink', is-bxnQti. 'they will dry up'). 

Suffix-morphemes often have alternating shapes used with different 
stem-final consonants. The alternating vowels are given in the lexicon. 
Thus, for example, the neuter nominative singular suffix for the twofold 
nominal declension is (o/e) , that is, -o in mSsto 'place' but -e in Uce 
'face'. 

3.2 The permitted structure of OCS words in terms of syllables, conso
nant groups, and consonant-i-vowel sequences has been described above. 

The underlying morphemic structure may violate some of the surface 
prescriptions; the differences are eliminated by generative rules. 

3.21 Root-morphemes fit a formula ((((C)V)C)V)C. Thus all roots must 
end in a consonant. Only the pronominal roots t- 'that', *s- 'this' (see 
§4.201), k- 'who (interrogative)', and *j- (§4.25) 'who, which (relative)' 
consist of a single consonant. Monosyllabic roots without initial conso
nant are few but include pronouns (ov- 'that yonder'), nouns (ux- 'ear', 
ggl- 'coal'), and verbs (or- 'plow'). The great majority of common roots 
have the shape CVC—where C may be a cluster—and many have two 
syllables, CVCVC. 

3.22 Borrowed stems admit more varied structures, but behave like 
roots. If the stem in Greek ended in a vowel, the Slavic stem usually has 

j : marij-a Mapia [mar'ia], *isajij-a 'laaia? [isa'ias], *ijudej-b or *ijudej-b 
'louSaTos [iud'eos]. See §4.12. 

3.23 Except for borrowed stems, the consonant-(-vowel sequences 
within roots conform to §2.51. 

3.24 The underlying morpheme {bm} 'take' becomes {jbm} unless pre-
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Historically, the clusters Jc?, £5. and sc are to be expected. Shift of the affricate to 
Stop would be normal. Loss of the initial sibilant is hard to explain. In stem-final 
position (where sk is followed by marked i or i) the cluster sc may alternate with 
st, but the initial sibiliant always remains. All this variation surely reflects, in 
haphazard fashion, different regional and temporal dialects. 
The cluster zr is permitted in root-initial position, but not, apparently, across the 
morpheme boundary. 

ceded by a consonant: v tzbmt , but *jbmT>, •pojbm'b 'having taken (nom. 
sg. masc.)'. This contrast is obscured by the spelling, im&, poirtih. 

3.25 The morpheme ( v i p ) 'cry out' lacks the initial {v) when {vbz) is 
prefixed: imperfective vipiti , but perfective viztpit i . 

3.31 Changes in consonants take place at morpheme boundaries; they 
serve to adjust underlying sequences to the cluster-formula in §2.522. As 
a rule, if two adjacent elements are incompatible, the first adjusts to the 
second. 

Adjustments at the prefix + stem boundary sometimes differ from those 
at the stem -i- desinence boundary. 

3.3101 A few verbal roots prefix an n (the "epenthetic n") when combined with the 
prefixes sh and vv. *wi-l(-lemlj- 'take'; id- 'go'; id- 'eat'. Thus s i / ibrnQti , , ST>n?ti, 
smemlJQti., s M i d Q t b , ST>n6detT>, vb«bm<?tb, vbn?ti, vb/iemlJQtb, vbnidQti. 

3.3102 Epenthetic n occurs after v& with two nouns: (1) optionally with 
uSi (dual) 'ears': vb u§i ~ vb MU§i 'into the ears'; and (2) if in direct contact 
with edra (pi.) 'bosom': vb nSdra moja ~ vb svoja edra. 

3.3103 The stem of the third-person pronoun is j - , nom. sg. masc. {j-b} 
spelled i (§1.24): gen. sg. masc. (jego), spelled ego. In forms governed by 
a preposition, j is replaced by nj: otb «/ego 'from him'. 

3.311 The prepositions/prefixes bez, v&z, and iz, and the prefix raz adapt 
to the voicing and palatal specifications of the cluster: 
z is lost before s, z, or s: e.g. raz+slabiti > raslabiti 'weaken'; v'bz-hzT>vati 

> vT>zT>vati 'call'; iz-nSbd-b > isbd'b 'having gone out'. 
z + z> id: e.g. iz-Hzenqtb > izdenQ ' I'll drive out'. 
z>s before ptkx: e.g. iziti 'to exit' but ifpadati 'to fall out', istociti 'pour 

out', iikopati 'dig out', i.yxoditi 'go out'. 
z before c either is lost, or else z£ > St: e.g. {iz-cist-i+) > icistiti or i§tistiti 

'purify, cleanse'; (bez-Sisl-bn-'b) becislbni or beStislbnt 'innumer
able'. 

z before c either is lost, or else zc > sc or st: e.g. {iz-cgl-i+) > icSliti or 
isceliti or isteliti 'heal'.'" 

Z -I- r > zdr. e.g. (raz-rSs-i-H) razt/re§iti 'untie, free'." 
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Spelling which keeps a single visual image of a morpheme and ignores automatic 
phonemic changes is called morphophonemic (or, somewhat misleadingly, etymo
logical). Russian is of this type, but treats some prefixes less consistently than did 
the pre-1917 rules, e.g. 6ecKOHeMHbifi, 6eccMepTHbifi vs. old 5e3K-, 6e3CM-. and the 
unchanging preposition in 6e3 K O H u a , 6e3 CMepxH. Yet there is a limit to the degree 
of visual "distortion" allowed, e.g. old desu/yMHuii, new 6ecwyMHUu but never 
6eujmyMHbiM to show the real pronunciation. OCS spelling was apparently con
sistently phonemic at first, then began to make some use of morphophonemic 
principles. 

3.3111 OCS spelling suggests that these phonetic rules applied to prepo
sitions and prefixes alike. For example: be* tebe 'without you', is kraja 
'from the end', vt>5 krai 'on the edge', beStqda 'without a child' (S^da), 
i5freva/i-crgva 'from the bowels', i.y crbkive 'from church', i -crtkivb 
'from churches', bez-rf-razuma 'without understanding', iz-c?-reky 'from 
the river'; be-z%la 'without evil', be-srama 'without shame', i-syna 'from 
the tower', i-svoego domu 'from his house'. Modern editors must choose 
whether to leave the usual space after the preposition or to use hyphens or 
a combination of devices. 

The scribes of the younger OCS manuscripts (chiefly the Supraslien
sis) are incUned to preserve the visual aspect of the prefix/preposition 
morpheme, and frequently the .s or z is written, sometimes followed by a 
non-etymological jer: e.g. bezs t-bstety, bez& 5isla, izcazad, izaceze, is 
crgva, izsed-b, i^sedi, i^ssedt, izs crbk-bve, b e z B razlqky, izsrasti, 
razruSenie. Such spellings in part reflect a shift in orthographical rules, but 
they also imply that the complex changes of some forms had been abol
ished by reforming the word. 

Spelled assimilation of the type iz njego, bei njego, and vbzljubid is 
extremely rare; the normal speUings are iz njego, bez njego, vbzljubiti.'^ 

3.312 The prefix ob + v-> ob-: {ob-vlac-i+j > obladiti 'wrap around', 
{ob-vbj-0-hti) > obid 'wrap, wind around'. The cluster bv does not occur. 

3.3121 The verb ostgpiti means 'retreat, move back' but also 'besiege, surround', imply
ing {ot-st-l vs. {ob-st-) with loss of the prefix-final consonant before obstruent. Further 
okryti 'open' and oxoditi 'surround' have doublets, otikryti and otwoditi. Apparendy the 
obscurity of such forms led to a reformation of the prefixes to {obi., obb) and {otb). As a 
general rule, o- before a consonantal root represents ob, but there are often doublets with a 
spelled consonant. 

3.313 A root-final consonant comes to stand before a consonantal-ini
tial suffix in stem-derivation (with the classifier {-nQ+)), and in conjuga
tion (I-participle, infinitive and supine). If the C is a sonorant, it may 
include the preceding vowel in the alternation: ov > u; bj/ij > i; y/yj > y; 
b + nasal > f (see §11.212, §13.2). 
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The preterite-marker x becomes 5 before t. See §10.11. 
The historical process surely starts with voicing assimilation: *gt > *kt. The agreed-
on formula for Middle Common Slavic is *tj. For Southeast Late ComSl (or early 
Bulgaro-Macedonian) it is safe to posit S£ and fjf as the immediate forerunners of 
attested OCS Stitd. 
For example, dhgh 'long', dlanb 'palm (of hand)'; tltkgth 'they drag'. 

3.3131 The obstruents behave variously. S and z remain (whereby z > 
s before t). Dental td>s before t, but drop before n or /. Labialp b drop 
before t, remain before /, and do either before n. Velar k g combine with 
t in { sc} , remain otherwise." That is: 

a. Before t, the labials are deleted, while the dentals become s: 
pt bt vt > t; tt dt zt>st. e.g. {tep-0+d} > teti 'to beat', {ziv-0+ti} > ziti 

'to live'; {pad-0+d) > pasd 'to fall', { lez-0+d} > lesti 'go'. 
Velar kg + t combine in st: {pek-0+ti} > peSti 'to cook', {mog-0+ti) 

> mo§ti 'to be able'. Note that this surface /st/-for underlying {sc}—is the 
special sequence that serves as a palatal unit."* 
b. Before the / the labials and velars remain: {tep-0+l-i) > tepli '(they) 

beat', {greb-0+l-i} > grebh 'buried'. 
The dentals are lost: tl dl > I: {plet-0+l-i} > pleli '(they) braided', 

{pad-0-i-l-i} > pali '(they) fell'. Note that this is a process Umited to this 
particular morphological category; tl and dl occur in root-initial posi
tion." 
c. Before the « of { U Q ), the labials either remain or are deleted, see § 15.75. 

The dentals are lost: tndn> n. 
The velars kgx remain, kn gn xn. 

3.32 The possible CV combinations are defined by three groups of con
sonants (velars; c and j ; soft consonants, §2.51) and eight vowels which 
are limited as to which consonants they can follow. In specific grammati
cal morphemes these eight vowels are subdivided into alternating versus 
non-alternating morphophonemes. (The morphophonemes include units 
symbolized as e^, and y , which will be defined below.) 

3.4 The major alternation in stem-final consonants is palatalization (or 
substitutive softening). There are two types: (I) a general or default proc
ess that occurs in derivation and inflection, and (II) a limited special proc
ess that occurs in declension (and rarely in conjugation) before morpho
phonemes that are specifically marked. 
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|otrok+T./b) > otroki. 'boy [Nsm]' {m6st+o/e} > mesto 'place [Nsn]' 
(OtbC+T>/b} > OtbCb 'father [Nsm]' {lic+o/e} > lice 'face [Nsn]' 
{kljuc+Vb) > kljudb 'key [Nsm]' {morj-Ho/e} > morje 'sea [Nsn]' 
{otrok+y/i} > otroky 'boys [Ip]' {m6st+y/i) > mSsty 'places [Ipn]' 
{otbc-i-y/i} > otbci 'fathers [Ip]' {lic+y/i} > lici 'faces [Ipn]' 
{kljue+y/i) > kljuei 'keys [Ip]' {morj+y/i) > morji 'seas [Ipn]' 
The tense jers or reduced y/i, (neutralization of y ~ 5 and / ~ b in position before j , §2.61), 
also alternate in this way. 

b. A fourth morphophoneme also has y as the basic or hard alternant; 
we will label it y^, to show it belongs with the alternant f. {yV§}. Thus, 
e.g., 

{otrok+yV?)> otroky 'boys [Apm]' [Tqk+yV^] >rQky 'hands [Apf]' 
{otbc+yV§} > otbc§ 'fathers [Apm]' {ovbc+yV§) > o v b c § 'sheep [Apfj' 
{kljuC+yV?} > kljuCf 'keys [Apm]' {dui+yV^] >du§? 'soul [Apf]' 

These morphophonemes are lexical elements with specific grammatical 
meanings: for example, {o/e} serves as nominative singular neuter in the 
major declensional types, and as initial syllable in certain other substan
tival desinences (e.g. instrumental sing. {°/EMB}, {°/J<?}). 

c. The vowel e is idiosyncratic. Though a front vowel, it does not 
occur after the palatal consonants, but only after the neutral labials and 

The term for 'Easter' is spelled Pasxa, but surely was pronounced with /sk/, as in 
spoken Greek; the DL is pasce or pasti. The cluster sx occurs at a prefix-root 
boundary, eg. isxodid (iz-xod-i+d) 'go out', rasxydti {raz-xyt-i+ti) 'steal, carry 
off. 

I. A velar {k g x) or {c 3) that stands before a front vowel {i B e e § } , 
becomes palatal (i z §) [except that {sk zg) > sS Z 3 ] 

II UNLESS the front vowel is the marked {i^} or { } , in which case { k g x } 
> c 5 s [whereby {sk zg} > sc Z3 or st zd].'* 

Type I takes place before any front vowel that is not specially marked and 
it applies to c and j as well as to g x. Historically, it changed any velar 
before all front vowels; we may label it KI. At that time velars followed 
by a diphthong ai were not affected. Subsequendy, ai became a front 
vowel (/ or e); the velars then adapted to these new front vowels, but in a 
different way. This second regressive palatalization (Type II) may be la
belled KAI. 

3.5 The alternating and non-alternating morphophonemes are these: 

a. Three alternating morphophonemes are purely phonotactic: {T/B}, 

{o/e}, and {y/i} choose the second or "soft" variant when they follow c j 
or a soft consonant. 
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" This assumes that forms like cena 'price', ^ilo 'very', and ocMs 'vinegar' are 
based on lexically given stems of the type {c6n-a), (3SI0}, (ocbt-i.). No verbal 
basic stem ends in c 5; the imperatives like moji 'be able' and rbci, rtcete illustrate 
the singular vs. plural imperadve marker, {i^} vs. (SVi^). 

dentals and the special subgroup c j . We may regard it as two underlying 
entities. The first is the basic or ("hard") alternant in {6/a}, a morpho
phoneme that serves as a verb-making formant(§3.5c {s6d-e/a+ti} >sedeti 
'sit' vs. {stoj-6/a+ti} > stojati 'stand') and in some derivational suffixes. 

C L . This e' triggers KI (the First Regressive Palatalization) and then 
must become a: {kg gg xg) > ca za sa. See §9.112. 

c2. Underlying P is correlated with P in [eVf], serving as the basic 
(or "hard") alternant. Both the non-altemating morphophoneme {i^} and 
{eVi^} are specially marked to cause KAI palatalization in a preceding 
velar (k g x); {i^} is the nominative plural masculine desinence of the 
twofold nominal declension and the singular imperative-marker in conju
gation (§7.101); {SVi^} serves as the initial or only morphophoneme in 
several desinences of the H A R D twofold nominal declension, and as a dual 
or plural imperative marker. 

{otrok-i-P} > otroci 'boys [Npm]' {r<jk-HgVi) > rgcg 'hand [LDsf]' 
{otbc+i^} > otbci 'fathers [Npm]' {ovbc+6Vi) >ovbci 'sheep [LDsf]' 
{kljuC+i^} > kljudi 'keys [Npm]' {du5-i-gVi} > duU 'soul [LDsf]' 
jdisk-i-eVi) > discg 'board [LDsf]' {dr?zg-i^7i} > dr?z36 'woods [LDsf]' 

or > distS or > dr?zdg 

Non-alternating {i^) is distinct from nonalternating {i'), which is associated with KI 
mutation, the general type of palatalization ({ok-i) > o i l Ndu 'eyes'). 

The surface sequences cb ce eg ca cu (and j b j e etc.) unambiguously 
signify stem-final c j -i- vowel(-initial) desinence ( i /b , o/e, y/q, Q , a, u) . 
The sequence cd ( j ^ is unambiguous in showing stem-final velar (k g) 
followed by the basic form of desinence-initial {eVi^}. In contrast, ci (ji) 
could be either a c/3 stem followed by {i^j with the meaning Npm (e.g. 
otbci, km§^i 'princes') or the soft alternant of a desinence with {eVi^) 
(e.g. Lp otbcixh, km^^ixh)." 

d. These six alternating morphophonemes above evolved from single 
vowels or diphthongs that developed differendy. The masculine vocative 
form has -e for "hard stems" and c 5, but -u for palatal stems. The {e/u} 
grammatical morpheme that belongs to OCS results from two historically 
diverse vocative desinences in pre-Slavic. For examples, see §4.11. 
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3.51 To summarize, here are the alternating vowel morphophonemes: 

basic 0 •b y y^ e» e 

"soft" e b i F a u 

3.6 A second process of substitutive softening is iotation, which in
volves the action of an underlying j . The j may be an underlying suffixal 
element, but in conjugation it is generated from an underlying /, e, or a 
followed by a vowel. It is described in §6.13-6.23. Here is a summary: 

pj bj vj mj tj dj cj 3j sj zj kj gj xj nj Ij rj stj zdj skj zgj 
HA EA BA MA 141 H<A V W Ul iK V Mt lU H A p l|l ;KA ip H<A 

Notice that velars (k g x) and c 5 are affected by iotation in precisely the 
same way as by KI (type I palatalization, §3.4). 

3.61 A unique example shows ^ for the expected Id (~ d). In Mk 1:6 the instrumental 
plural of the possessive adjective derived from velbgdi 'camel' is spelled velbbgMzi in Mar 
(but normal velbbgzdi in Zo As Sav). 

3.62 The clusters trj and drj sometimes resisted iotation. Evidence is sparse, and com
plicated by the fact that scribes often fail to distinguish rj from r. Su has f i . A » « i i i T p « for 
expected si>mof(r/Q 'I look' {st-motr-i+Q); 3p imperfect ciAvoTpMuie for -moi»r/aa§e 
|-motr-i-6a5e}. The cluster tvj iotates to itvlj, though the Ij often disappears in spelling 
(§2.521): e.g. from {u-mn>tv-i-aj+} 'mortify', pres. passive part. Npm umrbStvliemi (Ps), 
but pres. act. part. Nsm umrtStvegi (Euch). Variation doubtless reflects both regional and 
temporal dialect differences. 

3.71 Labials (pbmv) are not themselves affected b y i t is the iod diat 
changes—^by becoming a unit liquid palatal, Ij, see §2.521. 

The clusters plj blj mlj vlj surely were standard OCS at the beginning, 
and efforts to spell pj bj mj vj in their place are to be interpreted as a 
change in scribal attitudes. Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian and East Slavic 
have this "epenthetic T' (to use the traditional term despite its misleading 
implication that / is inserted between labial and iod). Recorded West Slavic 
never had it, and modern Macedonian and Bulgarian lack it. The Vatican 
CyriUic Gospel Lectionary generally avoids it. Post-OCS manuscripts 
from the Macedono-Bulgarian regions vacillate, but on the whole scribes 
tried to write / in accord with a tenacious tradition. Perhaps there were 
indeed regional dialects that supported such spellings; we lack unequivo
cal evidence for the history. 

3.72 Underlying {v} usually behaves like a palatal obstruent, but the 
sequence {ov) generally becomes u before all consonants (cf. §15.841), 
including the j that is generated in the verbal classifier {ova/eva). In i-
verbs, vj has the same effect as the other labial consonants and the palatal 
Ij results. See §6.21 with footnote. 
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3.912 The alternations e~o a n d e ~ a a i e [front ~ back); e~ e,o~a, 
and 6~ J are {lax ~ tense); e~ bis [low ~ high).^" This is all complicated 

Isolated alternations occur in the roots of irregular verbs: s ~ « (§15.643), e ~ h 
(§15.644), o ~ T> (§15.645), o~e (§§16.53), i~( (§16.61), e~f (§16.62), and 
perhaps an ~ u (§16.92). 

" "Family" is the term for all possible derivatives of a single root. The example of 
the root rek- given in § 3.1 above illustrates varying shapes of the root, but gives 
only a small percentage of the words in this particular family. 
The historical terminology is different: e~ois the basic qualitative opposidon, i 
~ a is "lengthened e-grade vs. lengthened o-grade"; e ~ bis "normal vs. reduced 
grade", while b ~ /' is "reduced vs. lengthened reduced". 

3.721 Stem-final xv is unique to v/axvs 'magician'; the noun is subject to both types of 
palatalization: voc. v/sSve, Np v/ssvi. Before a suffixal front vowel in derivation, however, 
the two units become S: vli.ibba 'sorcery'. 

3.8 The nominative singular desinence of comparatives, of certain parti
ciples (cf. §4.19), and of some anomalous substantives is a zero which has 
the effect of a consonant. Since a word must end in a vowel (§ 1.2301), the 
underlying final consonant must be deleted. Thus {nes-0-t-T,s-C} 'carry
ing' yieldsnesh; {otrok-?t-C) 'child [nom.-acc. sg. neut.]' >otroc^.Some
times the VC of the stem is modified before the final consonant is lost: 
{semen-C} 'seed [nom.-acc. sg. neut.]' > sem^. These noun-forms are 
essentially irregular morphological forms that belong in the lexical defi
nition of individual words. The masculine {kamen-C} 'stone' has Ns 
kamy. Other types are hv ~ y ({cn>k-i>v-l-C} > 'church' crhky), er ~ i 
((mater-C) 'mother' > mati), es ~ o ({tel-es-C} 'body' > tSlo. See 
pp. 73-74 . 

3.90 In the morphology of irregular verbs, and in derivation, there are 
many more alternations.Here we will point out the chief vowel-alterna
tions (and alternations involving both vowel and consonant) found in the 
various possible forms of a root which may occur in a single "family"." 
The majority of these root-vowel alternations exemplify an old process 
called vowel-gradation (or ablaut or apophony). 

3.911 Perhaps the majority of roots have in some form the vowel e, 
which is taken as basic for the alternations; e may alternate on the one 
hand with e, on the other with b, and in still other forms there may be o. 
The e and the o may in turn alternate with a, and the b may alternate with 
/. Thus: 

e (r- e b i 
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by the fact that if the theoretical vowel root was followed by a resonant 
(r, i,m,n, nj), forms with e, o and b vary according to their position before 
vowel o r consonant. Thus the combination er remained before vowel but 
became re before consonant, i.e. er/rS; em, en/f, orira, ol/la, onlg; and 
w/rb, bl/lb, bml§. Cf. §16.5ff. 

3.913 No r o o t illustrates all the possibilities, a n d some roots have only 
o n e or two surviving forms. Here are some typical examples. Forms 
marked * are not attested in OCS but fit the old patterns and occur in 
slightly later mss. 

* v e d - : vedQtT> 'they a r e leading' - vod^fb 'they lead' - ves-b '1 led' -
provazdati s? 'be influenced' 

*ber-: berQ 'I gather' - bthnq 'burden' - bbrati 'to gather' - sibirati 'to 
gather' - s-bborb 'a gathering' 

*mer-: umr&i 'to die' - umbrg 'I shall die' - stmrbtb 'death' - umiraJQ 
'I'm dying' - umoriti 'kill' (P) - umarjati 'kill' (I) 

* p e n : *pbnQ 'I stretch' - propgti 'crucify' (P) - propinati 'crucify' (I) -
opona 'curtain' - ppta 'fetter' 

*zven-: zvon i 'a sounding noise' - *zvbneti 'to sound' - *zvpk'b 'sound' 
*velk-: vlgkQ 'I drag' - vlbk-b 'having dragged' - privlaciti 'attract' 

3.92 It is probable that this system was fairly vital in the language of 
Cyril and Methodius, although many of the alternations were represented 
only by a few lexical items. The jer-shift caused major readjustments, 
however, so that a number of the older relationships became obscured o r 
lost entirely. 

3.93 The alternations o~a,i~y,b~i, and e~e remained marginally productive in OCS 
in the formation of imperfective verbs. See the subdivisions of §5.7 for more examples: 

0~ a 

ukori- ukarjaj- 'reproach' kosuQ- kasaj- 'touch' 
omoci- omakaj- 'moisten' izbod- izbadaj- 'stab' 
svobodi- svoba2daj- 'free' s tgore- stgarjaj- 'bum up' 

b ~ i 

s-bbbra- stbiraj- 'collect' s izbda- s iz idaj- 'build' 
pombne- pominaj- 'remember' pocbt- poiltaj- 'count, read' 
vbzbm- vtzimaj 'take' zaklbn- zakiinaj- 'swear' 

p o s t l a - p o s y l a j - 'send' v t z d M U Q - v b z d y x a j - ' s i g h ' 



CHAPTER THREE 

DECLENSION 

4.00 The great majority of Old Church Slavonic words are inflected: 
their form changes to express different relationships. All inflected words 
consist of a stem plus an inflectional suffix—a desinence. (The stem may 
itself be complex—it must contain a root, and may contain prefixes and 
derivational suffixes—but this fact is not important for a discussion of 
inflection.) In the presence of different desinences, the stem may itself be 
modified; and conversely, certain desinences have different forms to adapt 
to different types of stems. Uninflected words are classified, on the basis 
of their syntactical functions, as adverbs, conjunctions, prepositions, par
ticles, and interjections. 

4.01 Inflected OCS words are of two major categories: verbs andnouns. 
The suffixes in both categories nearly always indicate number: singular 
(one), dual (two) or plural (three or more). 

4.02 Nouns have different suffixes to express the relationships of the 
words to one another in the sentence, that is, case. There are six cases in 
OCS: nominative, accusative, genitive, locative, dative, and instrumental. 
Normally these are expressed by different desinences in singular and plu
ral, but in the dual there are only three possible forms: a nominative-
accusative, a genitive-locative, and a dative-instrumental. A separate voca
tive form exists for most masculine and feminine substantives in the 
singular; otherwise the nominative is used for an appeal. 

4.021 Nouns are divided into three groups on the basis of their expres
sion of gender and their declension-types: substantives, adjectives, and 
pronouns. Only substantives have an inherent, unchanging gender (mas
culine, feminine, or neuter). Other nouns have variable (or syntactic) gen
der, changing to agree with the substantives they modify in a given senten
ce. There are two types: pronouns do N O T follow the nominal declension, 
but have a special set of forms we call pronominal declension. Adjectives 
may follow the nominal declension and/or a compound declension com-
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billing elements of nominal and pronominal declension. Finally, there is 
the anomalous group of personal pronouns, which have no formal means 
of expressing gender, and which follow completely idiosyncratic declen
sions. 

4.0211 A handful of words without declension or gender are defined as adjectives be
cause of their syntactical use and their meanings: e.g. isplmb 'full*, svobodb 'free', razlidb 
'different'. They all have synonyms which are inflected as adjectives (e.g.p/tns, svobodbm, 
razlichnb). 

4.03 The types of substantival declension generally correspond to gen
der, but there are outstanding exceptions. The dominant inflection-class, 
called here twofold nominal declension includes: (1) a masculine-neuter 
type and (2) a feminine type [with a few masculine members], both of 
which (a) may be used for adjectives as well as substantives, (b) have 
desinence-variants according to the palatal or non-palatal character of the 
stem-final consonant, and (c) are productive. Another inflection-class, (3) 
the simple nominal declension, is restricted to substantives, most of them 
feminine. A series of minor types may be subsumed under this simple 
nominal declension, and called its anomalous subtype. Pronominal stems 
belong to another paradigm, (4) the pronominal declension. Determined 
or compound adjectives have desinences combining those of (1+2 and 4); 
this paradigm may be called the compound or adjectival declension. 

The gender and declensional type of a substantive can usually be 
determined from the nom. sg. form. Substantives in -o or -e are neuter, 
twofold declension (e.g. mesto 'place', srbdbce 'heart'; exceptions in 
§4.414); those in -a are feminine [unless they refer to male persons], of the 
twofold declension (e.g. iena 'woman', zemlja 'land'; vojevoda 'gen
eral') . The few ending in -nji (usually spelled simply -ni) are also femi
nine, soft twofold, e.g. rabynji 'slave woman'. The nom. sg. desinence -& 
indicates masculine hard twofold. The front jer -6 impUes masculine soft 
twofold (e.g. unless preceded by -t, in which case simple nominal femi
nine is probable (e.g. kostb 'bone') but masculine is possible (see list in 
§4.4032)—or else anomalous (listed in §4.412). The word-final letter -/ 
preceded by a vowel-letter, indicates *j- 6 (§ 1.24), soft twofold masculine. 
Substantives in -f are neuters of the anomalous type (e.g. vrem^ 'time'); 
those in -y are anomalous feminines (e.g. ljuby 'love'). 

4.04 The stem of every declinable word ends in a consonant. The stem 
is, by definition, the nominative singular of substantives or the nomina
tive singular masculine (short form) of words with variable gender, minus 
the final vowel (vlbk-b 'wolf, ien-a 'woman', mest-o 'place', on-b 'he. 
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that one'). If the removal of the final vowel-letter leaves a vowel-letter, 
then the phonological stem ends in j (krai = kraj-b 'edge'; pitbe = pitbj-e 
'drink', stru^ CTpwfra = struj-a 'stream'). 

4.05 If the final stem-consonant is §, z, 5, j , Ij, nj , rj , c, + or the groups 
it or id, the stem will be called soft; all other stems are hard. The 
desinences may vary accordingly. The basic underlying form is the hard 
(or neutral) desinence; the soft form is selected for soft stems. Here are the 
possible morphophonemes that occur in the twofold nominal and pro
nominal declensions: 

invariable a u 9 
hard 0 y ŷ  hard 

invariable a u 9 
soft e b i soft 

In addition there is the idiosyncratic elu of the vocative (see §3.5d). 
When desinences beginning with f or f are added to stems in k, g, x, c, 
or J, the stem-consonant undergoes KAI (substitutive softening of type 
II); before the desinence -e these stem-consonants undergo KI (substi
tutive softening of type I), see §4.11, below. 

4.1 The twofold nominal declension. 
In the table the slash (/) separates the suffix for the hard declension (given 
first) from diat of the soft, when there is any difference. 

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

masc neut fem masc neut fem masc neut fem 
Nom 

-o/-e 
•a 

-a -e/-l 
-i 

-a -yV-p 
N 

Acc 
-o/-e 

-9 
-a -e/-l -a -yV-p A 

Gen -a 
-u 

-W-b G 
Loc -JZ-i 

-u 
•haJ-vxb -axT. L 

Dat -u 
-oma/-ema -ama 

-omW-emb -am'b D 
Instr -omb/-emb •ojpZ-ejp 

-oma/-ema -ama 
-y/l -ami I 

Voc -e/-u =N/A -o/-e = N/A = N/A V 
masc neut fem masc neut fem masc neut fem 

4.101 Note that in spelling, stem-final j+ box i merges in "i" (§2.625): 
Nsm (and Gp) *krajb > krai, Kput, Np (and L sing, and pi.) *kraji > krai, 
KpA». 

Velar stems undergo KAI-softening in Ls, Ds fem., NAdu. neut./fem., 
Lp masc/neut (before {6/i)), and Np masc. (before {i}). 
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Velar and c 5 stems undergo Kl-softening in the vocative (sing.), be
cause the basic shape of {e/u} is a front vowel, see §4.11, below. 

4.1011 Historically the soft feminines contained a CV formant with the shape *ia, and the 
soft masculines and neuters had a similar formant with a variable vowel e or o, *je/*jo. In 
early Slavic the morphemic segmentation changed; the *j was perceived as part of the stem, 
and the vowel took on the role of desinence (or first unit of a desinence): e.g. pre-Slavic 
*lug-ja became *lbg-j+a > OCS liia 'lie' (cf. infinitive (Itg-a+ti) 'to lie'). In traditional 
OCS descriptions therefore the hard feminines are a-stems, the soft areya-stems. Similarly 
the masculines and neuters are o-stems (hard) andyo-stems or je-stems. Here we will speak 
of a-stems and o-stems, hard or soft. 

4.102 Note that in stems ending in -ij-, the / of the stem represents the 
tense 6 (cf. §2.61) and may be so written: pbsanie/pbsanbe "writing", gen. 
sg. masc. zm/ja/zmbja 'snake', gen. sg. fem. lad/^/ladb? 'boat'. 

4.1021 Here belong a few adjectives with stems in - bj. The most impor
tant are velulvelii 'great' and bozdibozii 'God's, divine'. Note that in 
nom. sg. masc. and gen. pi. the tense strong b (*-bjb) may be written e: 
bozei,velei{ci. §2.51,2.525). 

A.Vyil A number of formally singular substantives in 6e or ^ are collectives, to be 
translated as plurals: e.g.rrwite'thorns'.Awmenw 'stones',iorente 'roots',ro|rff>e orratdbe 
'branches', bratrbja or bratbja 'brothers'. 

4.11 The formation of the vocative. Masc. and fem. nouns of this de
clension have special forms for calling or addressing—the vocative. The 
desinences are -o/-e for the feminine (ieno 'woman', device 'maiden'), 
and the highly unusual alternants e/u for the masculine. 

The basic variant used with non-palatal stems is the front-vowel e, 
which is accompanied by KI mutation in velars and c and 3: e.g. vlbkh ~ 
vlbce, bogb ~ boze, duxb ~ duSe; otbCb 'father' ~ otbce, kbn^^b 'prince' ~ 
kmfze. Palatal stems regularly take -u (jngib 'man' ~ mqiu, cdsarjb 'king' 
~ cesarju, zmii 'snake' ~ zmiju). 

Masculine adjectives sometimes take the regular e-desinence, but more 
often the nominative of the compound declension is used in vocative func
tion; cf. §17.1. 

Some variation is to be explained by innovating forms. Synh 'son' occasionally has ar
chaic synu beside regularized syne (cf. §4.145). Su 155.18 has regular K H A H t e , and in the 
same speech k h a ^ (Su 156.8); apparently j was in competition with a newer *i (§2.8) that 
calls for the "soft" desinence. 

4.12 Foreign words of masculine gender (especially names) may have stems ending in a 
vowel. Probably aj was added in conformity with the requirement that declensional stems 
must end in a consonant. The vowels s, y , or i cannot stand in post-vocalic position, and the 
soft variant regularly appears: 'Pharisee' (Greek [farise-os]) thus has farisei (Ns and Gp 
*-ejb; Ls, nom. and instr. pi. *-eji). The Ap farise? surely—^and Gs farisea, Ds fariseu 
probably—may represent -ejf (-eja, -eju), but the Ds fariseovi, instr. sg. fariseomb and Dp 
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It is probable that the earliest texts used the gen.-acc. only for substantives indicat
ing a healthy, free, male person; the sick, the crippled, the enslaved, and the super
natural did not count. Surviving manuscripts record a continuing expansion to 
include all animate masculine singulars; see §18.21. 
Modem Bulgarian, Macedonian, and eastern Serbo-Croatian use the -ov-l-ev- suf
fix in forming the plural of the great majority of monosyllabic masculines. 

fariseomhseem to introduce a sequence of vowels not found in native words. The variegated 
spellings of such words indicate disagreements that very likely include pronunciation. 

4.13 Masculine substantives indicating male persons use the genitive 
singular forms in accusative function, as do pronouns and adjectives re
ferring to such substantives: clovikh 'man' - gen./acc. cloveka. Usage 
fluctuates with such words as bogh 'god', angeh 'angel', duxb 'spirit', 
rabh 'slave', otrokh 'child, servant', and words referring to animals. See 
§18.21.' 

4.14 Mascuhne substantives indicating persons may have beside the 
regular -u desinence of dat. sg. an alternative -ovil-evi: synu or synovi 
'son', vracu or vracevi 'doctor'. Sometimes this desinence appears with 
words that do not refer to persons (mirovi 'to the world', adovi 'to hell'), 
possibly conveying a sense of personification. 

4.141 Certain masculine nouns with monosyllabic stems may have in the gen. or loc. sg. 
(or both) the desinence -u beside the normal -a. Attested with -u in these cases are chiefly: 
synh 'son*, domh 'house', volh 'ox', polh 'half; but also vrbxh 'top', glash 'voice', grwih 
'bush', darh 'gift', dlbgh 'debt', dgbh 'oak', medb 'honey', mirh 'world', rodh 'race', r^dh 
'row', sam 'rank', stanh 'camp', synh 'tower', dinh 'rank', jadh 'poison'. 

4.142 Certain monosyllabic masculines occasionally have (beside the normal nom. pi -/ 
and the gen. -h/-b) bisyllabic desinences, nom. -ove/-eve, gen. -8/-fc. Examples are attested 
for: synh 'son', dontb 'house', volh 'ox', polh 'half, vradb 'doctor', gadh 'vermin', grozdb 
'grape', grexb 'sin', zmii 'snake', sadb 'planting'. Supr has several more words with such 
desinences, but it is probable that they belong to a later stage of development.^ 

4.143 Some of these same stems (§4.142) occur with -oxb in Lp (beside normal -exh), 
and/or -hmi in Ip. (beside normal -y): synoxb, synbmi. 

4.144 The same stems rarely have alternate dual forms: NA -y (beside -a), GL -ovu 
(beside -u), DI -tma (beside -oma): syny, synovu, synhma. 

4.145 These optional suffixes (§§4.14-4.144) must be listed in the OCS lexical entries for 
the individual substantives. They are remnants of what in early Slavic was surely an inde
pendent paradigm, traditionally called "u-stems". Some of the desinences began to spread 
to former o-stems; comparative evidence from medieval manuscripts and modern dialects 
does not suffice to identify the early status of many items. Synh 'son' is best attested and at 
the same time impeccably documented as an ancient w-stem (e.g. by Sanskrit sitnuS): NA sg 
synb. GL synu, D synovi, I sg *synhmb; Voc. synu; NA du. syny, GL synovu, DI synhma; Np 
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.1 Vaillant departs from his descriptive framework by treating these words sepa
rately, although he makes it clear that there is not a separate paradigm. He provides 
details of attestation for both hypothetical ancient j/-stems and substantives of less 
clear provenience, §§58-59. 

synove, Kpsyny; G synovv, L synoxb (for *symxi), I synmii. Some of these desinences 
were later lost, others redistributed differently in various dialects. Sometimes a desinence 
could acquire a special meaning, e.g. the "personal dative" of OCS (§4.14).' 

4.15 Beside the regular instrumental sing. masc. neut. desinences -omtJ-emb, there are 
occurrences of -imbZ-hmb. They are the only forms in the Kiev Folia; in other mss they are 
rare and may be simply scribal errors. It is likely that such desinences were characteristic of 
dialects in Morava and fairly certain for Rus' (they are normal in 1 Ith-century Rus' mss). 
Neuter stems in -ij and adjectives like boiti, and velu (§4.1021) occasionally have Is -iimb 
(< *-bjbmb) or a contracted -imb. 

4.16 A number of substantives that belong formally to the a-declen-
sion, which is the typically feminine paradigm, are necessarily of mascu
line gender because they signify grown male persons: vladyka 'ruler, lord', 
sluga 'servant', junosa 'young man', prMueca 'forerunner', gzika 'rela
tive' (also functions as feminine), ubiica 'murderer', vinopiica 'wine-
bibber'. When the stem is in -ijl-bj- the Ns is normally -ii (sgdii 'judge', 
balii 'doctor'), while foreign personal names had -ijal-bja (e.g. Josija 
'Josiah', cf. also mesija 'messiah'). These words follow the a-declension, 
hard or soft (except that names in -bja/-ija have Is in -enib; e.g. Isaiemb 
'Isaiah'). Vocatives have -ol-e: vladyko, junose, sgdije. 
They have the normal accusative in -Q, but note that the pronouns and adjectives referring 
to them take the genitive masculine form (cf §4.13); e.g. CAMOPO BAAAI^K* 'the lord himself 
Su 491/5, WHOUUR KPACBHA 'a handsome youth' Su 187.3. 

When thesea-masculines are in the plural, modifiers tend to be feminine in form, e.g. dat. 
pi. stareiSinamb galileiskamb 'chiefs of Galilee' (Mk 6:21). 

4.17 Beside the normal instr. sg. fem. desinence -ojgl-eJQ, there are occasional forms in 
•g (rgkojg and rgkg), especially in the Suprasliensis. 

4.18 Some feminine substantives have Ns in -/ (rather than -a). Here 
belong all with the derivative suffix -ynj- (e.g. rabynji 'female slave', 
bogynji 'goddess', pustynji 'desert, wilderness') and most with stems in 
-ijl-bj (e.g. ladii 'boat', krabii 'box', mlbnii 'lightning'), although there 
are a few nominatives in -ijal- bja {bratrbja 'brothers, brethren', and names 
like Marija). 

The numeral tys^sti '1000' also belongs here. 
Mati 'mother' and d?£ti 'daughter' belong to another declension; see §4.423, below. 
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For adjectival forms with -i in nom. sg. feminine, see §4.19. 

Twofold declension paradigms 

Masculines: hard-stems gradh 'city'; (lovekh 'man'; 

soft-stems: rtiQib 'man'; otbcb 'father' 

Sing. N VAOB'kK'h A\;K»<b OTbl^b 

A VAOB'kKA A\;R?KA OTbl(A 

G rp<»A« VAOB-kKA M^HtA «TbUA 

L rpdA-t VAOB-ku-k OTbUH 

D RPMOV VAOB-kKOy -OBH M̂ RXCOy -eEH OTbltey -eEH 

I rpAAOMh VAOB-kKOAVh m;R}K€A\b i»Tbl(€Mb 

V rpdA€ vAOB-kve aa;RM<OY ©TbVC 

Dual NA rpAA-* VAOE-kKA AAPRJKA OTbUA 

GL rpAAoy VAOB'kKOY aa;rh«>Y OTbUWf 

DI rpAAOAlVd VAOB-kKOMA m;R}KeA\A OTbl̂ eAAA 

Plur. N rpAAM VAOB-kuH A\;RM<H OTbl(H 

A rpAA"" VAOB^KTil AlViKMtA OTbl(A 

G rpAA-fc VAOB-kKli A\;KH<b OTbUb 

L rpAA-kX"^ VAOB'ku'KXIT AlV̂ATHX'b OTbUHXTi 

D rpAA'bAV'h VAOB'ku'kAVh AV/RHCI1A\*k OTbUHAMs 

I rpAA-hi VAOB-kKlil aa;R»<H CTbl̂ H 

Neuters: hard-stem mSsto 'place'; 

soft-stems: srbdbce 'heart'; znamenbe 'sign' 

Sing. NA cpi»Ai»ue ^HAA\eHbe -H6 

G (WkcTA cpbAbMA ĤAAACHblA -Hia 

L cpbAbUH ^HAAA6HbH -HH 

D <PBABUC«f :;HAMeHbl« -HIO 

I M-kCTOMh CpbAbU6AAb ^HAM6Hb€AAb -H6A\b 

Dual NA CpbAbUH ^HAA\eHbH -HH 

GL M-kCTWC cpbAbMOY ^HAM€Hbl« -HIO 

DI <VvkCT0rt\A (pbAbl^eAIA ^HAA\eHb€AAA -HCMA 

Plur. NA rtvkcTA cpbAb^A ^HAA\6Hhia -Hia 

G CpbAbUb ĤAMCHbH -HH 

L (PBABUHXLS ^HAAA6HbHX'b -HHX-b 

D M-kcTOMt cpbAbueM-b ;;HAA\eHbeAM> -HeAMi 

1 AA-kcT-W CpbAbUH ^HAAAeHbH -HH 
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Feminines: hard-stems zena 'woman, wife', rgka 'hand'; 
soft-stem dusa 'soul'; and the masculine sgdii 'judge', 
(for fem. and a-masculines with Ns in -bjil-iji) 

Sing. N p;RKA AMflUA C;RA>̂ H -HH 

A Aoyui^R C;KAI>»R -HHR 

G a<6HiJ p^RKlil ACTfUlA c;RAb<^ -HA 

LD aseH-k p^RU'k AOyiUH C;RA>>H -HH 

1 M<6H0HR AoyuieuR C^RAkeiiK -HeHK 

V »<€H0 p^KO AOYiu^ c;KA>>e -H€ 

Dual NA a{6H'k p«U'k ACiyUJH -HH 

GL a<6H0Y P̂RKOVC Aovuiwf - H » 

Dl p;RKAMA AC>YU1AA\A c;RA>>iaAAA -HIAMA 

Plur. NA ateHisi p;RKi>i A<«V"iA c;KAbA -HA 

G p/RKl Aoyuik CA^AbH -HH 

L H<6HAX1i p̂ KKAX*!. AoyuiAXTi 

D HteHAAVIs p;RKAM-|s AoyuiAm-h CiRAblAAM -HIAAA-h 

1 MteHAMH AOyiUAMH C;KA>>I2I'WH -HIAAKH 

Adjectives: hard-stem novh 'new'; soft-stem nisth 'poor'. 

masc. neut. fem. masc. neut. fem. 

N HOB-h 
HOBO 

HOBA HHUlTb 
NHIUT6 

HHUITA N 

A = N o r G 
HOBO 

HOB;R = N o r G 
NHIUT6 

HHlUTiR A 

Sing. G HOBA HOB-hl HHUITA HHUITA G 

L HOB'b 
HOB-K 

NHUITA 
HHUITH 

L 

D NOBOy-

HOB-K 
HHUITOy 

HHUITH 

D 

I HOB0A\b HOBOHR HHUITeMb HHU1T6IK I 

NA HOBA HOB'K HHUITA HHUITH NA 

Dual GL NOBOy HHHUlTOy GL 

Dl HOBOMA HOBAMA HHUIT6MA HHUITAMA DI 

N HOBH 
HOBA HOB-U 

HHUITH 
HHUITA HHUITA 

N 

A HOBliI 

HOBA HOB-U 

HHUITA 

HHUITA HHUITA 

A 

Plur. G HOBIi HHUITk G 

L HOB-KX* HOBAXli HHUITHXI. HHUITAXI. L 

D NOBOAMt HOBAAVh HHU]T6AM> HHUITAAIt-h D 

I HOB-bl HOBAMH HHUITH HHUITAMH I 
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4,19 The comparatives, the present active participles, and the (first) 
past active participles follow the twofold nominal declension for their 
non-definite form (see §4.31 for definite forms), but their nominative and 
accusative forms in singular and plural are special. The feminine nom. sg. 
has the desinence -/ (cf. §4.18) and the full stem; the masc. and neut. have 
a shortened stem. The following tables summarizes these cases: 

Comparative 

m sg n sg f sg m pi n pi f p l 
Nom -bi (-b) -bsi -bse 

-b§a - b S g 
Nom 

Acc - b S b -bsp -b§g 
-b§a - b S g 

Acc 
stem for other forms - b S - stem 

Past Active Participle 

m sg n sg f sg m pi n pi f p l 
Nom -•b -i,§i -•bse -•bSa -•bSf Nom 
Acc •"bSb -•bSe - -•bSp 

-•bSa -•bSf 
Acc 

stem for other forms stem 

Present Active Participle (g ~ e present) 

m sg n sg f sg m pi n pi f p l 
Nom -y -9§ti -pste -psta -pstg Nom 
Acc -pstb -p§te -p§lp -pstg 

-psta -pstg 
Acc 

stem for other forms -pst- stem 

Present Active Participle (^ ~ i present) 

m sg n sg f s g m pi n pi f p l 
Nom 
Acc 

^ s t i -^ste •gstg Nom Nom 
Acc -pStb 1 -p§te 

•gstg 
Acc 

stem for other forms -gst- stem 

4.191 When the comparative stem ends in -ij-, the nom. sg. masc. is 
spelled -ei (for *-ej-b), neut. -ie: novii novee 'newer', starei starde'older'. 
The rest of the paradigm has the full suffix -US- (*-ijbS-) before the 
desinences {novM-a, etc.). Otherwise the nom. sg. masc. is spelled -w or 
-ii (for *-bj-b), the neuter -e, and the rest -bS-: e.g. boljbi or boljii, bolje ~ 
boljbS-a etc. 'bigger'; v^Stbi or vfStii vfSte ~ v(StbS-a etc. 'greater'. For the 
formation of the comparative, see §4.7. 

4.192 The two sets of formants for the present active participle are 
correlated to the shape of the present-markers (cf §6.11). Verbs with -ftb 
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in the 3 pi pres. have-fSt- as participial formant; in nom. sing. masc. (with 
zero desinence) it reduces to -f. Verbs with -gtbin 3 pi. pres. have -gSt- as 
participial formant, which is replaced in nom. sg. masc. by the variable 
{y/?}: - f appears after a soft (truncated) stem, -y otherwise. E.g. prosi-ti 
prosfth 'beg' ~ pros^ (mn) pros^Sti (f.); nes-ti nes-qth 'carry' ~ nesy (mn) 
nesQSti (f); plaka-ti placgtb 'weep' ~ placq (mn) pladgsti (f). 

4.193 In past active participial stems ending in a soft consonant, the -6-
of the suffix is everywhere replaced by -6-: proSb, proSbSi, proSbse, etc. 

4.194 Variants: Occasionally the accusative form of masc. and neut. 
participles is used as nominative. Conversely, the comparative nom. sing, 
masc. in-W-ii often serves as acc. sg.; in both instances the tendency is to 
have a single form for nominative/accusative singular mascuhne, as do 
other declined words. In comparatives, the -e of nom. pi. is sometimes 
replaced by the usual nominal desinence -i, e.g. lucbsi for luchSe 'better'. 

Examples of comparatives (y^stu v^stbs- 'bigger', novel novels- 'newer'), 
present active participles (nesy nesgst- 'carrying', v^zf v^lgst- 'tying', 
pros^ pros^st- 'begging') and past active partiple (nesb nesbS- 'having 
carried'). The other case-forms are like nistb, see above. 

m a s c u l i n e neuter f e m i n i n e m a s c u l i n e neuter f e m i n i n e 
N s g B A U I T b H B A U I T b U I H HOB-kH 

H O B - k e 
H O B - k H U I H Nsg 

A sg B A U I T h U l k BAUITbUlX N O B - k u U l h 
H O B - k e 

H O B - k H U I i R Asg 
Npl EAUlTblUe 

R A I I I T k l l l A B A U I T b U I A 
HOB-kHUie 

NOB-kHUlA H O B ' b H U I A 
Npl 

A pi B A U J T b U J A 
B A U I T b U I A 

H O B - k u U I A 
NOB-kHUlA H O B ' b H U I A 

Apl 
Stem for other forms B A U l T b U I - NOBi I H U I - Stem 

m a s c u l i n e neuter f e m i n i n e m a s c u l i n e neuter f e m i n i n e 
Nsg 

H 6 C « I U T 6 
H 6 C X U I T H E A H « A 

B A H < A 
BAM<A(UITH Nsg 

Asg H6 («UlTb 
H 6 C « I U T 6 

H e c ; R u i T ; R B A > K « U I T b 
B A H < A 

BAMt^CiUITiR Asg 
Npl H6C«UlTe 

HeCiilUITll n e c ^ R u i T A 
B A H < « U I T 6 

b a » < ; r u i t a R A W J K I I I T A 
Npl 

Apl H 6 < ; r u i t a 
HeCiilUITll n e c ^ R u i T A 

B A » < « U I T A 
b a » < ; r u i t a 

Apl 
s t e m for other forms H 6 c ; r u j t - b a } k ; r u i t - Stem 

m a s c u l i n e neuter f e m i n i n e m a s c u l i n e neuter f e m i n i n e 
N sg n p o c A 

n p o c A 
n p O C A U I T H H e c b 

H e c b u i e 
HeChlUH Nsg 

Asg n p O C A U l T b 
n p o c A 

n p O C A U I T i K n e c h i u h 
H e c b u i e 

H€C-bUi ;R Asg 
Npl n p O C A U I T C 

n p O C A U I T A n p O C A U l T A 
Hcc-buie 

n e c h u i A H e C b l l l A 
Npl 

Apl n p O C A U I T A 
n p O C A U I T A n p O C A U l T A 

HeCkUIA 
n e c h u i A H e C b l l l A 

Apl 
s t e m for other forms n p O C A U I T - n e c b i i i - Stem 
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Singular Dual Plural 

masc. neut. fem. masc. neut. fem. masc. neut. fem. 

N 
-W-b -o/-e 

-a 
-a 

-i 
-a -y/-e 

N 

A 
-W-b -o/-e 

-P 
-a 

-y/-g 
-a -y/-e 

A 

G -ogoZ-ego 
-oju/-eju -exW-ix'b 

G 

L -omb/-emb 
-oy-ei 

-oju/-eju -exW-ix'b 
L 

D -omu/-emu 
-oy-ei 

-ema/-ima 
-fimW-imi. D 

I -emb/-imb -ojp/-ejp 
-ema/-ima 

-emi/-imi I 

4.201 This is the declension of the pronouns th 'this', orth 'that', ovh 
'this close by', inb 'another', kh-ibdo 'each', santh 'self, edim 'one, 
alone', eterh 'a certain', kakb 'of what kind?', nikakb le 'no (kind of)', 
nekakh '(of) some (kind)', mafca 'of another kind', jakb 'of this kind', takh 
'(of) such (kind)', vbsakb or vbsekb 'every', * > 'he' {i-ze 'he who'), /no/ 
'my', tvoi 'thy', 5vo/ 'one's own', nasb 'our', va^b 'your' c// 'whose', and 
the numerals which have only dual forms: dbva 'two' and oba 'both'. 

The stems s- 'this' and vbs- 'all' are anomalous and seem to have a "soft" 
/s/. See §4.21 for vbSb {*vbs-) and sicb 'of this kind', §4.22 for sb {*sb). 

4.2011 
§4.321. 

Tuzdb 'foreign, alien' has pronominal and compound forms: see 

4.2012 Kotoryi 'which', nekotoryi 'a certain' and nikotoryi 'none' be
long to the compound declension. 

4.202 The desinences for nominative and accusative are the same as in 
the twofold nominal paradigm, but the other desinences are different. 

4.203 Before desinences beginning with e or /, stems in k undergo sub
stitutive softening KAI: e.g. takb ~ tacemb, tacema, tacexh, tacemi, NA 
dual neuter and feminine taci, Npm taci. 

4.21 VbSb 'AIR and sicb 'of this sort, of (such) kind' take the basic 
desinences that begin with e, otherwise the soft variant; i.e. {e/i} ~ [i./b, 
o/e, y/g}. Thus soft vbsego, vbsemu, vbsemb, vbsei, vbsef, vbsejg, vbseju; 
sicego, etc. ~ vbsemb, vbsemb, vbsema, vbsimi, vbsixv, sicSmb, etc. Forms 
with the desinence -a are written vbsa or vbsi in glagolitic, but only BhCA 

(never * B b c r a ) in cyrillic. Asf is usually vbsg, rarely vbsjg (never cyrillic 
*BI»CI«). 

4.2 The pronominal declension. 
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4.22 The pronoun 56 (or possibly *s-) has a suppletive stem sij- that 
apparently was optional in certain nominative and/or accusative forms. In 
the following table the more common shorter form is given first, followed 
by slash and the longer form. 

Singular Dual Plural 
masc. neut. fem. m n f masc neut fem 

N 
sb/sii se/sie 

si 
sija si 

sii/si 
si sig A 

sb/sii se/sie 
sm 

sija si sig si sig 

The animate masculine accusative singular is sego. 

4.23 The interrogative pronoun kbto 'who' has the normal hard pro
nominal declension except for the extra word-final suffix -to in the nom.; 
acc.gen. kogo, loc. komb, dat. komu, and (with mutated root-stem) instr. 
cemb. 

Instr. cimb early began to give way to kyimb 'which?', cf. §4.323). 
Like kz^o are declined nikito 'somebody' and nikhtoze 'nobody'. The 

particle ze follows the desinence. (Modem editors often write it as a sepa
rate word.) 
4.24 The interrogative pronoun cUo 'what' has the following forms: 
nom. acc. cbto, gen. ceso, loc. centb, dat. i^esomu, instr. dintb. Similarly 
necbto 'something', nidbtoze 'nothing' (where the particle follows the 
desinence). 

Alternate forms are found: gen. dbso, iesogo, I'sogo, dat. Sbsomu, demu, loc. ni [o/pri] 
desombie. Nicbtoie is found, rarely, as gen. NiSble appears once in Cloz, and four times in 
Vat. 

4.25 The pronoun *jb 'he' is not attested in the nominative; its function 
as third person pronoun is taken by a demonstrative, usually tb 'that one', 
less often om 'that one yonder'. The other forms of *jb all are attested, 
including acc. sg. / (*jb)—but the root-consonant is never explicitly writ
ten (§1.24): *iego, *jej^ are spelled ego, e^, etc. After prepositions, j is 
replaced by the palatal nasal nj: kb njemu, sb njimi, na njb (acc. sg. masc) , 
etc. 

With the suffixed particle -ie, *jb serves as a relative pronoun 'who, 
which', and all forms are attested (He, eze,jaze, etc.). 

Note that acc. sg. m *jb is enclitic and may affect a final jer of a verb form, cf §2.61. 

4.26 In rare instances, forms of the possessives moi, tvoi, svoi are written without the e of 
bisyllabic desinences: gen. sg. fem mof for moeg, inst. moJQ for moejg. They may be simply 
errors. 
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masc. neut. fem. masc. neut. fem. 

Sing. 

N TT. 

TO 

TA HAUJh 

HAUI6 

HAUIA N 

Sing. 

A = N,G 
TO 

T « = N , G 
HAUI6 

HAUJ;R A 

Sing. G Toro T O A HAUiero HAUJ6A G Sing. 

L TOMb 

TOH 

HAUieAVb 
HAUien 

L 

Sing. 

D TOMWf 

TOH 

NAU16M0y 

HAUien 
D 

Sing. 

I T-brtVb TOI« HAUIHMb HAUieiJK I 

Dual 

NA TA T-b HAUIA HAUIH NA 

Dual GL TOW HAUieiO GL Dual 

DI HAUJHAkA DI 

Plur. 

N TH 

T * TTU 

HAUIH 

HAUIA HAUJA 

N 

Plur. 

A TTJ 

T * TTU 

HAUIA 

HAUIA HAUJA 

A 

Plur. GL T t x - b HAUIHXIi GL Plur. 

D T t M T i HAUIHAfk D 

Plur. 

I T-bMH HAUIHMH I 

N K-hTO 

VbTO 
A 

Koro 

VbTO 

G 
Koro 

veco 

L KOMb V€Akb 

D KOAkOy vetOAVoy 

I VHAAb 

Singular Dual Plural 
m. n. f. m. n. f. m. n. f. 

N 
A 

(H) 

=N,G 
(e) 
6 

( « ) 

HR 
IA H 

(H) 
IA A 

N N 
A 

(H) 

=N,G 
(e) 
6 

( « ) 

HR 
IA H 

A 
IA A 

A 
G ero 6A 

610 MX-b 
G 

L 6Mb 

6H 

610 MX-b 
L 

D CMOy 
6H 

HA«A 

HMl i D 
I HMb 

HA«A 
HMH I 

4.3 The compound or adjectival declension. 

This declension has complex desinences that give to adjectival stems an 
additional meaning of defmiteness roughly equivalent to the English defi
nite article: slepa iena 'a blind woman' versus slSpaja zena 'the blind 
woman'. The underlying forms combine the twofold desinence with the 
case- and gender-equivalent form of the pronoun *>. e.g. Nsf slep-a+ya. 
As 5/ep-Q-t-j-Q. Adjectives with these compound desinences are commonly 
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called "long" or "definite" as opposed to the "short" adjectives that have 
only the twofold nominal desinences. For the use of long forms, see §17. 

The ideal normahzed OCS forms are obscured first by the inadequacy 
of both OCS alphabets in representing the glide j (for j plays a crucial role 
in these desinences) and second by the complex historical evolution that 
seems to be reflected in the variegated speUings in the oldest surviving 
manuscripts. As underlying forms for early OCS, the short adjectival forms 
plus the post-posed pronoun *jb provide a solid descriptive basis. Thus, 
for example, the mascuhne dative singular of starh 'old' is posited as 
{star-u+j-emu}, ideal OCS starujemu, attested also in a shape called "as
similated" and one called "contracted", starmmu and starumu. Similarly 
nistb 'poor' has nistujemu, niStmmu, nistumu. 

4.301 The inflectional suffixes consist, in principle, of (a) the short or 
nominal desinence, plus (b) the pronominal root plus (c) the soft 
pronominal desinence. 

4.3011 Two systematic processes of simpUfication apply to produce 
the ideal OCS forms.' 1. a desinence-initial sequence -oj- or -ej- is de
leted. 2. a nominal desinence with more than one syllable is replaced by 
the single syUable y or /. This means that the compound desinence con
sists of VjV(CV)—two or three syllables. 

4.3012 Within the history of OCS, the intervocalic glide j tended to 
disappear, and contraction could take place. Let us posit successive proc
esses of "assimilation" and "contraction". (3a) The syllable je assimilates 
to a preceding tense vowel. (3b) j disappears between like vowels. In 
effect, aja and aje > aa, ije > ei, uju and uje > uu, iji > ii, gjg > gg, G/V 
> (while oje, eji and yjq remain). Finally, (4) two like vowels coalesce. 

4.30121 The sequence yji presumably lost the j and yi contracted to y. 
Spellings Uke HOB-biHMi>, Hos'UHX'h are not informative (§4.302), but the 
shorter spellings (hobi>imi>, HOB-BIXIT and the like) surely imply y. 

4.3013 The role of j (and its absence) in these forms is crucial; the lack 
of an unambiguous device for representing j in either OCS alphabet ob
scures the problems. In the following table the theoretical j is written 
consistently (with no asterisks). The individual gender-case desinences 
are numbered in order to facilitate discussion; "s" stands for soft when 
needed. The feminine two-syllable nominal desinences -ama, -axb, -amb, 

' These are special morphophonemic adjustments that occur only in this specific 
environment. The English alternants don't and won't instead of do not and will not 
are formed by similar special rules. 
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-am/—which by rule 2 are replaced by y or /—have been omitted from the 
table, where they might fit into ##14, 20-22; note that the compound 
desinences have no specifically feminine shapes in dual or plural. 

underlying OCS assimilated contracted processes 

1. NAsm 
Is 

•t/b+j-b •bjb 
bjb 

y lyj 
i i i j 

see §4.3021 

2. NAsn 
2s 

o/e+j-e oje 
eje 

ee e exempt 
3b, 4 

3. Nsf a+j-a aja aa a 3b, 4 

4. Gsmn a+j-ego ajego aago ago 3ab,4 

5. Gsf 
5s 

y/?+j-ej? yj? ?? ? I 
3b, 4 

6. Lsmn 
6s 

6/i+j-emb gjemb 
ijemb 

ggmb 
iimb 

emb 
imb 

3a, 4 
3a, 4 

7. Dsmn u+j-emu ujemu uumu umu 3ab,4 

8. LDsf 
8s 

e/i+j-eji Sji iji ii ' I 
3b, 4 

9. lsmn 
9s 

omb+j-imb 
emb+j-imb 

yjimb 
ijimb 

yimb 
iimb 

ymb 
imb 

§4.30121 
2, 3b, 4 

10. Isf 
IDs 

oJQ+j-eJQ 
eJQ+J-eJ9 

Q<? Q I + I , 3 b , 4 

11. NAdm a+j-a aja aa a 3b, 4 

12. NAdnf 
12s 

6/i+j-i Sji iji ii exempt 
3b, 4 

13. GLd u+j-eju uju uu u 1, 3a, 4 
14 Did 

14s 
yma+j-ima 
ima+j-ima 

yjima 
ijima 

yima 
iima 

yma 
ima 

§4.30121 
3b, 4 

15. Npm i+j-i iji ii i 3b, 4 

16. Apm 
16s 

y/?+j-? yj? ?? ? exempt 
3b, 4 

17. NApn a+j-a aja aa a 3b, 4 

18. NApf 
18s 

y/?+j-? yj? 
?j? 

?? ? exempt 
3b, 4 

19. Gp 19s •b/b+j-ixi T>jixT> 
bjiXT, 

yixT, 
iixT, 

yxT> 
iXT> 

§4.30121 
3b, 4 

20. Lp20s fixi+j-ixT. 
ixT>+j-ixi> 

yjixT, 
ij ixi 

yixT. 
iixi> 

yxT, 
iXT, 

§4.30121 
3b, 4 

21. Dp 21s S m i + j - i m i 
i m i + j - i m i 

yj imi 
ijimt 

y i m i 
iimi. 

y m i 
im-b 

§4.30121 
3b, 4 

22. Ip22s 6mi+j-imi 
imi+j-imi 

yjimi 
ijimi 

yimi, 
i imt 

ymi 
imi 

§4.30121 
3b, 4 
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4.302 The attested glagohtic and cyrillic speUing of variants is chaotic. 
Since a vowel-letter in unblocked position implies syllable-initial j , spell
ings like novaa and novgg do not necessarily specify that j is not present. 
The sequences hj and yj, bj and ij, are neutralized (§2.61), and the spell
ings of sequences in desinences 1, 19; 6s, 8s, 9s, 14, 15, 19-22 fluctuate 
considerably. Normal spelling is -yi/-u or -iil-ti, cyrillic - W - M H or --bH/ 
-bH. But often enough --bi is found (and could be interpreted as two sylla
bles), while -H in soft-stems is rare. Often it is impossible to know whether 
a graphic s + / ("hi, -bH, -bO is to be read as two syllables {bji, bjb, yji, yjb) 
or one (y). 

4.3021 In desinence #1 , the first jer is bodi strong and tense (§2.525), 
-•bjb or -bjb, and presumably the final jer had disappeared, leaving word-
final j—^which can be represented only by an Metter. SpeUings with -oi/ 
-ei are found, but they are uncommon. 

4.3022 In desinence #6, the spelled sequence -id- is sometimes replaced 
by -ea- (chiefly in As, e.g. na krile crkovbneam 'on the temple parapet' Mt 
4:5, V 6 iivote vecmiamb 'in eternal life' J 23:25). Such spellings surely 
result from arbitrary orthographic rules. 

4.303 OCS and post-OCS mss demonstrate ever stronger tendencies for 
the pronominal desinences to influence these compound desinences, or 
replace them. At the same time it appears that a variety of spelling rules 
tried to maintain a two-letter sequence (particularly aa, uu, yi) that implies 
disyllabic pronunciation; it is probable that church tradition of recitation 
required special syllabification. 

4.304 Late OCS shows beginnings of replacement of Dsmn -umu by 
pronominal -omu (twice in Assem), which is found with ever greater fre
quency in 11th-12th century Rusian mss and "Middle Bulgarian". The 
forms slepoumu J 11:37 and prwoumu J 19:32 in Mar are very likely 
iUustrations of scribal uncertainty as to the correct spelling of the words. 
Isolated examples of -eimb (3 each in Zo Mar Sin, HuiT^RuiTeiVwb 'seeking 
[Dp]' Su) and -eixb (2 in Sin) in participial forms are very likely artificial. 
The regular forms become staromu like tomu, niStemu like semu, al
though by tradition the -umu forms occur also. 

4.305 In contrast, the adjectival -ago (or -aago) is systematically op
posed to pronominal -ogol-ego both in South and East Slavic texts until 
considerably later. 

There is a single exception in OCS: CA-k atHEoro C«I|IA L 10:30 Sav (eA-k 
WHEA As). 
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4.31 The compound forms of the comparative adjectives and the ac
tive participles are somewhat irregular in nom. and acc. (cf. §4.191-192). 
The Ns masc. long form of the comparative is just like the short: novel, 
v^stii. The NAs neuter long form of comparatives is based on the length
ened stem -eis- (for *-ijbS-) or -bs-, noveisee, vfstee: there are also occa
sional examples lacking *-bS- (tadaee 'better (sort of)' J 2:10 Zo; B-UUICK 

'higher' Su 303.20). The active participles use the longer stems:pros^stee, 
nesbsee, proSbSee. 

The Ns fem. is made by adding -ja to the short form: noveisija, v^stija; 
nesgMja, nesisija. Ns masc. of the active participles is regularly formed 
by adding -/ (for *-;6) to the short form: nesyi, glagolj^i, pros§i. In the past 
active participle, the compound desinence -ul-u may appear as -yil-ii 
{nesyi, prosit), but spellings with-d (proSei) are not uncommon (for *-bJ6, 
cf. §§2.51, 2.522). 

Here are the NA long forms (compare the short forms in §4.19): 

Comparatives Present Active Participle 
nom. acc. nom. acc. nom. acc. 

Sg. 
M -i -bSbi -yi/-§i -(}$tii -?i -?$tii 

Sg. N -bsee -<j5tee -?stee Sg. 
F -b$ija -bSqJQ -(jStija -(jStQJQ -?§tija -?Stqj<j 

M -bSei -b§?? -(jStei -<}§t?§ -?$tei -?§t?? 
PI. N -bSaja -QStaja -?$taja 

F -bS?? -QSt?? -?5t?? 

Past. Act. Part. 
nom. acc. 
-yi -•b$ii 

-tSee 
-•bSija -•b§QJ(J 

-•bSei 
-•bSaja 
-•b$?? 

4.311 Beside the regular nom. sg. masc. pres. act. part, of the nesyi 
type, there are certain cases where y is replaced by (>, f, or a rare glagolitic 
symbol which we transcribe p: tivyi, livgi, iiv§i, iivpi. This fluctuation is 
attested only in a few verbs (principally iivyi 'living', syi 'being', gr^dyi 
'coming') and is doubtless a reflection of different dialects and morpho
logical innovation. See Koch 553-59. 

4.312 Beside the expected -ei in nom. pi. masc , -ii (or, contracted, -i) 
is often found. It is to be regarded as a relatively late form. 

4.313 Very rarely, participial forms in -e or -/ stand for any gender-
number-case form. 
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masculine neuter feminine 
N HOBlilH, HOB-U 

HOBOe 
HOBAIA, -AA N 

A = Nom or Gen. 
HOBOe 

HOB;RHR A 
Sing. G HOBdero, HOBAdro, HOBAPO HOB-blA G 

L HOB'keMb, HOB-kAMi, HOB-k-fcAAb, HOB^AAAb 
HOB-kn 

L 
D HOEOV^AAOV' HOBOVOy^^' HOBOIfMOy 

HOB-kn 
D 

I HOB-blMMb, HOEIiIMb HOB;RUK I 
NA HOBHH HOB' NA 

Dual GL HOBOyiO GL 
Dl HOB-blHAAA, HOB-blAAA DI 
N HOBHH 

HOEAIA, HOBAA HOB-blA 
N 

A HOBUA 
HOEAIA, HOBAA HOB-blA 

A 
Plur. GL HOB'UHX'b. HOB'UXI' GL 

D HOB'blHAA'b, HOB'UM'b D 
I HOB-blHA\H, HOE-hlMH I 

masculine neuter feminine 
N HHUITHH, HHUITH 

HHUIT66 
HHUITAIA, -AA N 

A = Nom or Gen. 
HHUIT66 

HHUITMHR A 
Sing. G HHUITAerO, HHUITAArO, HHIUTAPO H H U I T A A G 

L HHUlTHHAAb, HHUlTHAAb 
HHUITHH 

L 
D HHUlTC«feA\<Mf, HHUlT<«fOyM«Y, HMUlTOyMOy 

HHUITHH 
D 

1 HHUlTHHAAb, HHUITHMh HHUITA^HR I 
NA HHIUTAia HHUITHH NA 

Dual GL HHIUTOyiO GL 
Dl NHUITHHMA, HHUITHAAA DI 
N HHUITHH 

HHUITAia, HHUITAA HHUITAA 
N 

A HHUJTAA 
HHUITAia, HHUITAA HHUITAA 

A 
Plur. GL HHUlTHHX'b. HHUlTHXlt GL 

D NHUITHHAVb, HHUITHAIVb D 
1 HHUJTHHAAH, HHUJTHMH I 

Compound declension of comparatives and participles, nominative and 
accusative. Note that the masc. accusative sing, may also have the geni
tive form, which like all other declensional forms has the variations hsted 
for niStii, above. 

Compound declension paradigms: hard-stem novyi; soft-stem nistii: 
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masculine neuter feminine 
Sg. N BAUJTbH 

BAuiThuiee 
BAUlTbUlHia N 

A BAUIThUIHH 
BAuiThuiee 

BAUJTbUi;RI^ A 
PI. N BAUlThUieH BAUlTbUIAa EAUITbUIAA N 

A BAUlThUIAA 
BAUlTbUIAa EAUITbUIAA 

A 

Sg. N HOB-kH 
HOB-kHuiee 

HOB-kuuiHia N 
A HOE-kHUlHU 

HOB-kHuiee 
HOB-knUl̂ RHK A 

PI. N HOEiuuieH 
HOB-kHUldQ HOB-knUlAA 

N 
A HOB-kHUlAA 

HOB-kHUldQ HOB-knUlAA 
A 

masculine neuter feminine 
Sg. N HCCblH 

H6C^(UJT€6 
Hec;RujTHia N 

A N6(;RUITHH 
H6C^(UJT€6 

HeCiRUITiRHR A 
PI. N H6C;RUJTeH 

Hec;RUiTi>ra HeC;RUITAA 
N 

A H 6 C ; K U I T A A 

Hec;RUiTi>ra HeC;RUITAA 
A 

Sg. N npocAH 
npocAuiTce 

npocAuiTHia N 
A npOCAUlTHH 

npocAuiTce 
npOCAUIT;RIJR A 

PI. N npocAUiren 
npOCAUlTAd npOCAUlTAA N 

A npOCAUlTAA 
npOCAUlTAd npOCAUlTAA 

A 

Sg- N H6C-blH, HCfbl 
Hccbuiee 

HechuiHia N 
A HeC-bUJHH 

Hccbuiee 
HeCbUIMHR A 

PI. N HSChUieH 
HCCbUldRt HECbUJAA 

N 
A HCCbUIAA 

HCCbUldRt HECbUJAA 
A 

4.32 Mixture of the twofold nominal, pronominal, and compound 
declensions. 

4.321 Some stems occur with desinences that belong to more than one 
paradigm. Compound-declension forms of such words are not necessarily 
definite in meaning. 

Tuidb (with alternate shapes Stuidb and stuidb) 'alien, foreign' (the antonym of svoi 
'own') is chiefly a soft pronominal stem, but it sometimes appears with twofold nominal or 
compound desinences. Edim 'one; only, sole' has predominantly pronominal desinences, 
but compound desinences are well attested (see SJS, p. 976). 

4.322 The words mmogh 'many, numerous', kolikh 'how big?', tolikh 
'so big', selikh 'as big as this', elikh, 'so big (relative)', have a mixture of 
nominal and pronominal forms. The prominal desinences that begin with 
-e- are selected, accompanied by mutadon of stem-final velar (Jkg>c j ) : 
instr. sg. masc. neut. kolicemb, gen. loc. pi. tolicexh, dat. pi. tolicemb, 
instr. pi. tolicSmi. Mmogh has both the regular nominal forms and these 
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pronominal e-forms: nfmogomblmmo^imb, mmog^mmo^Sxb, mhno-
gonfblni'bno^Smh, mmogylmmo^emi. All of these words have regular 
definite forms according to the compound declension. 

4.323 The adjectival interrogative kyi, koe, kaja 'which', and also nikyi, 
nikyize 'none' and nekyi 'a certain' have the stem k- with (1) long 
desinences (hard) in nominative and accusative forms, and (2) long 
desinences beginning with y; and the stem koj- with soft pronominal 
desinences that begin with e. 

In the table below, j is written but the forms are not asterisked. 

Singular Dual Plural 
masc. neut. fem. masc. neut. fem. masc. neuL fem 

N 
koje 

kaja 
[kaja] c«ji? 

ciji 
kaja kyjp 

N 

A 
koje 

kpjp 
[kaja] c«ji? 

kyjf 
kaja kyjp 

A 

G kojego kojejf 
[kojeju] kyjlxi. 

G 

L kojemb 
kojeji 

[kojeju] kyjlxi. 
L 

D kojemu 
kojeji 

kyjima 
kyjimi> D 

I kyjimb kojejp 
kyjima 

kyjimi I 

Forms with ko- instead of ky- are attested but rare; they are common in 
post-OCS mss. 

4.4 The simple nominal declension. 

Two groups of stems belong to this declension: one is regular and produc
tive; the other amounts to a list of individual nouns that are anomalous in 
varying manners, but includes derivational formants that are productive. 
The regular type is made up predominantly of feminine substantives 
(counting also the numeralsp^tb '5' , sestb '6', sedmb 'l',osmb 'S',devftb 
'9'), but includes some masculines, and one numeral with syntactic gen
der, trbe '3' . They are usually called, on historical grounds, /-stems. 

The anomalous stems include substantives of all three genders (count
ing one numeral of feminine gender, desftb '10') and one numeral with 
syntactic gender, cetyre '4' . 

The normal i-stems have these underlying desinences: 
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Sinj ;ular Dual Plural 
masc. fem. masc. fem. masc. fem. 

N 
-b -i 

-bje 
-i 

N 

A 
-b -i 

-i 
-i 

A 

G 

-i 
-bju 

-bjb G 

L -i 
-bju 

-bXB L 

D 

-i 

•bma 
-bm-b D 

I -bmb 
•bma 

-bmi I 

V -i 

4.401 The tense 6 in Isf, in GL dual, and Gp usually is spelled /. The 
underlying Gp desinence has a strong and a weak jer (-bj6) and therefore 
can be spelled - « or -ii in normalized OCS, or -ei and sometimes merely 
-/ in the mss. Thus Gp *ljudbjb appears as ljudbi, ljudii; ljudei, ljudi. The 
strong jer of Ism and Dp may also be spelled e: Ijudbrtib or ljudemb. Cf. 
§§2.61, 2.625. 

4.402 The numeral trbe {trie) is inherentiy plural. The NA form tri is 
used for both neuter and feminine agreement. The genitive is tru (*trbj6), 
spelled also trei, tri; loc. trbxb (trexb); dat. trbmb (tremb); instr. trbmi. 

4.4031 The majority of substantives of this pattem were feminine, and 
some foreign names of women were adapted to it (e.g. Agarb, Tamarb). 
The productivity of this type is assured in part because of the suffix -ost-
b, used to form abstract nouns from adjectival roots or stems (e.g. belostb 
'whiteness' ~ beh 'white'; svetblostb 'brightness' - svitblb 'bright'). 

4.4032 Mascuhne substantives are well attested, but the number is re
stricted and many individual stems tend to take twofold nominal de
sinences. Most important are: bolb 'sick man', gvozdb 'nail', golgbb 
'dove', gostb 'guest', gruanb 'throat', z^tb 'bridegroom', lystb 'calf (of 
leg)', pQtb 'road', tatb 'diief, tbstb 'wife's father', usidb 'fugitive', (rbvb 
'worm', Qglb 'coal', and ljudbe (plural only). 

Gladb 'hunger, famine' (Ns gladbkriptkh Zo L 15:14; Is gladentbSin [Deuteronomy 
32:24]) is in competition with a better-attested twofold nominal gladi. 

ZvSrb 'beast', ognjb 'fire', and gospodb 'lord' are treated in §4.51 below. 
Malomostb 'cripple; beggar' takes masculine modifiers, but unexpectedly has the Is femi

nine desinence, malomoitijg, Mk 9:43. 
LakUb 'elbow; ell', nogUb 'fingernail', paznegrstb 'claw' and pedatb 'seal' seem to be

long to the anomalous type (cf. Vaillant §70). 
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Simple nominal declension paradigms: 

feminine kostb'hone' and masculine pgtb 'road'. 

Sing. NA KOCTb n*Tb NA 
GLD KOCTH n;KTH GLD 
I KOCTbHR -HHR n;RTbMb -(CMb) 1 

Dual NA KOCTH n^RTH NA 
GL KOCTblO -HIO n»TbK> -HIO GL 
Dl KOCTbAVil n^TbMit Dl 

Plur. N 
A 

KOCTH 
n;RTbe 

nxTH 

- H 6 N 
A 

G KOCTbH - H H ( - € H ) n;RTbH -HH (-en) G 
L KOCTbX-b (-ex-") n ^ T B X - b L 
D KOCTbMli (-eM-b) n^Tbiwb (-8/Wb) D 
I KOCTbMH HMTbMH I 

4.410 The anomalous subtypes of simple nominal declension 

About fifty substantives (the most clearly attested of which are listed in 
the next two pages) have, in addition to the regular forms given above, 
other—older—desinences. From the point of view of OCS, the variant 
desinences are simply irregularities that must be listed in the lexicon, but 
in terms of linguistic history they are remnants of formerly distinct para
digms, known as consonant-stems. These stems tended to replace the old 
distinctive endings with simple-stem desinences. Mascuhnes and neuters 
tend to become even more regular by substituting twofold nominal 
desinences. 

The most striking characteristic is special stems in nominative 
singulars; they may be described in terms of an underlying zero desinence, 
see §4.415. 

Singular Dual Plural 
masc. neut. fem. masc. neut. fem. masc. neut. fem 

N - b , - 0 
- 0 

- 0 
••' -2? -i? -i 

-e 

-i 
-a -i 

N 

A •b 
- 0 

-b ••' -2? -i? -i 
-e 

-i 
-a -i 

A 

G 
-e -u 

-•b G 

L 
-e -u 

-exi . L 

D -i 
•bma 

-em-b D 

1 -bmb -tJ9 
•bma 

-y? -bmi? -bmi I 
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4.4111 The GL singular has -e, and the nominative plural masculine 
has -e\ these desinences are unique to anomalous stems and they are fre
quendy used. Thus the masculine stem dmh 'day' has dme as Gs and Ls 
(while dmi is the only Ds form, but appears also as Gs and Ls). Np is also 
dme (beside dmbe, dmie, denbe, §2.65). 

4.4112 The Gp -h and the GL dual -« are shared with the hard twofold 
paradigm. Dbnb normally has i-stem Gp dmu (dmii, dmei), but after 
numerals almost always dmh (denh). 

4.4113 The disyllabic desinences of masc. sg. instrumental (-bwb ~ 
-emb), Lp {-bxh ~ -exh), and Dp (-bmh ~ -emh), are somewhat uncertain. 
The Is might represent i-stem or soft o-stem desinences: there is no way to 
distinguish whether written -e- represents historical b or not. The attested 
plural forms are predominantly spelled -emh and -exh; the historically 
expected desinences have 6. 

4.4114 The numeral cetyre '4' has a single neuter-feminine NA (pi) 
form, cetyri. (All anomalous neuter substantival stems have NAp -a, like 
o-stems.) 

4.412 Masculines are few: dmb 'day', korertb 'root', remeitb 'strap', 
elenb 'stag', stepem 'degree'. Kamenb 'stone' and plamenb 'flame' have 
alternate NAs forms, kamy and plamy (only in Su). 

4.413 Most feminines and neuters have a nominative sg. form with a 
stem that is shorter than the usual stem. Feminines are of two types, tra
ditionally called "long u-stems" and "r-stems". 

The former have a full stem ending in -sv-, but Ns iny: e.g. ljuby 'love', 
Gs ljubhve. Here belong: crbky or cirhky 'church', neplody 'barren 
woman', smoky 'fig', svekry 'husband's mother', loky 'pond', brady 'ax', 
zrmy 'millstone', cely 'cure', xorqgy 'flag' (Gs crbkhve or cirjJchve, 
neplodhve, etc.). Expected Ns *kry 'blood' is by chance not attested: the 
accusative form A;rsvb functions as nom. The acc. sg. of other stems is also 
found in nominative function. Bukhvi 'writing, letter' is attested only in 
the plural, with collective meaning. 

The two r-stems mater- 'mother' and dhSter- 'daughter' have mati and 
dhSti in Ns (and vocative). As materb, dhsterb, Gs matere, dhstere, etc. 
The genitive form functions as accusative in Sav and Su. 

4.414 Neuters of the anomalous group are "n-stems", "nt-stems", and 
"s-stems". Stems in -en- have NAs in -f: e.g. vrem^ 'time' - Gs vremene, 
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etc. Also brem^ 'burden', cwmf 'numeral', im^ 'name', pism^ 'letter', 
plem^ 'tribe', sem^ 'seed'. 

Stems in -f r- also have NAs in : e.g. otrocf 'child' ~ Gs otrodfte, etc. 
This formant was surely productive, serving to create words denoting 
young living creatures; the list of stems that happen to be attested in OCS 
is short: osbl^ 'young ass', ovbc§ 'lamb', kozbl^ 'kid', zrebq 'foal', kljuSf 
'draft animal'. 

Neuters like NAs slovo ~ G slovese 'word' are always paralleled by 
forms without -es-; they will be discussed below, §4.55. 

4.415 The shorter nominative shapes represent underlying forms with a 
zero desinence that is in effect a word-boundary. Stem-final C + de-
sinential 0 violates the requirement that every word must end in a vowel. 
The productive nr-type ({otrok-?t+0} > otrod^) and the closed group of 
neuter n-stems ( { s e m - e n+0} > sim^) involve morphophonemic rules that 
are required elsewhere in the system. The «-stems ({crbk-T.v+0} > crbky) 
are subject to a special alternation that recurs in certain verbal stems 
(§11.341). The two fundamental kinship terms that constitute the class of 
r-stems ( {mat -er+0) > mati, [d-blt-er+0} 'daughter') are isolated relics. 
The masculine n-stems ( {p lam-en+0) > plamy) and the extremely vari
able 5-stems ( { t g l - e s+0} > tilo) are irregularities that must be hsted in the 
lexicon. 

4.5 Mixture of the two nominal declension types. 

A number of substantives are attested with forms from the twofold 
nominal and the simple declension (including its anomalous subtypes). 
From the historical point of view, the variation illustrates the general 
tendency for the simple nominal declension to be restricted to feminines, 
and for masculines and neuters to follow die twofold paradigm. 

4.51 Masculine i-stems frequently have singular desinences of the soft twofold declen
sion: zvirb 'wild beast' has Ds and Apzviri, but Gs zvirja and Np zvirbje. Ognjb 'fire' also 
uses chiefly i-stem desinences, but also occasionally twofold soft nominal forms. The ex
tremely common gospodb 'lord' shows great variation, in part obscured by the fact that the 
stem is abbreviated (e.g. rh, P C A M L ) . It is clear that i-forms and hard twofold forms are used, 
e.g. Ds gospodi - gospodu, but spellings like ro, implying gospodju, raise problems of 
phonological innovation that cannot be treated here. 

4.52 Masculine substantives with the suffixes -telj- and -arj- (both in
dicating agent or actor) have the normal soft twofold desinences in the 
singular, but in the plural the stem seems to have been hard (-tel-, -ar-), 
and desinences are usually those of the anomalous type of simple-declen
sion. With rare exceptions, the Np is -e (ucitele 'teachers', rybare 'fisher-
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men'), but often the spelhng indicates the palatal stem of the singular here 
as well, at least for -telje, -TeAe. The Gp -teh, -arh is less common than the 
softened stem type -teljb, -arjb (although we must be cautious in interpret
ing the spelling). Ap has only the soft twofold -f. Instr. pi. is found both 
with -ly, -ry and with -U (-Iji). (Note that many scribes do not distinguish 
// from Iji, and very few distinguish r from rj before any vowel, cf. §§ 1.31-
1.331.) 

4.53 A number of plural nouns with stems in -an-l-en- ordinarily have 
the anomalous simple-declension desinences: izmailitene 'Ishmaelites' ~ 
Lp izmailitenexb; grazdane 'townsmen' ~ Lp graidanexh. Twofold de
sinences are also found, notably the Ap in -y. (Cf. Vaillant, §71.) 

These nouns denote national groups and classes. The corresponding 
singular and dual forms normally have the derivational suffix -in-, fol
lowed by the regular hard twofold desinences: Hzmailitenim, gratdaninb. 

4.54 The feminines with stems in -&v- (Ns -y, §4.413) regularly have 
the singular and NAp of the anomalous declension, but other plural forms 
from the hard twofold feminine (a-stem) paradigm: crblcy 'church', Gs 
crbkbve ~ NAp crblcbvi, Gp crtJcbVb, Lp crbkbvaxb. Dp crbkbvamb (lp 
*crbkbvami, attested in post-OCS mss). 

4.55 Neuter "s-stems" exhibit anomalous simple desinences added to 
the suffix -es- beside twofold endings without this suffix: NAs telo 'body' 
~ Gs telaMlese, Ls tiWtilese, Ds tilultelesi, etc. Usage varies with dif
ferent words and mss (cf Vaillant §73). Here belong: nebo 'sky, heaven', 
telo 'body', Jr^vo 'tree',5/ovo 'word, speech',<?M£?O 'wonder',d/vo 'mira
cle', rfe/o 'work', kolo 'wheel', ljuto 'misdeed', istese, istesa (dual and pi. 
only) 'kidneys, loins', lice 'face', oko 'eye', uxo 'ear'. Before -es- the 
stems of lice, oko, uxo undergo substitutive softening: lidese, ocese, usese. 

4.551 Oko and uxo have special dual forms: oci uSi, GL ocbju/ociju, DI 
odima uSima. They may take feminine modifiers. Both words are rare in 
the plural. 

4.6 Declension of the personal pronouns. 

The personal pronouns have no formal expression of gender, and their 
declensions are unique, with little resemblance to the other declension 
types. For the third person, the demonstrative *j- is used (cf. §4.25), 
suppleted by nominative forms of tb (or, less commonly, onb). 
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N A G L D I 

1st pers. sg. azi> mf mene mbnl m m o j u T 

2nd pers. sg. ty ip tebe tebS tobojp 'thou' 

reflexive - s? sebe seb£ soboJ9 'self 

1st pers. du. ve na naju nama 'we two' 

2nd pers. du. va vaju vama 'you two' 

1st pers. pi. my ny n a s i nami> nami 'we' 

2nd pers. pi. vy vas t vami> vami 'you' 

N A G L D I 

4.61 Beside mme and mmojg there are enough cases of mmi and 
mmojg (beside many with m'n-Imn-) to make it impossible to decide 
which form was really normal. Beside Gs mene, Euch and Sin have a 
number of cases of mnelm'ne. 

4.62 In KF, ny functions as Np as well as acc. (According to comparative evidence, this 
seems to be a Bulgarian-Macedonian feature.) 

4.63 The dative forms mme, tebe, sebi are paralleled by mi, ti, si. The 
difference seems to be that the longer forms are independent, while the 
short forms are enclitic, and stand after the first accented word of a clause. 
In a few rare instances short dual and plural forms are found, Ddu va. Dp 
ny, vy. 

4.64 The genitives mene tebe nasi vash commonly function as accusa
tive, but this usage is apparently an innovation within the OCS period. C f 
Mt 4:6 pusti sebe dolu 'throw thyself down' Zo (As vrb3i s^, cf. §21.61) 

4.65 The NA dual forms are not needed often; acc. na appears only five 
times. The specifically dual NA va and na are, on the whole, replaced by 
the plurals vy and ny. 

Excursus 

Formation of the comparative. 

4.70 Comparatives of OCS adjectives end either (1) in -bi (neut. -e, 
fem. -bsi) or (2) in -ei (neut. -6e, fem. -«isi). They reflect either (1) die 
unproductive underlying suffix {jbj-b§) or (2) the productive {Sj-b§-}. 
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The declensions are treated in §4.19 and §4.31. The NA short neuter form 
may be used as an adverb. 

OCS has no morphological superlative; the sense of English superla
tives is achieved by phraseological means, e.g. L 9:48 ize bo e s t i mbnjii 
vhs^xT) vast , lit. 'for he who is the lesser one of you all, i.e. the least; L 
13:2 gresbneise pace vbsexi clovelcb 'more sinful than all men'. 

4.71 The suffix {jbj-b§} is found with a limited but important group of 
stems. Before the suffix, the stem-final consonant undergoes iotation if 
possible. Nsm may be analyzed as taking a zero desinence; stem-final S is 
deleted (cf §4.415). The NA neuter is unique; the soft desinence -e is 
added to a shortened suffix {j}. Thus {v?t-jbj-bs+0) > v^Stbjb, {V5t-j[bj-
b§]+e} > v^ste. 

(1) The comparative stem is unlike the corresponding positive stem: 
boljbi bolje boljbsi 'bigger', v^stbi v§ste v^Stbsi 'greater' (~ velbi or velikb 
'big, great'); mbnjbi mmje ntbnjbSi 'smaller, lesser' (~malb 'small'); lucbi 
luce lucbsi 'better', unjbi, unje, unjbSi 'better' (~ dobrb 'good'); gorjbi 
gorje gorjbSi 'worse' (~ zblb 'bad'). 

(2) The positive exists either (a) with a derivational suffix in -k- which 
is lost in the comparative: t^ziJib 'heavy' ~ t^ibi t^ze t^ibSi; krepbkb 
'strong' ~ krepljbi kreplje krepljbsi; sladbkb 'sweet' ~ slazdu; vysokb 
'high' - vySii; Sirokb 'wide' ~ sirjbi; and the neuter form functioning as an 
adverb dalede 'far' ~ dalje: or (b) without derivational -k-: xudb 'poor, 
insignificant' ~ xuidu xuide xuidbsi; ljutb 'fierce' ~ ljuStbi ljuste ljuStbSi; 
grgbb 'rough, rude' ~ grgblju grgbljbsi; dragb 'dear, valuable' ~ draze; 
lixb 'superfluous' ~ liSe. 

Some comparatives are attested only as adverbs, e.g. nize 'lower' (the 
positive nizbkb 'low' by chance is not recorded in OCS). 

4.72 The suffix -ii (neut. -ie, fem. -eisi) is used with all other stems. It 
causes KI mutation, with automatic shift of ^ to a after palatal consonant 
(§3.5 c l ) : starb 'old' - starii staree stareisi; doblju 'brave' ~ dobljai 
dobljae dobljaisi; mbnogh 'much, many' ~ nibnoiai; gorjbkb 'bitter' ~ 
gorjbcai, and the like. 

The underlying suffix is {ej-b§). The masculine zero-desinence applies 
(as in §4.71 above). The NA neuter singular also is shorter; it omits the 
two units bS. 

The underlying [6] sometimes is spelled with "e" (cyr. -k) instead of 
"a" (e.g. Mt 21:36 M H O A T - b i u j A 'a larger number of [Apm]' Sav; J 4:1 
m-bnozaiS? ZoMar). 
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On the formation of certain adverbs 

4.80 A large percentage of OCS adverbs must be regarded as given 
lexical items, historically of diverse formation. Here the adverbs based on 
pronominal stems will be listed; they constitute an important subsystem. 
The productive types of adverbs formed from adjectives will be men
tioned. 

4.81 Adverbs may be formed by adding special suffixes to the pro
nominal roots fc- (interrogative), t- (pointing, general), s- [or 5-] (close by), 
ov- (pointing, distant), *j- (relative, usually with added ze, cf. ize 'he 
who'), in- 'another', vbs- [or V6^-] 'all' (general), nik- (negative). 

4.811 Expressing positional relations: 

tu 

sbde 

where 

there 

here 

kamo 

tamo 

s£mo 

ovbde there, here ovamo 
oni>de yonder, over onamo 

there 
ide in the place jamo 
ideie where jamoie 
inide elsewhere, in inamo 

another place 
vbsbde everywhere vbslmo 

whither, to 
what place 

thither, to 
that place 

hither, 
to this place 

thither, hither 
to that place 

to the place 
where 

to another 
place 

to all places 

nikbde(ie) nowhere 

kpdu, kpd£, 
oti> kpdu 

tpdu, tpdl 
otb tpdu 

spdu, sgdi, 
otb spdu 

ovpdu 
onpdu 

jpdu, 
jgduie 
inpdu, 
inpd£ 

vbspdu, 
vbspde; 
ot-b vbspdu 

whence, 
from what place 

thence, 
firom that place 

hence, from 
this place 
there 
over there 

from the 
place where 
from another 

place 
everywhere; 
from every

where 
nikamo to no place 

The forms with suffix -gdu/-gde are rare without the preceding otb, and 
can mean movement about a place, rather than 'from'. 

The meaning of motion is often lost in tamo, and it is contrasted to tu 
as more general and distant. Some of the -de forms have variants in -tde 
(Su); vbsbzde, inr>ide, itde or itdeie. Note the compounds doideie, 
donjbdeze (rarely donjbzde, doizde) 'to the place where, up to, until; dur
ing'. 

To these series may be added vbni 'outside', vmb '(to) outside', 
vwejgdulvmejgdi 'outside'; gtrb 'inside', gtrblvmgtrb '(to) inside', 
izgtrb, gtrbjgdu, gtrbjgde 'from within'; otbobojgdu 'from both sides' (cf. 
oba 'both'). 
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4.812 Expressing time: kogda 'when', togda 'then', ovogda 'at this 
time, now', egda 'when' (and vmjegda, cf. §3.3103, 'during'), vbsegda 
'always', nikogdaie 'never', nekogda 'at one time, formerly', togdaie 'at 
the same time', and inogda 'another time; once'. Beside the forms in 
-ogda are forms in-hgda (khgda, tigda, etc.); this is not a phonetic change 
of s to o, but a replacement of the old rooots ko-, to- by contemporary k-
&, t-r, (as in khto and ^ 0 -

4.813 Expressing manner: kako 'how', tako 'thus\ jako/jakoie 'in the 
manner that', inako 'otherwise', vbsikolvbsako 'in all manners', sice 'in 
this way, thus'. 

4.814 Three productive types of adverbs are formed from adjectives, 
(a) The short neuter singular accusative and (b) the short neuter locative 

may function as adverbs. Some stems prefer one or the other, and some 
stems allow both: dobro or dobri 'well', gorjbko or gorjbci 'bitterly', 
razliihno or razUibni 'differendy'. Comparative evidence shows that both 
types were current in the oldest forms of Czech and of Balkan Slavic, but 
it is probable that the usage with individual words varied from dialect to 
dialect. 

(c) Adjectives with the derivational suffix -bsk- (§28.41) form adverbs 
of manner in -bsky. Relatively few are attested: e.g. vralbsky 'inimically', 
rabbsky 'slavishly', mgibsky 'hke a man, courageously', ptsbsky 'like a 
dog', mirbsky 'in a worldly (secular) manner', grbdbsky 'in Greek', 
evreisky 'in Hebrew', and latinbsky 'in Latin'. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

CONJUGATION 

5. Fundamental notions 

5.1 Every OCS verb belongs to one of two aspects, perfective or imper
fective: the former indicates that the action of the verb is limited by an 
absolute boundary (that is, that the action or process reaches its culmina
tion), while the latter denotes no absolute boundary of the action. Verbs of 
motion have a further subdivision within the imperfective aspect: deter
mined verbs denote a motion being carried out at one time in one direc
tion, while non-determined verbs do not have this denotation. Verbal as
pect is inherent (hke the gender of nouns), and is not necessarily expressed 
by any formal means (see §5.70). 

5.2 The system of forms includes three tenses—a present (which may 
function also as future) and two past tenses, imperfect (or coordinate past) 
and aorist (simple past); imperative; five participles (present active and 
passive, past active, resultative, past passive); a verbal substantive; and 
two inflexible forms, infinitive and supine. In each tense three persons in 
singular, dual and plural may be expressed, although in certain instances 
a single form may function for two persons. The imperative has no first 
person singular, and the third person forms are rare. The participles, ex
cept the resultative (§11.2), have full adjectival declensions, both accord
ing to the twofold nominal and the compound declensions (cf. §§4.19, 
4.31), and the verbal substantive has a full declension, although the dual 
and plural forms are litde used. 

5.3 Every verbal form consists of a stem plus a desinence—an inflec
tional suffix. The desinence may be simple, a single suffix, or it may be 
complex, made up of a terminal suffix (which is in final position) and a 
non-terminal suffix. Definitions of the various suffixes will be given in 
the following paragraphs. The stem of any given form is obtained by 
subtracting the suffix (simple or complex). 

In some verbs, one invariable stem is found in all forms (e.g. 'carry'; 
infinitive nes-ti; 1 sg. pres. nes-q, 3 pi. nes-qtb; imperfect nes-eaxi,; aorist 
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nes-ox'h; past act. participle nes--b; 1-participle nes-l-b); in others there are 
two stems (delaj-qtb 'they do' ~ dela-ti 'to do'; plac-qtb 'they weep' ~ 
plaka-ti 'to weep'); and in still others there are three stems (vide-ti ~ vizd-
Q 'I see' ~ vid-qt'h 'they see'; dvign^-ti 'to move' ~ dvign-efb 'he moves' 
- dvig-ox-b '1 moved'). 

Many verbs have prefixes. For the purposes of conjugation, the pre
fixes may be ignored. The termverb, therefore, will be used in the descrip
tion of conjugation to refer to all lexical items which have the same stem 
(as defined above), regardless of prefixes. Thus a statement about the 
treatment of "the verb nes-gti 'carry'" applies equally to vB-nesQtt'bring 
in', iz-nesqt'b 'carry out', and other prefixed stems. Many verbs do not 
occur without prefixes. This will be indicated by writing a hyphen before 
the stem, e.g.-ve5ra/-()/5stands forvsz-vSStaJQtb 'announce',ofs-vestaJQtb 
'answer', pro-vestaJQtb 'proclaim', and others. Occasionally the hyphen 
can be used to show that the forms with prefix behave somewhat differ
ently than the unprefixed verb. 

5.31 The prefixes are: vs, vt>z, do, za, iz, mimo, na, nadh, nizb, o(b), 
ot(h), po, podb, pri, pro, pre, predh, raz, sb, and u. On the variant shapes 
of the prefixes ending in consonants, see §3.311 {vbz, iz, raz), §3.312 {ob), 
and §3.3121 {ot). Note that in a very few verbs the particle ne is prefixed 
to a verb: videti 'see',nenavideti 'hate'; mosti 'be able', nemosti 'be weak, 
ill'. 

PsSin attests ten forms with the prefix vy-, surely an early western dialect morpheme that 
was replaced in usual OCS by iz-. cf. Lunt IJSLP 39^0 (1996): 283-84; Koch p 545. 

5.4 The whole conjugation can be described in terms of stems, de
sinences, and rules governing their combination. Regular verbs are those 
whose forms can all be predicted from a basic stem, with the aid of appro
priate rules. The basic stem is to be found either in the infinitive or in the 
third person plural present. In the great majority of cases it is the longer of 
the two stems: for example moli-ft' 'to beg' - mol-ftb; seja-n" 'to s o w ' -
sej-Qtb; but dela-ti 'to do' AeXaygtv, gre-ti 'to bury' - greb-()r& (the 
desinences here are -ti for infinitive and -qtbi-^tb for 3rd person plural 
present). In some verbs, however, the two stems are the same length; in 
such cases the basic stem is the one from which we can gain the most 
information. For example, the two infinitives ves-ti 'lead' and les-ti 'go' 
both have stems ending in -s\ the corresponding 3 pi. forms are ved-(>r6 
and Xkz-Qtb, respectively. Now, the sequences dt and zt do not occur: st is 
found instead. If we regard these infinitive forms as ved-ti and lez-r/, we 
can predict that in the overt or surface form they will have -sti (§3.3131). 
Since the third plural present is the form that gives the most information. 
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' Some rules of truncation are not simply phonological in nature, for they require 
special morphological marking for certain morphemes, e.g. the imperfect (Sa). 

it is the basic stem. This goes for the distinctive forms of the 3 pi. zeg-gth 
'bum' and rek-gtb 'say': we can predict the infinidves zesti and resti, but 
not vice versa (§3.3131a). 

In citing verbs, only the basic stem (inf. or 3p pres) will be given; for 
example, moli-ti, mmi-ti, krida-ti, ring-ti, verova-ti, kaza-ti, plaka-ti ~ 
tep-gth, greb-gth, pliv-gth, cuj-gth, umej-gtb, kopaj-gth, zeg-gth, phn-gth. 

Thus far we have been dealing with the "real words" as we perceive 
them in written form and interpret diem as strings of morphophonemes. 
Now we will reanalyze them as theoretical underlying strings of mor
phemes. 

5.41 Every basic stem may be regarded as containing a suffix that speci
fies that the stem is a verb and at the same time determines the set of forms 
that can be derived from the stem. These verb-forming suffixes will be 
called classifiers. There are five overt classifiers that end in a vowel, -?+, 
-e+, -a+, -ova+, and -ng+, and two that end in the consonant / j / , -aj+ and 

. Further there is a zero-classifier, - 0 + ; it has no phonetic value. The 
symbol + is used to mark die end of the basic stem. 

The lexical shape of the basic stems written above in terms of real 
words is then: mol-i+, mbn-i+, kri(-a+, ri-ng+, ver-ova+, glagol-a+, 
plak-a+ ~ tep-0+, greb-0+,plev-0+, duj-0+, um-ij+, kop-aj+, zeg-0+, 
pm-0+. 

5.5 Basic stems end either in a consonant or in a vowel and they are 
accordingly called consonantal or vocalic basic stems. (Stems with the 
classifiers -aj+, or-0+ are consonantal.) Similarly, some desinences 
begin with a consonant (consonantal suffixes) and others with vowels 
(vocalic suffixes). Since OCS structure does not permit certain successions 
of phonemes, the addition of suffix to stem may entail a change: most 
frequently the stem is altered, but some suffixes may adapt to the stem. 
For instance, the consonantal basic stem ved-0+ (vedgtb 'they lead') ap
pears as ves- before the consonantal infinitive desinence -ti (vesti) and ve-
before the consonantal suffix of the resultative participle (ve/s). The 
vocalic basic stem kaz-a+ (kaza-ti 'to show') is kai- before vocalic suf
fixes of the present tense (e.g. 3 pi. kaigth) but it causes the vocalic imper
fect suffix -eax- (compare vedSaxg 'they were leading') to become -ax-
(kazaoxQ 'they were showing'). The shortening or modification of the 
stem is called truncation.^ 
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5.6 Truncation adjusts the theoretical underlying form to a shape that 
conforms to the structural constraints of the (C)VCVCVCV surface struc
ture (see pp. 32-34). If a vocalic suffix is added to a vocalic stem, the 
{ W } must be modified, usually by change or elimination of the first 
vowel. If a consonantal suffix is added to a consonantal stem, the {CC} 
sequence remains if it fits the patterns for permitted clusters (§2.522), but 
impermissible sequences are modified. The exact processes to be called 
for depend on the individual morphemes. The desinences specify the fol
lowing categories: 

(1) the infinitive and supine; 
(2) the aorist and the resultative (or /-) participle; 
(3) the past active participle; 
(4) the past passive participle and the verbal substantive; 
(5) the imperfect tense; 
(6) the first person singular present; 
(7) the other forms of the present tense, the imperative, 

and the present active and passive participles. 
The first three call for C-desinences and the last three for V-desinences, 

but (4) includes both consonantal and vocahc allomorphs. This structural 
fact results in pervasive surface formal distinctions traditionally defined 
as the present versus the infinitivelaorist stems. 

5.601 The underiying formulas may look very hke or very unlike the 
surface forms they generate. For example, here are the infinitive, the 3rd 
person singular aorist (both formed with C-desinences), and the 1st per
son singular present (with a V-desinence) of 'to beat' and 'to testify'. The 
stem in one is the root with a zero suffix. In the other the root with a suffix 
and prefix make a verbal stem that is converted into an actor/agent by a 
noun-forming suffix {telj); this in turn becomes an abstract noun 
(swedeteljbstvo 'testimony') that is made into a verb (by -ova+), and that 
complex stem is perfectivized by another prefix (za-). 

{bbj-0+ti) >biti ((za-(((sT,-((v6d)-6+))telj-)bStv-)ova)+ti > zastvedeteljbstvovati 
|bbj-0+x-0)>bi {(za-(((s'b-((v6d)-6+))telj-)bstv-)ova+x-0 > za$i>vSdlteljbstvova 
|bbj-0+0-9)>bbjp ((za-(((st-((v6d)-6+))telj-)bstv-)ova)+0-Q) > zasbvedeteljbstvujp 
Keep in mind that in the surface forms the desinences are usually recognizable; by defini
tion, the stem (whether truncated or full) is what remains when the desinence is removed. 
Homographs may represent different words with different underlying structure. Thus prosi 
can be 3rd singular aorist *(he) begged' or 2 sg. imperadve 'beg!'; the context will usually 
indicate which is more plausible. The aorist 3 sg has past-marker (x) and zero desinence; 
the imperative sg. has non-terminal -i- plus zero for person: therefore 

{pros-i+x-0) > prosi - {pros-i+i-0) > prosi. 
The former contains the full basic stem—the theoretical {x) of the complex desinence is 
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deleted because a consonant cannot stand at the end of a word. The latter has a VV sequence; 
the general rule is that the second vowel prevails—the first is either lost (as here) or converted 
to j . The segmentation is therefore aorist prosi versus imperative pros-i. Similarly, 1 sg 
present ring 'I push* is rin-q < {ri-n<)+0-<j), while 3 sg aorist is hng < {ri-nQ+x-0). 

5.602 The theoretical basic stems with the desinences and generative 
rules allow prediction of the number and types of truncated stems. There 
is a primary division between vocalic and consonantal basic stems. Two 
other factors affect the classification of conjugational types. First, vocalic 
stems ending in a front vowel (/ or e) require a non-terminal vocalic 
present-marking morpheme g/i; all other basic stems take p/e. And sec
ond, some basic stems end in j and others when truncated end in a palatal 
consonant: this affects the selection of certain allomorphs in conjugation. 
The remaining basic stems are those that have the classifier -ng+ or con
sist of a root ending in a consonant other than j plus zero classifier—thus 
effectively having stem-final C. Types 6-7 below will be referred to as 
hard, types 8-9 as soft. 

Here are the possible types of regular verbs (the numbers are for reference 
to the following illustrative synopses of forms): 

A. Basic stem ends in a vowel 
/ . -i+ i-verbs; e.g. prositi 'beg', mgditi 'torment' g/i 

2 . -e+ 8-verbs; e.g. mmeti 'think' g/i 
2b. {X-e+} = /s-a/ sa-verbs; e.g. slysati {slyx-g-i-} 'hear' g/i 

: surface (a za sa sta ida = {kS gg x6 skg zgg) 
3. j -a+ ja-verbs; e.g. dijati 'do' p/e 
[2b] NB: bojati 'fear' and stojati 'stand' belong with 2b, sa-verbs f// 
4. -ova-i- ova-verbs; e.g. milovati 'have mercy p/e 
5. C-a-b Ca-verbs; e.g. glagolati 'speak', v^zati 'tie' p/e 
6. -nQ+ np-verbs; e.g. ringti 'push', dvignqti 'move'p/e 

B. Basic stem ends in a consonant 
7. other than j - 0 + C-verbs; e.g. nesgth 'carry', rekgth 'say p/e 
8a. aj+ aj-verbs; e.g. dSlajgth 'do' p/e 
8b. 6j-i- gj-verbs; e.g. umejgtb 'know how to' p/e 
9- j-0+ j-verbs; e.g. bbjgtb 'beat', kryjgti 'cover' p/e 

The table gives samples of typical forms of die major types: a = infinitive, 
b = 1 sg aorist, c = past passive participle (nom. sg. masc) , d = 1 sg. 
imperfect, e = 1 sg present, f = 3rd plural and 3rd sing, present, g = present 
active part., nom. sing. masc.-neuter and feminine, h = present passive 
participle, i = 2nd person singular imperative 
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a b c d e f g h i 
inf Is aor past pass Isimperf Is 3p/3s Ns mn/f pres pass 2s imv 

participle pres pres participle 
1 prositi prosixi proSeni. proSaaxi proSp pros?ti> pros? prosimi prosi 

prositb -0ti 
2 mbiigti mbn£XI> m b n i n i , mbn£axi> mbnJQ mbn^ti mtn? mbnimi mbni 

mwiti -§Sti 
2b slysati slysaxi. slySani slySaaxb sly§(j sly§?ti slyS? slysimi, slySi 

slysifh -?Sti 
3 dejati dejaxb dSjanb dljaaxb dijq dSJQtb dJj? dijemt dSji 

dijetiy -qlti 
4 milovati milovaxi milovan-b milovaax'b miluJQ miluJQtb miluj? milujemi. miluji 

milujeVb -(jSti 
5 vfzati V G Z A X T > vfzant vgzaaxi vpig vpigti vfi? vgiemi vpii 

vffeti. -<jSti 
6 rinpti rin(JXT> rinoveni rlneaxT> rin<} rinQti) riny rinomi rini 

rinefb -qlti 
1 nesti N E S O X T . nesem> nesSaxi nesQ nes<}tt nesy nesomi nesi 

nesi. nesti-b -Q§ti 
resti rekoxT. redem> reCaaxi. rek? r e k ^ t i reky rekomt rbci 

rext 

8a delati d£laxi> delani dSlaaxb dSIaJQ dilaJQt'b dilaj?, delajemi dSlaji 
dilajetb -cjSti 

8b um t̂i um6xi> umSnb umiaxi umejp umeJQti umij? umijemi. umiji 
umijtVb -<j5ti 

9 biti B I X - b bbjeni bbjaaxi bbjg bbJQti> bbj? bbjemi bbji 
bbjtVh -<}§ti 

Notice that in this table j is written before front vowel: jf je ji (instead of the unblocked "? 
ei" of the mss.; cf. §1.24). 
The C-verbs (type 7 here) have many idiosyncratic variations and irregularities, see §15.8. 

5.70 Before proceeding to the description of the morphology of the 
verbal categories, let us survey what may be called aspect-morphology, an 
important part of the word-formation of verbal stems. 

The aspect of individual verbs cannot always be determined, since 
there is no formal criterion, and most contexts permit the use of either 
aspect, with appropriate modification of the meaning. Indeed, variant read
ings of a single passage may show different aspects—or at least varying 
spellings that scholars interpret as signifying different aspects. Even in the 
earliest OCS period there must have been dialect differences both as to the 
aspect of certain verbs and as to the details of aspect-morphology, and 
some variation must have been in the original texts. Further variants were 
doubtless introduced by scribes from different regions and later periods. 
But the system as a whole is clear, despite variations and doubtful cases. 
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(Modern scholars, including native speakers of Slavic languages, not in
frequently disagree about the aspect-definition of some OCS verbs.) 

5.71 Verbs generally appeared in pairs, one perfective (P) and one im
perfective (I). Exceptionally a verb could function in both aspects, and 
surely there were a few verbs which had no exact mates of the opposite 
aspect. The relationship between the two members of an aspect pair may 
be that of a prefixed form opposed to a non-prefixed one (tvoriti I ~ 
sbtvoriti P 'to do'), difference in verbal classifier {stgp-i-ti P ~ stgp-aj-gn 
1 'tread'), difference in classifier plus modification of the root (prost-i-ti 
P ~ prast-aj-gtb 'forgive'), or, in rare and not altogether certain cases, of 
suppletion, i.e. completely different stems (glagola-ri I - rek-^fs 'say', 
meta-ri I ~ vtbg-gth 'throw'). 

[In the following paragraphs, verbs will be cited in basic-stem form 
without the -ti or -gtb used elsewhere in the book; e.g. prost-i ~ praSt-aj 
forprostiti ~ prastajgtb. Hyphens set off prefix and the verbal derivational 
suffix under discussion.] 

The most easily definable types are those where the prefixed verbs 
have different classifiers, often with a variation in the root as well. In the 
vast majority of pairs the imperfective has the classifier -aj. The most 
important pattem shows -/ in P versus -aj (with possible root modifica
tions) in I; the underlying stmcture has two classifiers {-i-i-aj-i-) plus rules 
of root-vowel alternation. In other major pattems the imperfect!vizing 
{-aj-h} takes the place of the ( - 0 + } , {-n(j+), {-a-i-), or {-g+} of the perfec
tive. And finally there are some minor types and some individual stems 
that allow competing forms in one or both aspects. 

5.711 Classifier -i+ followed by imperfectivizing classifier -aj+, plus a 
rule that root-vowel o is to be replaced by a (and e by e, though examples 
are rare). The underlying sequence of vowels {i-a) provides the conditions 
for iotization (§6.13) if mutation is applicable. This is the most wide
spread and most certainly productive group. Over 180 pairs are attested, 
while many more are clearly implied by the presence of the two aspect-
stems compounded with different prefixes (e.g. on the pattem sT>-klest-i -
si-klSst-aj, is-ttSt-i ~ is-tbSt-aj and many others, the forms po-test-i and 
M-tgst-aj imply both *pote§ta/ and *utlsXi). It seems safe to surmise that 
many verbs attested in only one aspect-stem belonged to this type. 
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5.7111 Here are typical examples of possible stem-alterations: 
pri-bli2-i pri-bli2-aj near u-tvrbd-i u-tvrb2d-aj make firm 
raz-lQ î raz-lcjC-aj separate Vb-gn6zd-i vi-gnSid-aj make nest 
ostruj-i ostruj-aj ruin u-god-i u-ga2d-aj please 
ras-toC-i rastaC-aj disperse pri-gvozd-i pri-gva2d-aj nail to 
na-poj-i na-paj-aj give drink to pri-m6s-i pri-mSS-aj Join 
u-krSp-i u-krSplj-aj strengthen vb-pros-i vi>-pra5-aj ask 
o-krop-i o-kraplj-aj sprinkle pro-obraz-i pro-obra2-aJ prefigure 
pro-slav-i pro-slavlj-aj extol ST.-xran-i ST>xranj-aj preserve 
iz-bav-i iz-bavlj-aj save si-blazn-i si-blainj-aj offend 
u-mn>tv-i u-mrbstvlj-aj mortify po-xval-i po-xvalj-aj praise 
u-lov-i u-lavlj-aj catch po-mysl-i po-mySlj-aj intend 
u-strbm-i u-strbmlj-aj rush ra(z)-sir-i ra(z)-$irj-aj extend 
Sl-MKJt-i ST>-m<}st-aj disquiet raz-or-i raz-arj-aj ravage 
o-cgst-i o-c6St-aj purify 

5.7112 A few non-prefixed aspect pairs belong to this class: 
av-i avlj-aj manifest prost-i pra§t-aj forgive 
var-i varj-aj anticipate pust-i pu5t-aj let go 
vrgd-i vr6M-aj harm rod-i ra2d-aj give birth 
gonoz-i gona2-aj free svobod-i svobaid-aj liberate 
mbst-i mbst-aj avenge 

5.7113 Several more pairs of verbs fit this pattem in form, but the 
meaning of the i-verb is sometimes or always imperfective; thus the for
mal contrast is not a clearcut reflection of an aspectual opposition. Now, 
aj-verbs as a class are imperfective (with very few exceptions), while 
unprefixed i-verbs may belong to either aspect—and some to both. There
fore the presence of an unprefixed aj-verb beside an unprefixed imperfec
tive (or ambiguous) i-verb with the same root represents either a lexical 
doublet (perhaps reflecting different dialects), or possibly a special aj-
verb whose lexical meaning includes iteration of the basic action expressed 
by the root.^ 

Pairs where both verbs are attested only as imperfectives: val-i ~ valj-
aj 'roll', velid-i ~ velic-aj 'magnify', glas-iglas-aj 'call', klon-i ~ klanj-aj 
'bow', tvor-i ~ tvarj-aj 'make'. 

Note that the term "iterative" is often used for die aj-verbs in varying senses: (1) 
the forms made by this derivational suffix (with or without modifications of the 
root), (2) the imperfective mean//ig conveyed by such derivatives, and (3) a special 
aspect, a subdivision of the imperfective, characterized by the meaning of iterarion 
or frequentativeness. The evidence is insufficient to posit such a sub-aspect, since 
die iterarive meaning is not always present, although it cannot be denied that this 
meaning is indeed the characteristic of certain aj-verbs: it is simply a part of their 
lexical meaning. 
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The sole example is Mar livliath in J 6:63, where As has zivetb 'lives' and Zo the 
same, corrected by a later cyrillic hand to livith (the expected reading). It is highly 
probable that the scribe of Mar (or one of his immediate predecessors) found this 
same erroneous intransitive verb in his model, and invented *tivlajeth to make 
sense of the clause. Many other forms listed in these paragraphs are very likely ad 
hoc inventions of translators or copyists. 
Underlying {na-log-i+} ~ {nalag-aj+), {na-mok-i+) ~ {na-mak-aj+}. 
These may rest on the presence or absence of "epenthetic 1" (§3.71). 
The expected palatal clusters may not appear because a scribe lacked /rj/ or be
cause he expected the reader to derive the proper pronunciation from a morpho
phonemic spelling. The stem jazv-i 'wound' implies {jazv-i+T>$-} > '*jazvljb$- and 
an imperfective *jaivlj-aj: the only attested forms (Su 499.28 N ^ B K U I E E CA . 436.12 
ra^^ETKM-UH) fail to express j or mutation of -zv-. 
In effect, this is Type II palatalization (§3.4), but it has become fully morpho-
logized, see §44.361. 

Pairs where the i-verb usually, but not always, is perfective: tiv-i ~ 
iivlj-aj 'give life',^ krbst-i ~ krbst-aj 'baptize', lis-i lis-aj 'deprive', plen-
i ~ plenj-aj 'take prisoner', protiv-i ~ protivlj-aj 'resist', sv^t-i ~ 
sv§st-aj 'sancdfy', stav-i ~ stavlj-aj 'place', trud-i ~ truid-aj 'exert'. 

5.7114 In a few verbs the root in the imperfective does not show the expected changes. 
0-pravbd-i - o-pravbd-aj 'justify' and stgp-i - stgpaj (and prefixed forms) apparently have 
{-aj+) instead of, rather than added to, {-i+). An unchanged root-vowel is found in pri-
gotov-i ~ pri-gotovlj-aj 'prepare'; a changed vowel but no iotation in na-loz-i ~ na-lag-aj 
'put on', and o-moi-i ~ o-mak-aj 'wet'.'' Doublets are attested in vbs-xyt-i ~ vhs-xyit-aj / V M -
xyt-aj 'steal'; (,sh)-lom-i ~ isb)-lamlj-aj I (prg)-lam-aj 'break', sram-i ~ sramlj-aj I sram-aj 
'shame';' sh-motr-i ~ sh-motrj-aj I si-matrj-aj, cf ra-sh-maStrj-aj 'view'; u-rnqdr-i ~ 
u-mgdrj-aj 'make wise', cf pre-mgzdrj-aj!' Also vh-sel-i ~ vh-sSlj-aj I vb-selj-aj 'settle'. 
Other attested variants: viz-bis-i ~ vhz-beS-ajlvbz-bis-ova 'make frantic', iz-men-i ~ 
iz-minj-a I iz-mSn-ova 'change', pri-lbst-i I pr(-lbSt-aj Iprl-liSt-aj 'deceive'; and o-svit-i ~ 
o-sviit-aj I o-sviit-av-aj 'illuminate'. 

5.712 The imperfective is formed from the perfective stem by replac
ing the verbal classifier with -aj+; vowel alternation (tense ae iy for lax 
o e bh)\f possible, and—with velar roots—mutation (c for k, j for g)? 

a. Perfective stem has zero classifier; a number of these perfective 
stems are somewhat irregular. Over 40 pairs are attested, many of them 
very common verbs. The following list gives examples of all the roots 
attested in OCS. For irregular or special stems, paragraph references to the 
discussion of each stem are provided. Roots ending in j may replace the 
stem-final glide with v; see section e, below. 

sh-bljud-0+ ~ sh-bljud-aj+ 'watch', po-Sd-0+ (§16.22) ~ po-ed-aj+ 
'eat', na-klad~ na-klad-aj 'load',pad~pad-aj 'fall',po-tr§s ~po-tr^s-aj 
'shake', oth-sek ~ otb-sik-aj 'cut off,po-drt^ (§15.72) ~ po-crbp-aj 'draw 
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The spelled rb in 6rbp and vrbz doubdess represents syllabic r (cf. §2.631). It is 
highly probable that it was short in the perfectives but long in the imperfectives. 

(water)', on-vrbz- (§15.72)*~ otb-vrbz-aj 'open', sb-ret (§16.74) ~ sb-rit-
aj 'meet', sb-sed (§16.61) ~ sb-sM-aj 'coagulate'. 

iz-bod- ~ iz-bad-aj 'stab', po-mog ~ po-mag-aj 'help'; po-gnet cf. u-
gnet-aj 'press, oppress'; pro-cvbf (§15.871) ~ pro-cvit-aj 'bloom', po-cfw 
(§15.871) ~ po-cit-aj 'read', za-im ~ za-cin-aj 'begin', pro-klbti ~ pro-
klin-aj 'curse', w-mw ~ u-mir-aj 'die', pro-pm ~pro-pin-aj 'crucify', is-
tbr ~ is-tir-aj 'erase', sb-ibm ~ sb-lim-aj 'squeeze'; na-dbm ~ na-dym-
aj sf 'puff up'; here also za-kolj (§16.513) ~ za-kal-aj 'slaughter'. 

na-lfk ~ na-l^c-aj 'draw (bow)', is-tek ~ is-tik-aj 'run out'. 
With variants: po-greb ~ po-greb-aj/po-grib-aj 'bury'; sb-plet ~ sb-

plet-ajlsb-plit-aj 'braid'; po-strig (§15.874) ~ po-strig-alpo-striyaj 'ion-
sm€'\sbzeg {zbg\ §\5.S75) -Sb-iag-aj(a fore, §3.5cl)/sb-zi3-aj 'bumup'. 

b. Perfective has the classifier -n^+. Only 23 pairs are attested, al
though there were surely more. 

iz-beg-ng - iz-big-aj 'flee', u-v^z-ng ~ u-vfz-aj 'be caught', u-gas-ng 
~ u-gas-aj 'be quenched', iz-gyb-ng ~ iz-gyb-aj 'perish', pro-zfb-ng ~ 
pro-z^b-aj 'sprout', otb-rig-ng ~ otb-rig-aj 'spew forth'. 

kos-ng ~ kas-aj'touch', u-top-ng ~ u-tap-aj 'sink'; i-cez-ng ~ i-caz-
aj (a for e, §3.5cl) 'disappear'; vbz-dbx-ng ~ vbz-dyx-aj 'sigh', po-tbk-ng 
~ po-tyk-aj 'knock'; na-vyk-ng ~ na-vyc-aj 'study, leam', sbt^g-ng ~ sb-
t^S-aj 'gain' 

c. Perfective has classifier -a+. Seventeen pairs are attested. Most of 
the perfective stems have an unpredictable vowel altemation in the root, 
see §15.643-.65. 

po-maz-a ~ po-maz-aj 'anoint', pre-pojas-a - pri-pojas-aj 'gird'; ob-
lobbz-a- ~ ob-lobyz-aj 'kiss'; iz-bbr-a iz-bir-aj 'select', raz-dbr-a ~ raz-
dir-aj 'rend', sb-zbd-a ~ sb-zid-aj 'build', po-pbr-a ~po-pir-aj 'trample', 
po-sbl-a ~po-syl-aj 'send', sb-hg-a cf. ob-lyg-aj 'lie, deceive'; and with 
variant, po-kaz-a ~ po-kaz-aj/po-kaz-ova 'show'. 

d. Perfective has classifier -e+. A small group: sb-gor-i ~ sb-gar-aj 
'burn up',po-mbn-i~po-min-aj 'remember',/jr^-pw-e ~pre-pir-aj 'con
vince' , pri-zbr-e ~pri-zir-aj 'view'. In other prefixed forms of Zbr-e+ti 'to 
see', there is doubt as to whether the verbs are always perfective. 
(L 6:7 Mar nazbriaxQ i kwiinici, if perfective imperfect, would mean that the scribes made 
a continued series of completed observations; Zo As naziracag is simpler: 'they continually 
observed him' [Jesus].) 
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These well attested verbs seem to fall into pattems that allow us confidently to 
predict forms, here the type •svp-i+ ~ -svet-i-aj+ -sviStav^+ (§5.7114). The root 
vet 'solemn speech' underlies synchronic {-vSt-i+aj+j; yet the mediadng forma
tion -vit-i+ is hypothetical. Although nouns like otwett and otwlStatibe are in 
common usage, no i-verb is found in early medieval Slavic. The isolated infinitive 
Kpi'/wAOBHTH Su 188.4 'to ttaffic dishonestly' suggests a noun kndbma 'tavern' 
(SC krima) and a formation (kirebm-i-aj)—which may never have existed— 
while the meaning is derived from the Gk and the context. 

e. Perfective stem ends in j , which is replaced by v before die -aj+ 
classifier. In an older formation, the j is the root-final consonant, followed 
by the zero classifier. A younger formation, surely productive in the inno
vating type of language attested in Supr, adds the classifier -aj+ to a stem 
that already has -aj+ or -ej+; the first glide is replaced by v, producing 
-avaj- or -ivaj- (with, however, no apparent change of meaning). The -vaj 
forms are far more common in the mss. 

Some older forms survive beside the new: u-bbj-0+ ~ u-bij-aj+ and u-
bivaj 'beat, kill'; po-vbj ~ po-vij-aj and po-vivaj 'wrap'; and iz-lbj-0+ 
beside iz-lbj-a+ (§15.46) ~ iz-livaj 'pour out'. 

sb-kryj ~ sb-kryvaj 'hide', o-myj ~ o-myvaj 'wash', u-nyj ~ u-nyvaj 
'lose courage'; u-pbj (^15.93)~ u-pivaj'become intoxicated', V5z-8p6/-
cf. pri-v-bpivaj (§3.25) 'call out to'; also the irregular vbs-pe (§16.53) ~ 
vbs-pSvaj 'sing forth', prefixed forms of byti (§16.11) like iz-by ~ iz-byvaj 
'be left over'; o-pljbv-a (§15.52) ~ o-pljbvavaj. 

o-del-ij or o-dol-ej ~ o-delevaj or o-dol-evaj 'win, be victorious'; «-
spej ~ u-spevaj 'be of use', o-cepen-ej ~ o-cepenevaj 'become rigid'; po-
znaj- ~ po-znavaj 'know', o-klevet-aj ~ o-klevetavaj 'slander', sb-konbd-aj 
~ sb-kortbcavaj 'finish', podb-kopaj- ~ podb-kopavaj 'dig (under)', ob-
Ibgbd-aj ~ ob-lbgbcavaj 'ease', o-t^zbc-aj ~ o-tfzbcavaj 'become heavy'. 

Some common stems are both P and I, with corresponding -vaj forms 
that are only I: razum-ej 'understand' (IP), po-razumej (P); razum-evaj 
and pro-raz-umevaj (I); konbc-aj {kon-Bc-gj-i-} 'finish' (IP), prefixed sb-
konbc-aj is P and sbkonbcavaj is I; otb-vSSt-aj (IP) 'answer' otb-vest-avaj 
(I)—also sb-vSSt-aj 'convince', u-vist-aj 'counsel', obiSt-aj 'promise' 
(§3.312), za-vest-aj 'bequeath'.' 

5.713 Isolated types 

a. The small group of verbs having determined ~ non-determined 
forms (within the imperfective aspect, cf. §5.1) are: ved ~ vod-i 'lead\nes 
~ nos-i 'carry',per ~par-i 'fly',gbn-a ~gon-i 'drive, chase', vlek~ vlac-i 
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'drag', id (§16.3) ~ xod-i 'go, walk', and perhaps plov ~ plav-aj 'go (by 
boat)'. With prefixes these pairs become normal P ~ 1 pairs, e.g. vh-ved(P) 
~ vb-vod-i (1) 'lead in', iz-id(?) ~ is-xod-i (I) 'go out'. The pair -lez ~ -laz-
i 'go, clamber' is by chance not attested without prefix, cf. sh-liz- ~ shlaz-
i 'climb down'. 

The rare prefixed stems with -vaid-aj, -ganj-aj, and -xazd-aj do not 
seem to be semantically opposed to the normal imperfectives in -vod-i, 
-gon-i, and -xod-i. Perhaps some instances represent lexical iteradves (cf 
§5.7113), they do not show a systematic opposition of aspect. 

b. Other types of relationship (P is given first): 
kup-i ~ kup-ova 'buy', obraz-i ~ obraz-ova 'form', obbst-i ~ obbst-eva 

'associate' (but pri-obbst-i ~ pri-obbst-aj/pri-obbSt-avaj). 
prS-ming {pre-min-nQ+) ~ pre-min-ova 'pass', po-ving {po-vin-nQ+) 

~ po-vin-ova 'be subject to' (and obing {ob-vin-nQ) ~ obinova 'avoid', 
§3.312). 

otb-rez-a ~ otb-rez-ova 'cut off , v 6 z - M - a ( § 15.641) ~ vbz-isk-ova 'seek 
out'; perhaps znamen-aj ~ znamen-avaj/znamen-ova 'signify'. 

skod-i ~ skak-a 'jump', tlbk-ng ~ diJc (§15.874) 'knock'; kang {kap-
nq} ~ kap-a 'drip';pljung/pling ~pljbv-a 'spit'; otb-ri-ng ~ otb-rej/otbrivaj 
'push away';po-mang {po-maj-nQ+) ~po-maj-a/po-mavaj 'beckon';pre-
sta-n ~pre-staj-a 'stop'; dad- (§16.21) ~ daj-a (but with prefixes -dad~ 
-daj-a or -davaj); imgtb §ti ( { b m-0+} §15.83) ~ im-a jemlj-gtb (§15.643) 
'take' (with consonantal prefixes vbz-bm- ~ vbz-bm-a or vbz-wi-aj). 

5.721 It is more difficult to determine aspect-pairs whose formal rela
tionship is that of non-prefixed imperfective ~ prefixed perfective (e.g. 
tvoriti ~ s6-tvoriti 'do'), for similarity inform must be supported by iden
tity in lexical meaning. Now, the addition of any prefix to any verb (ex
cept the non-determined ones and most imperfectives with the classifier 
-aj+) produces a perfective, but the prefix also adds a semantic element. 
Thus pr^-tvoriti and ras-tvoriti are perfective, but they mean 'transform' 
and 'dissolve', respectively, and hence are opposed to the simplex tvoriti 
in lexical meaning as well as in form. In 5&-tvoriti, however, the prefix sb-
has no force other than to perfectivize the verb; it is an "empty prefix". 
Nearly all of the prefixes serve with one verb or another in this purely 
perfectivizing function (e.g. u-slysati 'hear', po-gasiti 'quench', vbs-
plakati 'weep'), so that only a semantic analysis of each group of formally 
related verbs can separate out the prefixed perfective which corresponds 
in meaning to the simplex imperfective. Information of this kind is often 
too meager in the texts to permit a clearcut decision. 
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5.722 The formation of new prefixed forms and of mates of the oppo
site aspect for various newly-created or already extant verbs must have 
been an active process in OCS as it is in all modem Slavic languages. It is 
certain that the classifier -aj (with or without modification of the root), 
and, to a lesser extent -ova+, were productive for making imperfectives to 
various other classes of verbs, and it is probable that -nQ+ was productive 
for making perfectives. Patterns of like formations could easily be ex
tended. For example, the pairs pre-tvor-i+ ~ pre-tvarj-aj+, pr/-tvor-i+ ~ 
/7n-tvarj-aj+, and \x-tvor-i+ ~ u-tvarj-aj+, originally opposed to sh-tvor-i+ 
~ tvor-i+, gave rise both to a new imperfective sb-tvarj-aj+, and to an 
unprefixed tvarj-aj+. The preference of different dialects (regional and 
historical) for specific forms in given contexts doubdess accounts for 
such doublets in our texts. 

5.8 The possible verb-forms are most economically described in terms 
of separate morphological categories. After preliminary remarks on the 
personal suffixes in the next section (§5.9), the present tense will be de
scribed (§6), then the imperative (§7) and the present participles (§8). The 
two past tenses, imperfect (§9) and aorist (§10), are followed by the three 
past participles (§11), the verbal substantive (§12), the two invariable 
forms, infinitive and supine (§13), and finally a note on the formation of 
compound tenses (§14). 

NB: the sections on the infinitive and present tense are of particular 
importance to students because traditionally it is the infinitive, 
with or without the first person singular present and/or the second 
or third person singular present, that is cited as the "name-form" 
in dictionaries and grammars. One must therefore know the rela
tionship of these forms to the basic stems used in this book. 

A survey of the verbs by classes (§15) will include the enumeration of 
irregular verbs; minor irregularities are mentioned in §6-§13. 

An index of irregular verbs is at the end of the book. 

5.9 The terminal desinences expressing the three persons of the dual 
and the 2nd plural are constant throughout all categories that specify per
son (present, imperative, imperfect, aorist), while the other persons are 
expressed by two or more desinences which vary according to the cat
egory. 

Here is a summary table of all person-number desinences. The term past 
includes the imperfect (coordinated past) and the aorist (simple past). 
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Singular Dual Plural 
present past present past 

1 -p (-mb, -e) -v^ -VXb -omi . 1 

2 -si (-si) - 0 (-t-b) -ta -te 2 

3 -ti> - 0 (-t-b) -te - t t - 9 i - f 3 

Isg -mfa appears in the present of 5 verbs, -e is an alternative for one: 
esntb, damb, emb, vemblvede, imamb (§16.2). 
is otherwise the universal 1 sg present desinence, 
is used for past (i.e. imperfect and aorist). 

2sg -si is present, used with 4 verbs: esi, dasi, esi, vest (§16.2). 
is the terminal present desinence for all other verbs, 
is used in presence of -imperfect (i.e. the aorist) in a limited 
group of specially marked verbs (including some where it is 
optional); it always is homonymous with 3sg (§10.51-2). 
is normal in presence of past (i.e. imperfect and aorist, §9.1, 
10.1). 

3sg -tb is universal in the present tense; it is special in the aorist of 
certain verbs (§10.51-2). 

-0 is normal in presence of past (and the same as 2sg). See also 
§6.61 

3pl -tb is universal in the present tense. 
-q is used in the imperfect (hence -xg). 
•p is used in the aorist (whereby -x^ > -s^). 

-9 
-T. 
-si 
-si 
-t l . 

0 

5.91 The third person dual desinence -te ('they two') is for the most 
part clearly opposed to the second person dual -ta ('you two'). Thus third 
person dual has the same form as second person plural—a distinction 
maintained in Mar, Ps, Euch, and Cloz. In Zo and As, -ta occasionally 
functions as 3rd person dual, while in Sav and Su -te in 3 du is rare. 

This means that in late OCS -te signifies 2nd person plural, while 2-3 dual is only -ta; the 
same form is used for second and third persons in all duals as well as in the imperfect and 
aorist singular. 

Therefore: in every tense-paradigm the third dual desinence should be 
understood to be -te/-ta. 

5.911 Supr (twice) and Sav (6x) use the suffix -ti for 3 person dual with non-masculine 
subjects, e.g. T E K O T R T 'they (the two Marys) ran' (Mt 28:8 Sav), Vaillant 228. 
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1st person 
2nd person 
3rd person 

6.13 Vocahc basic stems are truncated before the vocalic desinences: 
the first vowel (V,) either disappears or is replaced by j . 

(A) V | is replaced by j 
(1) if it is a, and (2) if V, is i or 8 and Vj is not i or g. Otherwise 

(B) V, is deleted. 
The j resuUing from the action of rule A creates a new Cj cluster that 
requires further adjustment. 

6.21 The classifier -oval-eva and two stems with -w-a-i- become ovj, 
evj, bvj, and then «/: e.g. ver-ovct+ti 'to believe' ~ 3 pi {v^r-ova-i-Q-ti,} > 
vgrovJQrb > verw/Qtb; nepbst-eva+ti 'to suppose' ~ nepb§tM/Qfb; pljbv-a+ti 
'to spit' ~ pyM/Qtb.'" 

6.22 A-verb presents have iotation: v^z-a+ti 'to tie' ~ {v^z-a+Q-ti.} > 
vfzigth > v^ZQth, 2 sg {v?z-a-i-e-si) > v^zjesi > v^ieSi; plak-a+ti 'to weep' 

singular dual plural 

-9 -ve •mb 
-si -ta -te 
-tb -te -t-b 

This is a morphological rule that occurs with these specially-defined morphemes. 
Like many morphological rules, it has specific phonological effects. Elsewhere in 
OCS it is normal for ovj to become ovlj: the j after labial consonant becomes 
palatal Ij, cf §6.23: loviti 1 sg pres lovljg like tomljg from lomiti. 

6.0 The present tense 
6.10 The desinences of the present tense are complex; a vocalic present-
marker preceeds the terminal desinences that indicate person and number, 
except in the first person singular (where the marker is zero). 

6.11 The present-marker is either general, p in 3 pi and e elsewhere, or 
specific, p in 3 pi, and i elsewhere. The specific §li is used with basic stems 
that end in a front vowel (therefore -/+, e-¥, and the sa-verbs, where sur
face a represents underlying {e} , §15.31); is used with all other verbs. 
E.g.: 

nosi-ti 'carry' and mme-ti 'think* + f/j - nes-gtb 'carry' and delaj-gth 'do' + gle 
Spl (nos-i+?-tb) {mbn-g+?-ti>) ~ {nes-0+Q-tb) [dSl-aj+Q-ti) 
3 sg (nos-i+i-tb) [mbn-6+i-tb} - (nes-O+e-tb) {d61-aj+e-ti} 
Isg {nos-i+0-9) {mbn-g+0-Q) ~ {nes-0+0-Q) {d61-aJ+0-<}} 

6.12 Person-number desinences: 



~ kupljq 'buy' ljubi-ti ljuZ?-?ti> ~ ljubljq 'love' 
- lovZ/Q 'hunt' lomi-ti lom-?ti> - Xomljq 'break' 
~ sv^Stq 'sanctify' vidfi-ti vid-^Vh - \izdq 'see' 
- noSq 'carry' obrazi-ti obraz-fti - obrafQ 'form' 
- mbitjq 'think' mysli-ti mysZ-̂ ti. ~ mySljq 'think' 
- k-bsnjq 'be late' blazni-ti blaz«-§tT. - blainjq 'offend' 
- puitq 'let go' xvali-ti xva/-?tb - xvaZ/Q 'praise' 
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~ 3 pi {plak-a+Q-ti.} > plakjgth > placgth, 2 sg {plak-a+e-§i} > plakjeSi > 
placesi. (For a-verbs that have an unpredictable altemadon of root-vowel 
in the present stem, see §15.642.) 

In sij-a+ti 'to sow' {s6J-a+9-tT>) > sij-j-gtv, double consonants reduce to one: sejgth. 

6.23 In i-verbs and e-verbs j is generated from / or e before the first 
person singular desinence, creating Cj, and triggering iotation: {kup-i-i-0-
Q ) > kupJQ by rule A, while {kup-i+§-tB} > kup^ti, by rule B. 

kupi-ti kup-?tb 
lovi-ti lov-fti, 
sv?d-ti sv?r-ftT> 
nosi-ti nos-?tT> 
mbn6-ti m b n - ? t i 

kisn6-ti k-bsn-^tb 
pusti-ti puif-?tT> 
umori-ti umor-?tT> - umor/Q 'kill' ST>motri-ti simotr-?tb ~ sbmoStrjq 'look' 

6.3 Root-final velars in C-verbs undergo Kl-mutation before the present-
marker e: this produces an altemation of consonants within the paradigm. 

{tek-0+(?-tb) > tekgth, 1 sg tekg - 2 sg {tek-0+e-§i) > teieii etc. 'run' 
(mog-0+(j-tT>) > moggth, 1 sg mogg - 2 sg {mog-0-e-5i) > moiesi 'be able' 

6.41 The verb xoteti 'want' (and prefixed forms) takes the non-terminal 
e-marker in all forms but 3 pi and 1 sg: {xot-e-(-§-tb} by rule B > xot§th, 
while {xot-e+0-Q} by rale A2 > xotjg, whence xostg. The other forms 
have {xot-e+e-}, which by A2producesjcof/V-; th&reioxexostesi,xostetm, 
etc. 

In Su, the root vowel 5 is found exceptionally foro: 1 sgxi»uiT« 169.3,534.11,3sgx'kujT€ 
153.7, 169.21. These are doubtless dialectal forms; note omission of the 3 sg desinence -fs 
(cf. §6.61). 

6.42 The verb dovbliti 'suffice', which has only 3rd person forms, is attested with 3 pi 
dovblpi and dovtlejgth, implying competing classifiers, -6 - -iy The 3 sg dovbljetb implies 
irregular selection of the e-marker {dovbl-g+e-ti,) > -Ije- (cf Vaillant 263). 

6.431 The verb iska-ti 'seek' has the mutated forms 3 pi istgth and 1 sg 
iStg (< iskj- < isk-a-i-) beside unmutated iskgtb and iskg. This implies an 
alternate underlying { isk-0+); in the rest of the present, iSte- results from 
Kl-mutation { isk-0+e-} . 

6.432 The root met 'throw' also forms alternate basic stems, {met-0+} 
~ {met-a-b} and therefore metg metesi etc., beside mestg mestesi etc. 

6.5 Verbs with present stems in -aj- or -ej- have spelled -ae-lee- in all 
forms except 1 sg and 3 pi: delae§i, delaett; daeSi, daetb; um^ett, um^ete; 
seetb, etc. In Mar such forms (particularly 3 sg and 2 pi) are often written 

file:///izdq
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with -aa-l-ea-, and occasionally (for -aa-) simply -a-: dSlaatb, delate, 
umeatT>, sSati. This kind of change is extremely rare in other mss. 

Similarly, stems in -«/'- appear in Mar with -uu (rarely, for expected -ue-): xr&ouuVb for 
trebw t̂T. (from tr6bova-ti 'demand') and the like. 

6.61 The 3rd person desinence -tj, (sg and pi) is occasionally omitted. For esth and nisth 
(§16.101), e and ni occur. These are surely dialect features. Cf. Vaillant 227. 

6.62 The jer in desinences -ms and -th may be affected by the following enclitic *jb 'him' 
(§4.25), for the 5 is both tense and strong. It may be written y (-tyi, -myi), e.g. osgdftyi 'they 
will condemn him', ostavimyi 'we will leave him'. Spellings with -oi also occur, but rarely: 
e.g. izbavitoi 'he will save him'. Cf. Vaillant 43-4. 

6.7 Five common verbs have quite irregular present forms; they lack a 
present-marker (except for f in 3 pi), adding desinences directly to the 
consonantal root. The 1st and 2nd sg desinences are special: -ntb and -si. 

6.71 Dati 'give' (P), isti 'eat', and videti 'know' and their prefixed 
forms have roots in d (dad-, ed-, ved-). The d is retained only before the 
tense-marker ^ of the 3 pi; it becomes s before desinences beginning with 
t (§3.3131a) and drops elsewhere (see §16.2 for details): 

damb dasi dastb, *davi dasta daste, damb daste dad^tv, emb vemb, esi 
vesi, estb vestb, *eve veve ... ed^tb vedftb. 

The archaic and morphologically isolated 1 sg vidi 'I know' is a less frequent equivalent 
of vimb. 

6.72 The verb imeti 'to have' forms its present (except for 3 pi) on a 
stem irtm- to which desinences are added directly, including the special 1 
sg mb. The 3 pi is imgtb (with a preferred alternant H/wbHRTi. in Su): 

imamb imasi imatb, imave imata imate, imamb imate imgtb (imejgtb). 

6.73 Byti 'to be' has a present stem es- except for 3 pi s-: esmb esi estb, 
esve esta este, esmb este sgtb. 

The negated form is special except in 3 pi: nSsmb nesi nistb, nesvS 
nista neste, nesmb neste, but ne sgtb. 

6.74 The present forms of bgd-gtb express the future 'will be'. For other 
future expressions, see §14.4, and more especially §21.11. 

6.75 Prefixed derivatives of byti (§ 16.11) use -bgd- for the present stem; 
e.g. zabyti 'forget' zabgdgtb, pribyti 'join' pribgdgtb. 

6.8 The completely isolated form sph may be a relic present or aorist, 'he says/said', but 
in OCS it functions as an adverb meaning 'allegedly'. See SJS. 



singular dual plural 

- -ve -ini> 
0 -ta -te 
0 -te 0 
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7.0 The imperative 

7.100 The imperadve desinences are complex, consisting of an impera-

dve-marker î  or e^ plus the personal desinences (including zero). 

1st person 
2nd person 
3rd person 

Before the vocalic imperative-markers, vocalic basic stems are truncated 
by processes described above in §§6.13-23. 

7.101 The marker e appears in the dual and plural of basic stems in 
-nQ+ or -0+ (unless preceded by j); i is used elsewhere—that is, in all 
singular forms and in the dual and plural of all stems ending in a conso
nant other than j or a vowel other than g. 

7.11 Because these vowels are specifically marked ({i^), {e^}), they 
trigger KAl-mutation; stem-final velars {k, g) are replaced by c j (§3.4): 
mog-qtb 'be able' ~ moji mo^ete; vrbg-qi'b 'throw' ~ vrb^i vrb^ete; streg-
QtT. 'protect' ~ street stre^ete. 

7.111 Stems in -ek and -eg change to bclby. rek-qi-b 'say' ~ rbci rbcemb 
rbcete. 

1.1 Irregularities. The verb 'to be' forms the imperative on the stem 
bgd-: bgdi bgdemb bgdete. (The 3 sg bgdi 'may it be, may it happen' is the 
chief representative of third person imperatives.) 

The irregular verbs dati 'give', Ssti 'eat', vMM 'know', and the other
wise regular vide-ii 'see' have daidb, itdb, viidb and vizdb. (This implies 
underlying {-d-jb}, and iotation.) In the dual and plural the imperative-
marking vowel is /: thus dadirtib dadite, Mite, vedite. 

7.201 In Euch, these forms have final i: daidi, vildi, povezdi ('tell', from povldlti). 

7.202 KF has the presumably Czech forms with z< {dj), podazb, otidazb. 

7.21 C-a-t- verbs and root j-verbs have plural imperative forms with the 
markers beside regular forms with/: pokaza-ti 'show' pokazite ~pokaiete 
noKAMt-kTe, noKAHtnTe, pbj-qtb 'drink' piite ~ piete N H I A T E . The a/e is exclu
sive in Sav, frequent in As, Zo and Supr, less so in Mar, infrequent in Ps, 
and unknown in Euch and Sav. The spellings are not unambiguous, but 
the letter-sequence ze in glagolitic and att in cyriHic violates a fundamen
tal OCS rule (§2.413), and ia OKA) and the like suggest that underlying 
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[6^] (which alternates with {i^}) is being replaced with {d'} (which alter
nates with {a}), cf. §3.5c. Compare Vaillant §149. 

7.3 The third plural imperative is attested only by i>prfp 'may they be'. It occurs in L 12:35 
(in Zo, Mar, As, Sav), three times in psalm 108, and once in KF. 

7.4 The form othpadimb 'may I fall away' (Ps 7:5), supported by scraps of testimony 
from post-OCS mss, suggests that in early OCS such forms (with -mb) were more freely 
used. See Vaillant 232. 

7.5 Third person imperative (and occasionally also first person) can be 
expressed by da plus the present tense: da pridgth 'may they come, let 
them come'. See also §22.11. 

8.0 The present participles 

8.10 The declensional stem of the present active participle has a deri
vational suffix -gst- or -p§t- that is correlated to the shape of the present-
markers (§6.11). Verbs with -^th in 3 pi. pres. have -^st- in pres.act. part., 
but in masc/neut. nom. sg. Verbs with -Qth in 3. pi. pres. have -gSt- in 
pres. act. part., but a variable {yV§} in nom. sg masculine/neuter; - f is 
used if the (truncated) verbal stem ends in a palatal consonant, -y other
wise. C f §5.602. 

The formant of the present passive participle is -im-, or -em-/-om-, 
underlying {i-m-j or {e/o-m}. 

For the declension of the active participles see §4.19 and §4.31. The 
passive participles are regular adjectives that belong to the hard twofold 
nominal and compound declensions. 

8.11 Verbs forming their present tense with the present-marker / (i.e. i-
verbs, 6-verbs, and §a-verbs, §6.11) have present participles in -g and 
-Im-'b: kupi-ti 'buy' kup-i-si ~ kup^ kupimh; vide-ti 'see' vid-i-si ~ vid^ 
vidimv, slySa-ti 'hear' slyS-i-^i - slySf slysimh. (For these verbs the nom. 
sg fem. of the active participle is in -gSti: kupfSti, vid§sti, slySfSti.) 

8.12 Other soft present-stems (§5.602) have -g and -em-i.: v^z-a-ti 
vfi-qtTy 'bind' ~ vfff vfzem&; milova-ti 'have mercy' miluj-e-si ~ milu^ 
miluenth; delaj-qth 'do' - dela^, dSlaemv, sija-ti 'to sow' ~ se^, seentb. 
(For these verbs the nom. sg. fem. of the active participle is in -p§ti.) 

8.13 All other stems (i.e. C-verbs and nQ-verbs) take the suffixes -y and 
-om-i,: nes-qfb 'carry' ~ nesy, nesomv, dvigng-ti 'move' ~ dvigny, 
dvignontb. (For these verbs the nom. sg. fem. of the active participle is in 
-psti.) 
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3rd person 
„ ^ -easeta -eaSete 

-easete -eaxp 

9.111 The sequence of vowels (i'a) interacts with the stem-final vow
els as follows: 

A. The classifier -i-\- before {Sa}- becomes j ; the resulting iod-cluster 
(Cj-Sa) undergoes iotation. 

B. If the {Sa} follows e, ej, a, or aj, the sequence je or ja is deleted: e.g. 
mbn-e-i-ea- > mm-M-; dSl-aj+ea- > dSl-aa-; um-ij-¥ia > um-ea-. 

9.112 After consonants, the ^" behaves as usual (§3.5 c l ) : (1) it effects 
KI mutation in velars, and (2) itself becomes a. Thus rek-0-i-ea- > rec-ea-
> recaa-; mog-0-i-ea > moz-Sa- > mozaa-. 

9.12 The desinences are in effect -ia\- plus the desinences of the root 
aorist, see §10.601. 

9.121 Beside the -set- in the dual and pi. desinences, the innovative 
forms -ea-sta and -ea-ste are used (see also §5.91). The -set- forms are 

II The two-syllable person-number desinences of dual and plural may be regarded as 
/ov6, omW and /eta, ete/ with a variable "thematic vowel": (1) e is added (a) 
before / (eta, ete), and (b) before the 0 of 2nd-3rd sing.; (2) o is added otherwise. 
The past-marker x remains before o (-xov6 -xomi.) but by Kl-mutation yields s 
before e (-seta -Sete). A modification of the rule deletes la, and xta and xte (by a 
more general rule of consonant clustering) yield sta and ste. (In later Serbian 
dialects, the reformulated rule (1) inserts o before any C, while (2) e is added 
before 0; this results in -xota and -xote.) 

8.131 Exceptionally, the suffix -y^ (masc.-neut. nom sg., alternating with -^t- of the rest 
of the paradigm) is written with a special glagolitic letter we transcribe p: e.g. nesp. Such 
spellings are more commonly found for the -yi of the definite participles. The special letter 
occurs only for this particular moipheme; the phonetic value is a subject for speculation. 

8.2 The verb byti 'to be' forms the participles sy (f. sgsti) 'being' and 
also bgdy (f. bgdgsti), which means 'future, that to come'. Vedeti 'know' 
has vedy (f. vedgsti). 

Goreti 'burn' has beside regular gorf {gorfSti) some forms of gorgst-: cf. Vaillant §180. 

9.0 The imperfect. 

9.1 The desinences of the imperfect are complex: the imperfect-marker 
{Sa} -b the past-marker {x) -i- past person-number desinences. The surface 
forms are: 

singular dual plural 
1st person - e a x t -Saxove -Saxom-b 
2nd person 
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exclusive in Zo, nearly so in Mar, but only a bare majority in As; in Su 
they are clearly exceptional. Sav has only -sta and -ste) 

9.211 Contrary to §9.111 A, the classifier -/+ in a few examples in Su is simply deleted. 
Thus prixodeaxT, for prixo r̂faaxi, (prixodi-ti 'come'), rarfeaxi, for ra^daaxi (radi-ti 'be 
pleasing'). This type of form increases in post-OCS mss. 

9.212 The classifier -i+ appears to convert to j and trigger iotation in one isolated exam
ple: the form spelled kbUniase in L 1:21 Mar appears to represent *kiinjaaie (kbsni-W 
'delay'). This type of form is better illustrated in post-OCS Serbian mss. 

9.22 Stems in -ng+ truncate before the -ia- suffix: podvigng-ti 'move' - podvignSaxt. 
Only five examples are attested (four in Su, 1 in Cloz), probably because nearly all nQ-verbs 
are perfective, and perfective imperfects are rarely required (cf §21.2). 

9.3 In all texts there are forms spelled with only the initial e or a of the 
suffix: vedeaxh ~ vedexh 'knew', boeaxg s^ - boexg s^ 'feared', xoteaSe 
~ xotese 'wanted'. The longer forms usually predominate, but in Sav they 
are rare exceptions. These spellings apparendy indicate that contraction 
of the two vowels into a single syllable began during the OCS period; 
most scribes considered it proper to write two vowels. 

In Su there are spellings with Si and jaja ( H 4 V K H - k i x » A I I > 'we began', C T P O I A R A U I E 'set') that 
probably represent artificial attempts at restoring the older, non-contracted forms. 

9.4 Verbs whose forms are not predictable from a basic stem (§16) 
usually use the present stem for the imperfect: obristi obr^stgth 'find' 
obr§staaxh; idgth iti 'go' ~ ideaxv, dad^th dati 'give' ~ dadeaxh; duti 
dmiQth 'blow'' dwneaxv, zrUi zbrgth 'sacrifice' ~ zhreaxv, gmati zength 
'drive' ~ zenSaxv, peti pojgth 'sing' ~ pojaax^; mlM meljgtb 'grind' ~ 
meljaaxh; klati koljgth 'stab' ~ koljaaxv, brati borjgth 'fight' ~ borjaaxv, 
*exati Mgtb 'ride' ~ edSaxi. 

9.5 A few verbs have competing forms from the infinitive/aorist and 
from the present stem: 'spit' plwatipljwaaxg (Zo Mar) ~pljujgthpljujaxg 
(As; Mk 15:19); besMovati 'converse' ~ BectAc^fiauie Su 304.18, 569.30; 
trebovati 'need' ~ Tp-kBoyrauie Su 307.19; radovati s^ 'rejoice' ~ pM<^tiiui6 

CA Su 550.11 [all other imperfects from ova-verbs, even in Su, have 
-ovaa-]\ 'call' zwatizwaaxg etc., S u s - B E A U I E ~ zovgth%0B\&x'^ Su 322.12; 
'receive' priemljgth npHMiubrauie Su 274.24 - priimati priimaSe etc. 

9.6 The imperfect of byti is defective, being found only in the third 
person: bMSe, beasete, beaxg (contracted bese, bexg). There is some con
fusion of these forms with the imperfective aorist bS, beste, bes§ (§ 10.91). 
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Samples of typical imperfect derivation: 

underlying i > j iotation KI e>a OCS 
pros-i+6a-x% pros-j-Sa-xi pro§-eaxT> > > proSaaxt proSaaxi 
mbn-6+ea-XT> > > mbn-S+a-XT. > > mbn̂ axi. 
d6l-aj+ga-XT> > > dgI-a+a-XT> > > d̂ laax-b 
daJ-a+6a-xT> > > daj-a+a-XT> > > dajaaxi 
mil-ova+ga-xt > > mil-ova+a-XT> > > milovaaxi 
v?z-a+2a-xT> > > v?z-a+a-xi> > > v?zaaxt 
rek-0+«a-XT. > > > re£-ea-xT> redaaxi reCaaxi 
bbj-0+8a-xi > > > > bbjaaxi, bbjaaxi 

bijaaxi 
nes-0+ga-xi> > > > > > nesSaxi 

10. Aorists 

There is one productive type of aorist in OCS that is used in nearly all 
verbs, plus two archaic formations that are (or may be) used with C-verbs. 
The older aorists were apparently in use in Croatia and Macedonia well 
into the fifteenth century, though they seem to have become obsolete in 
eastern Bulgaria during the OCS period. See §10.7, below. 

10.1 The desinences are: 

1st person 
2nd person 
3rd person 

singular 
-(o)xi, 

-(e)0 

dual 
-(o)xovi 
-(o)sta 
-(o)ste 

plural 
•(o)xom'b 
-(o)ste 
-(o)sg 

10.11 The vowels given in parentheses appear only when the basic 
stem ends in an obstruent (pbtdkgszx): nes-qtb 'carry' ~ nesoxhnese. 
(Cf. also §10.4 below). 
The past-markerx~ s ~ Sis underlying (x): it becomes s before / but i before f. 
2-3 sg. underlying {nes-0+x) > nes-e-x > nese (because no word-final C is allowed.) 

10.12 Otherwise (i.e., for the vast majority of verbs ), the suffixes 
(including the zero of 2-3 sing.) are consonantal. They are added directly 
to vowel-stems: prosi-ti 'beg' ~ prosixh prosi; mme-ti 'think' ~ mmexh 
mmt, v^za-ti 'bind' ~ v^zaxh v^za, daja-ti 'give' dajaxh daja. 

10.2 Sonorant-stems are truncated as follows: 

10.21 j is deleted: delaj-qth 'do' ~ dilaxh dela; razumij-qfb 'under
stand' ~ razumdxi razume; bbj-qfb 'beat' ~ bixh bi bisf, kryj-qfb 'hide' ~ 
kryxz) kry; po-du-qVb 'feel' ~ pocuxh podu. 
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1 2 Comparative materials from many sources establish that such root-verbs were 
inherently unaccented (or, in traditional terms, were "circumflex", presumably 
with a long vowel with falling intonation). The same verbs also had -t- in the past 
passive participle (cf. § 11.321). Accented stems (called "acute"; presumed to have 
rising intonation) had no -/s in 2-3 sg. aor. and -en- in past pass. part. Thus pbj-
'drink' hadpitb, but bbj- 'strike, beat' had only Z>i and bbjen-lbijen-. These relation
ships are somewhat obscured in some OCS examples, particularly in Supr. 

10.22 stem-final 6 -i- nasal sonorant is replaced by f: raspm-qtb {raz-
phn+0] 'crucify' rasp^xhrasp^^po-zbnj-qVb 'reap'po^f; vhzbm-qtb {v tz -
b m - 0 + ) take' ~ vhz^xhvhz? vhz^S^. 

10.23 stem-final t>r is replaced by re: umbr-qtb 'die' ~ umrSxh umrSs^. 

10.24 stem-final ov is replaced by u: natrov-qfb 'feed' ~ natruxonth 
natru. 

10.25 The isolated verbs melj-qtb 'grind', borj-qtb 'fight', kolj-qVb 
'slaughter' become mlexh, braxh, klaxh (§16.511-3). 

10.3 Before the -e of 2-3 sg., stem-final kgx become dlS (§3.41): rek-
Qtb 'say' -rekoxh rede; mog-qfb 'be able' - mogoxh moze. 

10.4 Some UQ-verbs with consonantal roots drop the classifier before 
the aorist desinences: pogybng-ti 'perish' ~ pogybox^ pogybe; dvigng-ti 
'move' ~ dvigoxh dviie (cf. §10.3). Some other verbs retain the ng: 
umlbkng-ti 'be silent' ~ umlbkng. A number of verbs are attested with both 
types; the ng is particularly likely to be omitted in 2 -3 sg. See §10.812 and 
§15.72-6. 

10.41 NOTE that there are a few cases where the surface stem in -ng does not contain the 
root-final C of the underlying form; when ng is dropped, the C appears in the surface form, 
e.g. {-ST>p-n(5-ti) > u-sing-ti ~ ustpe '(he) went to sleep'. See also §15.73, 17.75. 

10.51 Three verbs regularly have the anomalous desinence -st?> in 2 - 3 
sg.; byti 'be' ~ bysth, dati 'give' ~ dasth, esti 'eat' ~ dsti. Both dasth and 
esth are ambiguous forms, since they are identical with 3 sg. present (cf. 
§66.21-2) . 

10.52 A few root-verbs whose stem ends in a sonorant (and aorist-stem 
ends in a vowel) usually take a terminal desinence -ti in 2 -3 sg.:'^pbj-qfb 
'drink' ~ pitz>, po-vbj-qt'b 'wrap' ~ povith, {ob-vbj-0+} obbj-qtb 'wind' ~ 
obitb; *{nbr-) ~ ponrdtb 'sank'; u-mw-Qtb 'die' ~ umretb; pro-srw-Qtb 
'spread' ~ pro-streth; po-zbr-qfb 'consume' ~ pozreth; vbz-wn-Qt-b 'take' 
~ vbz^tb (and the simplex {bm-} im-qti, f-ti ~ f?s); na-cwi-Qti, za-^wi-Qtb 
'begin' ~ -cffa; klm-qt-h 'swear' ~ kl^tb; {raz-pbn-} 'crucify' ~ rasp^ti. 



singular dual plural 
-onn> 

*-eta -ete 
-e -ete •9 
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*-sta -ste 
-ste -sg 

Here also the irregular pojgth pM 'sing' - peth (and vispeth 'started to 
sing'). Z/v-QtT> 'live' has 2-3 sg. iive, but also (Su) and npHasHxi. 'bore'. 

10.53 The verb trbti thrgth 'rub' has the expected form -trb and also 
-tbreici. §16.522). 

10.60 The unproductive types of aorist 

10.601 The most widespread type of older aorist is the ''root-aorist", 
attested by over 650 examples with some 28 verbs (listed below, §10 .81 -
.84), including the common idgtb 'go'. They have no aorist-marker, only 
the following person-number desinences: 

1st person 
2nd person 
3rd person 

The stem is a root ending in an obstruent, with zero-classifier or a basic 
stem followed by -nQ+ (which is deleted in the aorist): e.g. pad-qtb 'fall' 
~ padb pade padg; mog-qtb 'be able' ~ mogh moie mogg; vbz-dvignq-ti 
'lift' ~ vbzdvigb vbzdviie vhzdvigg. 

10.602 The forms of the "s-aorist" occur with certain C-stems (in b, t, 
d, s, z) and those in 6 + nasal (see below, §10.82). The desinences are like 
the normal type except that they have s instead of x or s: 

singular dual plural 
1st person -si> *-sov^ -somB 
2nd person 
3rd person 

The desinences are consonantal; stem-final consonants are therefore sub
ject to truncadon. 

10.6021 Nasal stems truncate per §10.22: {bm} vbz-bm-qfb im-qtb 
'take' ~ vbz^sb vbzf vbz^sf, ^sh§ §s§; {raz-pbn-} raspm-qfh 'crucify' ~ 
raspfSb rasp^ rasp^s^. 

10.6022 Stem-final obstruents are deleted except in 2 -3 sg., where the 
vowel e is inserted: {s'bbljud-0-s-'b} 'I observed' > sbbljush; {-bljud-
0 + s } > -bljudes > sbbljude. 

Moreover, the low lax root-vowels e and o are replaced by tense e and a: 
ved-Qfb 'lead' ~ v6sb, vede, vesomb, ves§; bod-qth 'pierce' ~ basb, bode, 
basomb basf. 
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What we call the s-aorist represents the inherited sigmatic form, with the x-aorist 
as a variant that utilized the Slavic reflexes of old s (s before t, s before front vowel, 
X otherwise). The ox-aorist is a further development that inserts a vowel between 
stem-final obstruent and the x/§/s desinences. 
It is worth noting that the common verb rekgth 'say' accounts for all of the old x-
forms in Su and more than 95% of them everywhere but Ps, which has 40 x-forms 
from rek- and 16 from 5 other roots. Of all attested root-aorists, the verb idgth 
accounts for a full two-thirds, -rlt- 'come upon' (§16.55) another 12.5%, mog-, 
pad- and vrbg- another 10%, while the last 10% includes 26 verbs. These facts are 
an excellent illustration of the principle that irregularities persist in words of high
est frequency. 

10.603 The ''x-aorisf is attested for stems in and g (§10.84). The 
desinences are those of the normal aorist except that they do not admit the 
initial vowel o. Stem-final obstruents are deleted, and root-vowel e be
comes e (except in 2-3 sg., where the vowel e is inserted): rek-qVb 'say' 
~ rexh, rece, reste, reS^. 

10.604 N O T E that the 2 -3 singular has the same form in all types of 
aorist. 

10.7 Historically, there were two aorist formations. The "root aorist" 
added special non-present person-number desinences directly to the ver
bal root; the OCS examples are archaic relics that have survived in very 
common verbs. The "sigmatic aorist" had an explicit tense-sign s (written 
with the letter sigma in Greek) before the desinences: OCS displays two 
obsolescent forms of this paradigm, the "s-aorist" and the "x-aorists", and 
a productive type, the "ox-aorist".'^ During the OCS period some dialects 
were eliminating most of the unproductive forms. The root-aorists and the 
s- and x-aorists of consonantal stems were replaced by the ox-type {padb, 
vesh, rdxh ~ padoxh, vedoxh, rekoxh), while s-aorists of nasal stems gave 
way to the x-type (fs& ~ ^xh). For example: 

Root > ox: KXh. > HAOXT.; 2-3s M A C , 3du H A € T 6 > HAOcxe ( - T A ) ; HAOAA-b > 

HAOXOMT., HA€Te > MA0CT6, MÂ K > HAOUiA. ABHrh > AEHrox*)., 2-3s ABHate; 3du 

AEHMC6T6 > ABHrocTe ( - C T A ) ; ABHrc>Mi> > ABHroxom-h, ABHr̂ R > ABHrOlUA 

5 > ox: B-kch > BCAOX"''' 2-3s B C A C ; 3du B-kcTe > B S A ^ C T C ( - C T A ) , B-kcoMis 

> B6A0X*'*'*'> B-kCTe > B€AOCTe, B-kCA > BCAOUIA 

S>x: A C - H > A X T , 2-3s A T - E ( A ) ; 3 d u A C T € ( A C T A ) , ACOAAI. > A X O M I » , A C T 6 , 

ACA > AUIA 

S > ox: p t x t > pcKoxTi, 2-3s peve ; 3du p tcTS > peKocTC ( - C T A ) , p-bx^AM 

> peKox«'«'>», ptcTe > peKocTe, p-kuiA > pcKouiA 

To illustrate the distribution of these forms in the texts, here are the percentages of the 
non-productive forms in each ms. Figures in parentheses are based on fewer than five 
examples.'" 
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PS+2N Mar Cloz Euch As Zo Sav Supr 
type rixb 100 100 (100) 100 99 99+ 89+ 72 
type idh 100 100 100 76 85+ 70 66 -
type nish 100 100 100 (50) 96 43 7+ -
type 8 95+ 93 (-) (75) 64+ 10 - -

10.80 The following lists signal the attested forms of the unproductive 
aorists. When no specific reference is given after a form, it means that 
more than five occurrences are attested; further, the forms may have dif
ferent prefixes. Chapter-verse citation without indication of ms means 
that the form occurs in more than one of the Gospel texts in the given 
passage. A citation followed by + means that there are one to three other 
occurrences. Otherwise the lists are exhaustive. 

10.81 Root-aorists 

10.811 pad-gth 'fall': n*A«- krad-qfh 'steal': oYKpMiR Mt 28:13 Mar, 
-/^z-Qtb 'go' H3A-k^;K J 21:9, B-hA-k^^K J 6:24. tr^s-qVb 'shake': c - U T P A C - h C A 

Ps 108:23 (see also §10.84). -gr^z-qfb 'sink' norpA:^* Ps 2N E x 15:5, 8. 
mog-qVb 'be able': B - K J ^ A A O N . Ps 39:12; 3du HSHCAAoaseTe Ps 17:37, 87:10, 
108:24; Bi.!^AIVOR«AAi» Mk 9:28+; AAOPX. -ret- 'come upon': O B P -bT -h ; 3du 
o B p - B X E T E , chp-breTe; OBP-kTOAMi J 1:42+; O B P - k r ^ ; ctp-bT^ J 4:51. sdsti 
sfc^/s 's i t down':c'bAi .Ps 25:4, ctA<»<wi.Ps 136: l ,c -bA«"W'»« Ps 136:1,c-kAJR 
Ps 118:23+. -leSti -l^ggtb'lie down': B I ^ A E R I R Mk 6:40 Mar. vrbggth vresti 
'throw': - B P B R ; I > . idgtiiti 'go': - H A T I ; S d u H ^ H A e r e ; HAomii; M A € T € ; M A « . edgtb 
*exati 'ride' np-k-kA^R Zo = B-B-kA<K Mar. u-mz-qtb 'pierce':OYHh^;?; Ps 37:3 
= Euch 76a4. *o-xrwt- 'get lame' (§15.771): ©xP'^'W* Ps 17:46. 

10.812 u-glbb-nq-ti 'get stuck' («\frA6Bii Ps 68:3; C U F R A H B ^ K Ps 9:16); *vbs-
kys-ng-ti 'get sour' (B-hCK-wc^ L 13:21 As); and *{sv§d-nQ+} 'be scorched' 
(npHCBAA^R Mt 13:6) happen to be attested with no alternate forms. 

With root and regular forms: -beg-ng-ti 'flee' ( N P H B - K R - H Euch 85a6, 
H!5Btn» Cloz 6b34; oT - H B-bri i E u 48a6 ~ cT -KB-kroujA S u 229.20). m-vyk-ng-
ti 'learn' (HAB-WKH;!; PS 105:35 ~ HABtiKouiA S u 488.12). \TyS-krbs-ng- 'be 
resurrected' (BhCKpbcx S u 471.4 ~ B-hCKp - H C O U I A 386.16). -nik-ng-ti (B-L^HIKA^ 

PS 91:8 ~ B-UI^HHKOUIA S U 39.12), {iz-cez-nQ+} (§3.311) 'disappear' (1 sg 
ujiê -̂h Is 38:12, 3du i i j i e^ETE Ps 68:4, I I | i e ^ ; R Ps 36:20, 63:7, Cloz 13a33, 
H V E ^ ; R Ps 101:4 ~ Hqje;^oiuA Euch 62a22). 

With root forms, regular forms without ng, and regular forms with ng: 
dvig-ng-ti 'move' ( B T ^ B H R - H Euch 58b3,17b7 = Ps 24:1; B-hî ABHr̂ K L 17:3 
Sav; Ps 82:3, 92:3 bis ~ 3 sg B - H ^ B H R H ; ^ - Bi>^EHa<e; B - H ^ B H R O U I A ) . pro-

Zfb-ng-ti 'sprout' (npo^AB;^ Mar ~ n p o ^ A B O U I A Zo Mt 13:5 ~ npo^ABH^ K U I A 

Ps 91:8). u-kas-ngti s? 'be terrified' (3 d u . OYSKACCTC L 8:56 Mar ~ o Y a « A C O C T E 

As ~ c^atACHscTA Zo Sav; «YH«ACX Mk 16:5 Zo Mar As, Mk 1:27, 9:15 Zo 

Mar ~ O Y A T A C O U I A S u 269.1 ~ © Y W A C H S U I A Mk 5:42 Zo Mar, S u 32.8, 33.17, 
466.9). -mlbk-ng 'fall silent' ( C « F R T V A T . K « Ps 106:29, 30 ~ n p - K A A A H K O U I A S u 
331.19; 3 sg W F A A A - K K H S S u 570.18 ~ OYAAAIIV6 S U 208.2). -svx-ng-t\ 'dry out' 
(I sg M C O X - B Ps 101:2, C O C T . x ' K Ps 101.4; MCI»X« Mt 13:6 Mar ~ Zo MCI.X<>IUA 

file:///TyS-krbs-ng-
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SJS lists O T - H B - K , O T - K B - K U I A 'answer' as a defective verb with only 3rd pers. aor. 
forms. No root-final C is deleted in 2-3 sg aor (except for irregular dad-, ed- ~ 
dastzJda, ^stiJe), and, moreover, no C-verb with the root vet is otherwise attested; 
it is safe to regard the 4 examples from As and the 2 from Sav as scribal errors— 
both scribes are prone to omit syllables. All six instances correspond to normal 
otwiSta(S§) forms in the corresponding verses in other mss, and both forms are 
correcdy written scores of times. 

~ 3 sg ©YCbXN* Su 343.28+). -top-ng-ti 'drown' ( M t T o n * Mt 8:32 Sav = 
<rt(-Ton;R Mar As ~ MfTonouiA Zo, H C T « n o u i A Su 401.3 - H C T o n n i K u i A Su 
197.10). po-thk-ng-ti s? 'stumble against' ( n c . T I . K x C A Mt 7:25, 27 Sav; 
Cloz 12b20, 23 ~ noT-hKHXuiA C A S U 448.16). 

10.82 S-aorist. bljud-qVh 'watch': CIBAIOCT . J 15:10, c-hBAwcom-h Ps 2N 
Deut 3:30, c-hBAiocA J 15:20. bod-qtb 'pierce': npoBACA J 19:37+. nes-qtb 
'carry' B-hĵ M-bc-h Ps 65:17+; 3 du. Bi>^HtcT€ Ps 103:1, L 2:27 As; B-b^H-kcA 
L 2:22+; npMH-bcA. ved-qtb 'lead': npHB-bc-h Mk 9:17+; 3 du. npHB-fccTc Mt 
21:7+, BhB -bcTe L 2:27 Zo Mar, Ps 42:3, i^B-bcTc Ps 118:136; B-kB-kcoAM. Mt 
25:38; npHB-bcTC L 23:14, J 7:45; B-fecA, n p H B - k c A . cvbt-qtb cvisti 'bloom': 
n p o u B H C A C l o z 13b4. -vrbz-Qtb-vrSsti 'tie' oT-uBptc-K Ps 38:10, 118:131; 3 
du.oTBp'kcT6CAJ9:10+;«>TBptcA. {raz-sup-} 'scatter': pAco^cA C A Ps 140:7 
2N. greb-qtb 'bury': norpecA Mt 14:12+. klm-qtb 'curse': KAACT . C A PS 

88:4+. -pm-qth 'stretch, crucify': nponACA, P A C U A C A . -cm-qtb 'begin': 
NAVACTJ Ps 76:11; H A V A C A EV . {bm-} iw-Qtb ?ti 'take': lACh Ril VIII' 17; 
noiAC-h L 14:20 Mar; npHACh J 10:18 Mar As, npHAci> Vat, L A C O M - H L 5:5 
Mar; I A C A , B I ^ A C A EV, PS. 

For mp-qfb, cW-Qtb, ed- 'eat', and tr^s-qtb, see §10.84. 

10.83 X-aorists. rek-qVb 'say': p ' B X ' ' » ; 3du p-bcxe/p-kcTA; p-bxoAA'h, p -bcxe , 

p t u i A . tek-qfb 'run': Ttx-h Ps 58:5, 118:32; 3du T-bcTe Mt 28:8; x - b u i A . 

vlek-qtb 'drag': BbBA - B X I . Ps 118:131, C H B A - b u i A , H^BA-kuiA, o B A - b u i A . -l^k-
qVb 'bend': CI>AAXI> PS 37:7 = Euch 76a5; C K A A U I A PS 55:7, H A A A U I A PS 

10:2, 36:14, 63:4. sek-qth 'cut': p A c t u i A Ps 73:5. \-hz-zeg- 'enkindle': 
B-hat-kuiA Ps 73:7 (for expected vbiaS^, §3.5cl) . 

10.84 A few verbs have more than one attested unproductive aorist. 
trfs-qtb 'shake': root-form c i>TpAc;R C A Mt 28:4 As, s-form c t T p A C A C A 

Mar ~ cbTpAcouiA C A ZO Sav. 

m^t-qfb 'stir, disturb': s-formschAAAC-h C A Ps 76:5+; c-hAAACOAAii Ps 89:7; 
BIS;;AAACA, c-kAAACA CA Ps ~ x-forms BII^AAAUIA Mk 6:50 Mar, CISAAAUIA Mt 
14:26+. 

dbt-qtb cisti 'read': s-forms H V I C A PS 21:18, V M C A J 19:20 Mar As ~ x-
form V H U I A Zo (~ vbTouiA Sav)." 

ed-qtb 'eat': s-forms -kc-h Ps 101:10, -bcAAb [for -kccMi.? L 13:26 Mar], 
i c A Mk 8:8 Mar, n o - B C A Ps 77:45+, c-hH -KCA Ps 105:28+. 

http://nc.Ti.Kx
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10.90 In irregular verbs, the aorist stem is normally (i.e. except as noted 
above) the same as the infinitive stem: bbra-ti berQtb 'gather' ~ bbraxb. 
gina-/ / length 'drive' ~ g tnax i ; bra-ti b o g g t i 'fight' ~braxh: pe-ti poJQti 
'sing' ~ pexb: { l e g -0+} lesti l?gQtb 'lie down' - legoxv, { s g d-0+} sesti 
s^dQfb 'sit down' -sMoxv, {-rSt/r^t) -resti-r?stQtT> 'come upon' —retoxh. 
But the present stem serves for at least the regular aorist in: vrbg-qVh vresti 
'throw' ~ vrbgoxb (and vrbgb), cbt-qtb cisti 'read' ~ cbtoxb (but cisb), 
cvw-Qtb cvisti 'bloom' ~ cvbtos^ (but cvis§), -vrbz-qt-h -vresti 'tie' ~ 
vrbzoxb (but -vrdsb). 

10.91 The unprefixed verb byti 'to be' has two sets of aorist forms: 
from the stem be- (bexb be ... bes§) and from the stem by- (byxb bystb ... 
bysf). The fte-forms were imperfective and the fey-forms perfective (see 
also §16.1, §21.21). 2 -3 sg by is occasionally found for bystb. 

10.911 Prefixed forms -byti (e.g. zabyti 'forget', prebyti 'remain') have 
only -byxb, -bystb, etc. 

11. Past participles 

OCS has a past active participle, a resultative participle (often called 
"second past active participle") and a past passive participle. 

11.11 The (first) past active particple has the formant -i>s- or -vb§-
plus the soft twofold nominal or compound desinences. The nominative 
singular masculine-neuter surface forms end in -6 , -6, or -v& (representing 
underlying - s - 0 ; word-final consonant is deleted). For the declension see 
§4.18-10, 4.31. 

11.12 The vocalic suffix -a?- is used with i-verbs, and with C-verbs 
(including UQ-verbs that lose the ng), excepting stems in j or the group ov. 
The consonantal suffix -vbs- is used with all other verbs (i.e. those in -ov, 
-j, -ng, -S, -a). 

11.13 The classifier -i+ becomes j before the vocalic suffix -as-, trig
gering iotation in the stem-final consonant(s), and the back s becomes 
front 6: {pros-i-i-T>§-i) > prosj-bsi > proSbSi 'having begged (Nsg fem)'. 

Before the consonantal suffix, stem-final j is deleted, and -ov>u: {dSl-
aj-i-vbs-i) > delavbsi 'having done (N sg fem)', {kryj-0+vbs-i) > kryv^i 
'having hidden (Nsg fem)', {ot-plov-0-i-vb§-i} >otdpluvbsi 'having sailed 
away (Nsg fem)'. 
Note: roots like dbt-qtb 'read', -cbn-qn, 'begin', (bm) im-qtb ?ti 'take', u-mw-gtb 'die, 
have strong jers before the and are often written with e: HOVEH-huie, E - K ^ E M I U I H , 

E Y M C P I I U I A A R O . 
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16 Note that the 1-participIe stem is identical with the aorist stem (aside from the 
automatic loss of t/d before 0 except for the 6 verbs in w which alternates with ri 
before all other consonantal suffixes (umbrQtiu/nreti; §15.86), the irregular v/̂ {̂)r» 
vlbklb, and the anomalous idgtb iti. 

11.14 An innovation within the OCS period is that i-verbs could (like 
other vocalic stems) take the consonantal suffix -vbs-: pusti-ti 'abandon' 
pustbsi Mk 10:12 Mar ~ pustivbsi Zo. Such forms are rare except in Supr, 
where they constitute the norm. 
•ivb (s-) is absent from As, Ps, Cloz; occurs once in Mar (- 186x -6[.?-]), 4x in Zo (~ 163), 
3x in Sav [ N « R « F B H I I I , I Mt 10:39, in 2 different lecdons. As He pogubin], N O M I > K A H B I > [in a 
reworded phrase] (~ 69x), under 10% in Euch. In Su, however, 598x - 117x, whereby the 
older forms occur only in a few of the 48 component texts. Further, younger forms of masc. 
neut nom. sg (suvorivb ) seem to have been favored over the old forms (sUvorjb). 

11.15 Irregularities. Trbti tbrgtb 'rub' has tbrb. Vlekgtb 'drag' has regu
lar -vldkb beside -vlbkb. Nebreggtb 'neglect' has nebrbgb (only in Su) or 
nebregb. Pro-stbr-Qtb 'spread' seems to have *prostrbvh (Su 311.16 
npocTp-hBTi) beside regular prostrevb. Byti 'to be' has byvb. Idgtb iti 'go' 
has sbdb (prisbdb, etc.). Dad^tb 'give' has davb, M^t 'eat' has edb; ddgtb 
'ride' has both -evb and -exavb. 

11.2 The resultative participle, conveniently called the 1-participle, is 
formed by means of the suffix -1- plus the hard desinences of the twofold 
nominal desinences. It is found only in nominative short forms. 

11.211 The suffix is added directly to the basic stem; since it is conso
nantal, it may cause truncation of consonantal stems. Stem-final ob
struents, except the dental stops {t d, §3.3131), remain. E.g. greb-qVh 
'bury' greblb; nes-qt-h 'carry' nesh; rek-qtb 'say' reklb; mog-qtb 'be able' 
moglb. 

11.212 Stem-final tdjis dropped; 6 + nasal consonant >^;ov> u; br 
> rb:^^plet-qt-b 'braid' pleh: ved-qfb 'lead'; klbn-qt-b 'curse' kl^lb; vbZbm-
qi-h 'take' vbz^lb; plov-qtb 'sail' plulb; tbr-qn, 'rub' trdb. 

11.213 NQ-verbs that lose the classifier in other past forms (§15.76) 
may lose it here too: vbzdvignQ-\i 'lift' vbzdvignglb or vbzdviglb; obykng-
ti 'leam' obyklb. 

11.221 Irregular verbs normally use the infinitive stem for the 1-partici
ple: bra-ti borJQti 'fight' bralb: {leg} leM l^gQtb 'lie down' leglb; {sSd) 
sesti s^dQfb 'sit down' sdlb; [6d} Ssti Sd^tb 'eat' Sib. 

However: vrbg-qt-h vresti 'throw' vrbgh; cbt-qtb cisti 'read' cblb. 
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11.222 The irregular idgth iti 'go' uses the suppletive root Sbd: Sidh. 

11.23 The 1-participle is used only in compound verb-forms: the perfect 
(cf. §14.1), the pluperfects (§14.2), the conditional (§14.3), and the future 
perfect (§14.4). 

The traditional name "second past active participle" is better applied to some usages in 
post-OCS texts where non-nominative declensional forms are used. The sole example in 
OCS is acc. sg fem. [*4reA»] H ^ P H H A * '[make its fruit] rotten' (cf HzgniJQti 'to rot') in Sav, 
Mt 12:33, where the other mss have \plodb] zUh '[make its fruit] bad'. 

11.30 The past passive participle 

Only transitive verbs can form this participle, and it is rare in imperfec
tive verbs. 

11.31 The suffixes are -t-, -n- or -en- plus the hard desinences of the 
twofold nominal or the compound declensions. 

11.32 The suffix -t- is restricted to certain sonorant-stems, and it effects 
truncation. It is regular with stems in 6 -i- nasal: -pm-Qtb 'crucify' rasp^th, 
prop^tv. {bmj imgtb ^ti 'take' ^th, vbz-bm-Qtb vbz-f-ti ~ vhZfth. 

It is used also with -vbj-qtb 'wind' ~ -vitb, pro-lbj-qt-b 'pour out' ~ 
prolitb; peti pojqVb 'sing' ~ pdtb; poibr-qfb 'swallow' ~ polrbtb (§15.86: 
hvXpozrenb 'sacrificed' §16.521); -wbz-qi'b -vrSsti 'tie' ~ otwbstb 'open'; 
and uv^stb 'crowned' from uv^zgtb. 

11.33 The suffix -n- is used with the classifiers a, aj, e, and ej, whereby 
the j is truncated: v^za-Xi 'tie' ~ vfzanb, seja-t\ 'sow' ~ sejanb; pomme-ti 
'remember' - pombndnv, delaj-qtb 'do' ~ delanb: razumej-qfb 'under
stand' razumenb. 

11.34 The suffix -en- is used with all other stems. 

It effects the generation of j from the -i+ classifier, and therefore iotation: 
pros-i+ 'beg' ~ prosenb; sb-lom-i+ 'smash' ~ sblomljenb; mg£-i+ 'tor
ment' ~ mgcenb. 
Note that the "epenthetic 1" does not always develop and the spellings may fail to indicate 
the /j/ we expect, see §2.4521. 

11.341 In a few verbs the vocalic suffix is preceded by a v (which may 
be interpreted as a variant of stem-final j in some stems): 

NQ-verbs that retain the ng in past forms have -nov-en: ring-\i 'push' ~ 
rinovenb. Root-verbs ending in back-vowel -1-7: kryj-qVb/krbj-qtb 'hide' ~ 
krbvenb, myj-qfb/mbj-qfb 'wash' ~ u-mbvenb, obuj-qtb 'put on shoes' ~ 

file:///plodb
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obuvetih. The verb sbj-ISij- 'sew' has sbvenh. Zabyti 'forget' (§16.11) has 
zabbvenb. 

11.351 Irregular verbs normally form the past passive participle on the 
infinitive stem: stda-ti stelJQtt 'spread' ~ postblanb; bbra-ti bergtb 'col
lect' ~ -bbrarib; gbna-ti zenQti 'drive' ~ -gbnanb. 

11.352 However, the \erbsdbm-Qfb dud 'blow', vrbg-qfb vrSsd 'throw', 
and tlbk-qfb tl6M 'knock' use the present stems: nadbmem, -vri^enb, 
-tlbcertb. VliJi-qtb vleiti 'drag' has both -vlbcenb and -vlecenb. Kla-ti 
kolj-qt'b 'stab' has both zaklartb and zakolenb 'slaughtered'. 

12.0 Verbal substantive 

The verbal substantive is a neuter; it follows the soft type of the normal 
twofold nominal declension. 

12.1 The formant -bj-/-ij- is added to the stem of the past passive par
ticiple to make the substantival stem. 

raspm crucify 
um-ej know 
ntbtt-e think 

beg 
bear 

pros-i 
rod-i 

rasp^tbe crucifixion 
umenbe ability 
mbnenbe opinion 
prosenbe plea 
rozdenbe birth 

del-aj do dSlanbe doing 
glagol-a speak glagolanbe speaking 
reic say redente statement 
dvig-ng move dvizenbe movement 
ri-ng push rinovente throwing 

Keep in mind that the spelhng -be means -bje or -ije. 

12.2 The verbal substantive or name of the action may have variants 
(perhaps with shghdy different meaning) involving the distribution of 
"participial" -t- and -V-. E.g.: 

sej-a sow sejanbe sowing; u-ntbr die umrbtie death 
sStie planting 

trov feed otrovenbe poisoning slov be slutie fame 
known 

by be bytbe being rek say re(enbe statement 
za-by forget zabytbe oblivion. pe-ti sing pStbe singing 

zabbvenbe forgetting poj-gti pSnbe 
bbj strike bbenbe striking u-bbj kill ubitie murder 
bra-ti fight bran be fighting ibr-gtb sacrifice Irbtie sacrifice 

borj-gth borjenbe irb-ti 
vrbz- untie otvrbstie opening i- id-. go stn-itbe descent; 

vriz razvrbzenie Hbd- ibStbC going 
pouvrbzenie ibstvbe 

file:///erbsdbm-Qfb
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It is probable that dialects differed in how they created and retained this 
kind of derivative; in particular Supr has many distinctive formations. 

13.0 Infinitive and supine 

13.1 The infinitive desinence is -ti; the supine desinence is -ti>. Since 
the only consonant that can stand before t is s, these t- suffixes cause 
truncation in consonantal stems (except s). 

13.2 Some stems ending in vowel plus glide (/ v) or sonorant replace the 
VC with a vowel: 

a. ov > M ( c f §3.72): slov-qfb ~ sluti sluth 'be renowned'; p/ov-Qtb ~ 
pluti pluth 'sail'; vszdrov-Qfb 'bellow' ~ vhzdruti vhzdruth (§15.841). 

b. bjlhj > ily (§3.313): bbj-qVb or bij-qtb - biti bith 'strike'; mbj-qtb or 
myj-qVb ~ myti mytb 'wash'. 

c. Otherwise,; and v are deleted: duj-qt-b ~ cuti cutb 'sense, hear'; ziv-
Qtb~ziti zitb 'live' (§15.842). 

d. 6 + nasal > f (§3.313): klbn-qfb ~ klfti kl^tb 'curse'; ibnj-qfb ~ z^ti 
z§tb 'reap'; ibm-qi'b - i^ti i§tb 'squeeze'(§ 15.83). 

e. w > rb (§16.521): ibr-qfb ~ zrbti zrbtb 'sacrifice' 

13.3 Root-final velar (k g) combines with desinential t in the group st 
that functions as a palatal unit (§3.313 la). The final 6 of the supine 
desinence automatically becomes b: rek-qfb - resti reStb; mog-qtb ~ mosti 
mostb 'be able' (§15.85). 

13.31 The stems tlbk-qfb 'knock' and vrbg-QtT> 'throw' have infinitives 
tlesti and vresti. Cf. §15.874. 

13.32 The stem strig-qfb 'shear' has postresti. 

13.4 Root-final labial p and b are deleted: tep-qth - teti tetb 'beat', 
greb-qtiy - greti gretb 'dig' (§15.824). 

13.5 There are some cases where the same written form serves as infini
tive for two basic stems: Pomazati 'anoint' may contain the full basic stem 
of perfective {po-maz-a+}, or represent a truncated shape of imperfective 
{po-maz-aj+j (derived by § 13.2c above). The corresponding third person 
plurals are pomaigtb and pomazajgtb. 

14. Compound tenses 

14.01 The resultative (l-)participle may be used with the forms of the 
verb byti 'to be' in constructions which can be considered compound 
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There are about 600 attested examples of the perfect, against some 10,000 aorists 
and 2300 imperfects. The precise meaning in individual cases is open to a variety 
of interpretadons, depending on assumptions about aspect, tense, and the degree of 
dependence on (or independence from) the Greek verb-form underlying the OCS 
translation. For data, literature, and discussion, see Dostal (Studie, pp. 603 ff.); 
also K. Tiost, Perfekt undKonditional im Altkirchenslavischen (Wiesbaden, 1972). 

tenses; the perfect, the pluperfects, the conditional, and the rare future 
perfect. 

14.02 The past passive participle frequently occurs with forms of byti 
in constructions which may translate a Greek passive and be rendered by 
an English passive, but they cannot be regarded as compound tenses. 
Similarly the active participles with byti are not compounds, but merely 
copula plus verbal adjective. For example, be ze eten> bolf Lazarb (J 11:1) 
"there was a certain ailing man Lazarus" ~ Marija . . . e?ze bratrb Lazarb 
boldaSe (J 11:3) "Mary .. . whose brother Lazarus ailedT 

14.1 The perfect 

The forms of the 1-participle are frequently used with the present forms of 
byti {esmb, etc., §6.73) to express an action which took place in the past, 
but whose results are still significant: e.g. aste ty esi vbz^lb i , povSzdb 
mbne k-bde i esi poloiilb (J 20:15) "if thou have borne him hence, tell me 
where thou hast laid him"; otrokovica ndstb umrbla n-b s ipitb (Mk 5:39) 
"the damsel is not dead, but sleepeth"; ndste U dbli jako si>tvorjbi iskoni 
mQZbsk-b p o l l i zenbskT> s 6 f v o n 7 & ja estb (Mt 19:4) "have ye not read that 
he which made them at the beginning made them male and female?" 

In the third person singular the auxiliary is omitted fairly frequently in 
certain of the texts within the Suprasliensis, but there are no parallels in 
the other codices. 

The perfect is not common, chiefly because the texts which we have do 
not need to express this particular relationship very often.'' 

14.2 The pluperfects 

Two pluperfect tenses are formed by the 1-participle in conjunction with 
the imperfect or imperfective aorist of byti {bdaSelbiaxg or bexb etc.). E.g. 
mT>no3i 2e otT> \y\^i beaxg prisbli kT> Marte i Marii da utes^tt i (J 11:19) 
"and m a n y of theiXews were come to Martha and Mary to comfort them"; 
ne bS 2e ne u Isusi,priMb v i vbSb (J 11:30) "now J e s u s was not yet come 
i n t o the town". The use of the imperfect auxiliary s h o w s that the past 
moment is coordinated w i t h s o m e other moment, mentioned or simply 
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implied by the context; the use of the aorist states an independent acdon, 
simply a moment in the past. The participle in both cases shows an action 
which had started even previous to the past moments implied by the aux
iliaries, but whose results were still pertinent. 

14.3 The conditional 

The following auxiliary forms (from the verb byti) are used with the /-
participles to express a conditional mood: 1 sg. bimb, 2-3 sg. bi; 1 pi. bimb, 
2 pi. biste, 3 pi. bg or bis^ . The dual forms are not attested. In Su and Sav 
these forms are rare; the perfective aorist forms of byti {byxb, etc.) are used 
instead, whereby only by (never bystb) serves for 2-3 sg. The conditional 
of 'to be' is usually bimb bylb (or byxb bylb), but occasionally the partici
ple is omitted. Very rarely a passive participle is used with bimb. 

14.31 The forms are used either in conditions or in purpose clauses: 
aste bi vedela darb bo^bi, i Icbto estT> glagolj^i ti dazdb mi piti, ty bi 
prosila u njego i dalb ti bi vodQ zivQ (J 4:10) "If tltou knewest the gift of 
God, and who it is that saith to thee. Give me to drink; thou wouldest have 
asked of him and he would have given thee living water". ASte ot-b sego 
mira bi bylo cesarjbstvo moe, slugy ubo mo? podvi^aly s^ biS^ da ne 
predam> bimb ijudeomt (J 18:26) "If my kingdom were of this world, then 
would my servants fight, that / should not be delivered to the Jews." In 
Sav, A1|J6 . . . B t l BTilAO . . . UOABHrA-hl (A B l I U I A . . . npiAOHIi B-hlX*. 

In Su there are five instances of aSti and one of astis^, which apparently 
are contractions of aste ( ' i f ' ) with bi and bisf (Vaillant 256). 

14.4 The future perfect or "futurum exactum" 

In seven instances 1-participles are used with forms of the future bgdgtb to 
signal an action which is viewed as completed before some future moment 
and whose results are important for that moment; e.g. aSte klju5itT> s? da 
bgdetb sbgnilo v ipadiSee, dostoitt proliSti (Euch 20a25) "If it happens 
that what has fallen in (i.e. into the wine) has become rotten, it (the wine) 
should be thrown away." 

15.1 Verbs with basic stems in -i+ 

Infinitive npocHTH 'beg' noycTHXH 'let go' 
Present Imperative 

Sing. 1 npouix N « F U I T « - - 1 
2 npocHiuH noYCTHUJH npocH H O Y C T H 2 

3 N P O C H T - h noYCTHT-h npocH noycTH 3 
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Dual 1 npocHB-b notccTHB-fc npocHB-k n^ycTHB-k 1 
2 npOCHTA nWfCTHTd npOCHTA n«\('CTHTa 2 
3 npo(HT€ no\fCTHTe - - 3 

Plur. 1 N P O C H I W H npOCHM-k 1 
2 N P O C H T E nWfCTHT6 npMHT€ nwfCTMTe 2 
3 npocATii - - 3 

Pres. act. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
npc>CA npOCAUITH 

nOtfCTAUlTH 

Pres. pass. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
N P O C H M - h npOCHMO npOCHMA 

n«yCTHA\-h nOtfCTHMil 

Imperfect Aorist 
npocHxi% 

npocH 

npocHxoB-k 

Sing. 1 npoujAdxi> noYuiTAAXit 
2-3 npouiAAUie n«YuiTddui6 

Dual 1 npc>uidAX<»B-fe n<>yuiTAAXOB-k 
2 np0UldAUI6TA n«YUITAAUI6TA 

3 npOUlAAUJ€Te nO\fUITAAU16Te 

Plur. 1 npOUlAAX«M1> nOtfUlTAAXOM'h 
2 npoujAAUjeTe notfuiTAAuiere 

3 npOUIAAX<R noyuiTAAX'*̂  

1 
2-3 

Resultative part. nom. sg. masc. 
np^CHAi 

nWftTMATi 

Past active part. nom. sg. masc. 

npocHUiA 
neut. 
npOCHAO 

neut. 
npouih (np^cHB-b) 
noYuiTb (noYCTHB-b) 

Past passive part. nom. sg. masc. neut. 
npoui6Hi> npoujcHO 

n<YuiT6H-b noyuiTeHO 

Verbal substantive npouieHbe Supine 
no\fuiTeHb6 

noycTHXTi 
nCUfCTH 

noYtTMxoB-b 1 
nWfCTHCTA 2 

nwfCTHCTe 3 

noyCTHXOAAT. 1 
noycTHCTC 2 

nO^CTHUlA 3 

fem. 
npOCHAA 

nO^tTHAA 

fem. 
np«ujbuiH 

n«YUITbUIH 
fem. 
npoui6HA 

noyuireHA 
npOCHT-b 

nOYCTHT-b 

15.11 The stem-final consonant or sequence of consonants undergoes 
iotation, if possible, in the first person singular present (§6.23), all forms 
of the imperfect (§9.111), in the past active participle (§11.12), and the 
past passive participle (§11.34) and the verbal substantive. 

15.12 Beside the older, more widely used past active participle in -b(S)-
(with truncation and iotation), the younger form with -vi(s)- added to the 
basic stem is well attested, particularly in the codex Suprasliensis (§11.14). 
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15.13 This productive class is represented by about 350 verbs (or, count
ing the derivatives made with different prefixes, over 800 lexical verbs). 
It includes a large number of verbs which occur only once or twice in the 
manuscripts, however, and thus will constitute only about 20% of the 
verbs occurring in a given text." 

15.2 Verbs with basic stems in -e-i-

Infinitive MkHtTH 'think' 

Present 

Tphn-bTH 'suffer' 

Imperative 
Sing. 1 TphHAHK - - 1 

2 MhHHUJH TpbnHUIH AAbHH TpbRH 2 
3 M b M H T l TpbRHT-b AAbHH T p b H H 3 

Dual 1 MbHHB-k TpbRHB-k AAbHHB-k TpbRHB-k 1 
2 M b H H T d T p b H H T A AAbHHTA T p b H H T A 2 
3 MbHHTC TpbnHTe - - 3 

Plur. 1 MbMHrn-b TpbnHA\-b AAbHHA\-h TpbRHAA-b 1 
2 I W B H H T E T p b R H T C MbHHTe TpbnHTe 2 
3 MbHATl i TpbHATIi - - 3 

Pres. act. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
AAbHA MbHAUJTH 

T p b H A T p b U A U I T H 

Pres. pass. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
AAbKHM-b AAbHHAAO AAbHHAAA 

TpbRHM-b TpbRHAAO TpbHHAAA 

Imperfect Aorist 
Sing. 1 MbH-kdX'b TpbH-kAXli AAbH-kxi* TpbR-bx-b 1 

2-3 MbH-kduie TpbU-kAUie A\bH'k xpbn-k 2-
Dual 1 lUbH'kAXOE'k TpbR-kAXOB-k A\bH'kxOB'k T P B N - K X O B - k 1 

2 MbH-baUI€TA TpbniAUI6TA MhH-kcTA T p b n - K C T A 2 
3 MbHtAUI6Te TpbniAU16T6 MbH-kcTe xpbn-kcTe 3 

Plur. 1 MbH-kaxom-b TphniAxomit A\hH'kxOAM> Tpbn-kxo'vv-b 1 
2 MbH-kAUl€TE Tpbn-kAU16T6 MbH-kCTC Tpbn-btTe 2 
3 lUbH-kAXM Tpbn'kAX'R A\bH'kuJA Tpbn-kuiA 3 

The figures here and under the other classes of verbs are intended to show the 
relative importance of the attested verbs and verbal types in the OCS system. The 
complete lexicon of OCS contains upwards of 1100 morphological verbs plus 
about 1400 stems with different prefixes, a total of over 2500 lexical verbs. These 
numbers are approximate, since there is some disagreement about the derivation of 
some attested forms, as well as just which manuscripts and fragments are to be 
used as sources. The general picture, however, is reasonably clear. 
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Resultative part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
MbH'kA'h AAbH-kAO AAbH-kAA 

Tphn-bA-h T P H N - k A O TpbU-kAA 

Past active part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
AAbH-ke-bUIH 

T P H N - k s i i TpbR-feB-bUlH 

Past passive part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
AAbH-kH-h AAbH-kHO A\bH-kHA 

TpbR'bH'b Tphn-kHO Tpbn-kHA 

Verbal substantive A\bH-kHhe Supine MbH-kT-b 

Tphn-kNhe Tpb-bTTi 

1 5 . 2 1 This group has the H/A marker in the present forms, like the i-
verbs, with the same iotation in 1st person singular. Since the past passive 
participle has the consonantal -n- suffix, no truncation takes place, and the 
•k is retained. 

1 5 . 2 2 There are only 27 verbs in this group (about 80 including all 
possible prefixed stems); most are intransitive and express a state rather 
than an activity. B O A t r H 'be sick', B-bA'kxH 'be awake', BeA-kTH 'order', 
BHA^TH 'see' (with derivatives including HeHABHA-kTH 'hate', ^ A B H A ^ T H 

'envy', OBUAirH 'disrespect, offend, harm'), BHc-kxH 'be hanging', BpbT-kTu 

'revolve, turn', Bbp-kTH 'bubble, boil', roptTH 'bum' (cf §8.2), rpbAA-bTH 

'thunder',^bp-bTH 'see, look at, view' (with derivatives including^^Aj^bp-bTH 
'blame, hold against', np-k^bp-kxH 'neglect, disdain'), K-bCH-feTH 'be late, 
slow', K-binixH 'boil', AeT-kxH 'fly', npH-Abn-kxH 'cling to', Aivpb^-kTH 'be
come abhorrent', MbH-kxH 'think, opine' (and CXA/vbH-kTH C A or tcAfAAbH-krH 

C A 'be uncertain, doubt'), oAb^-bTH 'be crawling', noA-bxH 'blaze', cBbT-kxH 

'shine', cKp-bB-kxH 'be grieved, distressed', cA\pbA'kTH 'stink', cT-biA-kxH C A 

'be ashamed', c-kA'kxH 'sit, be sitting', T P B O - b x H 'suffer, endure', u i x A A i x H 

'save', -ujoyM-kxH 'sound' and the irregular xoT-kxH 'wish'." 

1 5 . 2 3 Irregularities 

1 5 . 2 3 1 The singular imperative of B H A ^ X H 'see' is BuatAb (BH>KAM in 
Euch), c f §7.2. (Prefixed stems: H6 OBHAH Mk 10:19, H € ; ;ABHAH P S 37:1.) 

In Ps Sin's margin by ps. 127:3 is a gloss, ROEH^tAiiiM-k 'yielding rich harvest', 
presumably to the phrase A O ^ A RAeAOBHTA 'fruitful vine'. It perhaps is from a dialect 
verb * R O B B V F E + , with {z}. The expected root gobbj (borrowed from Gothic gabigs 
'abundant') should have before a front vowel, *gobbifSt-. 
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Beside regular pres. passive participle S H A H M -b an archaic form SHA«A»I> with the sense 'vis
ible' (and H 6 B H A « M 1 > 'invisible') is found (Su only). 

15.232 XoT-bxH 'wish, want; be about to' is irregular in that it has the 
present-marker e (not /, the expected correlate of -f-): {xot-e-i-e-} > xotje-
(by §6.13 A2), therefore xou ire iuH, x^ufTeTij, XOUITCAATI , xou^Tcre. 1 sing. 
{xot-e-i-0-Q} > xotJQ > x o u i T x and 3 pi {xot-e+?-tb} > x o T A T t as ex
pected. The imperative also has the mutated stem-shape, e-bcxouiTH. The 
present active participle is regular: masc.-neut. X O T A , fem. X « T A U I T H , etc. 

Twice in Supr and once in Vat ( J 5:6) X O U I T H occurs instead of 2 sg. X O U I T E U I H (for post-
OCS parallels see Vaillant §180). Six times in Su the root vowel is 5 instead of o: x i > T - K T H 

114.1, pres. act. part. )(yT& 532.24, and the present forms cited in §6.41. 

15.3 Verbs with basic stem in -a+ preceded by a soft consonant 
other than j . 

Infinitive CA-WUIATH 'hear' 
Present 

ApbatATM 'hold' 
Imperative 

Sing. 1 CAIIIU];R Api>»<;R - - 1 
2 CAUUIHUIH ApbHtHUIH CAUUIH AphHtH 2 
3 CA-UUIHT-b ApbatHT-h CAUIUH AphMtH 3 

Dual 1 CAllUJHB-k APÎ >KHB-k CA-UUIHB-k ApbHtHB-b 1 
2 CA-blUlHTA AptatHTA CAUUIHTA ApbatHTA 2 
3 CA-hlUIHTe APbH<HT6 - - 3 

Plur. 1 CAtilUIHAAli Apb2KHmi> CA-UUlHAA-h ApbJKHAAIi 1 
2 CAlilUlHTe Apl^a<HT€ CAUUIHTe ApbH<HT6 2 
3 (A'blUIAT'h ApbJKATls - - 3 

Pres. act. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
CA-hlUIA CAlklUIAIUTH 

ApbatA AphatAUITH 

Pres. pass. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
CAIilUIH/Hli CAlilUIHAAO (AUUIHAAA 

ApbHtHAVh ApbHtHMO ApbHtHAAA 

Imperfect Aorist 

Sing. 1 CA'hIUJAAX'b Apl'^AAX'b (AUUlAXIt ApbHSAXt 1 
2-3 (A-hlUIAAUie ApbMtAAUie CAlilUIA Apb»<A 2-3 

Dual 1 CA-hlUIAAXOB-k ApbatAAXOB-k CAUUIAXOB-k Api»KAX«>B-k 1 
2 (AlilUlAAUieTA APbH<AAlU6TA CAIsltUACTA AphHtACTA 2 
3 CA-UUIAAU16Te AP>>>KAAUJeT€ CA-bltUACTC ApbMACTe 3 

Plur. 1 tA-hlUIAAXOAA-h Apl>?KAAXOAM> CA-UIUAXOAAl Api>>KAXOAM> 1 
2 CAlilUIAAUieTe AP>>>KAAUI6Te CA-UUIACTe Aph}KACT€ 2 
3 CA-hlUIAAXM ApWiKA&^X. CAUUIAUIA ApbHtAlUA 3 
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Resultative part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
CA-blUIAAIi CA-blUIAAO CA-blUIAAA 

ApbatAA-h ApbMCAAO Apba<AAA 

Past active part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
(A'hlUJAE'h CAUUIAB-bUIH 

AphHtAB-h ApbHtAB-bUIH 

Past passive part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
CAtUUIAHIi CA-blUlAHO CA-hlUlAHA 

ApbHtAHl Apba<AHO ApbatAHA 

Verbal substantive cAuuiAHbe Supine CA-blUlAT-b 

ApbMCAHbe ApbatAT-b 

15.31 This type is transparently a variant of the e-verbs. The classifier 
{-e-i-} regularly becomes.a after a palatal consonant, see §3.5cl . Two 
verbs with roots ending in oj belong here, {stoj-e+} and {boj-e+ s?}, and 
13 verbs with stems formerly ending in a velar consonant (with about 40 
more forms made with different prefixes): BAbuiTATH C A 'flash', BOIATH C A 

'fear', B - K A T A T H 'flee', ABHH{ATH 'move', ApbJKATH 'hold', K A A M A T H 'kneel', 
KpHMATH 'shout', AsatATH 'lie, bc in a lying position', AbuiTATH C A 'shine', 
AAAbMATH 'bc silcut', AAI1HATH 'push', CAitiuiATH 'hear', cToiATH 'stand' (with 
prefixed stems like A O C T O I A T H 'befit', HACTOIATH 'be present', c-bcxoraTH C A 

'consist') T-buiTATH CA 'hastcu, be zealous', - T A J K A T H (npM-, c-b-TAatATH 

'acquire').^" 

15.32 Here can be mentioned the uniquely anomalous c-bnATH 'sleep', 
which has a hard consonant preceding the a, but nonetheless this type of 
present: 3 pi. c-bnAT-b, 1 sg. cinAHR; 2 sg. cbnuuin; imv. C B N H ; pres. act. part. 
CbHA, CbnAUJTH. 

15.4 Verbs with basic stems in -j-a+. 

Infinitive A^raTH 'do' 
Present 

AAiATH give 
Imperative 

Sing. 1 A-kHR AAHR - - 1 
2 A-ketuH AACUIH A-kH AAH 2 
3 A-keT-b AACT-b A-bH AAH 3 

Dual 1 A-keB-k AA6B-k A-kHB-k AAHE-b 1 
2 A t c T A AAeTA AtMTA AAHTA 2 
3 A t e x e AA6Te - - 3 

"̂ Historically, the forms were presumably *blbsk-S, boj-e, beg-S, dvig-e, dbrg-S, 
klgk-e, krik-e, leg-l, Ibsk-i, mM-e, m^Jc-i, slyx-e, stoj-e, thsk-i, -tfg-e. 
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Plur. 1 AicM-h AAetw-h A-feHM-h AAHAA-b 1 
2 A t € T € AA6T6 A-feHTe AAHTe 2 
3 A'biJRT'h M^f'b - - 3 

Pres. act. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
A-bA AtURUITH 

AAA AAURUJTH 

Pres. pass. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
A-beM-h AtCMO A^eMA 
Ad6M-h AACAAO AAeAAA 

Imperfect Aorist 
Sing. 1 AiraAX'fc AAaA\-h A-krax-h AAraAxij 1 

2-3 A-biaAuie A'»>aAui6 A-bra AAtA 2-3 
Dual 1 A'fctildXOB'fc AAiaAXOB-fc A'brax^B'k AAraxoBi 1 

2 A'kraAUieTA AiUZIAUieTA A-biacTA AAIACTA 2 
3 A-biauiere AAfAAmere A-bracTe AAIACT6 3 

Plur. 1 A'biaAX^M'h AoraAxomts AtraxcAA-h AAiaxoM-h 1 
2 AiiAAuieTe AARtAuieTe AtracTS AAiaCT6 2 
3 A-biaAX* AAiaAX* A'biauJA AAiaUIA 3 

Resultative part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
A-kraAii AilAAO A-blAAA 

AAlAA-b AAEtAO AAIAAA 

Past active part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
A-traEii A'blAB'hUJH 

AAIABI AAlAB-hUIH 

Past passive part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
A'klAH'h A-felAHO A-blAHA 

AAiaHii AAiaH« AAIAHA 

Verbal substantive A^raHhe Supine A-blATIi 

AAlAHbe AAlATIi 

15.41 Variant spellings indicate for some verbs a hesitation between 
basic stems of this class (e.g. sej-a-i-, inf. sSja-ti 'sow') and stems with the 
zero-classifier, effectively therefore consonantal stems (sej-0-i-, 3pl sSj-
Qtb, inf. seti [in this case probably older, historically]). The matter is 
obscured by a dialectical loss of intervocahc j , which may bring about 
contractions, e.g. sejati c-fciaTH > s^ati c-kATM > a new s^ti c-bTH. 

15.42 For variant spellings in the present tense showing loss of stem-
final j and subsequent assimilation of the present-marker (aje > aa> a; 
eje > ea) see §6.5). 
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15.43 The group includes perhaps thirteen verbs (plus about 35 widi 
different prefixes), some of which have variant forms. Offering fairly 
certain evidence of -a- are: Hi^-BAraxH 'sculpture', s-kraTH 'blow', Mt^TH 

'give'. KdiaTH C A 'rue, repent', AniaTH 'bark', AAIATH ambush', H A - M A I A T H 

'indicate', - C T A I A T H 'stand', c-kraTH 'sift', T A C I T H 'melt, thaw', V A D T H 'ex
pect'. 

15.431 The form icx»A*T4eTT, 'obtains through mediation' (Cloz) does not fit neatly into 
this group. The underlying segmentation is unclear; cf isxodataj-b 'mediator, conciliator'. 

15.44 The prefixed forms of A'kraTH 'do' (e.g. ch-A-biaTH 'do', oA'kctTH 

'dress') function both as imperfective and perfective. 

15.441 Certain archaic present forms with the stem -ddid- are explicitly 
perfective (e.g. OÂ â Aem-b 'we will dress', sis^eatA^ 'I shall raise'), cf. 
§16.8. 

15.45 Five poorly-attested verbs are usually listed with -a- although no 
forms in -aja- or -eja- are to be found in the canonical mss: grej-qtb 
'warm',re/-Qt'b 'push\ spej-qtb 'prosper',sam^y-Qtb 'dare', and va/o/'-Qtb 
sq 'be tossed [by waves]'.^' See §15.92. 

15.46 Three verbs (plus 14 prefixed stems) in -bj-a+ (alternating with 
-ij-a+, cf. §2.61) have -Sj- in the present system: AbiaTH/AHiATH "pour", 
pres. A -bHRTi i , imv. A-ku, pres. p. part. A-keAivb; cAAbiATH/cAVHiATH C A "laugh" 
CAA-bHRT-h CA c t c , and presumably *zbjati/*zijati "yawn", for which only 
the pres. parts. î -kA, ^ - k m i i i H are attested. 

NB: lbj-a+ (Ibjatillijati lijgtb) does not differ in meaning from /b7'-0+ (Ibjgtb), cf §15.93. 

15.5 Verbs with basic stems in -ova+ or -eva+. 

Infinitive AVHAOBATH 'pity' 
Present 

Sing. 1 MHAOYi^ HenbUJToyuR 
2 A^HA«Y£UIH HenbuiTOYeujH 

3 A\HAOY€''"b H € N B U I T < « f 6 T T i 

Dual 1 MHAC^CB-k HenbUlTMf6B-k 

2 A\UA«\|-6TA H6nbUIT0Y6TA 

3 MHAMfeTe HenbuiTCTfeTe 

Plur. 1 A\HA«\('eAA'b H€nbUiT0t(-6AA'b 

2 MHAoyeTe HenbuiT^ycTe 
3 AAHAC^BRT-b HenhUITOtflAT-b 

N e n b u i T C E A T H suppose 
Imperative 

AAHAO«(-H 

MHAOY** 

MHAOY'HB'k 

MHAOYHTA 

MHAOy-HM'h 

MHACTfHTe 

HenbuiT<>YH 

H6nbUIT<>\(-H 

HenbuiTOYHB'k 1 

M6nbUIT«\fMTA 2 

3 
HenbUJTOYHAVb 1 

HenbuiToyHTe 2 

3 

'̂ Infinitives like B I A A O T H , rp-kiATH, and p-toTH occur in dictionaries, but they are 
unjustified for OCS. 
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Pres. act. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 

H€nbUJT«Y<^ HenbUITOYHKUlTH 

Pres. pass. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
MHACXCem'h AAHACAfeAAO A\HAO«|'EA\A 

NenbUJTMfemii H6nhUJTOY6A\o HenhUToycMA 

Imperfect Aorist 
Sg. 1 MHAOBAAXli HenbUITSBAAX'h A\HA0BAX1> HenbUlTeBAXt 1 

H6nhUlT€BAAUJe AAHAOBA HePhUITeEA 2-3 

H€nbUJT€BAAXC>B-k MHAOBAX^B-k HenhmTeBAXOB-fc 1 

H€nbUlT6BAAU16TA MHAOBACTA H6nbUJT6BACTA 2 

H6nbUJTeBAAU16Te A\HAOEACTe H6nbUJT6EACT6 3 

PI. 1 MHAOBAAXOAA-b HenbUITeBAAXOMHs Â HA<̂ BAX<»M•b HenbrnTCBAXOAMi 1 

2 AAHAOBAAUieT€ H6nbUlT6BAAUieT€ AAHAOBACTe H€nbUIT6BAtT€ 2 

3 AAHAOBAAX<R H6nbUIT6BAAX<R MHAOBAUIA HenbUlT6EAUJA 3 

Resultative part. nom. sg. masc. 
A\HAOBAA-b 

HenbuiTeBAA-b 

Past active part. nom. sg. masc. 
A/kHAOBABl 

2-3 AAHA0BAAU16 

Du 1 AAHA0BAAX«B-k 

2 AAHAOBAAUieTA 

3 MHAOBAAUJCTe 

neut. fem. 
AAHAOBAAO AAHAOBAAA 

HenbUITCBAAO HenbUITSBAAA 

neut. fem. 
MHAOBABliUlH 

HenbUlTeBABli HCnbUITeBAB'bUJH 

Past passive part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
AAHAOBAH-b AVHAOBAHO AAHAOBAHA 

HenbuiTeBAHii nenbuiTeBAHo HenbuJT€BAHA 

Verbal substantive AAHAOBANbe Supine AVHAOBAT-b 

HenbUJTeBAHb€ HenbUITCBAT-b 

15.501 The classifier -ova+/-eva+ truncates to -uj before vocalic 
desinences (but see §9.5 for the imperfect). 
15.502 In Mar there are cases where the-uje- of the present is written - M K - , e.g. T)>TB«Y«YTi. 

for T P T E O Y E T T . 'needs', paA'V̂ V''"'* ** ft"" piAevsTi. ( A 'rejoices'; cf §6.5. 

15.51 Ova-verbs are a productive class of about a hundred stems (plus 
another fifty derived with various prefixes). Many of them are rare, so that 
this class ranks very low in frequency (ca. 2%) in a given sample of text. 
Without exception, the verbs are derivatives of other OCS words. For 
example: A A P O B A T H 'give gifts' (darh 'gift'), noAbssBATH 'profit, use' 
(polb^a 'use, profit'), B-kpoBATH 'believe' (vdra 'behef) , xoY**^*''" 'blas
pheme' (xula 'blasphemy'), oyBAAOBATH orBpAvcBATH 'treat' (balii or vracb 
'doctor'), pAAOBATH C A 'rcjoicc' (radb), M H A O B A T H 'have mercy' (milb 'de-
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serving of mercy'), MHAOCPII A ^EATH 'have pity' {milosrbdh 'merciful'), 
(Eepin^BATH 'be wild' (svereph 'wild'), vphmbHOBATH 'redden' (drbtnbm 
'red'), KWfnoBATH (1) 'buy' (kup-i+ti, P). Many obvious neologisms are 
formed with an intervening substantival suffix -bstv-: e.g. 
AHocTOAbCTBOBATH 'bc au apostlc' (apostolbstvo 'apostolate'), 
npopovbCTBOBATH 'prophcsy' {prorokh 'ptophtt', prorocbstvo 'prophesy'), 
nOCACnfUJbCTBOBATH Or t-bB-bAtTCAbCTBOBATM 'witUCSS' (pOsluXh OX 

shvedeteljb 'a witness'), veTpBbTosAAtTbCTBOBATH 'be a tetrarch', 
<>p;R>K6NocbCTB«BATH 'guard' (*orQzenosbcb 'weapon-carrier, guard'), 
HAOAONocbCTBOBATH 'bc fruitful' {plodonosbTib 'fruit-bearing, fruitful'). 
Most of this last type are efforts to render one Greek word by one Slavonic 
word; the number of doublets attested and the clumsy ad-hoc character of 
some of the more complex examples are clear indications of the produc
tivity of this suffix and therefore of this verbal class. 

15.52 The two verbs in -6v-a-i- (~ -uj-) may be listed here: nAbBATH 'spit' 
and BAbBATH 'vomit', with 3 pi. pres. forms nAiouKT-b and BAK>HRTI>. 

15.53 The verbs o-snov-a+ti 'found' and kov-a+ti 'forge' are treated in 
§15.642. 

15.6 Verbs with basic stems in -a+ preceded by a hard consonant 
other than v 

Infinitive PAAroAATH 'speak' BA^ATH 'tie' 
Present Imperative 

Sing. 1 TAArOAUR - - 1 
2 PAArOAeUlH BAHteUlH TAAPOAH BAa<H 2 
3 rAAr^ACTT. BAHteTli PAArOAH BAatH 3 

Dual 1 rAAroA6E'k BAa<6B-k rAAPOAHB'k BAHtMB-k 1 
2 PAArOACTA BAHteTA TAArOAHTA BAJKHTA 2 
3 PAAroACTe BAa<€Te - - 3 

Plur. 1 TAArOAeAMi BAMteAMi PAArOAHAAls B A a t H M l i 1 
2 P A A r ^ A E R E BAH<6Te TAArOAHTe BAHtHTe 2 
3 PAArOAHRT-b BAMtXTls - - 3 

Pres. act. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
PAAPOAA rAArOAURUlTH 

BAJKA BAM<;RUITH 

Pres. pass. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
TAAroAeAMi rAArOA6AAO TAArOACAAA 

BAateMii BAM<6AA0 BAHteAAA 
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Imperfect Aorist 
Sing. 1 rAAroAdAxii BAatAAX'k TAAr̂ AAXTi BA^AX-fc 1 

2-3 TAArOAAAUie BAHtAAUie PAAPOAA BA^A 2-3 
Dual 1 TAArOAAAXOB-fc BAa<AAX«B-k TAArOAAXOB-k BA^AXOE-k 1 

2 rAAr«AAAUI€TA BAa<AAUJ6TA TAArOAACTA BA^ACTA 2 
3 TAArOAAAUieTe BAWAAUI6T6 PAArOAACTe BA^ACTe 3 

Plur. 1 PAArOAAAXOAA-h BAa<AAX«AM> rAArC>AAXC>AAl> BA^AX^AAl 1 
2 rAArOAAAU16T6 BAa<AAUI€T€ PAArOAACTe BA^ACTe 2 
3 TAArOAAAX* BAatAAX^ TAArOAAUlA BA^AUIA 3 

Resultative part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
PAArOAAAli TAAPOAAAO PAAPOAAAA 

BA^AA-k BA^AAO EA^AAA 

Past active part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
TAArOAABIi rAArOAAE-hUJH 

BA^AB-h BA^ABliUIH 

Past passive part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
TAArOAAHIi TAArOAAHO TAArOAAHA 

BA^AMli BAMAKO BANANA 

Verbal substantive TAArOAAHbe Supine TAArOAAT-h 

BA^AHhe EA^AT-h 

15.61 The classifier a becomes j before the vocalic desinences of the 
present system, effecting iotation of the stem-final consonant. (§6.22). 

15.62 The expected -/- of the imperative plural is sometimes replaced 
by e (sometimes so written, contrary to normal spelling rules) or a: 
rAAroAiATe, PAAroA-bTe for PAAroAHTe 'speak!', noKA»<-kTe, noKAa«AT6 for 
noKAacHTe {po-kaz-a-ti 'show'). See §7.21. 

15.63 This class contains about fifty verbs (plus over 60 prefixed stems), 
some of them very common. Post-OCS evidence indicates that it was still 
somewhat productive. 

A A K 4 T H A A V « T 1 » hunger 
^ • H L E A T H ^ - K L E A H R T L , toss, agitate 

A A K A T H A A V ; R T ' I > 

hunger 
KA^ATH K A I K ; R T 1 > show 

E A ^ A T H B A H T « T T > tie KAHATH K A H A K K T - B drip 
T A A R O A A T M P A A R O A H R T T . speak KAenATH KACnAHRTlt indicate 
AEHSATH A E H H T ^ R T L , move KAHUATH K A H V ^ K T - K call, cry out 
B'hVAP'KMATH - A F K M A H R T L D O Z E K O A I L B A T H K O A ' B B A K K T L , rock 
ATilXATH A T I L L U S T T , blow KMHATH K ; K N A H R T - K bathe 
H<AAATH J K A W A ^ T L , thirst A H ^ A T H A H I K / K T - H lick 
' 4 0 B A T H ^ O B A H R T T , eat (with beak) A K R A T M A - B S K S T T , lie, recline 
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A A I(4TH A A V X L T L I set trap - C T I I N A T H -ChinABRTT. pour, strew 
A 0 E 1 > ^ A T H AOB-HIK^RTlt kiss -CASATH - C A A T S I T T . touch 
AlPATH A-hMS^T-K lie, say untruth T6CATM T E U L « T T . hew 
A \ A ^ A T H A ^ A ) « « T • H anoint T P A T A T H T P A U L T » T T I pursue 
H3A\pkMbpATH -BPI»Tl> nibble T A S A T H T A J K « T T . question, test 
D P A T H O P H K T T . plow X A H A T H XAnAHKTl bite 
nHCKATH nHlllT ;RT 'b pipe VeCATH V E U I S T I comb 
nAAKATH N A A V « T % weep K A E E E T A T H KAeB6UIT«T1> slander 
nAAKATH H A A V X T L rinse, wash K A O K O T A T H K A0K9V ; R T1> bubble. 
nAecKATH nAeuiT ; R T I > clap, slap gurgle 
N O I A C A T H nOIAUlXT-h gird K A B V B T A T H K A K V B U L T A L T L > cause (teeth) 
P H T T A T H P H I 1 1 T ; R T 1 > run to chatter 
H A - P H I ( A T M - P H V S T I I name, call P T . m . T A T H P-hn-hUITSTTi murmur 
pl i^ATH PII»{;RT1i whinny CKpbM<bTATH CKpb>KbUlT«T-b gnash (teeth) 
p-b^ A T M P - K J K F L L T T I cut tKpT.n.TATH CKP-hrTiUiTSTT. guash (teeth) 
C R E H A T H C T E H B K T T . groan TpeneTATH TpeneuiTXT-h tremble 
CTpAAATH CTp4!KA«T1» suffer UlbnhTATH U L B N K U L T K T - H whisper 
C T P T K A T H C T P T V X T T . goad nO-UlTbBbTATH 

C T I A A T H F K A W R T L send nOUlTk6kUlT ; R T - B twitter 

15.641 The chief deviations from these pattems imply stems diat base 
competing fonns on -a+ vs. -0+ vs. -aj+, chiefly in the present system. 

JKAAATH 'thirst' has pres. atAAAer-h in Ps, a<AAA6m-h in KF, H ^ A A A A in Su 
beside regular forms with tmncated atAHtA^- atAJKA^uir-. 

H C K A T H 'seek', regularly HuiTiKT-h (reflecting isk-j- and predictable from 
isk-a+) but fairly often 1 sg. HtK;R, 3 pi. MtKXT-h, pres. act. part, HCK/RUITC 

(as though from isk-0+). The other forms always show mutation (either 
isk-j-e- and iotation, or isk-e- and KI palatalization), HUITC- . 

M6TATH 'throw', rcgularly AAeuiTA^T-h etc. but also MeTXT-h etc., along 
with A\6TAHRuiT€ Ps 1 2 5 : 6 , and the like. The imperfect has A»6TAAX« A S , and 
A A € U I T A A X « Su. Scc Vaillant 3 0 8 ; Koch § 6 7 . 

15.642 Three verbs have -a- before C-desinences and - 0 + before vo
calic desinences: K«>BATH K O B X T I S 'forge' (impf. kovaaxq Ps 1 2 8 : 3 ) ; C-ECATH 

CTiC;KTi. 'suck'; T T I K A T H T - h K X T i . 'push, weave'. Presumably O C H O B A T H 

'found' and -p-hBATH 'tear, pull' belong here, although the presents *os-
novQth and *rhvgth do not happen to be attested in OCS. 

15.643 Eight verbs (plus a dozen prefixed stems) have, or may have, an 
unpredictable alternation of the root vowel in the present system: 
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cThAATH CT6AHRT1. 'Spread out'. The participle C T € A A I I I T A S U 3 3 2 . 3 0 per
haps reflects a late dialect change of nasal vowel after a palatal consonant; 
c f reg. C T 6 A S U I T 6 Su 3 4 1 . 1 2 . 

HMATH 6AAAHRT-b {j-bm-a+ ~ j-cm-j-} 'take, get' may have -bmati after 
prefixes ending in a consonant: B-hHhAAATH 'hear', osbMATH 'gather'. The 
prefixed forms are in competition with derivatives of im-aj+: Bi>^HAAAHRTii 

'raise', B-hMHrnAHRTT., OBHAAAHRTIS . Imperfect Mar (i>H'hA\AAxx L 5 : 1 5 ~ Zo 
ChHHAAAAX^. 

The vowel of the present stem is found also in infinitive and other 
forms (principally in Sav): C M A T H , npHCAAATH, noAii6A\ATH. In Su oTbHSAAhAH 

3 3 1 . 2 5 , c.TiiH6A\b;KuiTTi 2 9 4 . 4 the root has an epenthetic H (cf § 3 . 3 1 0 1 ) . 

^hAATH ^HatA^Tt 'build'. Su 2 0 4 . 7 cis»<Ha<A«i"h shows dialect assimila
tion of root-initial z to the following id (affirmed by post-OCS examples). 

nbCATH nHuiA^T-h 'write'. Forms withpbsa- are well attested, but regular
ized forms from newer pis-a+ ate also found, e.g. HARHCATH L 2 : 1 Zo Mar 
As ~ HAncATH Sav. 

nA'b>K;KuiT- 'crawling, slithering'; vp-knAUKuire 'drawing (water)'; and 
B-bCA-kuAURuiT- 'gushiug, spurting up' perhaps imply *plbz-a+, *cr^)-a+, 
and *vb(z)-sli^-a+ 

T p - K A C E T - h 'tears, rends' may correspond to *trbya+; attested forms 
with Tpi^^A- (only in Su) may represent *trbj-aj+. 
Note. The patterning of vowels in these verbs is less irregular if we allow the underlying 
representations {pblz pelz, ibtp cerp, sblp selp, tbrz terz) with the same alternation of b - e 
as in (stbl stel 1, etc. Since no syllable-final r or / may occur in surface forms, we may state 
that before consonant (btbl) metathesize to rb/b, and that (erel) become r(?Cf. §3.912. 

cTp-hPATH cTpcrtcwxT-h 'scrapc, flay'. However Su 3 9 2 . 5 ocTpoypA indi
cates a regular (or regularized) *strug-a+. 

15.644 Five verbs (plus 1 7 prefixed stems) have -a- (indicating -a+) 
before consonantal desinences, but no iotation in pre-vocalic forms (as 
though based on - 0 + ) , and unpredictable changes in stem vowel. 

BhpATH B e p s T i i 'collect, take'; A>>PATH A C P ^ T T I 'flay, rip', and - n h p A T H 

- n e p s i T T i 'trample' happen not to have imperfects attested. 
HtkAATH asHAiKT'b 'wait, await' has (in Su) imperfects based on zbd-a+, 

zid-, and ibd- (x-hAAAUie, atiA^AXx, a s b A - K A X * ) . 

r-hHATH M<6H;KTIS (prefixed with iz, raz > H^rhHATH pA^r-hHATH ~ Ha«A€H«T'h 

pAH{AeH;KTi>, § 3 . 3 1 1 ) has imperfect ateH-kAx^R Su 1 7 . 2 1 , 1 9 6 . 1 5 . 

15.645 ^-hBATH (with 5 prefixed stems) has the present tense ^OBS^TT. . 

Imperfects ^iBAAUje Su 4 7 3 . 1 6 and soB-kAuie Su 5 1 6 . 6 . 
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15.7 Verbs with the classifier -np. 

Infinitive P HH;KTH 'push' ABHPHAiTH 'move' 
Present Imperative 

1 ABHrH;R - - 1 
2 PHH6UJH ABHrueuiH pHHH ABMPHH 2 
3 p H H C T t ABHrHexit PHHH ABMPHH 3 
1 pHHCB'k ABHrH6B-k pHH'kE'fc ABHr-bB-k 1 
2 PHH6TA AEHrHCTA pHH-kTA ABHPH'bTd 2 
3 PHM6T6 ABMrH6T6 - - 3 
1 pHHem-h ABUrH6Alk1> pHH-k/UI. ABHrH-km-k 1 
2 pMHere ABHrH€Te pHH-kT6 ABHrH-kxe 2 
3 pHH^KT-h ABMrH;RT'h - - 3 

Sing. 

Dual 

Plur. 

Pres. act. part. nom. sg. masc. 
pHHIil 

A B H r H l U 

Pres. pass. part. nom. sg. masc. 
pHHOlWb 

ABHrHOMIs 

neut. 

neut. 
PHHOMO 

ABHPHOMO 

fem. 
pHH;KUiTH 

ABHrH^RUITH 

fem. 
pHHOlWA 

ABHPHOMA 

Imperfect Aorist 
Sing. 1 pHH^Axii ABurH'fcAxii PHH;KX1> ABHrox* 1 

2-3 pHH-kAuie ABHrH-kdiue pmxi ABHa<€ 2-3 
Dual 1 pHH'bdxc'B'b ABHrH-kuxoB-k pHH;KX<̂ B-k ABHrOXOBt 1 

2 pHH'kAUl€TA ABHrH-kdUJeTA pHHAlCTA ABHrOCTA 2 
3 pHH-kAuicTe ABHrH-kameTe PHH;RCT6 ABHrocxe 3 

Plur. 1 pHH-kAXOAM ABHrH'kAXO'VV'h pHĤ RX̂ '̂ 'l' ABHrOXOMlj 1 
2 pHN -kAuiere ABHrH-kAuiere pHH«CT€ ABHrocxe 2 
3 pHN-kAX<K ABHrH-kAX^ PHH;RUJ/»> ABHrOUIA 3 

Resultative part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
pHHAlA-h PHH;RA« PHH;KAA 

ABHrAli ABHPAO ABHrAA 

Past active part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
pHH;RE-hUlH 

ABHri. ABHr-bUIH 

Past passive part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
pHMOBCH-h pHNOBeHO pHHOBeHA 

ABHateH-b ABH}K£HO ABHJKeHA 

Verbal substantive pHHOBeHhs Supine pHHXTli 

ABMH<6Hb6 AEHrH<KT1> 
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15.71 This group has two major subdivisions: stems with a vowel pre
ceding the classifier -ng, and stems with a root-final consonant preceding. 
However, there are some intermediate cases, where the consonant appears 
in some forms and not in others. Some verbs are poorly attested, so that 
their classification is not always certain. Although there are only about 60 
verbs (plus about 80 prefixed stems) in the class, it is clear that it was 
productive and used to make new perfective verbs. Some of the older 
verbs were imperfective. 

15.711 The morpheme ( U Q ) usually remains intact before consonantal 
desinences and is truncated to -n- before vocalic desinences. Before the 
-en- formant of the past passive participle (and especially its derivative, 
the verbal substantive), -ng- is replaced by -nov-: ringti, ringvh; rinefb, 
but otbrinoveni 'pushed away' past pass. part. nom. p i . masc. (Ps 87:6). 

15.712 The common verb C T A H X T - K C T A T H 'stand up, take a stand, stop' 
(with eight prefixed stems, including OCTAH;RT'H C C T A T M 'leave, cease', NP-B-

C T 4 H ; R T T . NP-kcT4TM 'cease') has n only in the present system. It is perfec
tive (as opposed to -staj-a+), and may be regarded as {staj-(nQ)}, the 
classifier being dropped in infinitive and past. 

15.72 The following 11 verbs (plus 8 prefixed stems) definitely have a 
vowel before the -ng of the basic stem and always retain the classifier: 
- B H H ; R T H (NOBHH^KTH tA 'be obedient', m 0BHH;fiTH C A 'be frank, straight
forward'), A<«fH/KTH 'blow', ^ H H X T H ' gapC, yaWU', Hd-K-hlHiRTH 'UOd tO', 
n«iuAH;KTH 'beckon', M H H ; K T H 'pass', NOMAM;RTH and noM-bHiRTH 'call to 
mind', BTJCRAAMMTH 'flareup', nAHM;RTH andnAioH^RTH ' s p i t ' , PHH;RTH 'push', 
and H(^)-CWFHFLITM 'draw out'. 

15.73 B-hi^-BiiHXTH 'waken', O Y - B A M ; R T H 'wilt' (see §15.773), n . H M T M 

'bend, fold', KAHA^TH 'drip', and BI>C-NPAH;RTH 'get up' are attested only 
with a vowel before ng, but there is good reason to posit underlying forms 
with a consonant (and to expect non-present forms without ng), viz. the 
roots bbd, v^d, kap, and pr^d. Compare the next paragraph. 

15.74 Underlying {u-ST>p-(nQ+)} 'fall asleep' predicts the infinitive 
OYCI»H;RTH and past forms like CAfChHs^X''', CUFTTN^B'' ' , where -pn- > -n-
(§3.3131), and the forms without ng retain the p: oYtî ne, oyckn-BUIMMXI.. 

{top-(nQ+)) 'submerge' underlies Su H C T O H N X U I A , H C T O U O U I A as well as 
HCTonx Mt 8:32 Sav ~ <wfTon;R Mar As ~ oyronouiA Zo. 

15.75 The aorist NPHCCAAS, NPMNAA /K 'was/were scorched' probably had inf. *prisvfngti, 

while the past passive part. « Y - A ' K B - « H A 'take by surprise, ambush* and the aorists ^ A - K A E R C 

'closed' and«f-T(>KN«CTA '(the two) became numb' may have had ng forms without the labial 
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stop ( * ? « K A E H * T H , *0YT(>HHXTM) like E Y C I I H S T H , or with it ( * ; « K A E N H X T H , *0YT ( ) I>NH«TH) like 
M A K N H X T H and 3 A R I I I B H « T H , see below. 

15.76 Most verbs with a consonant before the classifier ru^ keep -n- in 
the present system and -ng- in the infinitive, but allow variants with or 
without the ning in past forms. When the -ng- or -n- disappears, the result
ant C-stem behaves like the root-verbs with zero classifier, discussed be
low in §15.8. For the specific aorist forms, see §10.812. The few verbs 
attested without n-forms beside C-stem forms most probably would be 
found to have doublets if we had more old manuscripts. 

This group comprises 34 verbs (plus over 40 prefixed stems): 

- e i r H i K T H 'flee' -KphCN;RTH 'be resurrected' (§15.773) 
BA'h(H;RTH 'stammer' -KI JCHSTH 'sour' 
0T-BpbrH;RTH 'throw away' -A»AbKH«TH 'fall silent' 
BI>iKH«TH 'learn' c>y-m<»>KN;RTH 'become soft' 
0Y-EA^H«TH 'be ensnared' -A»I.KH«TH 'push, move' 
PACN^TH 'go out' (§15.773) -HHKH;KTH 'come up' 
R O H E ? H « T H 'be rid of OT-k-pHrHAiTH 'eject' 
n«- rpA?H«TM 'sink, be submerged' n«-tArH«TH 'marry' 
ri>iBH;RTH 'perish' (see §15.772) no-cxHrMXTM 'attain' 
ABHrNA^TH 'move, lift' CT.XH«TM 'dry up' (see §15.773) 
Aph^HXTH 'dare' « Y - C K K H ; R T H 'behead' (see §15.771) 
-A'bX"*'''" 'breathe' H ( ; ) - C A K H « T H 'dry up' (see §15.773) 
<MF->KACHA(TH 'bc terrified' TAbKHA^TH 'knock' 
npo-^ABHAiTH 'sprout, grow' -x-bKH^TH 'hit, bump' 
KOCH;RTH 'touch' - T p b r H x x H 'tear' 
B 1 > C - K A H K H « T H 'shoUt' - T A P H X T M 'puH' 
K p - B K H I R X H 'grunt' M(?)V€!5H«XH (§3.311) 'disappear' 

Further, the past active participle nonA-b^-b C A 'having slipped' (Su) sug
gests *nonAb?HxxH. 

15.771 Certain fluctuations within the present system and in the infini
tive indicate that the classifier -ng+ was replacing (a) the zero-classifier 
in infinitive and some past forms on the one hand, and/or (b) the underly
ing i of present forms that is regularly correlated with the -a+ classifier. 
The verb oYcbKM^KXH 'behead' (oyc-kKHxxb [Su], o\fc-kKH«x'fc [Ev, Ps], c f 
ovfctKHCBeHHe 'beheading' [As]) is attested with the past passive part. 
«Y«'kv€H'b. This participle, and the infinitive nptc-kuixH 'cut through' (Su) 
and the few attested present forms (noc-kveuiH, c-bvexe, n o c - K U H imv., c-bK-bi 
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It is unfortunate that lexicographers often feel compelled to invent an infinitive. 
SJS rightly has both npHCAPN^KTH and npHCAifiH but cites ocAr-kuiHH sub theoretical 
O C A R H X T H . 

The root-shape niz is improbable and in any case not in OCS or closely related 
texts; Ei^HHCTH. BiiHHCTH and oyHHCTH are ghosts from scholarly tradition. It is 
regrettable that SJS repeats them. 
There is no evidence for an infinitive R W B A T H , and N « N . I B A T H is derived from -gyb-
aj+ and should be in a separate lemma from citations of N O R - W B A E T T . and the like. 
See Vaillant §205-207. 

nom sg. masc. pres act part.), correspond to {-sek-0+), cf. §15.85. Su also 
has doublet infinitives NPH-cArH;RTH and npHCAuiTH, but otherwise OCS has 
only eight forms from {pri-s?g) and OCAPIIUIHH.^^ Attested imv. sg. Bi>Hb^H 

'sheathl'J 18:11, 3 sg. aor. eoHb^e 'pierce' Ps 31:4 presumably represent 
{-nbz-} and belong with the infinitive B-bH-b^Ns^TH (Su 2.23); other pre
fixes are attested—^the root aorist MfHb^;R Ps 37:3.(= Eu 76a4), and past 
act. part. B-bî Hb̂ -b 'impaling' Mt 27:48, Mk 15:36, J 19:29." The isolated 
3 pi. aor. oxPi>'̂ '<̂  they went lame' Ps 17:46 is usually cited under the 
phonologically improbable infinitive *oxp'bMH;RTH (which violates §2.522; 
cf. §29.813 n. 23). 

15.772 The presents formed by underlying j (coordinated paradig-
matically with the classifier -a+) alternate in some verbs with n-presents. 
Particularly well attested are forms from (gyb) 'perish': eg. nor-biBACT-b J 

6:12 Mar ~ r-biBHeTii Zo As; r-biBAUKuiTce J 6:27 Mar Zo rbiBH;KuiTe6 As.^'' 

15.773 Other examples of the j-presents—simply irregularities in 
OCS—are rare: 

o y - B A H « T H *wilt' Su 389.14; pres. act. part. He «YBA!KAA 'unfading' Su 352.23 - 3 pi. aor. 
oYEAHouiA Su 164.19. 

R M H X T H 'go out [fire]': ne P A W X I U I T H H 'not quenched' (e.g. Mk 9:43). 
E - K C K P K C H X T H 'be resurrected' has beside many regular forms the isolated 3 sg. imv. 

E - K C K P K U I I Ps 73:22. 
M < : I . X H * ' ' ' H 'be dried up': HfLXMeTi. J 15:6 As - H C-buieT - H Zo Mar Sav; cf VckuisT - K Ps 36:2. 
M A K H X T H 'dry up' has H ( A K H € T - I > Mt 24:12 (Zo Mar As, Sav 87r) but H C A V 6 T T . Sav 47r in 

a repetition of the verse. 
Isolated forms that probably belong here: *uglbbngti 'be stuck' 1 sg. pres. E Y R A - L B H K (for 

*MG/(A//());Ps68:I5 - aor. 3 p l . « V R A H B « P s 9 : 1 6 , 1 sg.ov ' 'AEBI .Ps68:3; *prilb(p)n0i'cling,, 
cleave to', 3 sg. imv. N P I A K N A I ' P s 136:6 ~ aor. 3 sg. N P I A K N E Ps 118:25 etc.; unprefixed 
*niknQti 'grow, sprout' 3 sg. pres. H I V S T T . Cloz 12a2. 
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15.8 Verbs with zero classifier, stems ending in a consonant other 
than j 

Infinidve H C C T H 'carry' 
Present 

secTH 'lead' 
Imperative 

Sing. 1 Hec;R - - 1 
2 HeceujH BeA6UIH H6CH B6AH 2 
3 B6A€T1> H6CH B€AH 3 

Dual 1 Hec€B-k B€ACB'fc H6C-kB-fc BeA'bB'k 1 
2 H6C6TA B6A«TA HeckTA B6A'kTA 2 
3 H6CeT€ BeA€Te - - 3 

Plur. 1 H6C6mi> BeAeAAi BeA'bm'k 1 
2 Hecexe BeAexe HCcbTC BeA^TC 2 
3 E S A ^ T l i - - 3 

Pres. act. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
H6C;f;UlTM 

BCAIU B6AXUITH 

Pres. pass. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
H6C«mi> H€COA\0 H6C0AAA 

BCAOMIt BeAOMO BeAOAAA 

Imperfect Aorist 
Sing. 1 BBA-feAX'̂  HecoxT» BeAOX'k 1 

2-3 H6C-fcAU16 B6A'kAUJ6 H6Ce B6A€ 2-
Dual 1 Hec'kAXOB'b B6A'bAX0B-k H6<0X0B-k BeAoxoB'b 1 

2 HecbAuieTA BeA'bAUieTA netocTA B€A«tTA 2 
3 HeckAuicTe EeA'feAU16T6 HetotTe B6A0CT6 3 

Plur. 1 HeC'kAX«AI\'h BeA'fcAXOAA'li HeCOXOAA-h BCA^X^'^'*' 1 
2 HeC-kAUI6T6 BCAtAuieTe B6A0CT6 2 
3 HCC-kAX^ B€AiAX« H6C0UJA B6A0UJA 3 

Resultative part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
H6(A1> H6CA0 H6(AA 

B€A1> BeAO EeAA 

Past active part. nom. sg.masc. neut. fem. 
HeCbUJH 

BCA-h BeA1>UIH 

Past passive part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
H€<6H0 HeceHA 

B€AeH-h B€A6N0 B6AeHA 

Verbal substantive HeceHbe Supine HCCTT. 

B€A6HI>e BCCTIi 
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15.81 This is an unproductive class, but its 56 verbs (plus over 175 
prefixed stems) express for the most part everyday acdvities and are there
fore relatively frequent in any sample of text. Eight more verbs (plus 
nearly 35 prefixed stems), which are irregular or pardy so, will be treated 
here. 

It is this class which accounts for the majority of the non-productive 
aorist forms, including the 3 sing. aor. in -th and the past passive partici
ples in -t-. These forms are given in detail in the subdivisions of § 10.8 and 
in §11.321-2; they will not be repeated here. 

15.82 The stem-final consonants may be affected by consonantal 
desinences: 

15.821 Stem-final s remains unchanged: HecAiTTi 'carry', ndcs iTi i 'pas
ture', chnac/KTTi 'save', xpAcxT i i 'shake, tremble'. 

15.822 z> s before t\ ^^a^T'h. - inf B6CTH , supine BccT-h. Here belong 
B c ^ ; ^ ^ 'convey',oY-BA^;RT'h 'crown' (past pass, part inf, § 11.32), -A-b^xx-h 

'go', -Hb^xT-h 'pierce' (n(>-variant §15.771), and *gryz- 'gnaw' (repre
sented only by rpH^eTi., for *gryzeth, L 12:33 Sav). 

15.823 td>s before f; f </are deleted before /: B6A;KTI» ~ B C C T H , BeAi . 

Here belong: BAK>A«TI» 'watch', B A A A ^ T T . 'talk nonsense', BOA^ RTT . 'stab', 
B6A<RTi» 'lead', BAAA-RTT. 'rulc', r H C T X T T i 'press', K A A A / R T T . 'put', KPAA<RTI> 

'steal', -M6T;KTii 'sweep' (for MerMT-h 'throw', see §15.641), M A T A ^ T T . 

'stir, confuse', nAA^RTt 'fall', nACT^RT-h 'braid, weave', npAA^T-b 'spin', 
pACTXT-h ( inf pACTH) 'grow', and the defective rpAAXT-h 'come, go' , which 
has no past forms (inf. r p A C T H , pres. act. part. rpAAi>i, rpAA*uiTH). 

15.824 p b are deleted before t: Ten^KTi. 'beat' ~ inf T B T H ; rpcBXT-h 

'bury' ~ rpeTH; and the isolated pres. pass. part. :5ABOA\H 'being torn' Su 
397.27. 

15.83 b + nasal is replaced by f before a consonantal desinence, includ
ing the aorist: KAhN;(;T-i> 'curse' ~ infinitive K A A T H , 1-part. K A A A I , past pas
sive part. K A A T - h (§11.32), aor. KAAXI> (and KAACI> §10.82), 2 -3 sg. K A A T - L 

or KAA (§10.52). Here also: t-h-atkAAXTt '(*squeeze) oppress', atbHURT-h 

'reap', -nhH;KT'h 'stretch; crucify', -TbHXT i . 'kill', and -vbH^T-h 'begin'. 
The common verb { b m-0+} 'take' preposes j if not preceded by a 

consonant (§3.24); jb is written /. Thus HAivxT-b, prefixed forms H^hmxTi. 

'take out',c%MbMXT'b, B-b^bM^^T-b 'take' -npMHMXT-b 'receive',n«A'bHAA;RT'b 

'lift', and others. The truncated stem is ^: inf A T H ( n p H A T H , B-U^^ATH), 1-
part. AAT. (npHAA-b, B-K^AAI . ) , aorist A X WACT. (npHAxn*, BTI^AXTJ ) , past pas
sive participle A T T . (npHAT-b, B-b^AT-b). 
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This surface St is identical with the i|i resulting from iotation of underlying t or st 
otsk: (plati-ti 'pay', pusti-ti 'let', iska-ti 'seek' ~ 1 sg pres. nAAiji*. ncxfiii^K. H m » ) . 

The traditional formula is *tj. 

Note that the past active participle is H M t (for *jbmh; cf. E -h^bMi>) . In 
mss reflecting the replacement of strong 6 by e (§2.622), this participle 
may be spelled EMT.. Similarly with prefixes: npHHMii/npHeMii. 

15.841 The four (poorly attested) verbs in -ov replace this sequence 
by u: R A O B-xTTi 'travel (by boat)' ~ inf. oAWfTM, 1-part. nAc«fAii, aor. nAMfX""*. 
Also cAOBXT-k 'be reputed', Hd-Tp«BXTi» 'feed', and poB;RT'h 'bellow, roar'. 

The pres. act. part. peBii (Hil) and post-OCS evidence imply an alter
native verb *p€BfliTT> *plOTH. 

15.842 Two other verbs end in -v. HCHB;RTii 'live' (with 6 prefixed stems, 
including Ha<AHB;KT'b {iz-ziv} 'spend') loses the v before a consonantal 
desinence (inf H<HTH, 1-part. ?KHAI>, aor. wMxt), except that the 3 sg aor is 
a«HB€ (beside expected atHxi. and JKH). The rare nA-bB*Ti» 'weed' is attested 
only in present forms. 

15.85 Stems in -fe or -g undergo (1) automatic Kl-mutation before e and 
e, (2) grammatically specific KAI-mutation before the P and of the 
imperative-marker, and (3) a special process (in infinitive and supine) 
whereby stem-final velar combines with desinential / in sf?^ Thus c-bK-
XTT. 'cut',M«r-;RTi» 'beable' ~ 3 sg.c-bveT-h, moa<6Ti> ~ imv. t-buHc-bu-bxe, 

MOSM Afvos-bTe - inf t-bijiH MOIIIH. In the imp)erfect, ea effects Kl-mutation 
and shifts to aa: c-bvAAuie, moatAAUje. In the imperative, a root-vowel e is 
replaced by K peKxrii 'say', aterxT-b 'bum' ~ phUH, actSH. Some stems 
have further idiosyncracies. 

Here belong: BA-bK^RT-k 'drag' (§15.873), m^m.-vu 'bum' (§15.875), 
TfiAx- 'sound', -AAK;KTI» 'bend', Morfl^Tt 'be able', HeBp-br^RTi. 'not care, 
disdain', neK;RTi> C A 'worry', -npAr;RTi. 'join', pcK^RT-h 'say', CTp'br;RT'h 

'guard', c-bKXT-h 'cut' (ng-variant §15.771), - c A r H X T - h 'touch' (uQ-variant 
§15.771), and TeKssTi. 'mn'. 

15.86 Verbs in -br have two possible tmncated shapes (exceptions in 
§16.511-12): Before the consonant of the 1-participle and the t past pas
sive participle w becomes rb: in the aorist, infinitive and supine br be
comes rS: npo-CThp-XTT. 'spread' ~ npocrphA-h, n p o c T p b T - h - npocTp-bx-b, 

n p o c T p-bxH. 

Note: This may be analyzed as underlying (br) > rb before C in the participles, while a 
second stem (er) is used before the other consonantal suffixes and yields surface rS (see 
note in §15.643). 
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These verbs are - B t p ^ T - h 'slide', - a t h p i R T - b , 'swallow', M b p / R T i . 'die', 
n o - H h p ; R T i > 'submerge', o - n b p ; K T ' h C A 'lean, support self , p A ( ; ) - c K B b p ; R T - b 

'besmirch', and - cTbp^^T-b 'spread'. 
Spelling note: scribes seem to have been uncertain as how to write the (probably silent) jers 
in these verbs. They probably pronounced both «Y«h(>«Ti. and « y « p - k v L with a cluster -mr-; 
they could write or omit the b in either shape, e.g. « y i H p x T i > , o y M b p t x ' k . Forms with -rb- were 
usually spelled -pi,-, as were other instances of -rb- between consonants (§2.53). 

15.861 Exceptionally, the past participial suffix -vi(s) is used in np»cTpi.BT., Su 311.6, for 
usual prostbTb. 

Synopsis of forms: 

'say' 'throw' 'curse' 'spread' 
§15.85 §15.874 §15.83 §15.86 

3 pi. pres. peKSiT-b Epbr;RT-b KAbHXT'b npocTbp;RT 'b 

3 sg. pres. peveT-b BpbH<eTl> KAbHeTli npocTbpeTT. 

2 sg. imv. pbMH BpbSH KAbHH npocTbpH 

pres. act. part. p e K u Bpbr-bi KAbH-bl npocTbp-bi 

pres. pass. part. peKOMlt BpbrOAA-b KAbHOAA-b npOCTbpOM-b 

3 sg. impf pevAAuie Bpb»<AAUie KAbH^AUie npocrbp-kAuie 

1 sg. aor. peKcx-b Bpbrox'b KAA^-b npocTp'bx'b 

(1 sg. aor.) (Bpbr-b) (KAAC-b) -2-3 sg. aor. peve Epbace K A A C T T I ) npocTp'b (Ti . ) 

1-part. peKA-b BpbrAli K A A A l i npocTpbA-b 

past act. part. peK-b Epbr-b KAbH-b npocTbpii 

past passive part. peveH-b BpbHteH-b KAAT-b npOCTpbTTi 

substantive peveHbe BpbweHbe KAATbe (oy-MpbTbe) 

infinitive peUITH Bp-kuiTH KAATH npocTp-bTH 

supine peuiTb Bp-buiTb KAATT. npOCTp-bTTi 

15.87 There are unpredictable vowel (or vowel + sonorant) alternations 
in some roots. In some verbs the altemation is consistent; in others irregu
lar forms occur, usually beside the normal shapes. 

15.871 MbT;KT'b 'count' forms inf, supine, and non-producdve aorists 
from the stem dit-: VHCTH, VHCTTI, 3 pi. aor. V H C A and V H U I A (2 -3 sg. v b T e , 

3 pi. regular aorist v b T o u i A ; 1-part. vbA-b), see §10.82. 
UBbT;KT'b 'bloom' has infinitive npouBHCTH Su 300.6, s-aor. npouBHCA 

Cloz 13b4 ( - npouBbTouiA Su 450.12). 

15.872 -Bpbi^xT-b 'tie' has inf -Bp-fccTH ands-aorist -Bp-bc-b (§10.82), with 
alternating underlying {vbrz/verz}. 

novpbn;RT'b 'draw (water)' [6brp} has the infinitive and supine from 
-crep- (cerp): noMptTH Su 551.4, novp-kT-b J 4:7. 
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15.873 BA-bK»Tii 'drag' {velk} has 1-participle regularly from -vlbk-
{vblk} and other past participles from either stem-shape: e.g. o sAbKA i i 

'dressed' (Su); H^BAbK-h 'having pulled out' Mk 14:47, oBAbK-b 'having 
dressed' L 23:11, oBAbvcMA 'dressed' Mt 11:8 (~ e.g. c-bBA-kK-buie Su 103.2; 
OBA-kvCH-, B-bBA-kvCH- Su). 

HeBp-kriKT-b 'neglect, disdain' {berg) has Nespbrbuie Su 98.8, Hespbr'ujA 
Su 40.14 {bbrg) ~ HCBptrbiu- Su 212.16, 354.24. 

15.874 TAbKSiT-b 'knock' {tblk} has inf. from {telk), TA-kuiTH L 13:25. 
EpbrxiTii 'throw' {vbrg} ~ inf. {verg} -Bp-kuiTH, supine BbBp-kuiTb Mar 

L 12:49. 
CTpHrxTTi 'shear, tonsure' has inf. nocTp-kuiTH (Euch), with an isolated 

altemation / ~ e. 

15.875 jKcrxT-b 'bum' has 6 not only in the imperative (wbsw, atbs-kTe 
§7. I l l ) , but occasionally in other forms: aor. sAatbwe Mt 22:7, past pass, 
part. cba<b}K6HA (B;RAH 'let [it] be bumed' Su 19:7), c-bat-bateT-b Sav L 3:17, 
pres. pass. part. whroAA-biHAivb Su 476.17. (Details, Koch 347f.) 

15.876 JKAAAe 3 sg. aor. 'repay, compensate' (Su 494.9), inf. JKAACTH S U 

494.4, 5, contrasts with atA-bA^TTi Su 360.13. The verb may have been 
obsolete even for the scribe of Su. The shape iled is probably historically 
older. (For discussion, see Koch 583-5.) 

15.9 Verbs with basic stems in -aj+, -ej+, or - j - 0 + 

Infinitive AiAATH [dSl-aj-h) 'do' BMTH { b b j-0+) 'strike' 
Present Imperative 

Sing. 1 AiAAHR BbHK (BHHR) - - 1 
2 A'kAACUJH BbeuiH (BHeUlH) A'kAAH BHH (BbH) 2 
3 A'bAACT'b Bb6T1> (BHeT-b) A'kAAH BHH (Bbh) 3 

Dual 1 A'kAACB'k BbSB-k (BHeB-k) A'kAAHB-k BHHB-k (BbUB-b) 1 
2 A'kAAeTA BbCTA ( B H € T A ) A'kAAHTA 6HHTA (BbHTA) 2 
3 A-bAAere Bb6T6 (BH€Te) - - - 3 

Plur. 1 A'kAACAIVb BbeM-b (BHeAA-h) A'kAAHAA-b BHHAI-b (BbHAAli) 1 
2 A'kAACTe Bbere (BHeTC) A'kAAHTe BHHTe (BbHTe) 2 
3 A'kAAHRT-b BblJRT-b ( B H U R T T I ) - - 3 

Pres. act. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
A'kAAA AtAAHRUJTH 
BbA BbURUITH 

Pres. pass. part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
A'keAA'b A'kCAVO A'keAAA 
BbCMlt BbeMO Bb€A\A 
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Imperfect Aorist 
Sing. 1 BblAAX'b (EHBAX-h) A-bAAX-l. BHXT. 1 

2-3 BhiaAuie (sHIAAUie) A'bAA B H 2-3 
Dual 1 A'kAAdXOB'k BhlAAXOB'k (BHraAXOB-k) A'bAAXOB'k BHXOB-k 1 

2 AtA4AUI6Til BhlAAUieTA (BHIAAUICTA) A ^ A A C T A B H C T A 2 
3 A'bAdduieTe BhlAAUJeTe (BHIAAUlCTe) A'feAACTe B H C T C 3 

Plur. 1 A'̂ AAAXOAMi BhlAAXOMli (BHiaAXOAA-h) A I A A X O A A I BHXOAA-h 1 
2 AtAAAUjere BbiAAuieTe (BHiaAuiere) AtAAtXe B H C T € 2 
3 A-kAAAXfll BhIAAXM (BMIAAXiK) A'bAAUlA B H U J A 3 

Resultative part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
A'feAAA'b A ^AAAO A'bAAAA 

EHA1> BHAO EHAA 

Past active part. nom. sg. masc. neut. fem. 
A^AAB-h 

BHBIi 

Past passive part. nom. sg. masc. 
A'bAAH'h 

AtAAElUIH 

BHE-hUJH 

fem. 
A'bAAHA 

Verbal substantive 

neut. 
A ^ A A H O 

BbeH-h (BHCH-k) BbCHO (BHeHo) Bb6HA (BH € HA) 

AtAAHbe Supine A '^AATTI 

Bb6Hbe (BueHbe) BHTIS 

15.91 This class contains two productive subgroups with the classifiers 
-aj+ (about 360, plus some 320 prefixed stems) and -ej+ (about 35, with 
some 20 prefixed derivatives). Their conjugation is entirely regular. For 
verbs like um-dj+ 'to know', the forms have e everywhere -aj+ forms 
have a: 0YA\'bTH, o^M-kHR, otfAA-kA, oytwkAX'b, wfAvkxii, CTf^'^'*'''' «Y'̂ '̂ "''*> 
OYAA-kHbC. 

There is also an unproductive subgroup of eighteen root-verbs with 
zero classifier (plus 35 compounds); some of their forms call for special 
comment. 

15.92 The verb znaj-0+ 'know', is entirely regular: ^NAUKT-b ^ H A T H . 

Four poorly attested verbs are to be set up withej -0+, grdj-qVb 'warm', 
rej-qVb 'push', spdj-qtb 'prosper', and shmej-qVb 'dare', and one with -aj-
0 + , v'i>laj-0+ s? 'be tossed [by waves]' , cf. §15.45. 

15.93 Eight verbs have basic stems in - 6 / - 0 + . The bis tense (§2.61) and 
usually is spelled /. Before consonant, bj > i: e.g. bbj-qfb BbHRx-b or bij-qtb 
BHURT-b - bbj-t\, bbj-x-Ti > BHTH, BHXTi. The imperative plural is biite and 
bidte BHiATe; see §7.21. 
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BbHRT-h/BHURT-b 'beat, strike',B-hnhHRT-h/B-bnHHRTii 'call, cry out' (§3.25), 
-Bbl«T1»/-BHHRT'h 'wiud', C'b-rHbHRT'b/-rHHBRTTi 'rOt', AbHRT'b/AHHKT'b 'pOlU"', 
nbKRT-b/nHBRT-b 'driuk', novbeRT-b/novHeRT-b 'rest', and uibHRT-b/uiHHRT-b 

'sew'. 
nbURT-b and -BbWRT-b have 3 sg. aor. in -tb (§10.52), and they and A b m r i . 

have past pass. part, in -f- (§ 11.32); uibURT-b has the past pass. part. uibBCH-b. 

15.94 The five verbs in -bjl-yj-0+'^ and the two in -uj-0+ have a spe
cial replacement of root-final j by v before the past passive participial 
suffix -en- (§ 11.341). The imperative plural is kryite rndkryete: see §7.21. 

Kp-biHRT-b 'cover, hide' (ppp -Kp-bBeM-b), M-biuRT-b 'wash' (ppp -M-bBCH-b), 

<Mf-M'biBRT'b 'be downcast' (subst. OY>II>IXI>C 'weariness'), puuRT-b 'dig', oy-
T-biBRT-b 'grow fat', oB-oYBRT-k 'put on footwear' (ppp OBOYseH-b 'shod'), 
voYKRT-b 'sense, feel'. 

16. Irregular verbs 

Here are included verbs whose conjugations do not fit easily into any of 
the categories already described. Although the number of verbs is small 
(20, plus about 80 prefixed stems), most of them are extremely common 
in any sort of text. 

16.1 By far the most frequent and the most irregular verb is 'to be', 
whose forms are built on three imperfective stems, be-,jes-, and s-, and 
two stems which function in both aspects: bgd- and by-. The perfective 
forms usually mean 'come into being, come to be, become'. 

pres. 
Sg. 1 6CMb 

2 ecH 
3 

Du. 1 ecE-k 

2 €CTA 

3 6CTe 

PI. 1 eCAMs 

2 €CT€ 

3 CXT-b 

Infinitive B-WTH 

Imperfective 
imperf. 

Substantive E -uTbc 'being, genesis' 

aorist 
B-bx-b 
B-k 

B^AUie B-k 
- *B'kxoB'b 
- *B'ktTA 

B-kAUiere B-kcre 

- B-bx̂ Ai-b 
- ^B-kcTe 

B-kAV<R B-kuiA 

Pfctv/Impfctv 
future imperat. 
B;RAiR -

B;RA6UIH B;RAH 

B;RA6T-b B;RAH 

B;RAeB-k B;RA'kBi 

B;RA6TA BiRA-kTA 

BfliAexe -

B;RA6/V\'b B;RA'kM'b 

B ; R A6T £ BXA^kTS 

B/RA^Tlk BXA'R 

Perfective 
aorist 
B-blX1> 1 
B-blCT-b (Bill) 2 

B-blCTIi ( B U ) 3 

E'blX^B'k 1 
BlilCTA 

B-blCTC 

B-blXOAVb 

B-blCTe 

B-blUI/b 

2 
3 
1 
2 
3 

The alternant -s/- is theoretical; these verbs are always spelled with y in OCS (cf. 
§2.61) except in the truncated stem of past passive participle. 
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Pres. act. part. nom. sg.: masc. neut. cw; fem. c;RUiTH 

Resultative part. nom. sg.: masc. e w - h , neut. B-WAO, fem. B U A A 

Past active part. nom. sg.: masc. neut. B-biB-h; fem.. B-uB-huiH 

16.101 The negative present has special forms: H-bcA\h, H-bcH, H-kcT-h; 

H-kcB-k, HtcTA, H-bcTe; H-kcA/v-h, H-bcT6, but normal negation in M€ C X T T . . 

16.1011 Third person forms without desinence are rare: e, H-k, ĉ ^ 

(§6.61). 

16.102 The imperfect forms may contract ea to e; e.g. E-kuie. There is 
some degree of confusion between the closely related imperfect and im
perfective aorist. For meaning and use, see §21.21. 

16.103 The perfective aorist B-hixi, 2-3 sg. B-LI (not BTIICTTI!) sometimes 
replaces the conditional BHMh, BH, etc., cf. §14.3. 

16.104 The participle ss^xhi, B ;RA«UJTH, etc., means 'future'. 

16.11 The stems by- and bgd- are used with prefixes to form perfective 
stems: by- appears before C-desinences, and bgd- usually before vowel. 
The 2-3 sg. aorist desinence -sth may be omitted (e.g. np-kBT.icT'h/np-kB'w 

'stayed, remained', c-kButT-b CA/ chB-hi C A 'took place, happened'), though 
^AB-hiTH 'forget' has only ^ABTU. The only attested past passive participle is 
;^AB-i>BeHi>. The substantive ^AB-hBeHbe 'oblivion' is exceptional beside 
^ABiiiTbe; cf. H^B-biTbe 'riddance' (H^BIIITH 'be superfluous; be rid o f ) . 

16.2 Four other verbs have the same type of present-tense desinences 
(§5.9, §6.71), with further complications. 

16.21 A * T H A^ A A T-b 'give' is irregular in the present tense, imperative, 
and 2-3 sg. aorist. Present: AAAVb, A^CH, A W T T I ; *A<»B-b, A A « T A , AACTC; A^AA-b, 

A A C T 6 , ftAAATIi. Imv. sg. AA>KA>> (Euch AAHCAH), 1 pi AMHAIVb, 2 pi. A * A H T 6 . 

Aor. 3 sg. AocT-b (beside rarer A«)- Present act. part. A^A'bi, AOA-KUITH; im
perfect AAA'kAX'b. Other forms are from da-: aor. A'»X''»' P^st participles 
AAA-b, AAVh., AdH-b; substantive AAHb€. 

16.22 -kcTH -bAAT-b 'eat' is irregular in the present tense, imperative, 2-3 
aorist, and it has both an s-aorist and a regular aorist built on the steme-, see 
§10.84. Pres.: -kMb, -ken, -kcT-b; *'bB'k, -kcTA, -kcre; -kAVb, -kcTe, -kAAT-b. Imv. 
sg. i a tAb , 1 pi. -bAHM-b, 2 pi. -kAHTe. Aor. •bfb/-bx''», "kcx-b, etc. The -sth of 2-

3 aorist is omitted only in 'ate up' (Su 138.27,300.25). Other forms are 
regular from ed: imperfect -bA-kAXTi, present act. part. -kAT*!, tASiuiTH; past 
participles -bA-b (§3.3131b), -kAii -bA-buin, -bAen-b; subst. -bACHbe. 
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16.23 B-kA-bxH B-bAAT-h 'know' is irregular in the present system. Pres.: 
B-ktwh or B-bA-k, B-kcH, B - k c n ; B-kB-b, B-bcTA, B-bcre; B-bMi, B-bcTe, B-bAAT-h. 

Imv. sg. B-ba<A>> (Euch B-bHtA"), 1 pi. BtAHMii, 2 pi. B-bAHxe. The -sth of 2-
3 aor. is omitted only twice (He B * S U 382.7, n p o n o B - b L 12:3 As). Pres. act. 
part. B-kAiii (stem ved-),^ pass. B-bAOiuii. Aorist and past participles regular 
from vede-: B-bA'kx'b, B t A * etc.; B-kA'kA-h, B-kA'kB-b, -B-kAtHi». 

16.24 The verb 'to have' is made from the root *bm with the suffixes 
-ej, -a and zero. The present is: HMAmh, H M A U I H , H M A T I . ; HmdB'b, H M A T A , 

HMATe; HAAAAA-h, HAAAT6, HAAXTTi Or HAA-kHRT1>. PrCS. aCt. part HAATil HAA/RIUTH Or 
HM-bA HM-bwRuiTH. Thc im£?/-altematives are chiefly from Supr. Other forms 
are regular from *wtdj-: imv. HAA-bn, HAA-bHAt-k, HAA-bHre; inf. HM-bTH; imper
fect HAA-bAxi>; resultative part. HA\'bAi>, etc. 

Note t h a t H A i « T i . is also 'they will take' {bm-0+Q-tb). Forms l i k e H A j A X H , m a v a a t . are from 
the imperfective a-derivative, see §15.643. 
16.3 HA-RT-h 'go' has three root-shapes: i- (possibly ji-\ id- Ojid-), and 
sbd-. Infinitive N T H {i+ti). Imperfect HA-kAxt; aor. HAOX'w'HA'fc (§10.811). 
Past active participles: uibAi. (f. uibA-bmH); uibAi ({sbd- l - i } , §3.3131), f. 
uibAA. Subst. ujbCTbe and uibCTBbe, but prefixed cbHHTbe 'descent'. 

With prefixes B-bH-HA- B-b-uj-bA- 'enter', CTIH-HA- c-b-uibA- 'descend', 
B-b^HA- B-biubA- 'ascend' {vtz-sbd-}, etc. See §3.3101,3.311. Note that the 
6 of the past active participle is always strong (§bd-s[s-]), but in the 1-
participle it is usually weak (f. §bla, m. pi. sbh ~ m.sg. gbl&, cf. §2.622). 

The present passive part, underlies the adjective nepriidoim 'impassable'. 

16.4 -bAffiT-b 'go, ride' forms a root aorist, --kA* (3 pi., cf. §10.811). 
Alternative stems are e- and dxaj- and their distribution apparently differed 
by dialect. Attested are past act. participles --bB-b and --bxAB-b and an impera
tive -bx*" beside "bA"- The infinitive was presumably ••bx'*"''" and/or *-bTH. 

Mt 14:34 Mar Zo np'b'fcE-biiie~ As n p t t x A s i u i e 'having crossed [the lake in a boat]'; '̂ Mk 
6:53 Zo n p H ' k x A E i i U i e - Mar npt-kE-huie. tx*" Zo L 5:4 (- Mar E k^-kAH, As B -kiAH). 

16.5 Verbs with v o w / -i- sonorant'm present forms hntsonorant + vowel 
in others include several subgroups. Unless otherwise noted, the 3 p. 
present furnishes the stem for the present system while the infinitive shows 
the stem for all other forms. Imperfects will be noted when they are at
tested. 

16.511 M A i T H MeABRT-b 'grfud, mill'. Impf. AACAiAAuie Su 565.10.^' 

" The B-kAA « H of Su 305.3 is probably an error for B-feA ' k i H , as in line 5. 
2" Note that Sav Mt 14:34 has nptnASs-kuie, cf. § 15.841. 
^ Positing underlying {mel-ti mel-j-Qti} and the metathesis rule suggested in 

§ 15.643, I mel) predictably will yield mli (before C other than j). An extension of 
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16.512 BpATM BopuRT-k 'fight'. Impf Bop-kax^ Ps 119.7. 
Spellings with a-hpt- or Bkpi- are doubtless purely graphic, reflecting scribes* uncertainty 
about where to use a jer-letter. Attested substantives are BpMke (A sg. GLPANHK Su 86.13, G 
sg. B k p i H H n 86.14 'contest, agony*) and Bop€Hke (G pi. sopeNHH Su 486.27 'wars'). 

16.513 KA4TM KOAHRT-b 'slaughter'. Imv. SAKOA-kTe L 15:23 Zo Sav 
(§7.21) ~ regular 3AKOAHT6 Mar As. Past pass, part ^ AKOACHII {-len-, op
posed to -Ije- of pres.) and ^AKAAH-h. 

16.521 atphTH MSbpxTT. 'sacrifice' shows traces of a present stem Ibrjgtv. 
1 sg. pres. nowbpHRPs 53.8,115:8, pres. participles atbpASu 115.29,a«bpeMo 
Su 91.26. The attested substantive is atpbTbe (G sg Mtp-bTHia Su 148.30). 
This verb is easily confused with -Ihrgth -irM 'swallow' (§15.86).^" 

16.522 TpbTH TbpxT-k 'rub' implies -rj- in 1 pi. imv. c-bTbpHAM Euch 
98a9 (~ c-brbp-kM-b Su 353.5) 2 -3 sg. aor. -trb (c-bTpb Ps 104:16, oTp-b J 
12:3 Zo Mar As) competes with -tbre (oTbpe J 12:3 Sav; c-bTbpe Su 11:29, 
311:16). 

16.53 n t T H noKRT-b 'sing', imperf. noraAX'b; 3 sg. aor. n-bT-b, past pass, 
part, n-kr-b; substantive n-kTbe and n-kube. 

16.61 c-kcTH (sed-ti) C A A - R T T . 'sit down' . For root-aorist see §10.811. 
The imv. t t A ^ T e (for CAA T̂e) Mar Mt 26:36, L 24:49, if not a mechanical spelling error, 
may show either a Macedonian dialectal denasaUzation or an innovative suppression of the 
traditional but anomalous alternation. 

16.62 AeuiTH {leg-ti} AArxr-b {l^g-Qfb) 'lie down'. Root-aorist, 
§10.811. 

16.7 - p t t T H (rSt-ti) -pAQiTXT-b {-r§t-j-QtT>) occurs only with prefixes: 
c-bp-bcTH 'meet', oBp-kcTH and n p H o s p - k c T H 'find'. For root-aorist see 
§10.811. Imperative c-bpAuiTAxe Su. Imperfect OBpAuiTAAX'b. 

Forms like osp-kTAAXiR Mk 14:35 are from the regular imperfective verb 
-ret-aj. Vat oEp-kipeT-b Mt 7:8 ~ oBpAtpcT-b Sav (~ oBp-kxAex-b Zo Mar As). 

16.8 -A-bTH -AeatAJRT-b {ded-j-} 'put' occurs only with prefixes, espe
cially o A i x H 'dress, clothe' and B-bSA'kTH 'lift, raise'; cf. §15.441. 

16.91 The 5-aorist pAcoycA t A 'were scattered' Ps 149:7 (2/N) can be 
analyzed on the basis of post-OCS data as {raz-sup-0+}, with present 
-sbp-e-. 

this rule converts (orol) to ra/a, and underlying (bor-tibor-j-Qti.) and {kol-tikol-
j-9tT>) will yield the attested forms. 
We may posit underiying {zbr-ti zbr-Q-tb) versus {ier-ti 2br-Q-tT>)and {tbr-ti tbr-
(j-)Q-ti). 
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16.92 AbM-b'tue <a 'swelled up' Su 239.27, and H i)A ' < > ' » E H-i i 'puffed up' Su 117.18 may 
belong in one paradigm with HAA«vs-kuiH c& Su 422.35 'puffed up'. 

16.93 The verbs A«VUI*ti, 'blow' and n«p« T i . 'fly' (Su 390.10) are attested only with 
present forms; their infinitive stems are unknown. 



CHAPTER n V E 

NOTES ON SYNTAX 

17.0 On adjectives 

The use of the long and short forms of the adjectives does not have any 
exact equivalent in English. The juxtaposition of a short-form adjective 
and a substantive denotes that the combination is presented as a new one: 
V5 pestb ognjmg (Mt 13:50) "into a furnace, a fiery one', i.e. 'a fiery 
furnace'. The long-form adjective presents the quality as one already 
known and specifically known to belong to the particular substantive 
which it modifies: vbgeong ognjmgjg (Mk 9:47) 'into hell the fiery', i.e. 
'the fiery hell'. 

Adjectives used as substantives contrast the indefinite short-form with 
the long-form, which specifies that the substantive has previously been 
mentioned or is generally known: e.g. Mk 8:22-3 privSs? kT> njemu slepa 
. . . i im-b slepaego za rQkQ 'they brought a blind man to him, and taking//is 
blind man by the hand'; compare J 9:32 otb veka nesti. slysano jako k-bto 
otvrbze oci sldpu roidenu 'since the world began it was not heard of that 
any man opened the eyes of one born blind', and J 11:37 ne mozaase li sb 
otvrbzyi oSi slepuemu sitvoriti da i sb ne umbreti 'could not this man, 
which opened the eyes of the blind man, have caused that even this man 
should not have died?' 
17.1 An adjective in vocative function normally has the long form 
(G-kckH-hiH nhC€, Kp-hBonHBiu ^MHio Su 115.27 'o mad dog, blood-thirsty ser
pent!') unless it follows a substantive in the vocative or is itself used as a 
substantive: fariseju slepe (Mt 23:25) 'o blind Pharisee!'; bezumbne (L 
12:20) 'senseless one!' 

17.2 In a series of coordinated substantivized participles (rarely other 
adjectives also) the long form usually occurs for the first only: (L 6:47, 
49) slyS^i slovesa moja i tvor^ ja ... slySavyi i ne tvorjb 'he who hears my 
words and does them ... he who has been hearing and has not been doing'. 
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More detail in//ccy/edoeoHU// no cunmuKCucy cmapocjiae/iHCicmo HSHKU, 
(ed. J. Kurz), Prague, 1963. 

18.0 On the use of the cases (not with prepositions)' 

18.1 The nominative is a "zero-case", specifying only that the speak
er's attention is directed to the thing or person represented by it. It is used 
in naming: both absolute (e.g. in headings; evangelie oth luky 'the Gospel 
of Luke'; or in exclamations: o velezhloba neprijaznina 'oh the great 
wickedness of the devil!') and with verbs of naming, sb velii narecetb 
(Mt 5:19) 'he shall be called great'; as the subject of the sentence; and 
sometimes in the predicate after verbs signifying being or becoming, e.g. 
bSasete bo rybarja (Mt 4:18) 'for they [two] were fishermen'; rpHropHH 

nocTdBbKHit B-wcTTi ndTpM«pxi> (Su 119.17) 'Gregory was appointed patri-
arclt; vbsekt ize s? tvorifb cesarjb protivitb sq kesarevi (J 19:12) 'whoso
ever maketh himself a king speaketh against Caesar'. See also §18.6d, 
below. 

18.11 The vocative specifies direct address. For example: rabe Igkavyi 
(Mt 18:32) 'O thou wicked servant'; iosife synu davydovB (Mt 1:20) 
'Joseph, son of David!'; rekg emu otbce stgreSix-b (L 15:18) 'I will say to 
him, father, I have sinned'; ne ostavi mene boze si>pasitelju moi (Ps 26:9) 
'do not leave me, o God, my saviour!'; izidi duse necistyi otb clovSka (Mk 
5:8) 'come out of the man, thou unclean spirit!'; idi za minoJQ, sotono 
'Get thee behind me, Satan!'; zeno, se syni. tvoi! (J 19:26) 'woman, be
hold thy son!'; ne boi sq Marie (L 1:30) 'Fear not, Mary!'. See also §17.1. 

The vocative form is explicit only in singular masculine and feminine nouns; otherwise 
the nominative form is used. OCS nominative forms in places where a vocative is possible 
are by no means rare. 

18.2 The accusative functions as the direct object of transitive verbs 
(unless negated, see § 18.3b). Some verbs may take a double accusative 
("make, believe, perceive someone [as] something"); e.g. sttvorJQ va 
lovbca clovSkomi. (Mt 4:19) 'I will make you [two] fishers of men'; 
simona egoze imenova petra (L 6:14) 'Simon, whom he named Peter'; 
obrete otrokovicg lei^stQ na odrS i besb iSbdbSb (Mk 7:30) '(she) found the 
girl lying on the bed and the devil gone out'; m'bnSvbSa ie. i vb druzinS 
sgStb (L 2:44) 'supposing him to be in the company'. 

Verbal substantives formed from transitive verbs sometimes may gov
ern an accusative: no U P H A T H H NM O T I . . . . Bor« BeAHK-uH AApi> (Su 525.15) 
'after my receiving the great gift from God'. 
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Textual disagreement hampers attempts to define usage; e.g., J 16:33, azT> pobSdixi, 
mira M (~ ZoAs vbsego mira) but M H p i . Sav. The verb otherwise takes only accu
sative. 

The accusative may express extent of time or space: e.g. be iona VT> 
crSve kitovS tri dmi i tri noSti (Mt 12:40) 'Jonah was in the whale's belly 
for three days and three nights'; aste k i to poimeti tq po sile. . . popmste 
edino, idi s i njimb dhvd (Mt 5:41) 'if anyone compels thee to go a mile, 
go with him twain'. In a few expressions it denotes a point in time: ubbJQtb 
i, i tretbi dmb vbstanetb (Mt 7:23) 'they shall kill him, and the third day 
he shall rise again'; npHuibAiiuiciY MM«f eevep' (Su 275.29) 'when he came 
[cf. §18.5e] in the evening'. 

The accusative is sometimes used with oaths: T A K O M H B€AHK;R B o r h i i i x 

ApT6A\fl^ (Su 231.1) '[1 swear it] by the great goddess Artemis'. 

18.21 The use of the genitive form for an expected accusative with 
masculine substantives referring to male persons was mentioned in §4.13. 
The texts are not uniform in their usage, and it is clear that during the OCS 
period the tendency to develop a new "personal" accusative was spread
ing even to animals and thus to form an "animate" category. Isolated 
examples have the regular accusative even for male humans (e.g. prizovi 
mgih tvoi J 4:16 Mar [- moza i\oego Zo, As] 'call your husband'), and 
others where normally inanimate nouns are presented as personified (e.g. 
cero xA-kBA AAApum poAH Su 396.3 'Mary bore this Bread [= Christ]).' Per
sonal names tend to keep the accusative form.^ 

Pronouns, adjectives, and participles referring to male persons regu
larly (but with numerous exceptions) use the genitive form in accusative 
function. The personal pronouns , t^, and / i*jb), however, are nor
mal accusatives, with mene, tebe, sebe, and ego used for emphasis. 

In most cases, however, no clear distinction can be drawn between the older emphatic use 
and the newer animate reference (cf. §4.64). Examples: Clov&Se, ktto mf postavi sqdiJQ li 
delitelja nad-b vami (L 12:14) 'man, who made me a judge or a divider over you?'; mene 
edinogo ostaviste ( J 16:32) 'you left me alone'; ne prostbrgste [§9.3] r^ki na mf (L 22:53) 
'ye stretched forth no hands against me'; ti>gda prizivavb i [Mar - Sav ego] gospodb ego, 
glagola . . .azT> [Mar - Sav tebe] pomilovaxi (Mt 18:32) 'then having called him, his 
master said ... I had pity on thee.' 

In Sav and Su, anomalous feminines (§4.413) also use gen. forms for 
accusative {matere 'mother', dbstere 'daughter', neplodbve 'barren 
woman'); exceptionally, non-animates appear in this form (ljubbve 'love', 
crbkbve 'church, temple'). 

The genitive form for accusative in the masculine plural is exceptional, but examples are 
found, pronouns and adjectives as well as substantives, chiefly in Sav and Su. E.g., Mt 8:16 
Sav H B c t x i , B»AAi|iHXTi Hi(iAH (- Zo Mat As vbsf nedgimyf) 'and he healed all that were 
sick'; B t A * T A CT.IHT. HMXU1T4 (Su 235.17) 'I know that you have sons'. 
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18.3 The genitive case has a wide range of functions, 

a. It is used as the complement of a number of verbs. 

1. Verbs of perception: bljudgth 'observe', zbreti 'see', sluSajgtz, and 
poslusajgtb 'hear', and swiotriti 'look at, see'. VidM 'see' may take ei
ther acc. or gen.; slySati 'listen' normally takes a c c , rarely gen. Razumeti 
'understand' normally takes a c c , rarely gen. or dat. 

2. Verbs denoting striving or attainment: alkati 'hunger for', zeldjgth 
'desire', tbdati 'await', i§dati 'thirst for', ishxti 'seek, look for', prositi 
and vbsprositi 'ask, beg', pytajgti 'question, examine', posetiti and 
prisdtiti 'visit', trebovati 'demand', cajati 'expect', and verbs with the 
prefix do—doiti doidgth 'reach', dotekQlt 'run up to', dovedgth 'lead up 
to', dozweti 'perceive', and dolbdati 'achieve'. Xoteti 'want' may take 
either genitive or dative (or, rarely, acc ) . Vi^rositi 'ask' takes the acc. of 
person asked and genitive of thing asked for. 

3. Verbs denoting sufficiency: isphniti and naplmiti 'fill (with)', 
napoiti 'give to drink', nasdjati 'sow', nasytiti 'satisfy, satiate', natruti 
natrovgth 'feed'. 

4. Certain verbs that normally take the accusative are occasionally 
found with a genitive that perhaps denotes "part of, some o f : e.g. vilcusiti 
'taste' jako ze vbkusi arxitriklim> vina byviSaego otb vody (J 2:9) 'when 
the ruler of the feast tasted the wine made from water'. Attestation is far 
from uniform for imeti 'have', *jbmgth 'take, receive' (cf. group 2 above): 
pri^fb xldba Mar (J 21:13) 'he took (?some) bread' (but Zo As acc. xlebv, 
Greek 'the bread'); da zivota imate Zo As (J 5:40; Mar zivoth) 'that you 
might have life'; imatbzJvo?a vecbnaego Zo Mar (J 6:47; kszivoth vednyi) 
'(he) has everlasting life'. 

5. Verbs denoting deprivation and the like: bojati s^ 'be afraid of, 
izbaviti and izbavljati 'rid', izbyti izbgdgth 'escape, be freed of, liSiti 
'deprive', svoboditi 'free', stradati 'suffer loss of, plalcati (jf) 'mourn 
(loss of)', sramljajgth sf and postydeti 5f 'be ashamed of; beiati and 
begajgth 'flee from' and the compounds izbdiati, izbegngti, otibeiati and 
othbSgngti; and several other verbs with the prefix otv. ofdgciti 'sepa
rate', othvrbggtb s^ 'throw off, otrmetajgtb s^ 'reject', ostangth ostati 
'leave, let', oslusajgtb s^ 'disobey'. Othrekgtb s^ 'renounce, disclaim' 
takes gen. or dat. Some verbs take either a genitive or the preposition otb 
+ gen.: ofbpadgtb 'fall away from', o{tb)stgpiti and o{tb)stgpajgtb 're
treat', otbstojati 'be distant from', otbmgtb 'take away from'. Razlgciti 
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'separate' takes acc. of things separated and gen. or oth + gen. or na + acc. 
to express 'from'. Prostiti and prastajgth 'forgive' i&kt acc. of person and 
gen. of thing. Preobideti 'insult' takes gen. or acc. Mbstiti 'avenge' takes 
a genidve to express cause and a dative to express the object of venge
ance. 

6. With impersonal ne byti the genitive is normal: e.g. boga nest i (ps 
13:1; 52:2) 'there is no god'; zanje ne be ima mdsta V T . obiteli (L 2:7) 'for 
there was no room for [the two of] them in the inn'. (Contrast L 14:22: i 
este mesto esfb 'and there is stdl room'). See also §23.11. 

b. The genitive normally serves as the complement of a negated tran
sitive verb, corresponding to the accusative direct object of a positive 
verb. For example (see also §23.22): 

Nikitoie ne vtlivaet vina nova vi m6xy vetixy (L 5:37) 'no one pours new wine into old 
skins'; ne umye$i nogu moeju vi. vSki (J 13:8) 'you shall never wash my feet'; blgdite ne 
v6d<j5te Icmigh ni sily boHf (Mt 22:21) 'ye do err, not knowing the scriptures nor the power 
of God'. 

With a dependent infinitive: N6smb dostoint. otbrSSiti remene sapogu ego (L 3:16) 'I am 
not worthy to unloose the strap ofhis shoes'; bidSli, ubo bi i ne dali bi podtkopati domu 
svoego (L 12:39) 'he would have watched and would not have let his house be broken into'. 

Replacing a double accusative: Ne tvorite domu otbca moego domu kupljbnaego (J 2:16) 
'make not my father's house a house of trading'; jako ne moie§i vlasa edinogo bila li irma 
sitvoriti (Mt 5:36) 'for you cannot make one hair white or black.' 

c. It is regularly the complement of a supine (cf. §21.5); pride ... 
v i d e t T > groba (Mt 28:1) "(she) came to see the tomb'; izide sS?i sejatb 
semene svoego (L 8:5) 'a sower went out to sow his seed'. In Su, the acc. 
is sometimes found in this function. 

d. The genitive is often the complement to a substantive, usually 
indicating possession, quality, or quantity: Axxx'b otbca vaSego; 'the spirit 
of your father'; godpodim. xrama 'the master of the house'; c lovekt eten> 
dobra roda 'a man of good family'; sedmb kosmicb 'seven baskets' (cf. 
§20); dtsti dbvoju na des^te litu 'a daughter 12 years old', AecATopo B P A T H A 

(Su 279.15) '10 brothers'; mtnozbstvo rybb 'a great quantity of fish', 
caseJQ studeny vody 'with a cup of cold water'. Observe that the posses
sive genitive is replaced by possessive adjectives if the possessor is rep
resented by a substantive which denotes a person or animal and which is 
not otherwise modified: telctonovb synt 'son of the carpenter' (tektom>); 
ucenici ioanovi 'the disciples of John' (ioarn.). In J 1.11 ofb gradbca 
mar Una i marty sestry e? 'from the city of Mary and (of) her sister Martha', 
the adjective for 'Mary's' is used as is normal, but since Martha is further 
defined, the adjective cannot be used and the substantival genitive re-
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mains. Compare CUAOHK XP"<'''O<OB»I» H ApxarreA* PA^AHAA ( S U 231.7) 'by the 
power of Christ (adj.) and the archangel Raphael (gen.)'. 

The dative is in competition with the genitive in this usage, e.g. Slemi sipaseribja 'the 
helmet of salvation' (Eu 97a5) vs. stpasenyu (Eu 94a9, 99al0); see also §18.5h. 

e. As complement to pronominal and adverbial expressions denoting 
or implying quantity or number: k-bto ixf> 'who of them', k-b^bdo vash 
'each one of you', koliko xldbb 'how many loaves of bread', vbsi eliko2e 
ixh pride 'all of them who came', malo ixh tsVb 'there are few of them'. 
Isolated examples like A-hvaucenikhsvoixh ' twoo/his disciples' are found 
for the more usual type with oth + genitive. 

f. As complement to the adjectives plhm and isplmh (indecl.) 'full': 
s-bSQdt . . . plbUT) ocbta (J 19:29) 'a vessel full of vinegar', rn-bsA HcnAhHb 

(Su 566.13) 'full of anger'. Dostoint, 'worthy (of)' takes the genitive 
(dostoin'b... m6z<5fy 5 v o e ^ Mt 10:10 'worthy ofhis pay')or dative (dostoiny 
pokaaniju L 3:8 Zo Mar Sav [~ pokaanie As] 'worthy of repentance'). 

g. With certain expressions of time: ci>BpAuiA ate C A AA-kcAUA MAHA ( S U 

201.22) 'they met in May'; KAMMOHK A-kTA (Su 227.29) 'once a year'; sedmb 
kraty dme (PsSin 118.164; Sluck AHbAAb) 'seven times a day'. 

h. With comparatives: este lucbsi phticb (L 12:24) 'you are better 
than birds'; boljbsa sixhnzht&i (J 1:51) 'thou shalt see greater things than 
these'; tece skoree petra (J 20:4) '(he) ran faster than Peter'. 

i . The genitive is normal in exclamations: w BBAW ( S U 56.25) 'Oh 
misfortune!'; w BesAKONbHAAro Bb^B-kuicHHia (Su 217.7) 'Oh lawless frenzy!' 

18.4 The locative without preposition is very limited.^ A few expres
sions of time or place may be interpreted as independent locatives, though 
they may also be classed as fixed adverbial expressions, for example, zimd 
'in winter',po/M dme 'at noon', andpo/« noM 'at midnight', tombcas^ 'at 
that moment' (e.g. Mt 17:18). 

The locative regularly serves as complement to the verbs kosngti s§ 
andprikosngti sf touch' (e.g. kbto prikosuQ s? rizaxhmoixhMk 5:31 'who 
touched my garments?');'' to several other verbs with the prefix pri-: 
priloziti 'add'(also takes dat. or na + a c c ) , prilezati 'take care o f 
pristangti pristafi 'take part in', and perhaps others; to nalezati 'press 

' Early East Slavic regularly used place-names in die locadve case widiout preposi
tion, and it is highly probable that all 9th-century Slavic shared this usage. OCS 
offers only a couple of uncertain examples. 

" Under Greek influence, the gen. appears for loc. with prikosngti sf twice, while the 
loc. after kosngti sf is less common than acc. 
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upon' (a lso takes dat. or na + acc ) , napadajgn 'attack' (more often takes 
na + acc), and perhaps a few others. 

18.5 The dative case signifies the goal towards which something is 
directed either in a literal sense or in the more abstract meanings of "in
tended for" or "for the benefit o f , or even "with relation to". 

a. Specifically directional examples: se cSsarjb tvoi gr^defb tebe (Mt 
21:5) 'behold thy King cometh unto thee'; i nese mated svoei (Mt 14:11) 
'she took (it) to her mother'. The directional meaning is more often ex
pressed by using ^5 plus dative. 

b. Less specifically directional verbs taking a dative complement are 
numerous. They include various verbs of giving, saying, promising, com
manding, scolding, rebuking, annoying, pleasing, liking, believing, serv
ing, helping. A partial list: obestajgth 'promise', (po)veleti 'command', 
sgditi 'judge', odoldjgti/udolejgth/udelejgth 'conquer', {vbz)braniti 'for
bid, hinder', pretiti 'warn, threaten, rebuke', prdrekgth 'rebuke', ponositi 
'uphtzid' ,dosaditi 'annoy', (j>o)rggajgtbS( 'make fun of,zavideti 'envy', 
rbvmovati 'be jealous', vrazbdovati 'hate', (u)podobiti 'compare', ugoditi 
'please' (and gode byti 'be pleasing'), prijajgth 'be friendly', vmbmgtb 
'heed', verovati (and verg fti) 'believe', poslMovati 'follow', pomagaj-
gtb/pomoggtb 'help', {po)sluliti 'serve', rabotajgth 'work for', diviti 
and duditi 'wonder at', povinovati sf 'obey', radovati 'rejoice at', 
smijati s§ 'laugh at'. (Xotdti 'wish', c f §18.3a2.) 

c. Two verbs are found only with the reflexive short dative si: shzaliti 
si 'pity' and polaliti si 'be displeased' (ne pAsrH-ked C A , m n^iK&m CH Su 
364.2 'he did not become angry, he did not become displeased'). 
Sbtgiajgtb/sbtgziti 'afflict' may take si in the meaning 'despair, be dis
couraged' (podobaatT, vbsegda moliti sq i ne sUgiati si L 18:1 [Zo has s^] 
'one ought always to pray and not be discouraged'). 

d. Dative with infinitive (cf 21.4): dastb im-b vlastb d^dom b botiem b 
byti (L 1:12) 'to them he gave power to become the children of God'; 
HAURuiTe Krt\c«f atiBOY B-kiTH (Su 80.14) 'thinking him to be alive'; glagolJQ§te 
vbskresenbju ne byti (L 20:27) 'denying that there is any resurrection'; 
AAhH-kAi. A H KCH cTpAX"!.! cAfBoiaTH CA HAMT. (Su 176.16) 'did you think that we 
would become afraid because of threats?'; a z i ie glagolJQ vam-b ne kl^ti 
s? vamb (Mt 5:34) 'but 1 say unto you, swear not at all (you are not to 
swear)'; chTBopH A\H XI>I^HH;K c-kcTH AAH BB N€H (Su 204.2) 'he will make a 
hut for me to sit in (it)'; A\OAHTB;R H€AA8 chTBopn npHAToy B - U T H O T T . flero (Su 
547.20) 'he begged him to be received by him'. 
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e. The "dative absolute"—a participial subordinate clause express
ing various types of attendant circumstance. For example: mmogu sgStu 
narodu i ne irngstemt, 2eso esd ... i sus i glagola ... (Mk 8:1) 'the multi
tude being very great, and having nothing to eat, Jesus said ud^stu 
emu ljudi VT. crbkive ... sistas? sq arxierei (L 20:1) 'as he taught the 
people in the temple ... the chief priests gathered'; po vbs§ dbni sgstu s-b 
vami VT> crbkive ne prostbrSste rgk-b na mq (L 22:53) 'when 1 was daily 
with you in the temple, ye stretched forth no hands against me'; i abbe este 
glagoljgStu emu vbzglasi kurb (L 22:60) 'and immediately, while he yet 
spake, the cock crew'; more 2e vetru veliju dyxajgstu vbstaase (J 6:18) 
'And the sea, since a great wind was blowing, was rising.' Normally the 
dadve participle does not refer to the same person or thing as the subject 
of the main verb, but this rule is occasionally violated. 

f. The dative denoting "for the benefit of, with respect to" occasion
ally presents difficulties in translating into English, for it sometimes verges 
on the idea of possession and sometimes is so weak as to be superfluous 
in English. For example, cloveku eteru bogatu ugobb3i sq njiva (L 12:16) 
'the field of (lit. for) a rich man brought forth rich harvest'; c-hmoTpH M M 

î TjAOA-kHCTBo (Su 443.7) 'consider [for me] their crime!'; K i A e CH HtiH-k 
KCH (Su 242.9) 'where are you now [for yourself]?' Cf. the idiom dbto 
mbne i tebe (Mk 5:7) 'what is for me and thee' (i.e., what do we have in 
common?). 

g. The dative serves as the complement of certain adjectives: po-
dobbnb and tbcmb 'similar', ravmb 'equal', ugodbnb 'pleasing',pov/nbns 
'guilty', dostoinb 'worthy o f (also with gen.). 

h. The dative complement of substantives is semantically close to the 
adnominal genitive (§ 18.3d); dbube mbstenbju (L 21:22) 'the days of 
vengeance', xrami. molitve ... vrbtbpT. razboinikomb (Mt 21:13) 'house 
of prayer ... den of thieves', stareiSiny ljudbmb (L 19:47) 'elders of the 
people'; ot-bpuStenie grexomb (L 3:3 MarVat - gr^xova Zo) 'the forgive
ness of sins'; syni svetu (J 12:36 Zo ~ ci.iHc.Be cB-kxA Sav) 'the sons of 
light'. The possessive meaning is particularly common with the short 
dative personal pronouns mi, ti and si: e.g. drugT> mi pride (L 6:6) 'my 
friend has come', A H U C 0Ti.m« NM (Mt 18:10 Sav ~ otbca moego Mar). 

Adjectives compete with the genitive or dative adnominal comple
ment. For usual skrbim zgbomb 'gnashing of teeth', Su has cKpi.w€Ti. 
/̂KBbHisiH. In Mt 8:28, Sav has B I . êMA;K repi.recHHOAAi. 'into the land of the 

Gergesenes' vs. As ^er^esinbskg. (Cf. domu kupljenaago, § 18.3b, above.) 

http://ci.iHc.Be
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i. The dative of price: ne p^tb li p i d c t vgnitb sq pen^^ema dhvema 
(L 12:6) 'are not five sparrows sold for two farthings?' 

18.6 The instrumental case signifies tool, agent, means, and manner— 
various types of attendant circumstance. 

a. Some examples: idQ ... korabljemb (Mk 6:32) 'they went by boat', 
B H T H H J K H A A M H covfpoBAMi (Su 100.30) 'to beat him with raw thongs'; 
BAiiUi-bBAAAH oAOAtBAKuiH (Su 159.20) 'you wiU couqucr by magic'; bgdete 
nenavidimi vbsemi (Mt 10:22) 'you will be hated by all'; iskuSaem-b 
sotonoJQ (Mk 1:13) 'being tempted by Satan'; pritbcami glagolati (Mk 
12:1) 'to speak by parables'; i tacemipritbcami mwio^dmi glagolaa§e imb 
slovo (Mk 5:33) 'and with many such parables he spake the word unto 
them';}&\isqinembobrazomb{Mk 16:12) 'he appeared in another form'; 
neumbvenama rgkama MqVb (Mk 7:5) 'they eat with unwashed hands'; 
v i z i p i velbembglasomb (L 1:42) 'he cried out in a loud voice'; sii ljudie 
ustbnami cbt^tb m? (Mk 7:6) 'these people honor me with their lips" 
KpisBb T€VAAUje p-kKAAAH (Su 103.27) 'blood flowed in rivers'; bS poganynji 
... rodomb (Mt 7:25) 'she was a pagan by birth'; CAABCHT. C-W nACMCHeAAh, 
BiiicoK-b we cAHOAA-k (Su 63.8) 'being famous by descent and high in rank'; 
sixozdaaSepgtemb tdmb (L 10:31) 'came down (by) that road'; vbniddte 
QZbkymi vraty (Mt 7:13) 'enter ye in at the strait gate'; cetyrbmi des§ty i 
Sestijg lefb sizbdana crbky si (J 2:20) 'forty and six years was this temple 
in building'. 

The adnominal instrumental ClovSki, neiistombduxomb (Mk 1:23, Zo Mar) 'a man with 
an unclean spirit' seems out of place. Similarly, Ai«»toy npABbAHB«Y H AOBPOAIT. JKHTHHAVT. (Su 
294.11) '(to) a man [who is] just and virtuous, IvapsTcp' seems to function, incongrously, as 
an adjective in the dative case. 

b. The adjectives dovolbnb (dovblbnb) 'satisfied with' and dlbzbnb 
'owing, in debt' regularly take the instrumental. 

c. A number of verbs normally take the instrumental: vladgtb 'rule' 
(and others with similar meaning) ty vladeSi drbiavojg morbskojg (Ps 
88:10) 'Thou rulest the power of the sea'; ti obladaJQti zemljejg (Ps 36:9) 
'they rule the earth' (cf. HM;KuiTAAro B A A C T B . . . A<>vfujeHR H T -bAOAM Su 157.11 
'having power over soul and body'); pekgtb s§ 'worry about' ne pbcSte s? 
duseJQ vaseJQ (Mt 6:25) 'take no thought for your soul'; kl^ti s^ (and 
zaklinaJQtb s§) 'swear' ni glavojg svoejg klbni sq (Mt 5:36) 'neither' shalt 
thou swear by thy head'; teniti 'marry' zen^i sq puStenojg (L 16:18) 'he 
who marries a divorced woman'; isplmiti 'fill' (usually takes gen.) isplbni 
sq duxomb svftyimb (L 1:14) 'she was filled with the Holy Spirit'; 
(ju)pbvaJQtb 'trust' (also takes na + a c c ; or dat., sometimes with kh)\BOHHIS 
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' The use of kh + dat. after verbs of saying is a clear case of Greek influence: almost 
invariably when the Greek has the dative alone, so does OCS, but when Greek has 
-rrpos + acc. (a normal construction), OCS has kh + dat. There is no evidence that 
this usage was ever part of a spoken Slavic dialect. 

Greek interference is obvious or probable in a number of case-usages and in 
selection of prepositions as well; often the evidence is too slim to allow a clear 
decision as to what native usage OCS might have preferred. The precise choice and 
use of prepositions varies with time and place; it is not surprising that OCS manu
scripts constantly disagree in details. 

n-hEAA CBOKUK CHAOKR (Su 105.11) 'a soldier trusting in his own strength'; 
pokyvajgtb 'shake' pokyvas? glavami svoimi (Ps 108:25) 'they shook their 
heads'; skrblbtati zghy 'gnash one's teeth' (e.g. Mk 9:18). 

d. The instrumental sometimes occurs in the predicate with verbs 
denoting being or becoming. Beside normal nominatives such as Sd i ze 
ego be akridi i medb (Mt 3:4) 'his food was locusts and honey', ACAT. 

B-hicT-h B O A * TOHAA (Su 78.1) 'the ice became warm water', we find A-kBouK 
BO B-k eyA (Su 489.9) 'for Eve was a virgin'; He B;RAH HHKTOJKC HIOAOHK (Su 
420.10) 'let no one be a Judas'. 

19.0 On the use of the prepositions. 

19.11 Prepositions taking the accusative only are vbz 'in exchange for' 
(cf. VBskqJQ 'why?', vbskrai 'on the edge [of ]'), skvozd or skoze 'through', 
and the compound podlbgb 'along'. 

19.12 With the genitive only: bez 'without' (cf. §3.311), do 'to, till', iz 
'from, out o f (cf §3.311), otb 'o f from, since, by' (may express agent; 
e.g. porggam. bystb otb vlixv-b (Mt 2:16) 'he was mocked by the wise 
men'), u 'near, by, from' (M groba 'near the tomb'; prositi ceso u/otb kogo 
'ask for something [gen.] from someone'). Words which function both as 
adverbs and as prepositions with genitive are: blizb 'near', vrtxu 'on top 
(of)', krome 'outside', okrbstb 'around', prezde 'before, prior to', razvd 
'except for', svdnje 'outside o f , and §de 'near'. 

The words radi/radbma and delja/deljbma 'on account o f for the sake 
o f are postpositions: sego radi 'for this reason', Mcne A'kAia 'for my sake'. 

The expression vs ...mesto 'instead o f includes the genitive between 
its members: vs iroda mesto 'instead of Herod'. 

19.13 With the locative only: pri 'near, in the time o f . 

19.14 With the dative only: kb 'to, toward', and the adverbs protivg 
(protivo/protivu) 'opposite, according to' and prdmo 'opposite'.' 
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19.15 With the instrumental only: meidu 'between'. 

19.21 With the accusative and locative cases: 

19.211 Vs + accusative means 'into, to', vs + locative means 'in, in
side'. Vs is used with the accusative in many time expressions and fixed 
locutions of varying meaning. 

19.212 Na + locative means 'on', also 'conceming'. Na + accusative 
means 'onto, to, toward, against' (ize nSstb ST> minoJQ na ntf esfb Mt 
12:30 'he who is not with me is against me'); it occurs in a number of fixed 
expressions. 

19.213 O (ob) with locative normally means 'around, about, concern
ing', but the relationship it expresses is often tenuous and can be rendered 
by various other English prepositions, e.g. sily deigti, o njemb (Mt 
14:2) 'mighty works do show forth themselves in him'. O (ob) + accusa
tive means 'against', but also 'concerning'. Note the fixed expressions o 
desngjg 'at the right (hand)', o Sujgjg 'at the left', ob onpoh 'on the other 
side (of)', ob nostb 'during the night', o sebe 'of oneself, by oneself . 

19.22 With the accusative and instrumental case—the preposition de
fines a position; the accusative case signals motion directed to the posi
tion, while the instrumental case implies rest: nadb 'above, over'; podb 
'under, beneath'; prddb 'in front o f or 'prior to'. 

19.23 5 s takes either genitive or instrumental. 5 s + genitive means 
'from, down from, from the surface o f and 'since'; sb + instrumental 
means 'with, accompanying'. 

19.31 Za takes accusative, genitive, or instrumental. Za + instrumental 
means 'behind, after' (no motion implied), while za + accusative specifies 
motion to a position behind. Za + acc. frequently means 'because o f ; but 
it has other meanings too, e.g., oko za oko 'an eye for an eye'; ?tT> JQ za 
rgkg (Mt 9:25) 'he took her by the hand'. In expressions meaning 'strike 
on the cheek' za lanitg is found beside vs lanitg and po lanitama. With the 
genitive, za expresses cause: pa^B-krouiA C A 2,a crpA^* ukabhcka S U 483.11 
'they scattered for fear of the Jews.' 

19.32 Po takes the accusative, locative, or dative. It is rare with the 
accusative: po cbto 'why?' (cf ponje[ie] 'because'); po mesta 'in divers 
places', vbs^ dbni 'daily', po vbsdleta 'every year';po imena 'by their 
names' (Euch 67bl4) . Po + locative means 'after': po tomb 'after this, 
afterward, then' (cf also uaaka no HMXT. S U 38:5 'he wept for them', i.e. at 
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losing them); and occasionally 'in favor of, for', e.g. iXe bo nesfb na vy po 
vasb estT> (L 9:50) 'for he that is not against you is for you.' Po + dative 
has varied meanings: po zemlji, po morju, po aeru 'over the/by land, on 
the/by sea, by air', po vbsemu gradu L 8:39 'throughout the whole city', 
po pQti 'on the road', po srMi 'in the middle; amid, among'; po delomh 
'according to deeds', po vine 'according to guilt', po prddanbju 'accord
ing to tradhion', po sild 'by force', po rfdu 'in order'. 

20 On the syntax of the numerals 

Edinb edino edina (§4.321) 'one' is a pronoun, and agrees with its 
singular headword in case and gender. (In Su the stem is also K A K H - . ) 

Dbva dbve 'two' and ofea oM 'both, the two' are likewise pronouns (cf. 
§4.201) and agree with their dual headwords in gender and case. 

Trbe tri 'three' (§4.402) and detyre cetyri 'four' (§4.4114) are plurals, 
and agree with their plural headwords in gender and case. 

The numerals from five to ten (§4.4) as well as i&to 'hundred' and 
tysgsti/tysfsti 'thousand' are substantives which are followed by the geni
tive plural (cf. § 18.3d). 

The teens are expressed by the units + na des^te: edinb na des^te '11' , 
dbva idbve) na des§te '12', etc. (Noteofea nades^te 'tlie twelve'.) The tens 
are expressed by the units followed by the proper form of despb: dbva 
des^ti (dual), trbe des^te (nom. pi.), p^tb desftb (gen. pi.), etc. The hun
dreds similarly use units plus the proper form of sbto: dbvd sue. tri sua, 
p§tb sUb, etc. 

In principle, the na des^te of the teens and the des^t- of the tens do not 
affect the counted substantive: obema ze na des^te apostoloma (§18.5h) 
imena sgtb si (Mt 10:2) 'and the names of the twelve apostles are these'. 
In a number of examples, however, the whole numeral behaves as a sub
stantive requiring the genitive plural: L 9:7 '12 baskets' Zo liosa dbva na 
des^te ~ Mar kosb; A * ••• cbirkHAT-h Tpbm-h AecAxeMb (§18.5i) m-kAî HHui> 
( S U 331.29) 'so they might appraise [him] at thirty coins'. 

Units are added by means of / (or T H in Su); sUo i ppb despb i tri (sc. 
rybb, J 21:11); instr. cetyrbmi desfty i sestbjg letb (J 2:20) 'in the course of 
46 years'. For further details, see Vaillant 157ff. 

21.0 On the use of the verbal forms 

21.1 The present tense, as opposed to aorist and imperfect, does not 
specify time. Imperfective presents most usually denote an action viewed 
as simultaneous with the moment of speech or with a moment in past or 
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<• More examples and discussion in Radoslav VeSerka, Altkirlchensl. Syntax, II174-
185 (= Monumenta linguae slavicae dialecti veteris, Tom XXIV [XXVII, 2], 
Freilburg i. Br., 1993). 

future which is defined by the context; they may also denote actions which 
are repeated or of general vahdity. Since the perfective aspect specifies 
that the completion of the action is envisaged, the present perfective forms 
cannot denote action in progress. They signify rather action viewed as 
completed in the future or at any other moment defined by the context. In 
statements of general validity, the perfective present shows that the action 
is viewed as completed whenever the situation is suitable. For example, 
cAbHbuoY BTiCxoAAuiTWf cbRpuKT-b CA cT-kAb (Su 417.28) 'whcu the sun 
rises (c f §18.5e), the shadow hides itself; a§te k'to bSdoJQ ukradeti. 
sinedbno ctto, 40 dem> da pokaetb s§ (Euch 103bl) 'if anyone steals 
something to eat because of need, let him do penance for 40 days (cf. 
§22.11); aste h vSdeli . . . . v t kyi dasi, tatb prideth (Mt 24:43) 'if [he] had 
known in what watch the thief would come'; 2ena egda razdaetb pecalb 
imatb egda ze rodith otroc? kitomu ne pombnitb skrbbi (J 16:21) 'a 
woman when she is in travail [= is giving birth] hath sorrow . . . but as soon 
as she is delivered of [= has given birth to] the child she remembereth no 
more the anguish'. 

21.11 On the expression of future time.^ There is no specific set of 
forms denoting the future. The most frequent means of expressing future 
action is the present tense (especially of perfective verbs). The future of 
'to be' is expressed by bgdgth. Often the present forms of the verb xoteti 
'want' (§15.233)—and rarely the presents of nacmgth and vbdrngth 'be
gin'—are used with an infinitive in a sense close to the English future. 
Rather more common are quasi-futures consisting of the present of imamb 
(§16.24). This construction occasionally means literally "have to", but 
normally indicates "is to, is destined to"; e.g. a z t bra§bno imamb esti 
egoze vy ne veste (J 4:32) '1 have meat to eat that ye know not o f ; uze ne 
imamb piti otb ploda lozbnaego (Mk 14:25) '1 will drink no more of the 
fruit of the vine'; i2e a§te ne priimett cesarbstvbja bo2bja jako otroC? ne 
imatb vbniti v i nje (L 18:17) 'whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of 
God as a litde child shall in no wise enter therein'; koe bgdetb znamenbe 
egda irngtb stkonbSati sq vbsS si (Mk 13:4) 'what shall be the sign when 
all these things shall be fulfilled?' 

Past-tense forms of xoteti and imati express a relative future—an event 
regarded as future from the point of view of a past moment: e.g. se le 
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7 Dostdl (Studie, pp. 599-600) notes that over 40% of the attested OCS aorists are 
imperfective, while the 23 perfective imperfects constitute only about 1% of at
tested imperfects. It is worth emphasizing these figures, for many investigators 
have assumed that any verb which has an aorist is necessarily perfective, and 
similarly that an imperfect tense form is proof of the imperfective aspect of the 
verb in question. It is now clear that in OCS—as well as in Rusian (Early East 
Slavic) and Old Czech and modem Serbian, Macedonian and Bulgarian—tense 
and aspect are two independent systems. One should not lose sight of the fact that 
certain forms (like perfective imperfects) are statistically infrequent because the 
situations requiring them are uncommon. It is only in a narration of complex 
events in the past that one can expect to find the full range of the possible past tense 
forms, including the various combinations of participles; virtually no passages of 
this type happen to be attested in OCS. 

glagolase kleplj? koeJQ ST.mrbtbJQ xotease umreti (J 12:33) "This he said, 
signifying what death he would die.' 

21.2 The past tenses 

While the present tense is indifferent as to time, the aorist and imper
fect both specify action presented as taking place prior to the moment of 
utterance. The imperfect specifies an action coordinated with a fact or act 
in the past: this point of reference may or may not be present in the con
text. The aorist has no such specification - it is merely an event in the 
past. The aorist thus functions as the story-telling device which presents 
a chain of events, while the imperfect gives the background events or 
stops to concentrate on an action being performed at a certain moment. 

The majority of aorists are of perfective aspect, but imperfective aorists 
are not uncommon: the action is presented as past, but there is no speci
fication that it was completed. Imperfects are nearly always of imperfec
tive aspect, but perfective imperfects appear when the need arises; a coor
dinated yet completed action is specified, and this usually means a repeated 
action.' For example... A U I T B C A chAo^'*'*'*'''^ HÂ •kTH MAAOY HMMhcoatc A ^ T H 

KAAoy, TO KOTTjr*...A<»A'kAui6 HHQiTOYOYMOif (Su 207.14) 'if it happened that 
he had nothing to give him, he would.. .give his (own) dress to the poor 
man.' 

A few examples of aorist-imperfect usage: 

Mk 5:24 ... ide (1) s-b njimb i, po njemb idSaSe (2) narodt mtnogT, i ugngtaaxQ i (3) 
'[Jesus] went with him and after him went a great crowd and they pressed on him'. The 
determined aorist (1) defines a past moment to which further actions (imperfects, 2, 3) are 
coordinated. 

Mt 26:57ff. (in the story of the arrest and trial of Jesus) poimiSe isusa vj§? i (1)... petn, 
ie id6a$e (2) po njemb izdaleCe i sSdSaSe (3) s i slugami vidSti konbCin? ... [arxierei] 
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iskaaxQ (4) li2a s-bvgdetelja na isusa ... i ne obretQ (5)... isusi ie mlbdaaSe (6) ... petn. ie 
vtng sSdgaSe (7)... i pristQpi (8) kT> njemu edina rabynji. 'Having seized Jesus, they led him 
... And Peter followed at a distance and sat with the servants to see the end... [the chief 
priests etc.] sought false witness ... but found none ... [they ask questions]... but Jesus was 
silent... [The trial goes on, and the scene shifts:] Now Peter was sitting outside ... and a 
slave-woman came up to him.' The narration has started with a series of aorists, of which 
(1) is the last. Two imperfects (2,3) show the actions of Peter, coordinated to the main flow 
of action which is centered around Jesus. The third imperfect (4) refocuses on the court and 
the officials' non-coordinated, unfinished act of searching; the lack of success is summed up 
by a negated perfective aorist (5). More aorists (not cited) carry on the narration, but through 
these completed acts by others Jesus, in a coordinated negative action (specified by the 
imperfect, 6), remains silent. Peter, in the meanwhile, is sitting (coordinated act, imperfect; 
7), when another actor appears and completes an action (P aor. 8) 

L 1:80 otroc? ie rastgase (1) i krgpljaaSe s? (2) duxomb, i b6 (3) VT> pustynji do dbne 
avljenbja svoego k i izdrailju 'And the child grew, and waxed strong in spirit, and was in the 
desert till the day of his showing unto Israel'. The two imperfects (1,2) denote actions 
coordinated with the imperfective aorist (3) which states a fact rather than an event. 

21.21 The perfective aorist bysn in principle denotes an event, the ap
pearance of something not present before. The imperfective be ordinarily 
reports a new fact, without specifically coordinating it to other events. 
The imperfect bease specifies coordination to some point in past time. 
The three-way distinction is sometimes blurred, however. Some exam
ples: 

I bystb burja vgtrbna velija (Mk 4:37) 'and a great wind-storm came up'; egda bystb dbnb, 
priglasi udeniky svo? (L 6:12) 'when day broke, he called his disciples'. On ze slySavb se 
priskrbbbm. bystb, bi bo bogatb 36I0 (L 18:23) 'and when he heard this he became very 
sorrowful, for he was very rich.' 

Vilgzi. ie Vb edint ott korabljicu, iie bi simonovb, moli i ot-b zemlj? otbstgpiti malo, 
i s6dT. uCaaSe is korablja narody (L 5:3) 'and having entered into one of the ships, which was 
[as a general fact not yet mentioned] Simon's, he prayed (aor.) him that he would thrust out 
a little from the land, and having sat down, he taught the crowds out of the ship.' 

I pomanoS? pric?stbnikomi iie beaxg vb drusSemb korablji (L 5:7) 'and they beckoned 
to their partners, which were [precisely at that time; impf] in the other boat'. 

21.211 Incidents in the Gospels are frequendy introduced by a redun
dant bysth that corresponds to the typically biblical phrase "it came to pass 
that". The construction is originally Hebrew, literally translated in the 
Greek Bible. For example: 

Bystb ie idQStem-b po pQti, reCe edini ki njemu, id? po tebS jamoie koliibdo ide§i, 
gospodi (L 9:57) 'and it came to pass, that, as they went (§18.5e) along the way, a certain 
man said to him, I will follow thee wheresoever thou goest. Lord'; i bystbcgda vbnide isust 
Vb dom-b edinogo k-bnf 3a fariseiska vb SQbotQ xlfiba Ssti, (§21.5)... (L 14:1) 'and it came 
to pass, when Jesus went into the house of one of the chief Pharisees to eat bread on the 
sabbath day ...' 
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These remarks do not apply to the resultative participles, which are found only in 
the nominative short-forms either (regularly) accompanied by a form of byti in the 
compound tenses defined in § 14, or else with omission of the auxiliary in forms of 
the perfect (§14.1). 

In a single passage (Su 386.5-8) the 1-participles occur with K U I A and lapwf 
'would that!; if only!', which also take the conditional (usually withrfa). Non-OCS 
evidence seems to indicate that the omission of the auxiliary was normal after 
these conjunctions. 

For a detailed and illuminating discussion of the active participles, see Rudolf 
Ruiicka, Das syntaktische System der altslavischen Partizipien und sein Verhdlt
nis zum Griechischen, Berlin, 1963. 

21.3 On participles 

The present and past active participles (of both aspects) are freely used in 
all cases and numbers.* In cases other than nominadve and accusative, the 
long-forms are found more often than the short-forms. The present and 
past passive participles (of both aspects) are used mosdy in the nomina
tive short-forms, but other cases occur as well. True participles are clearly 
verbal in character; they denote an action which is subordinate to another 
action that is expressed by a finite verb in the context. Often, however, the 
participial form functions purely as an adjective. 

There are instances where variant readings of the same passage have 
participial constructions equivalent to relative clauses, e.g. Mt 10:40 Sav 
npHHeMAAi BACh M€H6 HpHeAAAeTii ~ Zo izc vy primeth m? priemljetb 'he who 
receives you, receives me'. In translating into English, the participles are 
often best rendered by finite verbs in dependent clauses of various types. 

21.31 The present participles, like the present tense, are unmarked as to 
time, denoting either general verbal action or (most frequently) action 
coordinated with the time expressed by the context. For example, active 
participles: mT>no3i bo pridQfb vi> moe im? glagoljgste . . . (Mk 13:6) 'for 
many shall come in my name, saying . . . ' ; beaxQ ze edini . . . glagoljgste ... 
(Mk 14:4) 'and there were some that said . . . '; passive participles: se e s t i 
telo moe davaemoe za vy (L 22:19) 'this is my body which is given for 
you'; isusT> ze sly§avT> slovo glagoljemoe (Mk 5:36) 'Jesus, having heard 
the word which was spoken, said . . . ' ; KPAA BAAA-UK^R CH B H A * V T O M A (Su 
425.17) 'when he saw his Lord being honored'. If the present participle is 
perfective, it signifies a completed subordinate action; the completion 
most usually is repeated, or else is in the relative future, but the possibility 
of a relative past is not excluded. For example: H€ B;KA'kAA-h O^BO HC 

noxBAAAUiTC TAKoro BAAroA'kTeAia (Su 494.14) 'let us not fail to praise such 
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a benefactor ( l i t . 'let us not be [repeatedly] not praising'); H ewe itrreA-ki 
nOXBAAHM-b API^JKHTT. CA CKBp-bHABIilHAAA p^RKAMA (Su 506.19; cf. §22.4) 'and 
he whom the angels praise [who is praised by the angels] is held by dirty 
hands'. 

The present passive participles, particularly if perfective, may denote 
the possibility of an act: e.g. vidimh 'being seen; visible'; merinth 'being 
measured; measurable'; especially common with negation, nepobedirm 
'invincible', nerazorimh 'indestructable', and others. 

21.321 The past active participles present an action which started (and 
usually is completed) before the action of the main verb to which the 
participle is subordinated. For example, s?d^te Sbde dontdeze sbdh 
pomolJQ s? (Mk 14:23) 'Sit ye here while I go (lit. having gone) pray'; 
Sbdh poka^i s? iereovi (L 5:14) 'go (ht. having gone) show yourself to the 
priest'; sbdbSe vb gradi vbzvesti§? vbse (Mt 8:33) 'they went into the city 
and told of everything'. 

An example contrasting present and past active participles: (L 6:47-
49) slys§i (1) slovesa moja i tvor^ (2) j a . . . podobbni. estb cloveku zUdgstu 
(3) xramiuQ ... na kamene; .. .slySavyi (4) i ne tvorjb (5) podobbnt es tT> 

cloveku sbzbdavbsu (6) xraminq bez osnovanbja ... 'He who heareth my 
sayings and doeth them ... is like a man who builds a house ... on a rock; 
... and he that heareth (=has been hearing) and doeth not (= has not been 
doing) is like a man that without a foundation built a house'. Here 1 and 
2 are present actions, contemporaneous with the moment of utterance, 
while 3 is a statement of general validity. 4 and 5 show uncompleted 
(imperfective) actions which started before the principle action, while 6 
not only started before, but has been completed. 

21.322 The past passive participle denotes a state produced by an out
side agent whose action started prior to the moment denoted by the con
text. In the vast majority of cases the short nominative forms are used with 
some form of the verb byti; e.g. zbvanb ie bystb i isus (J 2:2) 'and Jesus 
was also invited'; veru§i VT. njb ne bgdetb osgiderib, a ne v^ru^i ju2e 
osgzdenb estb (J 3:18) 'he that believeth on him will not be condemned, 
but he that believeth not is condemned already'; mozaase bo si xrizma 
prodana byti (Mk 14:5) 'for this ointment might have been sold'; n6 u bo 
bd vbsazdenb vb tbmbnicQ i o a n T . (J 3:24) 'for John was not yet cast into 
prison'. The other cases and also the long forms do occur, however, par
ticularly in the dative absolute construction (§18.5e) obrgdene byvbsi 
materi ego (Mt 1:18) 'when his mother was espoused . . . '; ra£i. . . prizbreti 
n a raba tvoego sego padtsa grgxy, porazena bolezniJQ (Euch 30a22) 
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' For other examples see Vaillant §169, and Jacques Lepissier, in Studie palaeo-
slovenica (Prague, 1971) 215-20. 

'" The OCS infinitive is imperfective; the act of sinking is not presented as com
pleted, and the context of the whole passage implies that it was never completed. 

'deign to look on this Thy servant (who has) fallen because of sins, (who 
has been) struck down by disease'; 7,A H P H A T X H R OTTI peepii aAdmoBii ateHx 

(Su 482.15) 'for woman, taken from the ribs of Adam'; H6 cpAmhRtKuiH AH 

C A . . . ckTBopeH-biHxi* TOBOHK '̂ 'kAHH (Su 161.22) 'arcu't you ashamed of the 
evils done by you (or, which you have done)?' 

A number of words which are formally past passive participles are used 
as non-verbal adjecdves, e.g. prokazem 'leprous', oslabljenz, 'paralytic', 
stmerjem 'humble', ucem 'learned', izbtram, 'elect, select'. 

21.33 On verbal adverbs. It has been suggested that certain forms spelled -ste represent 
verbal adverbs (orgerunds), e.g. neie dv/i no^i imgUte vbvrbienu byri vt geoncj (Mk 9:45) 
'[it is better for thee to enter halt into life] than having two feet to be cast into hell'; C A 4 A I > K « 

T H K C T T . Bi>Koyui4HRuiTe H T . ropbKA n» B-bK«Y(A (Su 350.29) '[bewatc the pleasure of sin,] it is 
sweet for you as you are tasting (it) but bitter after the tasting'. The examples are better 
explained as scribal errors, for dadve -jfm.' 

21.4 The infinitive is used as the complement of a number of verbs 
denoting command, desire, will, ability, or various expressions of pur
pose. The connotation of possibility or duty appears with esth: ox-h eero ... 
EHA-kTH KCT-h cHAfli xpHCTocoBsi (Su 413.16) 'from this is to be seen the 
power of Christ'; n-kcTi. HAAA-U O^BHTH (Su 433.12) 'we are (ought) not to 
kill'; bystb ze (§21.211) umreti niStuemu i nesenu byd angely na lono 
avraamlje (L 16:22) 'and it came to pass that the beggar died and was 
carried by the angels into Abraham's bosom'. (Compare the use of infini
tive with imamb, §21.11.) 

Occasionally an infinidve with the conjunction jaico ( c f §22.3) ex
presses result: e.g. i ne otiveSta emu ni ki. edinomu glagolu jako diviti s( 
igemonu 3elo (Mt 27:14) 'and he answered him to never a word, so that 
the governor marvelled gready'; isplbni§? oba korablja jako pogrgzati s^ 
ima (L 5:7) 'they filled both the ships so that they began to sink'.^'^ Notice 
the dative as "subject" of the infinitive (cf §18.5d). 

21.5 The supine is used after verbs of motion to specify purpose; e.g. 
idQ lovitb rybt (J 21:3) '1 am going (in order) to fish'; ceso videtb izidete 
(Mt 11:7) 'What did you come out to see?'; i vbsta cistb (L4:16) 'and he 
stood up to read'. However, the use of the specifically purposeful supine 
was apparendy not obligatory, and the semantically neutral infinitive could 
convey the same meaning in the proper context. Thus in Mt 26:55, As 
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'' In East Slavic the particle c« is written as part of the verb, and lexicographers treat 
c«-verbs as separate entries (poAHTb 'bear, give birth (to)' - po/iHTbca 'be bom'). 
Following this pattem, Russian and Ukrainian scholarly lists of OCS lexical items 
usually provide two entries. Other Slavs (as well as non-Slavs) include s?-verbs 
with non-sf verbs; thus SJS puts POAMTH (A and pox<A€Hi> E-UTH under P«AHTH. 

izidoste ST, o r g z i e m B . . . ph mene 'are ye come out . . . to take me?' is 
equivalent to Mar Zo Sav pi m?—with genitive object of the supine, 
accusative with infinitive. Cf. M A * SroTOBdTi. wkcTd Bdiwh ( J 14:2 Sav) -
ugotovati m&to (Zo Mar As Vat) T go to prepare a place for you'. 

It is possible that the supine was not part of the dialect of some scribes, and that some 
infinidves replace an older supine. Thus Mar da ne vtzvratitb s? vbsp§tb vmpi nz-b svoixi 
(Mk 13:16) 'let him not go back to get his garments' is "correct", but Zo's phrase vbzpirizi 
svoixb lacks clear motivation for the genitive. 

21.6 On and "reflexive" verbs. 

The form sg has two functions; the two often overlap. 

21.61 5f may be the accusative of the reflexive pronoun (§4.6): javlJQ 
5f emu sami ( J 15:21) T [myself] will manifest myself to him'; stpasi sf 
sami i ny (L 23:55) 'save thyself and us [two].' In the presence of nega
tion (§ 18.3b), this accusative is replaced by the genitive sebe: iny 
sT>pase, ali sebe ne mozet i stpasti (Mk 15:31) 'he saved others, but he 
cannot save himself.' 

This true reflexive sf may be replaced by the emphatic or "personal 
accusative" sebe: compare, om. te xot? opravbditi s^ sam' rece . . . (L 
10:29) 'he, wanting to justify himself, said . . . ' ; vy este opravbdaJQ§tei 
sebe predi. clovSky (L 16:15) 'ye are they which justify yourselves before 
man'; vbzljubisi iskrbnjaego svoego jako sam-bsebe (Mar ~ s^ Zo As) Mk 
12:31 'thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself; sego obretom-b .. . gla-
golJQ§ta sebe xrista cSsarja byti (L 23:2) 'we found this man ... saying 
himself to be Christ the King.' 

21.62 Much more frequent is the s^ which has lost the clear meaning 
and case of the reflexive pronoun and functions more like a particle which 
imparts some general meaning of intransitivity to the verb. 5f may be 
enclitic and follow the first accented word in the clause, but it usually 
follows the verb immediately." The s^ remains unchanged even in the 
presence of negation: a§te sf hi ne rodili. (Mt 26:24 Zo Mar Sav; ~ As aste 
bi ne rodil-b sf) 'if he had not been bom'; ne divi s^ ( J 3:6) 'do not be 
surprised'; un6e esfb ne 2eniti s^ (Mt 19:10) 'it is better not to marry'. This 
fact perhaps allows us to perceive simply intransitivity (and not specific 
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Complete data, with a historical and comparative study, in Herbert Brauer, 
Untersuchungen zum Konjunktiv im Altkirchenslavischen und Altrussischen. I. Die 
Final- urui abhdngigen Heischesdtze (= Veroffentlichungen d. Abteilung f. slav. 
Spr. u. Lit. des Osteuropa-Inst. a. d. Freien Universitat Berlin, Vol. 11), Wiesbaden, 
1957. 

reflexivity) in: vb rizQ ne obIacaa§e (L 8:27) 'he did not get dressed in 
clothing.' 

In many verbs, the presence or absence of indicates intransidvity 
versus transitivity: azT> umyx i vaSi no36 (J 13:14) 'I washed your feet', 
but u m y x T > 5f (J 9:15) '1 washed' (with the context supplying 'my eyes'; 
this could be taken as reflexive). Some verbs acquire a different meaning 
with sp. klbnQtT, 'curse' but klbngti s? 'swear, take an oath'. Sometimes 
a semantic difference is not clear from the available evidence, e.g. plakati 
~ plakati s? 'weep; (+ gen. or o + loc.) mourn', although here perhaps the 
5f adds a note 'for one's own benefit' similar to the dative si (§18.5c). 
Several verbs never occur without sp e.g. bojati sf 'fear', postiti s? 'fast', 
rQgaJQtb s? 'mock'. 

Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish an active reflexive from a pas
sive meaning; in some passages different manuscripts show variants. For 
example, syn i glovSCbskbi predasth sf (Mt 26:2, Zo) but Mar and As 
exphcidy passive predanh bqdeth 'the Son of Man will be betrayed'; aste 
tT>kT>mo prikosuQ s? riz6 ego shpasena bgdg (Mt 9:21, Mar As) but Sav 
st>pasQ 5f 'if only I touch his garment, I will be saved'. 

22.1 The conjunction da plus present (of either aspect) means 'in order 
to', or simply 'to, that': e.g. izide s€qi da seeth (Mt 13:3) 'a sower went 
forth to sow'; prines? ... deti da rgcS vbzlozitb na nj? (Mt 19:13) 'they 
brought children, that he should put his hands on them'; n6smb bo dostoint 
da podt krovb moi vmideSi (L 7:8) 'I am not worthy that you should 
come under my roof. The meaning of purpose is made more specific by 
adding ja^o, see below. The negative may be da ne or eda (or da ne kako, 
eda kako) 'in order not to, lest'; e.g. moljaaxg i da ne povSlith i m t v t 
bezdtng iti (L 8:31) 'they besought him that he should not command them 
to go out into the deep'; bljudi ubo eda svett ize v t tebS tbma esth (L 
11:35) 'take heed therefore that the Ught which is in thee be not darkness'. 
The conditional may be used instead of the present: molis? i da bipresblh 
ot t predelt i x t (Mt 8:4; Sav has laKo A* np-kHACT-h) 'they besought him 
that he would depart out of their coasts'; i drt^aaxQ i, da ne bi othStdh oth 
njixh(L 4:42) 'and they stayed him, that he should not depart from them'. 
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Josef Kurz cites all the examples, Byzantinoslavica 7: 336ff. 

22.11 In an independent clause, da plus 3rd person present (rarely 1st 
sg./pl.) may represent an exhortation: da prideth (J 7:37)'let him come'; 
da svpith 5f im? tvoe (Mt 6:9) 'hallowed be Thy name'; samt o sebe da 
glagoljetb (J 9:21) 'let him speak for himself; da ne postyzdg s§ VT> v e k i 
(Ps 30:2) 'let me never be ashamed'. 

22.12 With past tenses, and occasionally with a present, da means 'and, 
and then'. 

22.2 Eda (§22.1) serves also to introduce a question which expects a 
negative answer: e.g. eda mozett slSpbCb slepbca voditi (L 6:39) 'can a 
blind man lead a bUnd man?'; eda imati xvalQ rabu tomu, jako sttvori 
povelenaja? ne mbnJQ (L 17:9) 'Doth he thank that servant because he did 
the things that were commanded him? I trow not.' 

22.3 The conjunction jako has a very wide range of meaning—'that, so 
that, for, as, like, since, because'. It is used to introduce both direct and 
indirect quotations, and sometimes it is difficult to see which is meant. For 
example: vy glagoljete jako vlasvimljae§i zanje rexi. jako sym> bozbi esmb 
(J 10:36) 'Ye say. Thou blasphemest, because I said, I am the Son of God.' 
Here the 2nd sg. form shows clearly that the first jako introduces a direct 
quotation, but the statement after the second jako could be indirect: 'I said 
that I was . . . 'Or: Ottv^Sta 2ena i re5e emu, ne imamb mqia. Glagola ei 
Isusi , dobrS re£e jako mQ^a ne imamb (J 4:17) 'The woman answered and 
said to him, I have no husband. Jesus said to her. Thou hast well said, I 
have no husband.' 

22.4 Beside the normal use of the relative pronoun iie in an explanatory 
phrase with a form of byti 'to be' (e.g. \i& estb otb boga, glagolt bozbi 
posluSaetb J 8:47 'he that is of God heareth God's words'), there are cases 
where the verb is omitted: e.g. svgtb ize vb tebg (Mk 6:23) 'the light 
within you'; w VwcH<|>i H>K6 OT-K a p H M d « « A (Su 447.28) 'about Joseph of 
Arimathea'; glavy evan^elija eze o t t luky 'chapters of the Gospel [which 
is] of Luke'.'^ 

The neuter eie may be used with an infinitive; e.g. cbto estb eie iz 
mrbtvyixi vbskrbsnQti (Mk 9:10) 'what is [the] rising from the dead?'; 
eie neumtvenami rgkamiSsti ne skvrbnitb clovSka (Mt 15:20) 'to eat (i.e. 
the fact of eating) with unwashed hands defileth not a man' HT. Kwe 
c-hTBopHTH ^"bAo (Su 406.8) 'but doing evil [is] evil'. 
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Variations in usage are extreme, and many examples are hard to interpret (see note 
16 below). Some of the fluctuation must be attributed to dialect variants, both in 
time and in region. Here only the most general statements are possible. For fuller 
treatment, see R. VeCerka, Altkirchensl. (altbulgarische) Syntax I (1989) 33-41, III 
(1996) 128-140. 

Eie is also found as a conjunction'because, inasmuch as'. 
Occasionally He is found for ete, and vice versa. 

23. On negation 

23.1 Two morphemes express negation: ne and ni. Ne 'not' stands 
immediately before the verb or other syntactical unit that it negates. M 
expresses denial (the antonym of ei 'yes'), or—usually in conjunction 
with ne—'neither, nor, and not, not even'. Ne ordinarily occurs only once 
in a major clause; ni may be repeated. A clause containing a negative 
pronoun or adverb (such as nikuoie 'no one', nidbtoie 'nothing', nikyiie 
'no sort o f , niedimze 'no, none', nikolize 'never', nikuleie 'nowhere', 
nikakoze 'in no way') usually has ne before the verb; the double negation 
is presumably normal Slavic syntax. The ne is often omitted, however, if 
ni (ni-) stands earlier in the clause: this imitates Greek (where, as in Eng
lish, two negatives signify a positive).''' Thus i niktote daeaSe emu (L 
15:16, As) 'and no one gave him [anything]. Mar / niktoze ne daese emu. 
Some examples: 

Ne moja volja n t tvoja da bgdetb (L 22:42) 'not my will, but thine, be 
done.' Oba&e jakoze a z i xoStQ, n i jako2e ty (Mt 26:39) 'nevertheless, 
not as I wish but as you [wish].' Vy (Jisti este m, ne vbsi (J 13:10) 'You are 
clean, but nof a//.'iVe 0 vbsSxt vas t glagoljQ (J 13:18) '1 speak not of you 
all.' vrSm? moe ne u pride (J 7:5) "My time is not yet come.' 

On ze rede, ni (Mt 13:29) 'And he said, "No."' Ni bratrbja bo ego 
verovaaxQ vb njb (J 7:5) 'for not even his brothers believed in him.' M 
az-b tebe osQ^dajg; idi i otbsele ne stgresai k t tomu (J 8:11) 'Neither do 
I condemn thee; go and sin no more.' Pride Ioam> ni pi? ni jady (Mt 11:18 
Zo ~ ne...ni Mar) 'John came, neither eating nor drinking.' Ndsmb azb 
xristosi (J 1:27; §16.101) 'I am not the Christ.' Nisth umrbla devica (L 
8:52) 'the maiden has not died.' Da ne vid?tb o5ima ni razumSJQtt 
srbdbcemb (J 12:40) 'that they should not see with their eyes nor under
stand with their heart.' Polo^i e [telo] vb grobS isecene vb nembze ne h6 
nikhtoie nikogdaze polozent (L 23:53) '[he] laid it in a hewn tomb where 
no one had ever been laid.' Nikomuze ne rabotaxomi nikolize (J 8:33) 'we 
have never been in bondage to anyone.'Ni otb edinogote ne moze iscSleti 
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(L 8:43 ZoMarSav; As omits ne) 'she could not be healed by any [one of 
the doctors].' 

23.2 Negation affects case-usage in two types of construction: existen
tial, and transitive (cf. §18.3a6, 18.3b). 

23.211 Existential negation combines the impersonal nesth (ne bgdetb, 
ne be) 'there is no[t] (will not be, was not)' with the genitive: ndstb inogo 
boga razve mene (Su 264.2) 'there is no other god except for me'; otb 
pltti nestb polb^^ nikako^le (J 6:63) 'from the flesh there is no profit 
whatsoever'; nestb dlovdka ize ^ivb bgdeti i ne stgrg§aetb (Eu 57al0) 
'there is no man who will live and not sin'; M€ B * HHKorowe (Su 241.27) 
'there was no one there.' Nestb with the nominative expresses a negative 
definition: e.g. M - b c T t BCAHKO VO^AO (Su 33.24) 'the miracle is not great'; 
this construction is normally distinct from ndstb with genitive, existential 
negation: e.g. sbde tebS ndstb mesta (Eu 37a24) 'here for you there is no 
place.' 

23.212 The distinction is sometimes blurred. E.g. i nestb sv^tb razvg 
tebe gospodi (IKi 2:2, Sin 2/N) 'there is none holy besides thee. Lord'; 
ndstb bo niduoze taino eze ne avitb s? (Mk 4:22) 'for there is nothing hid 
which shall not be manifested'; H-bcTi. K T O M H A O Y A , H H-kcT-h K T O 

MHAocp-hAoyA (Su 57.9-10) 'there is no one who pities and there is no one 
who shows mercy'; H-kcTi. HHKTowe npoTHBAH C A TCB-k (Su 232.5) 'there is 
no one resisting you.' Nikbtote estb otb roMenija tvoego ize naricaetb sf 
imenemb tSmb (L 1:61) 'there is no one of your kin who is called by this 
name.'—The fig-tree which has no fruit because it is not yet the season 
(cf Mt 21:18-19) is cursed by Jesus, m BA^AH KI» C6AAOY nAOAii OTTI T C B C ( S U 

346.19) 'may there be henceforth no fruit from you'; plodb could be Gp, 
but normally it is collective in meaning, and it may be Ns here. Compare 
Su 350.12 3AH6 cAAOK-hi HAOAA He cbTBopH 'bccausc the fig-tree has not pro
duced fruit.' Su 345.26 has an unexpected genitive in m B-k KH Bp'bA\eH6 'it 
was not its time,' but 351.24 has nominative, HC e-b KH Bp-kwA nAOAi* 

c-hTBopHTH c-hAAphTkH-b 'it was uot its time to produce deadly fruit.' 

23.22 Transitive negation involves a transitive verb that normally takes 
an accusative direct object: when the verb is negated (or is subordinate to 
a negated verb) the object is in the genitive:'' 

" Indirect objects are not affected by negation; e.g. SQdi+ takes dative, whether 
positive (po zakonu vaSemu scjdite emu, J 18:31, 'judge him according to your 
law*) or negative (otbCb b o n e sgditi nikomuie, J 5:22, 'for the father doesn't judge 
anyone*). 
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Ne HVh nicesote (L 4:2) 'he did not eat anything.' Jalco ne v6ste dbne 
ni casa (Mt 25:13) 'for you don't know the day or hour.' Ne pr^redetb ni 
vtztpietb; ne uslySitb nikuoze na raspQdixi glasa ego (Mt 12:19) 'He 
shall not wrangle nor cry, neither shall any man hear his voice in the 
streets.' I prggrggixomi o vbsemb i zapovedei tvoixt ne posluSaxomi, ni 
stbljusom-b ni sttvorixomi. ekoze zapovedg nami (Daniel 3:29-30, Sin 
2/N 26a) 'and we have sinned in everything and not obeyed your com
mandments and not observed and not done as you commanded us.''* 
Nicbtoie i x t ne vreditt (Mk 16:18) 'nothing will harm them.' I nikomuie 
nicesote ne res? (Mk 16:8) 'and they said nothing to anyone.'" Nikogote 
obidite ni okljevetaite (L 3:14 ZoMar ~ ne obidite AsSav) 'Do not disre
spect or slander anyone.' 

Ne mogQ a z t o sebg tvorid nicesote (J 5:30) 'I can of myself do noth
ing.' Ne dostoitb tebS viz^ti odra svoego (J 5:10) 'It is not proper for you 
to pick up your bed.' 1 ne imgtb 5eso Ssti, i otbpustid ixT> ne B&bsb ne 
xoStg (Mt 15:32) 'and they do not have anything to eat, and I will not send 
them away hungry (lit. not having eaten).' 

23.3 In rhetorical questions, ne serves to mark the item that is empha
sized: Ne azT> li vas t d iva na des?te izbbraxi (J 5:70) 'Was it not I who 
chose you twelve?' Ne sb li es t t tektonovi sym. (Mt 13:55) 'Is not this the 
carpenter's son?' Ne sami li sb otbCb tvoi ST>t?za t? (Deuteronomy 32:6, 
Sin 2/N 14b) 'did not he himself thy father purchase thee?' Ne i mytare li 
tako tvor?tT> (Mt 5:47) 'do not even the publicans do so?' 

23.4 Ne serves as a lexical prefix in about 300 stems, bez in about 100. 
Editors and lexicographers often differ on when to write a space after ne. 

" There are ambiguous or contradictory phrases, e.g. ne sikryvaite sebS sikroviStb 
na zemlji (Mt 6:19 AsSav - sikroviSta ZoMar) 'Do not hide for yourselves treas
ures on earth'. The form sikroviSta can be taken as Gs 'a treasure' and explained 
as a conscious or unconscious change of meaning, or else as an Ap that (probably 
intentionally) imitates the Greek. 

" The nom. or acc. nicbtoze occasionally appears where gen. niCesoie is to be ex
pected: Zo nikomuie niiiXote ne rbci (- Mar nicesozt; Mk 1:44) 'say nothing to 
anyone.' 
Note that ixt, is genitive because the infinitive otipustiti is governed by the negated 
auxiliary (§21.11). Compare: i ne obretiSa ego ... viziskaJQ$ta ego ... obrgtetejb 
s6d?§tb ... iskaaxove tebe (L 2:45-46, 48) 'and not having found him [G with 
negation]... looking for him [G required by verb] the two of them found him sitting 
[A, direct obj.] ... we [two] sought you [G required by verb].' In L 23:2, sego 
obrStomi razvrastajgsta fzyki. naSb 'we found this [man] perverting our nation', 
the genitive form is dictated by the personal reference (§18.21), cf. obrile filipa (J 
1:42) 'he found Philip.' 
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Su 239.3 He A » O ^ H He atpoBATH 'do not disbelieve'. 
Scholars disagree on just how to write many items, and lexicographers then argue 
about how to normalize. Thus no one doubts that vh and na and sui 'empty, mean
ingless' and tbStb 'empty' are separate, but are there three more "words", vbsue and 
nasue and vitbSte 'in vain'? SJS allows the first two but "B-bx-hnie" is merely a 
cross-reference to "T-bi|ih". Is mimo an independent adverb 'past, by', or is it a 
prefix to seven independent verb-stems meaning 'go (carry, run) past'? A different 
kind of problem isxlgbajf 'begging' (Mk 10:46) in Marbutxlgpajg in Z-xlgpati 
(L 16:3) in both Zo and Mar. Are there two similar stems, or is one merely a 
spelling error? The rough statistics I provide can only be approximations. 

23.41 The imperfective nenavidM 'hate' usually takes genitive, while 
the perfective vhznenavideti takes accusative. 

23.42 Some examples: nestb nepravbdy v i njemb (ps 91:16) 'there is 
no unrighteousness in him'; ne bgdi neverhmm> v&bm. (J 20:27) 'Do not 
be without belief hut believing'; rabi nedostoini e smt (L 17:10) 'We are 
unworthy servants.' (Compare nesmb dostoint, Mt 8:8, 'I am not wor
thy.') Su 483.12 H t H€ H€ Mrtivb K KoxM 'but Jesus did not not-have water' 
is a comprehensible translation of a negated Greek verb 'be in want of, 
lack for'. 

23.5 Idiomatic phraseology using ne: 

The negated imperative of mog- 'be able' + infinidve occasionally appears in the 
Suprasliensis as a periphrastic prohibition: ne mozi mene ostavid (Su 539.8) 'Do not leave 
me' (~ ne ostavi mne, ps 37:22 [§4.61])." 

The imperativene dii(te) means 'permit': ne diites\\-b iti (J 18:8) 'let these go Uieir way'; 
MS A-ti A« BMAH/WT. Sav (Mt 27:49: ostani da vidimi ZoMarAs) 'let us see.' 

Pr6lde dale ne 'before [a particular moment comes]': smidi prezde daie ne umbreti 
otroi? moe (J 4:49) 'Come down ere my child die.' 

Uie ne 'no longer': Ihmin ule nista diva ni plitb edina (Mk 10:7) 'then they are no 
more twain, but one flesh.' 

Da ne 'in order that not, lest' (cf. §22.1): bljudgte ŝ  vraga, da ne nagy sitvoritb vy 6ko 
Adama (Eu 97b9) 'watch out for the enemy, lest he make you naked as Adam.' 

ASte ne 'unless': Nikitole ne moietb siscjdi krgpikaago, vbSedi vi domi ego, rasxydti 
aste ne ptiide [prbvSe Zo] krSpikaago siv^ieti (Mk 3:27 ZoMar) 'No one can steal the 
vessels of a strong man, having entered his house, unless beforehand he binds the strong 
man.' 

24. Vocabulary and the structure of words 

24.1 The vocabulary of the canonical OCS manuscripts approaches 
10,000 lexical items.^" Some 1500 lexemes are non-Slavic personal or 
geographic names or derivatives. Foreign stems are adapted to fit OCS 
inflectional pattems. 
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24.11 The exact list is determined by the texts which happen to have 
survived. The gospels contain short narratives, mostly straightforward, 
but with cryptic sayings and occult allusions whose meaning depends on 
traditional rehgious exegesis. The psalms are poetry, much of it esoteric; 
the Greek is often obscure, the OCS translation was not particularly good, 
and the scribes were careless. The prayer-book (Euchologium) is intended 
for monastic use. The homilies in the Clozianus and Suprasliensis are 
mostly concemed with explicating details of Christian doctirine, and the 
saints' lives are placed in societies and geographical locations quite re
mote from the Slavic world of the ninth century. The OCS translators 
struggled to reproduce the often elaborate Greek and its richly varied 
lexicon, but their success was limited—and subsequent copyists failed to 
transmit the texts accurately. 

24.12 The words we know from this meager set of sources provide a 
fair sample of basic lexemes and many special terms. Certain everyday 
items are missing: e.g. nose, daughter-in-law, short, to cough (though 
post-OCS information guarantees *nosh, *smxa, *krathkh, *kasbljaj+). 
Some are not attested in their primary sense, e.g. skovrada 'grill, frying-
pan' refers only to instmments of torture (18x). Others are merely implied 
by derivatives: e.g. govfzdina lila 'steer-tendon' (a kind of whip that is 
contrasted tobicb, voStaga,andxrhzam) must be based on *govfdo 'steer'. 
Frequency of individual stems reflects subject-matter: bogb 'god' occurs 
over 2100 times, boibjb 'god's, divine' more than SOOx, svpb 'holy' well 
over lOOOx, moli+ 'pray' 500-I-, molitva 'prayer' 400H—and grdxb 'sin' 
300-1-, besb 'demon' 200-1- and dijavolb 'devil' 100-I-. 

24.13 In order to distinguish between words actually attested in canonical OCS (as I 
define it, §0.32) and those I believe can safely be attributed to OCS because they are found 
in specific later copies of certain texts. I will write *OCS (with the asterisk on the label, not 
the word): *OCS nosh. 

24.2 Meaning is deduced in part from the texts (chiefly Greek) on which 
the OCS translation is based, and in part from our knowledge of more 
recent Slavic vocabulary. Problems of interpretation appear at every step. 

24.21 Not infrequendy a Slavic word apparently has a connotation that 
the Greek original lacks. Thus the bowl or dish shared by Jesus and his 
betrayer (Mt 26:23, Mk 14:20) is soldo, surely 'saU-container', cf. solb 
'salt'. 

24.22 Occasionally the meaning that seems obvious for an OCS word 
or phrase does not fit the Greek text from which it was apparently trans
lated. 
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SJS and SS do just that. SS often, but not always, alerts readers to discrepancies by 
"!" after the Greek word provided as the source. 

A passage in Su, for example, retells an Old Testament parable (Greek II Kingdoms 
[Hebrew II Samuel] 12:Iff.) about a poor man whose pet ewe-lamb (auvds) is slaughtered 
by a rich man to make a feast for a visitor. The 'lamb* consistently becomes T E A H U A (Su 
259.29,260.5,13), unquestionably the feminine counterpart of reAbUk 'calf. We may specu
late as to why the translator (or an editor) chose to change the species of the animal, but 
surely lexicographers err if they define telica as 'lamb*.̂ ' 

24.23 Sometimes we are faced with a flat error: a translator or scribe 
has mistakenly omitted, added, or transposed letters or syllables. We must 
deal with what the scribes wrote, but we should explicitly label any emen
dation that we have made. 

24.24 A pervasive difficulty is alternate words in the "same" context. 
Most examples are from the gospels, but parallel texts in the Clozianus 
and Suprasliensis offer many instructive variants. Some differences surely 
are stylistic, some are regional, some are historical, and many probably 
combine these features. Similar variants occur in the translation of the 
same Greek phrase in different passages. Proper treatment of the OCS 
material should be in some sort of explanatory dictionary. Here there is 
room only to sketch general principles. 

24.25 Sometimes a Greek borrowing—usually taken as a sign of antiq
uity—is contrasted with one or more Slavic equivalents. Thus blasphemy 
(P?vaaq)r|Mia) may be BAACEHAAHRI or or x^v^KHue and the correspond
ing verb may be vlasvimis-a+ or vlasvimlj-aj+ or translated xul-i+, xul-
ova+, or vhsxuljaj+. "Our daily bread" of the Lord's Prayer (Mt 6:11), 
with the controversial adjective eTrioOaios, remains xA'ke-h HAUIL enH«AfCHH 

in Vat, but is interpreted as uACTAB-hUJAAro A H C in MarSav, HAc;Ri(ibH'hiH in A 
(and Sin 2/N), and a phrase beginning H A C T O I A U I T - that was erased and 
overwritten by a later cyrillic scribe in Zo. 

24.26 Often the contrast is a matter of Slavic derivation; e.g. pastyrjb 
'shepherd' Mar As Vat ~ pastuxb Sav (Zo uses both); iivotb 'life' ~ iiznb, 
kbniibnikb 'scribe' (usual) ~ kmigbdijb (rare); raspbngtb 'crucify' ~ 
propmgtb. Different roots may supply semantically equivalent forms, e.g. 
rasxyti+ 'to plunder' ~ razgrabi+, xystenbje 'plundering' ~ grablenbje, 
xystbnikb 'robber' ~ grabiteljb. 

24.261 Sometimes a word whose origin is obscure competes with a 
transparent lexeme; e.g. 'fence' is xalgga in L 14:23, but oplotb in Mk 
12:1 (easily associated with o 'around' + plet- 'weave' and the type of 
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In Mk 4:1, L 1:77, 3:3, 24:47 otipustenie and ostavljenie appear widi different 
distributions. The scribe of Zo put both in L 1:77, vs ostavljenbe vh otvpuStenbe 
grSxh naiixh. We may speculate that otbdante (which otherwise signifies 'repay
ment, retribution') in this expression is a reminiscence of Old High German 
vergebnis, while the other two imply sending away or leaving alone, both possible 
for ScpsCTis. This Gk noun occurs twice in L 4:18, "preach deliverance to the cap
tives" and "set at liberty them that are bruised"—OCS othpuStenbe, but otipustiti 
sikruSeny? VT, otvadg. Othrada is possibly a Moravism, but any classification has 
to be guesswork. 

fence made by weaving together young branches); odra 'bed, litter' (wide
spread) ~ loie (of more restricted usage; cf. lotiti 'lie down'). 

24.262 Frequently, the competing words are built from native Slavic 
morphemes, and often we can perceive differing semantic nuances. Thus 
the 'lawyer' of Mk 22:35 is zakonmikb in AsSav, but 'teacher of law' 
zakono-uciteljb in Mar. The general verb 'will stand up' vbstajetb of Mt 
17:23 in MarSav corresponds to the explicit 'will be resurrected' 
vbskrbsnetb in As. In both of these case there are explanations based on 
Greek words, but it is important to note that within OCS many near-
synonyms change meanings slightly and are redistributed in ways that are 
not easy to predict. In the dramatic context of Mt 27:23, 'persuaded' is 
rendered naudiS^ 'instructed' in As, naustis^ 'urged, goaded' in 
ZoMarVat, and navadis^ 'lured, enticed' in Sav. The 'flood' of Mt 24:38 
and 39 is potopb both times in As, but merely voda 'water' in v. 39 in 
ZoMarSav. Yet different formations with apparently identical meanings 
are not unusual. The noun vira 'faith' is opposed to neverbje, nevSrbstvo, 
neverbstvbje and bezverbje 'lack of faith'. Religious concepts do not al
ways have stable definitions; 'sin' is always grex- (grdxb 'sin', gresbnikb, 
grSSbtiica 'sinner [m, f\\greSbnb'sinfxxV,bezgresbnb'sinless',grexovbnb 
'pertaining to sin'), but die distinctions between the verbs pogrdSiti and 
pregresiti 'to sin, err' are hard to discern. The 'forgiveness (remission) of 
sins' varies: in MarSavVat Mt 26:28 vb otbdamje grexomb [Vat rp'kxoB'«»] 
~ Vb otbpustetibje grixomb Zo ~v& ostavljemje grexomb As.^^ 

24.3 The external history of OCS presumes ninth-century beginnings 
that involve possible eastem Bulgarian Slavic dialects near Constantino
ple (perhaps also in Bythinia, in Asia Minor), the Macedonian dialects 
near Saloniki, and western dialects (Morava and Pannonia), followed by 
developments more specifically tied to the Macedono-Bulgarian lands in 
the tenth and eleventh centuries. In the process, some dialect words or 
forms became normal or even obligatory (e.g. abbje 'at once'; azb 'I' 
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" Parts of the Suprasliensis are believed to represent Preslav translations. Other 
probable examples are the izborniki of 1073 and 1076 (both copied in Rus") and 
the Hexameron ( U l e c T O i i H e B ) by John the Exarch, known from a Serbian ms of 
1263 and later ESI copies. 

[probably a local eastem Bulgarian shape, although jazh was surely uni
versal elsewhere]), while others were gradually replaced (e.g. asuth 'in 
vain' ~ vhsuje, vUtste; balbji 'doctor' ~ vracb), and still odiers survived 
in specific contexts. Thus rdsnota 'truth' is well attested in the Psalter, 
along with its synonym, istina, but only the latter appears in gospels (al
though evidence from post-OCS gospel mss allows us to suspect that 
resnota was present in early copies and eliminated by conscious scribal 
intervention). 

24.31 Readers and scribes easdy tolerated altemate expressions. Thus 
"Lo, the hour is coming" of J 16:32 in Sav is both ce rpAAexi i vac-h (in the 
lection for the 7th Thursday after Easter, ed. p. 5) and ce MAeT-h roAHna (for 
the Thursday before Easter, ed. p. 98). ZoMarAs have se gr^detb godina. 
We can confidendy surmise that rpAAeT-h represented a familiar everyday 
verb for Slavs from what is now westem Croatia and Slovenia or from 
Macedonia, but a bookish equivalent of HAer-h in eastern Bulgaria. The 
nouns vac-b and roAHHa (and also roA%), on the other hand, probably had 
varying meanings in different regions. 

24.32 The shifting distribution of competing lexemes shows that no 
single manuscript embodies a consistent redaction. The general usage 
seems to be Macedonian, partly—it is assumed—reflecting the original 
translation of most of the texts, and partly reflecting the normalizing influ
ences presumably exercised by scribes and editors throughout the tenth 
century. Yet the major manuscripts have words deemed by modem schol
ars to be typical of eastern Bulgarian usage, the effect of a standard as
sumed to have been developed in Preslav and perhaps other cultural 
centers. It is important to keep in mind that there is no OCS manuscript 
that exemplifies the hypothetical eastem or Preslav redaction of OCS. The 
chief works that supposedly were translated in this Bulgarian cultural 
zone have survived only in post-OCS manuscripts, and to retrieve their 
original wording is a complex task fraught with difficulties.^^ Much of the 
scholarship in this field is fragmentary and the assumptions and premises 
of individual investigators are often so different that results cannot be 
compared. Here there is space only to remark that there are OCS words 
generally agreed to be ancient and/or "westem" (from the Moravan Mis-
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24.4 Most OCS words are complex (§3): stem + desinence. The stem 
must contain a root; it may contain one or more affixes. 

Stems with more than one root are called compounds. 
Canonical OCS includes about 2000 roots (some of which surely were 

felt as foreign) and a store of affixes that can be called native Slavic. 
To the prefixes listed in §5.31 may be added ne 'not, un-', bez 'without', meidu 'be

tween', and protivh 'against'. Suffixes are more varied; here we will deal chiefly with 
morphemes—numbering about 60—that seem to form relatively new words. 

24.41 A stem must be verbal, substantival or adjectival. The meaning is 
arbitrary, although usually it is partly predictable from the sense of the 
root as supplemented and/or limited by each affix. When a root serves as 
a stem, we may posit zero-affixes to specify gender and declension. Thus, 
the root in sU-a+ 'send' serves as a substantive-stem shl-h 'envoy', which 
presumably is lexically marked as masculine, animate, and personal. The 
root ljub in Ijubi^ 'love' functions as an adjective stem, ljubh ljubo ljuba 
'dear'. The root z&/ 'bad' can serve as an adjective (zhlhztJo ztJa) or, with 
a change of declensional marking, a substantive, zs/b (i-stem fem., 'wick
edness, evil'). The root c^d underlies the neuter substantive c^do 'child' 
and the feminine collective d^db 'servants, companions, household mem
bers, retinue'.^'* 

24.42 Some 620 stems are compounds: e.g. c§d-o-ljub-h 'child-loving' 
is an adjective—the root c fJ joined by {o/e} to ljubP Vodonosh (m) and 
vodonosb (f, i-stem) 'water-pot, vessel for carrying water'; c f the verbal 
root in nos-i+ 'carry' and the substantive vod-a 'water'. Zero-affixes are 

It is important to keep in mind the practical results of differing decisions about 
analysis. Adjectives, including passive participles, may function as substantives 
{slepb 'blind; a blind man'; zUo 'bad [neut.]; evil, a wicked act or intention'; 
posilanb 'sent; one sent, envoy'). Are such items to be entered in a dictionary as 
separate entries, or as subheadings, or can they be assumed to be predictable from 
the Nsm or basic-stem information? Negated passive participles easily are inter
preted as having a sense of potentiality: e.g. ukrot-i+ 'to tame' - ukroStem 'tamed, 
domesticated' - neukroStem [or ne ukroStem] 'untamed; untamable, uncontrolla
ble'. Two words or one? Is a theoretical stem cesar-ova+ sufficient to identify 
Npm necisarujemi as 'ungovemed, free from rule' (a sense obtained from the 
Greek text)? 
If the first member is a numeral, it may itself consist of two roots: d-bvoj-e-na-
desft-e-lud-bn-oje slinbce 'the 12-rayed sun' Su 231.2 (cf luda 'ray'; §20). 

sion), and others characterized as "eastem" or Preslavian. The majority of 
OCS lexemes, including most synonyms, are neutral. 
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The term compound here does not include prefixed stems like za-kon-, although it 
is obviously a lexical unit that enters into other complex stems, e.g. v6zakoni+ 
'establish as law', bezakonova+ 'behave lawlessly'. Another kind of complex 
stem consists of root plus suffix, e.g. kon-bc-b 'end'; beskonbCbm 'endless', 
nedokonbcaj+.'M\ to complete'. 
See also §24.4422 on caiques. 

assumed to specify that the compound stem is adjectival or substantival 
(and provides the declension type). Either root, or both, may be affixed, 
e.g. c^doljubivh 'child-loving', (za-kon)-o-(uc-itelj)-b 'law-teacher; law
yer', c f zakonb 'law' and uciteljb 'teacher' (uc-i+ 'to teach').^* As a rule, 
the first root is semantically subordinate to the second.^' 

24.431 Most substantives and adjectives are stems that must be listed in 
the lexicon even though many are made up of recognizable elements. For 
instance, danb 'tax, tribute' and darb 'gift' obviously share meaning with 
the anomalous verb dati 'to give' and suggest a segmentation da-n-b 
(whereby the -n- is lexically marked for feminine gender and i-stem in
flection), and c?a-r-&(masculine o-stem). Within OCS, however, the mor
phemes must be dan- (simple deck, fem.) and dar- (hard masc. twofold 
deck) and the verbal root {da[d]} (see §16.21); they are part of the knowl
edge that was, so to speak, recorded in the memory of speakers of OCS. 
In terms of stem analysis, dar and dan are OCS roots. 

24.432 The substantive darovanbje 'donation, donating', on the other 
hand, is {(dar-ova+n)-i>j-be}: the root dar is converted into a verb by the 
ova classifier (§15.5), made a past passive participle by the suffix n, and 
a verbal substantive by the formant bj (cf §12). This process of formation 
is productive, given the basic morpheme dar; the meaning 'act(s) of do
nating' is expected for the formation. In grammatical terms, this verbal 
substantive is part of the morphology of the verb dar-ova+, and it is 
predictable in terms of normal suffixes and productive rules. This kind of 
derivative easily acquires a new meaning—here 'thing(s) donated'—and 
lexicographers must decide whether it deserves a separate entry in a dic
tionary. 

24.44 Analysis of words rests on a knowledge of prefixes, desinences, 
and the major derivational suffixes. By removing the desinence, one finds 
the stem. The premise that the root must be of the shape (C)VC (less often 
CVCVC), makes segmentation of morphemes easier. For example, na 
vbzglavbnici 'on a pillow' (Mk 4:38, Mar) obviously is Ls of vbzglavbnic-
a, made up of a prefix vbz-, a suffixal sequence -bnic- and a root glav, 
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SS imprudently lists it sub AI>X''>'''»P''*> guessing at gender and phonology. 
Space precludes discussion of the hierarchies of cohesion or closeness of the mor
phemes in various structures. Questions of the immediate constituents of stems and 
affixes can only be hinted at. I suggest that gostin is base for gostin-ic-g (ZM L 
10:34) and gostin-bnic-g (As); the gospod-g of Sav represents a different lexeme, 
gospoda. The -in- is presumably possessive, as in zvlrim 'beast's', cf 24 .84 . In L 
10:35, 'host, inkeeper' is Ds gostin-bnik-u in ZMA and gost-bnik-u in Sav. Seman
tically apart is another derivative, gostin-bc-b 'highway, main street'. There is also 
a verb, gost-i+ 'be host, receive guests'. 

approximately "(alongside-head-substantive)-desinence"—a transparent 
parallel to the Gk (irpoa- K£q>dA- ai)- ov. In contrast, Zo has na doxhtord, 
surely Ls, but of indeterminable gender. We might take do as a prefix, but 
xhtor remains isolated; doxuor- is synchronically an indivisible unit.^* 

24.441 In Su both stuzdekrwtmica and jatwculmica stand for ^svoSo-
XeTov 'hospice, guest-house; guest refectory'. The first is transparently 
stuzd- 'alien' -i- krz>m- 'feed'+ mic (suffix) + a (desinence), similar to Gk 
ksen 'alien/guest' + dox 'receive' -i- ei (suffix) + on (desinence). The sec
ond clearly has suffixal -mic-, but jathxul is a sequence diat fits no Slavic 
pattems. It may include two roots, or it may parallel another OCS word, 
gostinica 'inn', where the root gost 'guest' is followed by -in-ic, a com
plex suffix.^' 

24.4421 Many OCS compounds are simplistic caiques of Greek words. Roman Palestine 
had regional officials called "quarter-rulers" in charge of one fourth of a larger region. The 
title tetrarch ( T S T p a d p x t i s ) and the verb rule as tetrarch (in Gs participial form, 
T6TpapxoOvTo$) occur in the gospels. The adapted loan tetraarxb (Zo; tetrarxh Mar) re
mains in Mt 14:1, but is replaced by ietvrbtovlastbcb in L 9:7 and detvrbtovlasttnikb in L 
3:19; cf cetvra-b' 1/4' and vlast-b 'power, dominion'. The verb is Hetvrbtovtastbstv-ujgitu. 
Mt 23:23 has the verb "you dthe" 6mo- SSKOT- OOTE, rendered in Mar accurately as ot»-
desp-bstv-uete. (A more natural equivalent appears in L 11:42, desping daete, lit. 'you give 
a tenth'.) 

24.4422 Caiques are usually subject to native constraints. Thus Ijuboniitb 'loving the 
poor' is a caique of <fiM- irrwx- os, but has the dominant root first and is dierefore peculiar; 
nisteljubbje converts 91A0- TTTWX- ia to the Slavic pattem. Gk miso- 'hate' has no single 
equivalent; it caused trouble: nenavidfi dlovika dbjavoh 'die devil who hates man' for 6 
UiCTC(v6pocnros SidpoAos, nenavistbnikb ilovikomb 'misanthrope', nenavistije bratbnje 
'brotherly hate* and bratoljubbstvije nenavistbnoe 'hateful brotherly-love* and bratijf 
neljubbstvo 'brothers* not-loving* for MicraSsX̂ fa. 

24.5 The list of clearly productive nominal and adjectival formants is 
modest. The dominant shape is VC. Front-vowel formants entail KI-
palatalization of stem-final velars and c / j . Some important suffixes begin 
w i t h a n d therefore trigger iotation (§3.6). A few begin with t and interact 
with a preceding obstraent (§3.3131). 
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The Gk has simply Gp 'of murderers'. The translator chose not to use either of the 
available noms,ubbibca orubojbca 'murderer'm., a-stem. Pestera 'cave' is nearly 
synonymous withpeitb (f., i-stem), bxApeStb also means 'stove'. The suffix -er- is 
peculiar to peStera; it therefore makes the sense of the stem more precise; see 
§24.51. 

24.501 Many stems combine adjectival and substantival suffixes: thus 
tbm 'dark' underlies tbma 'darkness', the adjective tbm-bn-b 'dark', 
tbmbnica 'prison', tbm-bnic-bn-b 'pertaining to prison', tbmbnbnidbnik-b 
'prisoner'. The adjective in B T I «YBHT6AhMHVktK;R neuirepM 'into the killers' 
cave' is an extreme example. The base is u-bbj- 'kill' (§15.93), with 
agentive -telj- and a seemingly redundant-bnik- (§24.524 below), plus the 
stem-defining adjectival suffix -bsk-?'^ 

24.51 Suffixes may be simply a lexical component of the stems; they 
seem to contribute nothing to the meaning: ot-bc-b 'father',.y/sn-bc-e 'sun', 
ov-bc-a 'sheep', pes-bk-b 'sand', bras-bn-o 'food'. 

24.52 Stems denoting humans, male and female, often lack any mark
ing, but many contain special suffixes. Rabb m. and raba f. 'servant, 
slave' (and sluga m. 'servant'), for example, are minimal stems, while 
rab-ynj-i (§4.18) has a suffix that, with a root indicating person, specifies 
female. Female reference is often supplied by a suffix that is absent from 
the masculine equivalent: e.g. prorokb 'prophet' ~ proroc-ic-a 'prophet
ess', sQsdd-b m. ~ sQsMynji 'neighbor', vladyka ra. 'lord' ~ vladycica 
'lady, female ruler', otrokb 'boy, child, servant' ~ otrokovica 'girl', 
vratarjb m. - vratarjica f. 'gate-keeper' (cf. vrat-a [n. pi] 'gate, gate
way'). Sometimes a mascuhne suffix is replaced by a feminine one: e.g. 
star-bc-b 'old man; monk' ~ star-ic-a 'old woman'; dvi^boikb m. ~ 
dvbrbidca f. 'door-keeper' (cf. dvbri [f. i-stem pi.] 'door'), mgdenikb m. 
~ mgcenica f. 'martyr'. 

24.52 Many words denoting male agents are made with five suffixes: 
-telj-, -arj-, -cbj-, -bnik-, and -bc-. 

24.521 The suffix -telj- signifies human (or divine) actor (about 50 
examples). It is added directly to a basic verbal stem: vlad-0+ 'rule' > 
vlasteljb 'ruler, lord';prij-aj+ 'favor' >prijateljb 'friend'; sbved-d+ 'wit
ness' > sbvMdteljb 'witness'; slui-i+ 'serve' > sluiiteljb 'server, servant' 
{idolosluziteljb 'servant of idols, one who serves idols'). 

An extended form -itelj- is used with some exceptional stems: sbpas-
0+ 'save' - sbpasiteljb 'savior'; zbd-a+ (§15.643) 'build' - zizditeljb 
'creator'; po-da(d)- (§16.28) 'give' > podateljb and podaditeljb 'giver'. 
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Some synonyms: vladyka ~ vlasteljb, s^pasb ~ s^asiteljb, zbdateljb ~ sizbdateljb 
~ ziiditeljb, davbcb ~ dateljb, samodrbibcb ~ samodrbliteljb. There were surely 
differences in meaning, but we can only speculate what they were. 
The only evidence for an independent suffix -ik- is Adu zlatika '[two] gold-pieces' 
(Su 145.25). It is vitiated by die fact that zlatica occurs 11 times in the same 
meaning in the same text. Compare sbrebrbnikh '(silver) coin, money' and 
mSdhnica '(bronze) coin'. 

Two feminine equivalents are attested: sluziteljmica 'servant' (cf. raba, 
rabynji) and roditeljmica 'parent' (~ rod-i+ 'beget, bear', roditeljb 'par
ent')." 

24.522 The suffix -arj- (8 stems) also denotes a human actor: e.g. 
rybarjb 'fisherman' ~ ryba 'fish'; grbnbcarjb 'potter' ~ *grbnbcb 'pot'. 
(The loanwords cesarjb 'king' (L caesar 'Caesar') and oltarjb 'altar' are 
simple stems in OCS; cesarjica 'queen' is obviously a new word.) 

24.523 Masculine a-stems with the suffix -cbj- (§4.16) denote male 
persons (and contain non-native roots): e.g. kmjigbdiji 'scribe' (= 
kbnjizmikb, cf. kbnjigy [pi tant] 'hook"), sarbciji 'painter' (=saropisateljb, 
cf. sarb 'color'). 

24.524 The suffix -enik-b or-bnik-b is found with over 165 stems denot
ing male persons (and about ten with other meanings, see 24.7 below).^^ 

-enik- is generally associated with a past passive participial stem 
(§ 11.23), Q.g.krbmljenikb 'nurseling' (cf.krbmi+ 'feed, nurture'),Wa&mA:& 
'happy man' (cf. blaii+ 'deem happy'), kaienikb 'eunuch' (cf. kazi+ 
'spoil'). Note that ljubljenikb 'lover, admirer' has an active sense, while 
vbzljubljenikb 'beloved [man]' fits the typical pattem (cf. vbz-ljubi+ 'love'). 

-bnik- generally occurs with stems that are nominal rather than verbal, 
but the meaning often implies actor. Thus pobedbnikb 'victor' is based on 
pobeda 'victory', while its synonym pobediteljb is associated with the 
verb pobedi+ 'conquer, prevail' (cf. §24.52 above). A pen^imikb 'money
changer' deals withpdn^sb 'money'; apraStbnikb 'slinger' is presumably 
proficient with a *praSta 'sling'. 

24.525 The suffix -6c-6 in about 25 stems based on verbal roots refers 
to persons: e.g. kupbcb 'merchant' (kupi+ 'buy'), tvorbcb 'maker' (tvori+ 
'make, do'), zbrbcb 'priest' (zbr-0- 'sacrifice'), skopbcb 'eunuch' (skopi+ 
[sq] 'castrate [self]'); cbtbcb 'reader', bogodbtbcb 'pious, god-honoring 
man' (cbt-0+ 'read; honor'); pri-sd-bc-b 'immigrant; convert' (cf. parti
ciple priM- 'arrived', §11.222). A-stems with -bc-a (e.g. secbca 'execu
tioner', cf. u-sek-(nQ)+, §15.771) may well have been feminine as well as 
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Su 513.2 MAAAeNbUH raK« M ( I T H U I T H corresponds to the Gk 'the young of sparrows'. 

masculine; some of them may have had a pejorative sense (as they do 
today). 

24.5251 Compounds are not always felicitous: Rod-o-tvor-tc-b 'creator [of generation, 
origin]' in Wisdom 13:5 (Su 534.4) mimics ysveaioupyos; English translators overlook the 
first root. Samodrtibcb (and samodriiiteljb) 'autocrat' (cf. drbi-i+ 'hold, rule'—caiques 
involving the Greek root krat) fit OCS pattems well, but samo-vlast-bc-b (like 
detvrbtovlastbcb) contains the substantive-stem vlast-b 'dominion'. 

24.526 Stems with the suffix -en- or -jan- (usually in plural, Np -e) 
signify a group of human beings, see §4.53. The singulative -in- empha
sizes the individual: e.g. Icrbstbjanim - krbstbjam 'Christian': e.g. vojinb 
'soldier' ~ voji pi (rarely vojini) 'army'. 

24.53 Female persons (or divinities) may be designated by suffixes that 
also occur with non-personal senses: 

-ynj-i (§4.18): e.g. bogynji 'goddess' (cf bogb 'god'), solunjanynji 
'Thessalonian' (solunb'Saloniki', cf. solunjane 'Thessalonians'); magda-
lynji 'Magdalene, woman of Magdala'. 

-ic-a occurs in about 100 stems, only 24 of which denote female hu
mans. Eight in -n-ic- have corresponding masculines, e.g. ucenica 'pupil, 
disciple' ~ udenikv, plenbnica 'captive' ~ pldnbnilcb. But while starica 
means 'old woman' (cf above), junica means 'heifer, young cow' (cf 
junb 'young', junbcb 'young bull') and drbnica—transparently based on 
the adjectival rootcrwi- 'black'—^is (1) 'monastery' or (2) 'mulberry tree'. 
See also §24.7 below. 

24.6 Young males may be indicated by -iSt-b, : e.g. mladenistb 'baby 
boy' (~ mladenbcb ~ mladftbce neut.), Icozblistb 'kid' (= koztd^, c f kozblb 
'goat'),/jst/irb'baby bird' (cf.pbtica 'bird' [apparently without differen
tiation of sex]).^^ Less specific is -p-, e.g. agn^ 'lamb' (~ agnbcb or 
jagnbcb), see §4.414-415. 

24.7 The chief suffixes in nouns that denote objects, acts, and abstrac
tions are: with masculine gender, -bnik-, -bc- (15), -bk-b (17); with femi 
nine gender, -ynj-i, -ic-a, -mic-a; -ost/-est-b (45), -otiet-a, -bb-a (14), -tv 
a (10), -in-a (30); with neuter gender, -bc-e (8), -bj-e (45 -t- 730 -nbj-e) 
-bstv-o, -ist-e (30), -l-o (25). The suffix -j- (which entails Kl or iotation 
§3.6) is used in a few masculines and neuters and more than 30 feminines 
Some examples: 

- bnik-: svestbnikb 'candle-holder' (= svdStilo), c f svdtb 'light'; vUorbnikb 
'Tuesday' (vuorb 'second'); sbrebrmikb 'coin' (sbrebro 'silver') 
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This word is part of the religious code inherited from the Old Testament. Although 
OCS has no other example, we can be certain that -ina 'meat of could be used with 
the name of any animal, e.g. telpina 'vea.\',konjina 'horse meat'; it is a productive 
suffix in most modern Slavic dialects. The Izbornik of 1073 has kilpina probably 
'swan meat'. 

-bc-b: diminutive/hypocoristic: odrbcb (odrb 'bed, pallet'), kovbcelbcb 
(kovbcegb 'box, ark'); other: studenbcb 'spring, source' (stud-en-
b 'cold'). 

-bk-: pribytbkb 'profit, gain' (pri-by-ti 'arrive, be successful') 
-ynj-i pustynji 'desert' (pustb 'empty'), grbdynji 'arrogance' {grbdb 

'proud') 
-ic-a: sujica 'left hand' (sujb 'left'), mantijica 'cloak' {*mantija 'man

tle') 
-bnic-a:kosbnica 'basket' (=kosbYa.); dvbrbnic^ [plur tantum] 'door' 
-ost-b: jarostb 'fury' (jarb 'furious'),dobrostb 'goodness' (= dobrota, c f 

dobrb 'good'), bujestb 'stupidity' (= bujbstvo, c f bujb 'foolish'), 
-ot-a: pravota 'justness, justice' (= pravostb = pravynji = pravbda), 

sujeta 'emptiness, vanity' (sujb 'vain') 
-bfe-a: svpbba 'consecration' {svpi+ 'consecrate'), alcbba 'hunger, fast

ing' (alk-a+ 'hunger'), tatbba 'theft' (= tatbbina, c f tatb m. 
'thief) 

-tv-a: z^tva 'harvest' (ztnj-0+ 'harvest' §15.83), molitva 'prayer' (c f 
molbba 'petition'; moli+ 'pray, request') 

-in-a: despina '1/10' {despb 'ten'), konbdina 'end' (= konbcb, 
konbcanbje, sbkonb^anbje), maslina 'olive' (maslo '[olive] oil'), 
xramina 'house, building, dwelling' (=xramb), udavljenina 'meat 
of strangled animal' (u-dav-i+ 'strangle')^'' 

-bc-e: diminutive/hypocoristic, e.g. c^dbce ~ c^do 'child', imenijbce -
imdnbe 'property'; shifted meaning,p/esno 'sole' -plesnbce 'san
dal' 

-bj-e: abstracts; veselbje 'joy' (veselb 'joyful'), obilbje 'abundance' 
(obilb 'abundant'), mil-o-srbd-b 'merciful' {milosrbdbje 'mercy'); 
noun from phrase, podbgorbje 'foothills' (cf podb gorami 'below 
the mountains'), bezumbje 'foolishness' (cf bez uma 'without 
mind'); collectives trupbje 'corpses' (trupb, see §4.1022). 

-bstv-bj-e is semantically equivalent to-bstv-o, e.g.velicbstvo=velicbstvbje 
'greatness' (= velicbje, c f velikb 'great'), cdsarbstvo=cesarbstvbje 
'kingdom' {cesarjb 'king'), otbcbstvo 'fatherland' = otbcbstvbje 
(= otbdina, c f otbcb 'father'). 
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" SS defines both OCS words as "He6ecHbm, nebeskf, that is -bn- has survived in 
R., -sk- in Cz. 
Mbnixb must represent an adaptation of a Germanic form *muriix-, cf. mod. Monch. 

-bstv-o: svettdbstvo 'brightness' = svdtblosth = svetblota (svetidh 'bright'; 
sveti 'hght'); beszmrUbstvo 'immortahty' (= besmirbtbje, cf. bez 
without', sbmrbtb 'death'); episkupbstvo 'bishopric, office of 
bishop' (episkupb 'bishop') 

-ist-e: place, smbtniste 'synagogue, sanhedrin' {sbn-bm-0+ 'gather io-
gethef),pristaniste 'harbor, haven' {pri-sta[n]- 'arrive' §15.712), 
blgdiliste 'brothel'Ccf. blgdbnica 'prostitute') 

-j-b: voidb 'leader, guide' (= vod-i- 'lead'J, pladb 'weeping' (plak-a-
'weep'), 

-j-e: Qze 'rope, bond' {qza 'bond, fetter'; qz-fk-b 'tighty, narrow') 
-j-a: volja 'wish' (vol-i+ 'wish'; \el-e+ 'command', Ibia 'lie' (lbga+ 

'lie'), dusa 'soul' {duxb 'spirit, breath'), svdSta 'candle, lamp', 
mezda 'boundary' (see §26.21, n. 8). 
predbteca 'forerunner' ( t e k-0+ 'run') 

-l-o: pocrbpalo 'dipper' (= pocrbpalmikb;{chrp} §15.643); svpilo 
'sanctuary'(=svfft7/5/e; svpb 'holy'); svMlo 'lamp, light' {sveti+ 
'illuminate'); kadilo 'incense' (kadi+ 'bum incense') 

24.8 Adjectival root-stems {e.g.pustb 'empty', sujb 'left', veselb 'glad') 
number about 130. Most stems end in one of ten suffixes: - bn- (about 750), 
-bsk- {SO+X -en- (about 12), -iv- (170+), -it- (about 15), -av- (5); -bnj-
(with adverbial bases, 35+); and possessives with -in- (about 12), -j-, -ov-
(25+) and -mj- (with proper names). 

24.81 The suffix -bsk- in principle means 'characteristic o f as opposed 
to the very general -m- 'pertaining to': gradbscii mgii 'the men of/from 
the town' ~ gradmyf steny 'the walls [that are part] of the town'. In 
practice, the two may become synonymous. Thus nebesbskb, referring to 
nebesa 'heavens', is exclusive in Zo and Mar, but only nebesmb is in As, 
while Sav has both.'' Both formants are used with borrowed stems, e.g. 
aerb ~ aermb 'air'(cf vbzduxb ~ vbzduSmb 'air), ntbnixb 'monk' ~ 
mmisbskb (cf. drmbcb 'monk' ~ drmbcskb).^ A compound suffix -ovm-l 
-evm- seems to have about the same meaning, e.g. duSa 'soul' ~ duSevmb, 
duxb 'spirit' - duxovmb, vera 'faith' ~ verovmb 'of faith' and vermh 
'faithful'. Similarly, adovbskb, adovmb, and adbskball mean 'of hell' (cf 
adb 'hell. Hades'). In many instances, bsk-forms function as possessives. 
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" The long femine possive adjective from a man's name denotes his wife; this is the 
only example in OCS, but the usage is securely attested in early Rus'. 

24.82 The suffix -en- means 'made o f the material denoted by the 
base; -it- usually signifies 'characterized by'; -iv- and -av- may be some
what emphatic. Some examples: 

-en-: Imenb 'linen' (*lbni 'linen'); medem 'bronze' (= medmh; medb 
'bronze'); trbnenb 'of thorns' (= trbnovb; trbnb 'thom'); moldanb 
'of marrow' {*mozgb 'marrow; brain') 

-it-: mbnogoocith 'many-eyed' (mbnog- 'many', oic-o 'eye'), zname-
nitb, imenitb 'famous' (znamenbje 'mark, sign, signal'; *jbm^ 
'name'); plodovitb 'fruitful' (plodb 'fmit'; cf. also mbnogo-
plodmb) 

-iv-: nedgiivb 'unwell, sick' = nedgibnb (cf. nedqgb 'ailment') pravb-
divb 'just' = pravbdbnb (cf. pravb 'straight, authentic, just') 

-liv-: mlbcalivb 'silent, quiet' (= mlbdalbnb, cf. mlbk-d+ 'be silent') 
-idiv-: nerazumblivb 'unintelligent' (= nerazumivb, nerazumidmb, nera-

zumbnidbnb; c f razumb 'understanding') 
-av-: Igkavb 'crooked, foul, deceitful' (= Igkavbnb, c f Igka 'deceit, 

trickery'); sedinavb 'grey-haired' (= sMb, cf. sMiny f pi 'grey 
hair') 

24.83 The formant -(sb)nj- makes adverbs into adjectives; there are 
often variants, presumably from regional dialects: iskrbnjbjb or bliibnjbjb 
'nearby, closest (one's neighbor)' (iskrb 'close'; bliie 'closer'), do-
masmjbjb and domaStbnjbjb 'domestic' (doma 'at home'), nynjaSbnjbjb 
and nynjastbnjbjb 'contemporary' (nynja 'now'). These adjectives are 
usually definite in form. 

24.84 Possessive suffixes are widely used: -j- (-ij- with monosyllabic 
stems) and -ov- go with twofold o-stems, -in- with most other stems, and 
-nj- largely with kinship terms: 

-ov- jugovb 'of the south wind'(jugb 'south, south wind'; juibskb 'of 
the south'), kitovb (kitb 'whale'), ienixovb (zenixb 'bridegroom'), 
stf>asovb and sbpasiteljevb (sbpasb, stf>asiteljb 'savior'), zmbjevb 
(zmbjb 'dragon'); cSsarjevb 'royal, of kings; imperial, of emper
ors' = cesarjb = cesarjbskb\ pilatovb andpilaStb (pilastaja 'Pilate's 
wife';" pilatb 'Pilate') 

-ij- Ibvijb 'of the hons', Ibvovb 'of the lion', Ibvbskb 'leonine'; kravbjb 
(*krava 'cow'); rabijb 'slavish, servile' (= rabbskb, rabb 'slave') 
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The prefix sb here is not 'with; down from' (IE *sun, §29.815) but IE h^su- 'good' 
(cf. Gk *esu- > eu- di, e.g. in sOoyyeXiov 'good message, gospel'). It survives in 
a few SI stems, including *sb-dorw- 'healthy', OCS sbdravv, *s6-rp-j-a 'encoun
ter; fate', OCS sirfsta 'meeting' (cf. §16.7, 45.11), *si-£fst- 'good part', *OCS 
shi^stbje 'happiness'. 

-j-: ovbnjb{ovmh 'ram'),ovb£b{ovbca 'sheep'),ave//6(ave/s 'Abel'), 
igumenjb (igumenb 'hegumen, abbot'), inoroib (inorogb 'uni
corn'), solomonjb= solomonovb (solomont 'Solomon') 

-nj-: gospodbnjb, vladycbnjb {gospodb, vladyka 'lord'), druzbnjbjb 
(drugb 'friend'), vetrbnjb (vetrb 'wind') 

-in-: julijaninb (julijana 'Juhana'), bogorodicinb (bogorodica 'theo-
tokos, mother of god'), zmbjinb (zmbja 'serpent'), igblinb (igbla 
'needle'), neprijazninb {neprijaznb 'enemy'), sotoninb devil's 
(sotoninbskb 'devilish'; sotona 'Satan'); osbl^tinb (osbl^ 'kid') 

24.9 A number of important nouns contain the unproductive suffix -t-b 
(fem. i-stem): vlastb 'rule, domain' (~ oblastb; vlad-0+ 'rule'); slastb 
'pleasure, luxury' (sladbkb 'sweet'); vdstb 'news' (ved-d-ti 'know'); 
povdstb 'story, tale' (poved-e-ti 'recount'); sbmrbtb 'death' (mbr-gtb 
'die')'*, nenavistb 'hate' (= nenavistbje, nenaviddnbje; nenavide+ 'to 
hate'), zavistb 'envy' (= zavida, zavistb; zavide+ 'envy'), cbstb 'honor' 
{cbt- 'to regard, honor');peStb 'stove; cave'; noStb 'night';pomoStb 'help' 
(pomog-0+ 'to help'); zabytb 'oblivion (= zabytbje; zaby-ti 'forget'). 



CHAPTER SIX 

A SKETCH HISTORY: 
FROM LATE INDO-EUROPEAN TO LATE 

COMMON SLAVIC 

I N D O - E U R O P E A N A N D SLAVIC 

25.0 Indo-European is the name given to a large genetic family that 
includes most of the languages of Europe and extends across Iran and 
Afghanistan to the northern half of the Indian subcontinent. The earliest 
documentation is for Anatolian, in central Turkey, where Hittite writings 
of perhaps 1700-1200 BCE have survived. Indo-Iranian is known from 
Sanskrit texts (the oldest probably composed from c l 5 0 0 BCE but written 
down much later), and from Avestan and Old Persian of somewhat later 
date. Armenian has been written since the fifth century CE. The oldest 
surviving Greek, from Crete and the Mycenean mainland, dates to about 
1200 BCE, and from about 800 there is a continuous record. Old Latin, 
with some closely related dialects, is datable to the sixth century BCE. 
Celtic was widely spoken in Europe during the first millennium BCE, 
while Germanic is not known before about 250 CE.' The common ances
tral language must be assigned a date no later than 3500 BCE—more 
likely considerably eariier. 

25.1 Slavic is not documented before the activities of Cyril and Metho
dius (cf. §0.1), starting after 860. At that time, Slavic groups were surely 
in contact with speakers of varieties of several IE subdivisions: Baltic in 
the northwest, Germanic in the west (roughly in a broad frontier zone that 

I For an authoritative sketch, see Calvert Watkins, "Proto-Indo-European", in Ratnat, 
Anna Giacalone, and Paolo Ramat, The Indo-European Languages, London-NY, 
1998, pp. 25-73. In that same volume (pp. 415-53) Henning Andersen provides a 
more traditional account of Slavic. See also Baldur Panzer, Die slavischen 
Sprachen in Gegenwart und Geschichte; Sprachstrukturen und Verwandtschaft. 
(= Heidelberger Publikationen zur Slavistik A. Linguistische Reihe, Band 3.) 
Frankfurt-Bem-NY-Paris 1991. 
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2 The oldest recorded (very brief) texts of Albanian date from the mid-fifteenth 
century; its connection with remnants of earlier Balkan languages such as Illyrian 
to the northwest or Dacian and/or Mysian to the east must remain in the realm of 
speculation. In any case, Albanian must be deemed a special branch of IE. The 
division of continental Balkan Romance into western Arumanian (still spoken in 
parts of Macedonia and Greece) and eastem (Daco-)Rumanian, the dialects under
lying standard Rumanian, appears to be no older than the tenth century. Dalmatian, 
on the Adriatic coast, survived till the 1890s. 

extended from the Danish peninsula nearly to the Adriadc), Romance 
along the Adriadc littoral and in many internal regions (probably in moun
tains from Croatia through Bosnia into Serbia and Macedonia eastward 
through Bulgaria to Rumania), Albanian (in the extreme southwest— 
present-day Montenegro, Macedonia and Albania), and Greek. Informa
tion about the inhabitants of most of the Balkans and eastern Europe from 
600 until about 1100 is far too skimpy to provide a history of the move
ments of groups speaking these different language-types.^ 

25.2 The hypothetical homeland of the Indo-Europeans, in the current 
view of many specialists, was north of the Black and Caspian Seas, in an 
area from which it was easy to move eastward over the steppes, westward 
into central Europe, or southward to Greece. Roughly the same general 
area, perhaps extending westward from the middle Dniepr to the headwa
ters of the Bug and Dniestr, is favored by many scholars as the "cradle" of 
the Slavs. There is no tangible evidence whatsoever for these theories, 
attractive and plausible as they may seem; they are working hypotheses, 
based on complex assumptions and corollaries that must be accepted on 
faith. 

25.3 The very existence of Slavs is uncertain until near 600 CE, when 
a new wave of invaders appeared from the east and north and devastated 
southeastern and central Europe. Contemporary observers call some of 
these hitherto unknown intruders Slavs—a wholly new designation. This 
fits the linguistic evidence; the sixth-century Slavs are a nascent ethnos 
with a newly consolidated language. 

25.4 OCS permits us to posit a Late Common Slavic dialect continuum 
that existed c800-cllOO (LCoS). As we shall see, internal reconstruction 
and outside comparisons (chiefly with Baltic) imply a Middle Common 
Slavic system that is virtually without dialects (MCoS), and an Early 
Common Slavic, whose origin can be no earlier than about 300 C E . 
(ECoS). A Pre-Slavic and a Pre-Baltic etat de langue may be posited as 
subdivisions of a variegated dialect continuum of late Indo-European that 
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' Apart from isolated words and a few sentences, Baltic is not documented before 
cl550. Old Prussian is known essentially from Protestant catechisms translated 
from German; it died out not long after 1600. Lithuanian and Latvian represent two 
branches of a dialect continuum called East Baltic. 

might be called Pre-Balto-Slavic (PBS). This leaves us with some 4000 
years between the epoch when a community spoke Indo-European and the 
demonstrable appearance of Slavic. This is the temporal distance between 
the oldest Latin and the variegated dialects of contemporary Rumanian, 
Portuguese, French, and the other Romance languages. Surely the linguis
tic systems that eventually evolved into Slavic underwent many metamor
phoses, but we must admit that we lack the evidence to validate any theo
ries. What is clear is that the reconstructible Slavic of the mid-ninth century 
indeed is Indo-European, distinct from its nearest cousins, the Baltic dia
lects of Lithuanian and Latvian.' 

25.5 For the last nine or ten centuries the Slavs have been settled in the 
same general areas they now occupy (discounting the eastward expansion 
of Russia). The western frontiers with Germans have moved repeatedly, 
so that the Sorbs have been isolated from their Slavic neighbors to the 
south and east, and the northwestemmost group, the Polabians, have dis
appeared. The Pomeranians of the Baltic coast for the most part became 
Germanized, and the surviving communities speak highly Polonized dia
lects called Kashubian. Today's West Slavs have five standard languages: 
Upper and Lower Sorbian, Polish, Czech, and Slovak. The East Slavs 
have three standard languages: Ukrainian, Belarusian and Russian, which 
are fairly closely related. From the 11th to 14th centuries, the northern rim 
dialects (Pskov-Novgorod) were notably deviant in many features from 
their more southerly neighbors, but these communities were dispersed in 
the 15th century. The North Slavs (West and East) have long been sepa
rated from their southern Slavic kin by a broad zone occupied by speakers 
of German (in Austria), Hungarian, and Rumanian (including the Molda
vians who now have abandoned attempts at maintaining a separate stand
ard language). 

25.6 The Eastem South Slavs have two standard languages, Bulgarian 
and Macedonian. The Westem South Slavs recently had two standards, 
Slovenian and Serbo-Croatian. On purely linguistic grounds (phonology, 
morphology, syntax, derivational processes) the dialects of Croatia, 
Bosnia, Montenegro, and Serbia can be viewed as one—I will do so and 
will use the term Serbo-Croatian, with apologies to anyone who might 
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Croatian / Romanian 

Serbian / Bulgarian 

Albanian Macedonian Turkish 

SW Greek Greek SE 

25.7 I hold that the Late Common Slavic of c 1000 CE had four regional 
variants or macrodialects: North West, South West, SouthEast, NorthEast. 
Rapid local differentiation took place as social conditions changed radi
cally. In the North West, change was particularly significant; by c l l 5 0 
important features of the Polish and Czech-Slovak regional dialects were 
clearly different from each other and both were sharply set apart from East 
Slavic, which was still a single language, with the weakest of local vari
ations. I call the common (North-) East Slavic language (up to the first 
half of the 14th century) Rusian. Despite its physical distance from the 
SouthEast or Bulgarian dialects, it still had much in common with them. 
The boundaries separating the SE and SW (eventually Macedonian vs. 
Serbian) were relatively weak. The differentiation into regional dialects 
and then standard languages is extremely complex; this table is a grossly 
simplified oudine: 

consider it inappropriate. As of early 2001 there are certainly two stand
ards, Croadan and Serbian, and strenuous efforts to establish a third, 
Bosnian. The geographical positions are approximately as in the chart 
(non-Slavic neighbors printed in italics). 

NW Finnic Pskov-Novgorod NE 

Russian 

Polabian Pomeranian Baltic 

Lower Sorb / Belarusian 

German Upper Sorb Polish / 

Ukrainian 

Czech Slovak / 

German -—....̂ ^^^^^^^^^ ^ Moldavian 

Italian Slovene Hungarian 
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26.0 A comprehensive history of a language compares a particular hn-
guistic system with one or more prior stages of the same system and 
attempts to account for the differences. Morphophonemic alternations play 
an important role in OCS, and their genesis and evolution are part of the 
history of the phonology. Synchronic alternations may imply historical 
phonetic changes. Observing that klrngtb 'they swear' has an infinitive 
klpi, and that the genitive semene 'of a seed' goes with a NA sdm§, we 
formulate a generaUzation that a sequence front vowel + nasal before 
vowel is replaced by § before consonant (cf §3.313, 4.415). The back
ground knowledge that a nasal consonant between a vowel and a conso
nant often (in languages all over the world) becomes non-consonantal and 
merges with the vowel allows us to hypothesize that at an older stage of 
the language the forms *klmti and *semen could have existed. This latter 
form looks startlingly like the Latin word for 'seed': semen. This internal 
reconstruction of a hypothetical earlier form is confirmed by external 
comparison with the Latin cognate (and pattems of relationship estab
lished by many other examples): * semen (with a zero NA desinence) 'seed' 
is indeed to be posited for early Slavic as well as for some earlier stages 
of Indo-European. A root *klin is thoroughly plausible for early Slavic, 
but its exact meaning and its affinities with words in other languages is not 
so clear. 

1000 NW SW SE NE 
1100 Cz-Slk-Pol kaj-da-Cto west - east Rusian 
1200 Cz-SIk~Pol west kaj-• east kaj west ~ east Rusian 

~ da- Cto 
1500 C z - S l k - P o l S ln-SC Mac ~ Bg R/BR - Ukr 
1700 C z - S l k - P o l S ln-SC Mac - Bg R - BR ~ Ukr 

Documentation is uneven. For Rus', a standard based on OCS was used until after 1600; 
despite regional and temporal variants that indicate some local developments, the standard 
spelling systems obscure important details. Texts in Czech have survived from before 1300; 
by 1400 there was a flourishing literature. Polish texts begin from the mid-14th century, and 
show heavy Czech influence. Slovak writing is uncommon until about 1450, when long 
documents begin to appear. The eariiest datable written Slavic, the Freising texts, represent 
Alpine dialects (cf §1.04), yet Slovene is essentially unwritten until the Protestant move
ment; from about 1550 on there is a steady stream of translations and original works. Slovenia 
and northern Croatia shared many important features, constituting what may be called die 
"kaj-dialect"; later on, die kaj-zone in Croatia was attracted more to its eastem neighbor, die 
"§to-dialect". The northeastern Adriatic coast and adjacent islands developed a "5a-dialect" 
that was the basis of inscriptions and documents from die late 12fli century on. Documents 
from Bosnia and the nearby Adriatic coast of die same eariy period, as well as from Serbia, 
provide fundamental (if incomplete) information about the $to-dialect. (The names of SC 
dialects are based on variant reflexes of IE *lCid 'what?' [OCS *cfMo], see §38.21.) 
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The retroflex or domal consonants of the Indian subcontinent, the glottalized con
sonants of the Caucasus, and the uvulars or pharyngeals of Semitic are irrelevant 
to our discussion. 
Labial and velar affricates (pf kx) are foreign to most Slavic, and the distinction 
between tongue-tip dental versus alveolar articulation is phonologically irrevelant. 
Terms like "distinctive feature of palatality" or "palatal correlation" are meaning
less without explicit definition in articulatory and/or acoustic terms. 

26.01 Internal reconstruction and careful comparisons of thousands of 
words with all sorts of Indo-European sources, most importantly Baldc, 
have established rules that allow us to convert attested OCS words to 
earlier shapes—first of all Middle Common Slavic. 

26.1 Let us define some phonological terms. The dialects we need to 
consider have consonant systems determined by four points of articula
tion: labial, dental, palatal, and velar.* Labial means "articulated with the 
lips (or upper lip and lower front teeth)" or, in terms of distinctive fea
tures, /-Hlabial/ (pbfvm). Velar is "articulated with the back of the tongue" 
/-labial -coronal/ (kgx y). Dental is "articulated with the tip of the tongue" 
/+coronal + anterior/ (tdsznlr). Palatal is "articulated with the middle 
part of the tongue" /+coronal -anterior/ (kg s zh Tr). The sibilants may 
furdier be "hushing" l+high -i-back/ (s t) as opposed to the "hissing" dentals 
and palatals (sz;s i). In addition, we distinguish three sets of affricates, 
hissing dental c j ~ hushing c j - (hissing) palatal c 3.' 

26.11 Note that this inventory involves simple segments. OCS provides no reason for 
assuming compound segments of the type well known from Russian "palatalized conso
nants" which are produced by means of two simultaneous articulations (see IJSLP 41: 52). 
The appearance of this sort of "palatalization" surely developed as the jer-shift ran its 
course; it belongs to the nascent regional dialects of North Late Common Slavic (and per
haps eastem Bulgaria). 

26.12 The term palatalization is used in confusing ways by Slavists.* 
Here we attempt to use it (1) as a synonym of the synchronic descriptive 
term substitutive softening, and (2) as the historical process (or processes) 
whereby a consonant changed articulation from non-palatal (velar or den
tal) to palatal, e.g. t oik is replaced by kor c. It may also include a further 
step whereby the palatal articulation shifts to non-palatal (usually dental); 
thus the historical development "k > c" may be referred to as palataliza
tion. This kind of shift of articulation from non-palatal to palatal usually 
takes place in the environment of a front vowel, particularly a high front 
vowel, or the front glide j . 

Evidence from languages of many types demonstrates that palataliza
tion of non-labial stops starts with a shift of articulation from velar (kig) 
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or tongue-tip {tld) to mid-dorsal (i.e. palatal) position, kJt > k, g/d > ^. 
Palatal stops are prone to develop a sibilant offglide, thereby becoming 
affricates; the articulation may shift either toward "hissing" s or toward 
"hushing" S, so the affricates are c [V] or c [t*] (voiced z z 3 S). The 
affricates may then lose the initial closure and become sibilants, sot s,z 
or z. A sibilant that precedes the stop adapts to the articulation of the stop; 
an affricate may become a simple stop after a sibilant. 

k/t > R ><̂  

g/d > i >< 

c > 
c > 
c > 

3 > z 

3 > z 

sk/st > sR > sc >< 

zg/zd > ii> zi>< 

sc > st 
U > s 
§a > sMt 

Z3 > zd 
ii > i 
Z 3 > zg/zd 

The intermediate stages may last for generations, but observations of 
change in progress have shown that k and dor c (or even s or s) may be 
variants in the speech of individuals—in effect the whole process takes 
place at once. The voiced affricates 3,3', and 5 readily become continuants 
(z, z, f), while their voiceless counterparts tend to remain (c, d, d). The 
three-way conti-ast c~c~ c may persist, but it seems to be unstable, and 
c easily merges with c. 

26.13 In iotation, triggered by a post-consonantal j , the iod ordinarily 
fuses immediately with the palatal consonant: kj/tj > k (which may imme
diately become c or d). This process too is found in diverse languages all 
over the world.' A less common but nonetheless widespread altemate is a 
geminate stop, kk/gg. Depending on the language, the geminate may sim
plify and participate in the processes outlined above, or it may remain. A 
final possibility is that the j becomes a spirant sorS and fuses with the stop 
as an affricate. 

26.21 Iotation in OCS is productive; it operates in conjugation and 
word-formation. The underlying j is a theoretical morphophoneme that 
never appears in surface forms; its presence is deduced from consonantal 
altemations. Thus, for example, infinitive and past passive participial 
stems contrast according to formulas CV - CjV: nositi ~ nosem 'carry', 
svpiti ~ svptem 'sanctify', distiti ~ diStem 'cleanse', sgditi ~ sgzdem 
'}\idge\ prigvozditi ~prigvozdem 'nail'. The participial stems correspond 

' Compare the informal and/or rapid pronunciation of English can't you, won't you, 
did you, would you; trisyllabic Indian versus disyllabic "Injun". 
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These two words are to be found in nearly all of the hundreds of Slavic dialects that 
have been even partially described, but formal etymological identity does not guar
antee that the meaning will be the same. OCS mezda occurs only once in the 
canonical mss, Su 397.12, where it renders a Greek word meaning 'lane, side-
street'. The preposition meidu 'between' is etymologically *medju, a dual locadve 
"on the two boundaries". It (or an alternate Ls *medji) is often attested in dialects 
where the base noun is unknown. 

to underlying {nos-j-en-, sw?t-j-en-, cist-j-en-, -gwozd-j-en-)—in tradi
tional notation *sj, *tj, *stj, and *zdj. The standard examples for *tj/*dj 
are the derived nouns (swet-j-a) 'light, candle, lamp' and (med-j-a) 'me
dian, frontier, boundary-marker': OCS cB-feitiA, MewA*.* 

26.22 A minor morphophonemic rule of OCS converts {gt kt} to st, 
§15.85. The historical sequence was approximately *kt (> *lct) > *jt fol
lowed by the same assimilative processes that took place with the more 
frequent *tj combination. See §26.13. 

26.23 The two-unit St and zd that represent *tj/*dj are distinctive for SE 
LCoS. It is only in Bulgaria and Macedonia that the j did not fuse with the 
preceding t/d, but produced geminates *Klc/*g^ that became *sK/*zg and 
(to fit the consti-aint that the first of two obstruents must be a sibilant, 
§2.522) presumably *Smi. For other MCoS dialects we may posit *fc/*g. 
Only SE LCoS, therefore, has the same reflexes for *tj, *stj, and *skj 
(which always = *sk before front vowel). 

26.3 The consonant inventory of MCoS is nearly identical with that of 
OCS (§2.12); the cover symbols "*tj *df mean SE dialect m/*^^ versus 
*lc/*^ in other regions. 

p b t d c 3 t 3 *tj *dj k g m n I r w j 
s z § z X nj Ij rj 

26.4 Rusian surely had d/i for *tj/*dj, but the written language retained 
the OCS spellings in most instances, so that citable ER examples are rare. 
Early Western South Slavic (= Southwestern LCoS), the ancestor of 
Slovene and Serbo-Croatian, had palatal stops except that in the 
west *g > *j (cf. Sin and Cr. dial, meja < *medja). Early Czech seems to 
have had *c/*z. Pohsh and Slovak presumably had *c/*^. 

The majority of examples are from inflection or word-formation: 

OCS sv§§tem> rozdern. ljuste xuzde grazdanint 
MCoS *sw§tjem> *rodjem> *ljutje *xudje ^gordjanini 
ER *sv?&m> rozeni *ljuce xu2e *gorozanim> 
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EWSS *sv?Rent *rogem> *ljuKe *xu^e *graganim, 
ECz *svedem> *rozem> *ljuce *xuze *grazanim> 

'sanctified' 'bom' 'fiercer' 'worse' 'townsman' 
Compare svp-i+ 'sanctify', rod-i+ 'bear', ljutb 'fierce', xudb 'tfiin, poor', *gordb 'town'. 

26.41 MCoS *tj is also posited where *kt is indicated by morphological or comparative 
evidence: *pelji 'to bake' (pek-ti) > OCS peStb, ER peib; *motji 'to be able' (mog-d) > 
moitilmoii; *notjb 'night' [Ladn Gs noctis] > noitblnoib; *dbtji 'daughter' [< *dukti < 
*dugter] > OCS dbSti. ER dbci. 

26.51 A salient difference between hypothetical Middle Common 
Slavic and attested OCS and Rusian (SE and NE LCoS) lies not in the 
phonological inventory, but in the distribution of units—in particular the 
liquids (/, r) in contact with the lax vowels (b h e o) and the tense low 
vowels ^ and a. Rusian consistently writes "neutral" jers before r and / 
( v b r x i 'crest', gtrd-b 'proud', xT.lmi> 'hill', and v b l k i [for MCoS 
• w b l k i ] 'wol f ) , c f §2.631. This direct evidence for four liquid diph
thongs with jers as the first member is supplemented by indirect evidence 
for four more with e or o. If "t" stands for any consonant, MCoS *tert, 
*telt, *tort, *tolt > OCS tret, tlet, trat, tlat. The lax vowel has become 
tense, and the order of elements has been reversed. In Rusian, there is 
neither tensing nor metathesis. Instead, the vowel is repeated after the 
liquid: teret, torot, and tolot (for *el *&/ had previously backed to *ol *&/). 
This East SI process is called pleophony or polnoglasie. For example: 

'bank' 'booty' 'city' 'hunger' 'crest' 'proud' 'wolf 'hill' 
OCS/LCoS bregi plJni. gradi. gladt vrtxT, grbdi vlbki xlimi. 

Middle CoS •bergi *pelm> "'gordi *goldi> ""wbrxi ""g-brdi *wfa!k'b •xtlmi 
LCoS/Rusian beregi poloni, gorodi, golodi, vbrxi girdi vblki xilmi. 

The Czech-Slovak reflexes of the *tert diphthongs agree with those of 
OCS and all South Slavic (although there are complications with word-
initial diphthongs, see §30.35). 

26.511 LCoS initial clusters with tl, dl, vl, vr, ml, mr, smr, sr, zr, dl, dr, II, ir, and U reflect 
the metathesis of MCoS liquid diphthongs: e.g.. 

OCS 
MCoS 

OCS 
MCoS 

'interpreter' 'palm' 'rule' 
tltki. dlanb vlastb 
*tT>lki *dolnb *wolstb 

rope 
vrbvb 

'milk' 
mISko 

'dark' 
mraki 

'stink' 
smradi. 

*wbrwb *melko *morki *smordi. 
'member' 'worm' 'dirough' 'yellow' 'staff 'foal' 'helmet' 

*clem> erbvb CrSst *2lbtT, irbdb ir6b? IXhtm, 
*it\trb *ebrvb *dersT, *2bltb *ibrdb ierb? *selmi> 

26.52 A second pervasive difference is that Rusian has lost the nasal 
vowels that are so well attested in OCS. The earliest mss, obviously cop
ied from OCS models, generally reproduce the proper nasal-vowel letters 
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Specialists wrangle about almost every item in this statement, in particular the 
phonological nature of the three-way opposition in stops and the number and defi
nition of /-anterior/ or dorsal articulations formerly called gutturals and recendy 
dubbed tectals ("prevelar, velar, postvelar"—among other terms). I generally rely 
on the works of Helmut Rix and Manfred Mayrhofer, moderated by advice from 
my Harvard colleagues Jay Jasanoff and Calvert Watkins. 
Indo-Europeanists often write the labial glide (or semi-vowel) "u" and the iod "i" 
or "y". Since the symbol "y" in Slavic studies refers to the high mid to back [i]— 
written "bi" in Russian and "1,1" in OCS, I follow Slavistic tradition and write j for 
the glide: OCS btjbi 'neck' is transliterated vyja, but its hypothetical MCoS equiva
lent is *wyja. Similarly, OCS OYm-bieii 'having washed' = umyvh, older *umywh. 

correctly, but numerous errors demonstrate that *g had been replaced by 
u, and *q by a newly distinctive low front d. In spelling, « = and KR = 
K>, while A (or I A in blocked position) stands for older *f and for *a (after 
jcSi c): 

MCoS/OCS rqkq moJQ in?so t? moj? moja otrod? 
EarlyRusian ruku moju masc ta moja moja otroda 
written P;RK;K MOUR A\AC« T A MOIA , m«ia oTpovA, 0Tp«v« 

'hand [As]' 'my [Asf]' 'meat' 'Chee IAs]"my [Ap]' 'my [Nsf]' 'boy [NAs' 
NB: Ap moje was South Slavic, in principle different from North Slavic moji (§29.814, 
36.52), but Rusian scribes resolutely tried to adhere to the SSI norm, and spellings like Mok 
are extremely rare. 

From Indo-European to Common Slavic 

27.1 The early Indo-European phonological system may be assumed to 
have had 17 obstruents, 4 sonorants, 5 vowels (occuring both long and 
short), and 3 consonants called laryngeals (conventionally symbolized as 
hj, hj). Stops could be voiceless, voiced, or voiced aspirated, with 5 
kinds of articulation (labial, dental, palatal, velar, and labio-velar).' The 
short high vowels / and u could follow other vowels to form diphthongs, 
while between vowels they could function as glides (j and w).'" The 
sonorants could function as syllabic (m nl f). 

obstruents sonorant laryngeal vowels 

p b t d K g k g k"g" s , ^ ^ ^ _ . _ . . _ 
bh dh gh gh g»h ^^^^^^ i i e e a a o o u u 

27.2 Baltic and Slavic do not reflect all these distinctions. In terms of 
Slavic evidence, the IE labio-velar consonants have fallen together with 
the velars, and the aspirated stops with the unaspirated voiced stops. We 
posit, therefore, a post-IE system where eight stops stand for the original 
fifteen. The four-position series (labial, dental, palatal, velar) is posited 
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II The traditional label for dialects that had this palatal series is satem, recalling the 
sibilant reflex of *^ in *ktnt-om '100' in Avestan (early Iranian) iaram, as opposed 
to the Latin reflex kentum (confusingly spelled with c and, as a result of very late 
Latin or post-Ladn regressive palatalizations, pronounced [s], [t'], [t̂ ], [6] in vari
ous modem Romance dialects). Germanic, Ladn, and Greek areA:enr«m-languages. 
Luvian (and presumably Common Anatolian) preserved the five-position series. 
The liquid or nasal funcdons as the second member of the syllabic nucleus (as do 
o ore), and the accent may fall on either member, e.g. iioga 'berry' -sesud 'sister'; 
pi'enas 'milk' ~ miestas 'city*; vdrna 'raven', vafdas 'name'; ginti 'to defend' ~ 
giiiti 'to chase'. 

also for Indo-lranian (as opposed to Germanic, Greek and Latin, where 
reflexes of labio-velars remain disdnct, but those of palatals and velars are 
indistinguishable)." The laryngeals had played a significant role in many 
early dialects, affecting the quality and quantity of vowels in many mor
phemes. They were gradually lost in most regions; their effects had be
come lexicalized (and perhaps sometimes morphologized) long before a 
distinctively Slavic system emerged. 

27.3 Baltic and Slavic reflect an innovation that is shared by Indo-
Aryan and Iranian: s after r, k, i or u became dorsal S. This variant even
tually resulted in a new phoneme. IE s was non-labial but unspecified as 
to place of articulation. In the new system, /+anterior/ 5 became distinc
tively opposed to /-anterior/ s. The "ruki-rule" operated under somewhat 
differing conditions in various regions; in Pre-Slavic it does not affect s 
before consonant. In Slavic, s replaced every desinential s (unless a con
sonant followed); in Baltic, desinential s reverted to s. 

27.31 Since the timing of the replacement of desinential .y by is un
known and the s disappeared before Slavic writing began, the hypotheti
cal s will not be indicated in the derivations offered in the rest of this book. 

27.41 The simpler late Indo-European system that is reflected by Baltic 
and Slavic therefore has the following phonemes: 

obstruents sonorants vowels 

p b t d R ^ k g s s m n l r j w I i e e a a o o u u 

Long and short diphthongs are assumed {ei ei eu eu ai ai au du). Further, 
short high vowels were inserted before the syllabic liquids and nasals: m n 
I r > im um in un it ul ir ur. Scholars have not discovered the conditions 
that determined whether / or u was selected. What is important is that 
these combinations still serve as diphthongs (called liquid or nasal diph
thongs) in Lithuanian.'^ It is assumed that early Slavic had parallel series 
of diphthongs (cf §26.51). 
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Let me stress that the presence or absence of rounding is not distinctive for this 
system, nor was it distinctive for the /+high -low/ U/u or the /-high -low/ olo of the 
older system. See IJSLP 41: 19. 

27.42 Pre-Balto-Slavic words could begin in any vowel or consonant 
(except s), or consonant clusters limited to s + stop + sonorant. Closed 
syllables were common, and word-internal consonant clusters of consid
erably more variety occured. 

Words could end in tord.in n, s, ns, nts and rarely in r. The final 
syllable is ordinarily a desinence—a grammatically meaningful mor
pheme—or part of a desinence; sometimes a change in the phonemes of a 
desinence is to be interpreted as morphological substimtion rather than 
phonetic evolution. Yet we must also assume special developments that 
can be defined in phonetic terms (including the word boundary, symbol
ized #). 

Middle Common Slavic is—in contrast to PBS—a language of open 
syllables; except for the liquid and nasal diphthongs (br br er el, In un en 
dn), the tonality (or sonority) was lower at the onset than at the coda. 

28. The Slavic vowel system evolved in steps that are not always easy 
to correlate with the changes in the consonantal system. 

28.1 The IE non-high back vowels aid and old merged completely in a 
vowel-pair I will write aid. The resuldng Early Common Slavic system is 
fully defined by the features ±high, ±back, and ±long:^^ 

-i-long -long -long -i-long oral diphthongs 
-Hhigh 1 u 
+high i u + ei ai eu au 
-high e a 
-high e a 

-back -back +back +back 
Also nasal and liquid diphthongs: im in um un il ir ul ur 

em en am an el er al ar 

(In Pre-Baltic, short o> a, but long d remained generally distinct from a.) 

Contrast the Middle Common Slavic system which eventually resulted: 

tense i y u In un 
lax b t + br bl t r t l 
lax e o er el or ol 

tense e a en an 
+nasal f 9 

-back +back 
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Pre-Baltic lcg> hushing d then S and i - which survive in modem Lithuanian.The 
system from which modem Baltic dialects are derived has these two obstments and 
unchanged t/d p/b kJgsmnlrjw, along with Vi e/e a/a o u/u. Unlike Slavic, it does 
not, in its early stages, undergo mutative palatalization of velars. lod-palatalization 
of dentals is far in the future, and quite without connection to phonetically compa
rable Slavic processes. The distance from the PBS phonological system to modem 
Lithuanian dialect systems is remarkably short. 

Only u is distinctively /+round/; i and y are distinctively /minus-round/. 
It appears that the first element of a diphthong could be long or short 

in ECoS, and the possibility remains for MCoS. Since it seems that the 
first member of the nasal diphthongs usually lengthened, the table shows 
this notation. The final emergence of unitary nasal vowels, *f < *ln/*in, 
*enl*en and *Q < *dn/*an, may well have occurred after the *y and *u 
were fully established, c f §29.8202. 

28.2 Late Common Slavic had, in principle, only open syllables. Its 
Pre-Balto-Slavic predecessor, however, allowed syllables that ended in a 
non-syllabic high vowel or resonant (i.e. diphthongs like ei au en er) or 
obstruents (including word-boundary #). The syllable is a surface unit of 
phonotactic organization: underlying morphemes are affected by the rules 
of syllabic sti'ucture. A morpheme like *sup 'sleep' or *poi 'sing' would 
automatically (so to speak) admit a syllabic boundary before its final unit 
if followed by a vowel {*sup-a-tei 'to sleep' = *su.pd.tei; *poi-e-te 'you 
sing' = po.je.te) but remained intact before a consonant (*sup-no-s = 
*sup.nos [noun, Nsm], *poi-tei 'to sing [inf.]' = poLtei). See §29.8. 

29. The first crucial steps that set Slavic irrevocably apart from its Baltic 
cousins involve the /-anterior/ consonants, i.e. the palatals (/+coronal/^ g) 
and velars (/-coronal/ k g). 

29.1 The IE palatal stops (k ^) became hissing affricates, c j , then s and 
z."* There are now three continuants: s, z, andS. This process is surely very 
old. 

29.2 New palatals spht off from the velars and became hissing affric
ates (c j ) , attested in OCS. The environment was very specific: the condi
tioning factor stood before the k g, so the process is progressive. A velar 
after a non-diphdiongal high front vowel (i J) [optionally followed by a 
nasal («)] , and before a low back a or a, became palatal. This progressive 
palatalization is called BdC: 

k g > R g I /+ syllabic -high -back/ (/-i-cons -i-nasal/) /+syl -high -i-back/ 

http://po.je.te
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Word-final *-us and *-os yield -5 (or -b) by later rules: see §29.7. 
The First Regressive Palatalization is called KI in this book, while the Second 
Regressive Palatalization is KAI (a much later process that affected most of 
Slavdom by clOOO, but did not reach the peripheral dialects of Pskov-Novgorod). 
The Progressive Palatalizadon (BdC) is assumed by many Slavists to be a late 
process and therefore called the Third or Second Palatalizadon. ("BdC" recalls the 
Polish scholar who first pointed out some of the difficuldes of explaining the data, 
Jan Baudouin de Courtenay). The sequence I propose here is BdC-KI-KAI. Most 
recent handbooks assume either KI-BdC-KAI or KI-KAI-BdC, often remarking 
that BdC and KAI are two phases of a single process. 

That is, ika inka (etc.) > ilta inlta (etc.). The diphthongs ai and ei (etc.) do 
not trigger palatalization; see §29.921. 

29.3 Results of the ruki-rule (§27.3), the affrication of lEif and BdC:" 

IE *s either remains or shifts to S (which later becomes x before back 
vowel): 
*siinus > OCS synh, Li sUniis 
*rosa 'dew' > OCS rosa, Li rasa 
*wetusos 'old' > OCS vethxh, > Li vetusas; 
*moisos 'bladder'(?) > OCS mexh 'wineskin', > Li mdisas 'sack' 
*wirsus 'top, crest' > *wirsus > OCS vwxs; Li virsUs (with reversion 
of desinential s to s). 

The IE palatals H *g diverged at the outset (§29.1): 
*lcoino- 'hay' > OCS sdno, Li sienas; 
*prok- 'ask' > OCS prositi, Li prasyti 
*geim- 'winter' > OCS zima, Li ziema 
*wegh- 'convey, go' > OCS vezg 'I convey', Li vezii. 

IE velar *k *g remain except in the BdC environment: 
*kou- 'hew, strike' > OCS kovati 'beat, forge', Li kduti 'beat' 
*tek- 'run' > OCS tekg 'I run', Li tekiii 
*nogutis '(finger)nair > OCS noghtb, Li nagiitis 
in contrast to *woinikos 'wreath, crown' > OCS venbcb, Li vainikas 

Germanic *kuningaz 'king' > OCS khn^^b, Li kilnigas 'priest'. 

29.4 Sdll another pair of palatals began to appear when a front vowel (e 
e J i) or j followed k g; the velars became hushing affricates, attested in 
OCS as the voiceless c but voiced i. This is the First Regressive Palatali
zation (KI):'* 

k g > R g I /-back -consonantal/. 

That is, ki gi ke ge kj gj etc. > Ki gi ke ^e kj gj etc. > di jf/ (f /) ce $e ize) etc. 
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29.41 The BdC and Kl environments for the palatals are mutually ex
clusive, and theoretically the affrication could be viewed as immediate: 

K/̂  > c/3 before /-high +back/ OR > 
> 11% otherwise > 

c/3 before /-back -cons/ 
c/3 otherwise 

29.5 It is probably at this time that sibilants + j underwent iotation: sj 
and sj both yielded s, and zj > i- We assume further that s before back 
vowels became x—a new phoneme. 

29.51 Post-consonantal j disappears in the process of iotation. We there
fore assume it as part of KI and sibilant-iotation. Iotation ofnlr produced 
unit palatals that will be written here with digraphs, nj Ij rj (cf. §1.22). 
There is no evidence to locate the appearance of new palatal sonorants in 
chronological sequence. They surely were in place in MCoS. Iod after 
labial and dental stops {pj bj mj; tj dj) remains undl late MCoS. 

29.6 The way these early rules interact is important. Here are stages of 
the history of OCS *pbsati 'to write', *pbxati 'to pound', *sbcati 'to piss', 
*pbSeno 'millet', and *sbdith 'pisses [3s pres]': 

IE satem ruki c 3 > s z BdC KI > O C S 
sikatei > - - sikatei > sicatei > *sbcati 
piRatei > picatei > pisatei > - - *pbsati 
pisatei > piSatei > - - pixatei > *pbxati 
piseno > piSeno > - - pi§ena > *pb§eno 
sik-l-(?)- > - sik-l-t- > sicit- > •sbiSitb 

The ruki-rule must operate before the deaffrication of the satem c/j pro
duces an s that can stand after /, so that the three-way contrast ik ~ ik ~ is 
or ik ~ ic ~ is is maintained as it becomes ik ~ is ~ iS and later *bc ~ *bs 
~ *bS/*bx." 

29.7 Two vowel processes interacted to produce a new morphophone
mic situation: Vowel Raising (VR) changed the shape of many desinences, 
and Vowel Adjustment (VA) imposed new constraints on possible CV 
sequences. A preliminary condition is that a vowel is long before *nC, see 
§29.814. 

No form of the verb *sbcati is written, as far as I know, in any Slavic text before 
cl650, but the comparative evidence suffices to establish it as a parallel to s^-a+ 
'sleep', §15.32. See Vaillant 1966 405. The i/? present is assured, but die shape of 
the 3s desinence for this early period is uncertain. 
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" This rule is required for Ap of /-stems, e.g. PBS *gostins 'guests' > *gasflns > 
OCS gosti, see §38.51. 

NOTE: Vowel Raising concerns syllables that are grammatical morphemes 
and therefore subject to morphological influences; see §36, esp. 
36.41-42. 

29.71 Vowel Raising was limited to final closed syllables; it shifted the 
low vowels *a and *d (and possibly *e) to *u and *u (*/). The final 
syllable could end in a nasal, a sibilant, or both. In present acdve partici
ples, *nts is posited. 

VR' a low short vowel raises before n# or 5#: -an# -as# > -un -us 
N 0 ' *n is lost after a high vowel and before (s)#:'* -ms# -uns# > -~is -us 
VR^ a long vowel raises before ns#: -dns > -uns 

Final *dn is not raised, and therefore contrasts with *un(s) and *ln{s) at 
this stage. Then the nasal in *un is lost and *u yields y, while *dn and *7« 
become unit nasal vowels, g and See examples in §32. 

29.72 Vowel Adjustment is neutralization of the back - front opposi
tion. It applies to a vowel in position after the glide *7 or the stops *k *^ 
resulting from BdC (or the affricates that replaced them). VA had two 
phases, probably separated in time. In the first, both the /+back/ high 
vowels (u u) and the short Z+back/ low vowel (a) fronted (to I i e); in the 
second, the long front low vowel (e) backed to d: 

after It VA' u u a > l i e : VA^ e > a 
/+coronaI -back/ / - H b a c k / / - b a c k / / - b a c k -high +\ong/ / + b a c k / 

VA' in effect is a progressive assimilation, while VA^ is dissimilation. 
VA^ applies to the output of KI, so that *ke > *ce > *dd, yielding OCS ca. 
VA' applies to diphthongs (*ai *au > *ei *eu). 

29.73 The syllables ku ku ga gu resisted palatalization in all environ
ments. The syllables kd ka ga ga became cd ca ^5 -^a only if they were 
preceded by l(n) i(n). But VR produced c« <5M %U. These syllables then 
became ct ci 3T 31 by VA' (as da 3a became ce i,e). For example: atrak-as 
~ atik-as Ns 'boy' -- 'father'; BdC > atrakas ~ atiltas; VR > atrakus ~ 
atikus, VA > atrakus ~ atikis, eventually OCS otrokb ~ otbcb. 

earliest SI BdC VR VA OCS 

Ns 'boy' atrak-as > atrakas > atrakus > atrakus > otrokb 
Ns 'father' atik-as > atikas > atikus > atikis > otbcb 
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29.8 In early Slavic times, syllable-final obstruents disappeared or 
adapted to function as the onset of the next syllable; *sup-n-as (with 
reinterpretation of morphemic boundaries) > OCS sm-h, not obviously 
related to the infinitive s^>-a+. A PBS diphthong in a closed syllable 
becomes a LCoS monophthong, but before a vowel it becomes vowel plus 
heterosyllabic glide; *poi-tei >pSti 'to sing', *poi-e-te >pojete'you sing'. 
(Cf. §28.2.) 

Some of the processes survived as generative rules in OCS. The infini
tives *grebtei 'dig' and *pd1ttei 'herd, pasture', for example, have become 
greti (gre.ti) and pasti (pa.sti)—in underlying form {greb-0-i-ti}, {pas-
0 + t i ) . S e e §§3.31, esp. 3.3131. 

The phonetic deletion of syllable-final obstruents is assumed to be an 
early process, but there is no decisive evidence. 

29.81 Syllable-final nasals before C/# were part of a nasal diphthong, 
*klinfi 'to swear'~ klindnt-. Before a vowel or *j, the nasal was consonan
tal and the syllabic boundary was adjusted: (klon-i-Hti) > klojiiM 'to in
cline' but past passive participle *klon-i-en- > *klon.je.nh > klonjem 
(where nj is a unit palatal); {lom-i-H} *lo.mi.ti 'break' ~ *lo.mje.nh > 
lomljenh (§3.521). 

29.811 Nasal diphthongs became unit nasal vowels (*m *en Hm *em > 
*f; *un *on *um *om > e.g. klpi klmgth. The front nasal of LCoS 
seems to have been phonetically a tense non-low vowel [?] or [j], the back 
nasal a tense non-low [y, Q ] or else low [^]." 

29.812 Stem-final altemations of nasal vowel before C/# but vowel + 
heterosyllabic nasal before V became normal by the end of MCoS: *vf er-
men-0 'time' Gs *wer-men-es > OCS vre.mf vre.me.ne (§4.414).^" 

In terms of patterning, *g behaves like *« (cf. §2.11), but in terms of later devel
opment, *g became unrounded nasal scliwa in Poland (later front f if short, g if 
long), non-nasal schwa in Bulgaria, but rounded [u p] elsewhere. 
The IE neuter nominative of this suffix surely was *-men or zero-grade *-mn. This 
does not guarantee that the same shape survived into early Slavic; for my purposes 
*-men# > -mf suffices. 

In this way certain desinence-initial vowels at an early date became vari
ables defined by the stem-final consonant. BdC, VR and VA established 
the morphophonemic basis for the twofold declensions of LCoS. 
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CIoz and Sav have only g, Zo and Mar strongly prefer it. Euch has only f (17x), Su 
has 24 f - 1 ̂ . Ps Sin varies by scribe: B 4 ,̂ 2 f; A 12 f; G 18 ,?: E 1 e, 8 f. The 
evidence of modem dialects is conflicting; in all probability the stems have been 
re-formed. 
Kamem 'of stone' (cf. kamenb 'stone', §4.412) is an inherited word, derived from 
the stem *kamen- (§4.412) by the archaic formant *n: kamen-n-. OCS has a com
peting lexeme with the productive suffix *bn: kamenbm. 
Ps 17:46 oxrvrng 'they became lame' surely represents the reduced grade oixrom-
'lame' but there is no guarantee that the verb had forms with -ng. 

29.813 Nasal diphthong before nasal consonant apparently varied by 
dialect. OCS has both pom^ngti and pomengti 'call to mind, remember' 
(cf. po-mbn-e+ and po-min-aj+ 'remember, have in mind' and pampb 
'memory'), *-min-n- or *-men-n-}^ OCS adjectives Mkedrevem 'wooden' 
and mddinb 'of brass' are regularly spelled - A H - in Rusian texts, as are 
ethnic or regional designations like OCS Izmailitene, Rus' H ^ M A H A H T A H 6 

'Ishmaelites'. Clearly these two suffixes originally had *-en-n-;^^ South 
Slavic regularly developed *-dn- while North Slavic had a nasal vowel: *-
fn- (which became open front *dn by 1000).^' 

29.8131 OCS jmf 'name' surely was *jbm^ in some dialects, < older 
*in-men < *n-men < IE *h,nh3,men, zero-grade of the root *h,neh}(cf. Gk 
ovoiaa. La nomen). The *n of the root disappeared before the nasal *m. 

29.814 The hypothetical early distinction of short vs. long initial ele
ments of nasal diphthongs is hard to reconstruct; it seems safe to assume 
that all ECoS vowels are long before *nC OT *nC#, but may be short 
before *n#. The regular relationships of IE final closed syllables and OCS 
are these: 

PBS in# un# on# ons# ans# lns# uns# 
LCoS B "b t /b ylq i y 

The first two represent As i-stems and u-stems, e.g. gostb 'guest' and synb 
'son'; the last two are Ap of the same {gosti, syny). The middle two illus
trate Asm and Apmf of the twofold declension (e.g. stolb, strojb: stoly, 
strojp. ieny, strujf ~ Ns stolb 'seat', strojb 'order', zena 'woman', struja 
'stream'). 

In the first two and last two, the consonants are simply lost. The third 
requires a near-final stage with *-«/*-/. The contrasting back nasal versus 
front oral vowel of the fourth implies earlier *-iln/*-Jn. 

Loss of the original nasal consonants took place in stages: VR' raises 
on# to un#; N 0 ' deletes the nasal after a high vowel in a word-final syl-
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Hypothetical *un is extremely rare except in these desinences; it may well be that 
it always lost nasality and yielded LCoS y. 
For most LCoS dialects, the third person terminal desinence was *-tb; OCS -th is 
exceptional. See §43.13. 
Without the assumption that *onC > ECoS anC, *neRonti (and most stems) would 
yield desinential -gt-, but *poionti would be subject to VR and yield *pajenti and 
fpajgt-. One might hypothesize that the less frequent "soft" variant of this alternat
ing desinence was eliminated in favor of non-altemating -gt-. 

lable: m# Jns# > i# Js#, un# uns# > u# u. Then VR^ converts ans# to uns#, 
which is split by VA' i n t o 7 n 5 # and uns#, whereupon N 0 ^ deletes the nasal 
after the high back vowel, leaving nasal *-Jn(s) opposed to *-u(s),^ i.e. the 
morpheme {y/?}. In effect, N 0 ' applies only to i-stem and u-stem Ap (e.g. 
gosti, syny); N 0 ^ accounts for the oral/nasal contrast in [y/q]. 

Exceptions seem to be determined by morphological analogy, e.g. the 
twofold NAs neuter {o/e} ~ IE *-om, see §38.42. 

OCS in these {y/q} desinences represents the South Slavic forms; 
North Slavic had -d (although Rus' scribes resolutely continued to spell in 
the OCS fashion). The northern "soft" variant {y/g} is called d tertium or 

as opposed to e primum (= e' < *e) and e secundum (= ^ < *ai < IE *oi, 
*ai). See §38.52. 

29.8141 Final *an is to be posited for three important desinences re
flected in OCS by non-altemating ( Q ) ; accusative singular feminine two
fold (e.g. SuJQ rgkq 'left hand'), first person singular and third person 
plural present (e.g. pojg,poJQth 'I/they sing'; nesg, nesgth 'I/they carry'). 

Asf was *-an in PBS, from somewhat older *-a-m. It was not subject to 
Vowel Raising or Vowel Adjustment; the evolution to g is straightfor
ward. 

The OCS -g of 1st person singular present goes back to PBS *-d, which 
became ECoS *-d. Later on, a nasal (probably *m) was added. Thus 'I 
sing' was *poi-d, yielding ECoS *pajd, then *pajdm, OCS pojg. 

The IE third person plural was *-onti,^ from which we derive ECoS 
*-dnti (e.g. *nelt-onti, *poi-onti > *nesdnti, pajdnti > OCS nesgth, 
pojgtb)?^ 

Desinential -f in Nsmpo/f (Gspojgsta) 'singing', on the other hand, is 
the "soft" variant of the morphophoneme [y/q] and goes back to *poi-on-
t-s. ECoS *pajdnts > *pajiints > *pajln > poj^ vs. *pajdntjd > *pojgsta 
(cf. §29.814, §30 C ##40-45). North LCoS had {a/g}, see §39.421. 

29.8142 The -g of 3p root-aorist {padg 'they fell'; mogg 'they were able') never occurs 
after palatal C. We posit PBS *-ont, ECoS *-ant. (This same desinence serves in the imper-
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Attested *shsedt>, and *stf>brjbaTe '*OCS; they occur in post-OCS copies of surely 
OCS texts. 

feet 3p -ga-x-g.) The alternative 3p aorist -f (jfsf or jfsf 'they took', riHf or rekoif 'they 
said') seems to reflect IE *-nt. 

29.8143 The OCS verbal classifier *nQ derives from IE *nou: in tauto-
syllabic position, *nowC > *noNC, whereby the whole syllable became 
nasal. Thus *ri-now-ti > *rinoNti > ringti (inf, 'to push') but the past 
passive participle *ri-now-en- > rinovem (§15.711). 

In similar fashion, nasalization sporadically appeared in roots with 
initial nasal, but not in all dialects: e.g. nud-lngd- 'annoy', mud-lmgd-
'delay, be slow', see §2.71. 

29.815 The preposition kh 'to' and the prefix-prepositions sh 'with, 
from' and wh 'in' represent older *kun, *sm, and *un. When followed by 
the third person pronominal stem *j-, the *nj becomes a unit palatal. From 
forms like kh njemu 'to him' and sh njimi 'with them', the nj eventually 
was abstracted as a suppletive form of the root to be used with most or all 
other prepositions (§4.25). As a prefix, *sun before a consonant could 
become,?^-: sgsMh 'neighbor' {sM 'sit, stiiXt'),sgpbrjb 'disputant, adver
sary' (pbr-d+ 'dispute');^' sgmbndnbje ~ sumbndnbje 'doubt'. Before a 
vowel—chiefly the roots *i/*id 'go', *im/*em 'take', and *ed 'eat'—the 
nasal remains: sbniti 'descend', viniti 'enter', sbndsti 'eat up'. Lexemes 
with these variant prefixes belong to a list of inherited words; these forma
tions are no longer productive. 

29.8151 Early *un (< IE *n, §27.41) 'in' retained nasality and back 
quality in gtrb 'within' and gtroba 'entrails', while *en or *in survives in 
*jpra neut. pi. 'innards' (not OCS, but clearly CoS; sg. jpro usually 
means 'liver'). The nounsgdolb andgdolbje 'valley' imply *un-dol- (with 
*dltel 'hollow'). The denasalized form *wh is to be seen in vhtorb 'second' 
(dial. *wuerh, §41.82). 

Similarly, the zero-grade of the negational particle *ne occurs in grodh 
'fool' (*n-rod- > *un-rod-, meaning approximately "degenerate"; rod 
means both 'kin' and 'generate'), gtblb 'leaky' (of a vessel; tblo 'bottom'). 

29.8152 The IE root *h2enh, 'breathe, breath' (cf. avE^os 'wind'. La 
animus 'spirit') in o-grade underhes LCoS *w-on-j-a 'fragrance' and 
g-x-aj+ 'to smell'. The prothetic w is unexpected, and the suffix x is 
isolated; see §35.13 (g). 
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ECoS 1 ei i u u eu au ai e e a a I N iiN 
{MCoS} i b y !> u ê  e« e a o ? 9 
/MCoS/ i b y •b u e e a o P 9 
high + + + + + - - -
back - - + + + — - + + — + 
round - - - (-) + - - - (+) 
tense + — + + + + — + + 

The writing systems of OCS and most early Slavic do not mark accent (or 
length or possible rising or falling pitch or intonations). Evidence from 
modem dialects (often bolstered by comparative data from Baltic and 
even more remote IE dialects) guarantees that the tense vowels could be 
long or short; it is probable that the new lax vowels occasionally length
ened. 

It is notable that Common Slavic (and Baltic) segmental phonology— 
in sharp contrast to early Indo-European, Germanic, and Latin and its 
Romance daughter-languages—shows litde or no effect from accentual 
factors. 

29.8201 The evolution of the oral diphthongs brings about an essential 
restructuring of the vowel system and inaugurates Middle Common Slavic. 
The diphthong *ei > *i (or *bj, see §29.92), and *ai > *e (written d in the 
new system). This amounts on the surface to a redistribution of extant 
phonemes, but in terms of underlying morphophonemes, the new e is 
distinct: it has special distributional restrictions (§3.5c2). Therefore we 
distinguish (< *ai) from e' (< *e) in Middle and Late Common Slavic. 

29.8202 Tautosyllabic *ou and *eu became a high back round mono
phthong *u that remained distinct from the inherited long high back vowel 
that up to now we have written *u. The opposition we now write *y vs. *u 
(< *u vs. *aul*eu) requires reevaluation of distinctive-feature marking, 
cf. §28.1. For examples, see §29.95. 

29.821 Early CoS * M was defined /+high +back/, distinct from /+high 
-back/T; the phonetic degree of rounding was irrelevant. Middle Common 
Slavic is defined by the new three-way opposition *i ~*y ~*u (< ECoS 
*l ^ *u ~ *au). Rounding has become distinctive for the new high long 
back vowel, if not for the inherited short back vowels. The inherited long 
vowels had presumably been redundantly tense; in MCoS they retain their 
articulation but the defining feature is now /+tense/. 
The nasal diphthongs of ECoS are tentatively symbolized iN and aNhere: the development 
to late MCoS is not altogether clear. 
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29.91 The diphthongs became monophthongs before C or # but re
mained, with a modified syllabic boundary, before a vowel. Thus *-auC 
> *uC, *auV> *owV; *aiC > *dC, *aiV> *ojV. OCS reflects this in part 
by systematic morphophonemic altemations (esp. nontmncated -ov-a ~ 
tmncated -uj-: milovati ~ milujgth ^15.501, 29.951 below, and in part by 
isolated relics (peti ~ pojgth 'sing' §16.53). 

29.92 The diphthong *ei before vowel yields OCS bj, e.g. IE treies 
'three [masc. nom.]' > trbje (which is spelled trbe and trie, §2.61). This 
implies raising, *e > *i. 

29.921 The progressive palatalization (BdC, §29.2) is triggered by a high front vowel 
before the velar stop that shifts articulation, yet the diphthongs *ei and *ai apparendy block 
the rule. We assume a slight lowering of the */ in *ai (as in Ladn, Avestan, and mod. 
German) > [ae], but a metathesis of elements in *ei, [ie]. Therefore the masculine deriva
tional suffix *-ineik- with Gs desinence would be *-iniek-a, yielding OCS -mika. The 
corresponding feminine *-imk-a (with Ns desinence) would undergo BdC, yielding-tnica. 

29.93 Long * M followed by a vowel functions lilce *uw (short V -i- glide). 
Thus *leub-u 'love [Ns]' but *leub-uw-i ' [As]' > ljuby ~ ljubbwb. This is 
reinterpreted in OCS morphophonemic terms as [Ijub-tw-O) ~ [Ijub-
T .w-b} , cf. §4.413. For complications in verbal stems, see §44.35. 

29.94 Long *7 before vowel yields OCS *bj and its functional equiva
lent *//. The distinctive feamre /tense/ is neutralized before *; (§2.61). 
Later morphophonemic adjustments were made in different regions. Sepa
rating older *ej from *ij or * 7 is difficult. 

29.95 Heterosyllabic *eu {*ew) merged with *au (*aw); e.g. *neu-a 
'new [Nsf]' > *nawa > nova. Tautosyllabic *eu early became *jau, then 
MCoS *(j}u; tautosyllabic *au>u. E.g. *seuj-a 'left [Nsf]' > *sjauja > 
suja. 

While seven of the vowels imply a certain immediate ancestor, four are somewhat 
opaque: i may go back to ei orT;e< ai or i'; f < any front vowel + n/m, and g < any 
back vowel + m/n. 

29.822 This shghtly asymmetrical 11-vowel array (cf. the display on p. 
192, above) is a system from which we can derive all subsequent Slavic 
dialects. It is documented (except for the liquid diphthongs) by Old Church 
Slavonic.^* It is a new and significant stage, deserving a special label; we 
call it Middle Common Slavic. 
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In OCS the name David is rigorously spelled Davydh, which does not correspond 
to Gk Aapi6. The Muslim equivalent is DaUd. If we assume a borrowing of this 
form, a> wy explains the attested spelling. 

29.951 By LCoS, the monophthongization of *ow before *j was completed; the altema
tion of full-stem {-ova-) and truncated | u-je) is a fact of the lexicon. Although the forms do 
not happen to occur in OCS, we confidendy assume that lovi+ 'to hunt' generated Is pres 
*lovljg, past passive participle *lovljem,, and substantive Hovljenbje. The borrowed name 
'Jacob' is Hjakovb, and the usual possessive adjective is *ijakovljb 'belonging to Jacob'. 

30.1 OCS words may begin with a vowel, but there are severe con
straints (§2.51). Initial o, u and g offer only isolated problems (see §36.5). 
Initial a is limited to 

(1) the conjunctions a 'and, but' (and derivatives like ace 'though' and 
ali 'but, whether') and aste ' if; 

(2) recent borrowings (e.g. apostolh 'apostle'), and 
(3) words that are also attested (sometimes within OCS, more often in 

post-OCS or modern dialects) with ja (e.g. aviti/javiti 'reveal, make 
plain'). It appears that all Slavdom but eastem Bulgaria has ja in mor
phemes of this last group; the variants with a- are LCoS dialect forms. 
(See §36.2) 

30.2 Initial high back y and & do not occur. Instead, the glide w is 
preposed as a syllabic onset. The process survives in unprefixed vtpiti ~ 
prefixed vhz-hpiti 'cry out' (§3.25). The prefix vy- (typical of Northem 
and westernmost SW LCoS; marginal in OCS), corresponds to Germanic 
*iit-, Eng. out (< IE *ad): *u- > *y- > *wy-}^ The exact shape underlying 
Wh 'in' is uncertain; we posit ECoS *un > *whn- > wh. See §29.8151. 

30.21 The sequence *bw (only at the boundary joining the prefix ob- with root-initial *w) 
eidier did not develop or was simplified, cf oblaki 'cloud' (ob-wolk-) vs. vlai-i+ 'drag'; 
obykng+ 'become accustomed' vs. navykng-t- 'leam' < MCoS *uk- (root *ouk: naudi+ 
'teach'). See §3.312. Alternate forms probably coexisted for a long time. 

30.31 Initial */ seems certain for the ubiquitous conjunction and parti
cle i 'and, even, indeed', but otherwise front vowels preposed a iod: *ji, 
*jb, je, j ^ and *je (automatically > *ja by the phonotactic constraint that 
originated with YA\ c f §3.5c). 

30.311 It is possible that OCS ese 'lo, see!', perhaps ei 'yes', and eda 
'lest' had initial [e]. Common loanwords such as episkoph (or episkuph) 
'bishop' and evangelije (and derivatives) very probably were pronounced 
with an initial glide by many or most early Slavic Christians. Unfortu
nately the glagolitic alphabet has no device for specifying j and cyrillic 
orthographies are inconsistent. 
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Moreover, the merger includes the preposition **& 'with; down from'—not only in 
West Slavic but also in most Ukrainian and Belarusian dialects. 

30.312 The negated present nismb T am not' (§16.101) imphes that 
contraction occurred before prothesis: *ne esmi > *nesmi; later on *es- > 
*jes-. 

30.32 Prothesis of iod before front vowel is late. It appears only to mark 
the beginning of a syllable in forms like A T H - HM«TI > 'take' (§3.24) and 
^ d A T H ^AHM;RTI> 'hire' as opposed to E-h^ATH ~ B-bstM^KTii, B-bî emAUKT'b or 
the suppletive stems in H T H HA-RTTI 'go' ~ H^HTH H^HA^RTI 'go out'. If j had 
been part of the underlying stems, *xj should have yielded *i. 

30.33 Only one stem appears to combine prefix-final consonant with 
root-initial j : oStut-i+ 'sense, feel, perceive' (Rusian ocut-i+) < *ot-jut- < 
*at-jaut-, cf. Li atjausti 'to sympathize' (jaut- 'feel'). Some words clearly 
reflect an inherited iod: igo 'yoke' goes back to IE *jugom (> *jbgo by 
VA', cf. Cz jho). 
Su B-k̂ -bnpHii, and s-k̂ bctpHEi, 'becoming enraged', have a jer to separate prefix from root 
{vtz-jar-); implying restructuring at this boundary after the jer-shift. See §3.3111. 

30.34 The exact provenance of certain other stems is obscure, in part 
surely because of different late dialect developments. OCS *igtda 'nee
dle' could represent *jbgbl- with a strong jer in the initial syllable (there
fore Cz. jehla, Gp jehel) or *igbl- with a jer only in the pre-desinential 
syllable (like R. Hrjia, Gp Hroji, SC igla, Gp ~ igdld). 

The verb 'have' is persistently ima- in South Slavic, but jma- or ma- in 
Czech-Slovak. Similarly, East and SSI H M A , ime 'name' but OCz jmd, 
mod. jmeno (cf. §4.414). 

The suppletive stems i-ti ~ id-gtb 'go' perhaps contrasted *ei- to *id-; 
these stems shifted about in manifold ways in later dialects. SC, for exam
ple, has ici ~ idu (as though from *ij-ti *id-u) but poci ~ podu (as though 
from *po-j-ti *po-jd-u). 

The prefix iz 'from' retains /- in South Slavic, but in Czech-Slovak and 
Polish older *jbz > *jz- > z (alternating with s).^ 

The stem igr-aj+ 'to leap, play' (and igra 'amusement, entertainment; 
game', by chance not OCS) also have /- in SSI, but *jb- in the northwest, 
including Ukrainian. 

ECoS *irg-aj-e- can plausibly be interpreted as containing a metathesized zero-grade of 
IE *h,ergh 'be sexually excited, mount' (Av rghayate 'be sexually excited', Gk opxeopai 
'dance, mime'). [Lunt, 1977.] 
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The precise nature of the marking of such syllables (ancient laryngeal? "acute" 
intonation?) is hotly debated. 
Rusian scribes generally held to SSI spelling in such words. Pa5, pa6oTa and many 
other words are simply loans that have displaced congruent East Slavic forms. 
Su 232.30 KAHHA O T T . MkHHH impHcs AAkHHH for expected A A H H H ( < *alnbjb) 'one of 
the roes', cf. R mm,. 

30.35 Word-initial liquid diphthongs were eliminated by metathesis 
(#VRT >#i?Vr), but with Late CoS local variation. The modem isoglosses 
generally divide North Slavic (including Rusian and Czech) from South 
Slavic. For intemal liquid diphthongs, Czech agrees with SSI in that ToRT 
> TRaT (cf. §26.51). In initial position, certain morphemes need special 
marking. We posit #aRT (as opposed to #oRT) as ancestor of ra- in all 
dialects: *ar-d/-o>OCS/Rusianra/o 'plow',Czrddlo (cf.orati 'toplow'), 
Gk apoxpov (< IE *ar3-tron < '^hiCrh^-tr-; *arm- > OCS ramo 'shoulder', 
Cz rdmd (arch., now rameno), IE *ar9m- (cf. Engl arm)." The more com
mon formula *<3/?r corresponds to North Slavic roT-: OCS rab- 'slave' ~ 
Rusian, Cz rob- (IE *hprbho- 'bereft', Gk opfovos 'orphan'); prefix raz-
~ Cz, Rusian roz-.^^ 

30.351 OCS has rob- once in Zo and, with other derivatives, more than 
30 times in Su. It survives in modem SC. It probably represents an old 
borrowing from a northem dialect, but perhaps the 9th-century isoglosses 
were more complex than those of modem times. 

30.36 Similarly for marked#a/r, *alk-om- > OCS, Rusian lakomh 'hun
gry, greedy', Cz lakomy 'miserly'; u n m a r k e d * o l k h t b 'elbow' (cf. Li 
alkune) > OCS lakitb ~ Rusian lokUb, Cz loket. 

30.361 Yet die root alk- (cf. Li dlkti 'be hungry') is attested in OCS, 
alkati beside lakati (and vbzalkati vbzlakati) 'hunger; fast'. Both shapes 
continue to be used in post-OCS manuscripts. A second OCS doublet is 
aldii 'boat' and ladii. Rusian has lodbja, Cz W . " 

31. When *ai became e, the sequences *kl, ^gi, and *xe were created, 
but they did not last. OCS and most early recordings of other regional 
speech affirm that the velars had mutated, by a process known as the 
Second Regressive Palatalization (here called KAI). Only the region of 
Pskov and Novgorod was not affected by KAI, and kd, ge, and xe per
sisted. 

OCS has ce, jd and se: e.g. Ls otrocd, bo^d, duse from otrok-b 'boy', 
bog-b 'god', dux-b 'spirit'. The written s in sd (< xe) presumably was a 
hissing palatal for a time, but it soon fell together widi the s of other 
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The only roots affected are *xoid- 'gray-haired' (OCS sedh) and its near-synonym 
*xoir- 'gray', which is absent from OCS, barely attested in pre-modem East Slavic, 
and rare in medieval Bulgarian/Macedonian, while Mr- is well documented in Old 
Czech. Fourteenth-c. Novgorod merchants used the term x'fep'' 'coarse undyed 
cloth'. See §35.11. 

origins in South Slavic and most of Rusian; North West LCoS normally 
has se (dusf), although there are exceptions and morphological complica
tions we will not deal with.'" 

Foreign words with k before front vowel were adapted by shifting k to 
c, e.g. ocbth 'vinegar', cf. La acetum; c§ta 'cent [a coin]'. KAI does not 
affect Greek loans. 

* 
32. Here are examples of typical relationships between OCS words (or 
rather their presumed late MCoS equivalents) and their hypothetical Early 
Common Slavic shapes. Some mutually exclusive processes have been 
lumped together in this compressed scheme. 

Line 1 : the effect of the progressive palatalization, BdC (§29.2). 
Line 2 : (a) VA' (uua>J i e after j , c, j ) and 

(b) an unrelated special process—"breaking" of eu to jeu (§29.95). 
Line 3 : (a) Kl (k g > c f), (6) iotation of sibilants (sj and sj > S), 

(c) the appearance of x < S before back vowels , and 
(d) the loss o f ; after palatal. 

Line 4:YA^(e>a after jdiS). 
Line 5 : ei>l and ai > e. 
Line 6:{a)U> distinctively /-round +tense/ y\ (b) au eu > M ; and 

(c) new symbolization of 9 oral vowels (/ yu,bi,eo,d a). 
Line 7 : KAI (kgx>c3s'). 
Examples 1-16 illustrate the velar stops, while 17-31 deal with* i s and x 
8, 16 ,29 and 30 (Nsm -as) are subject to Vowel Raising between / and2; 
the s drops, and the final result is -6 for the first three. 30 is subject to VA', 
so -u > -i, and the final result is -6 . These steps are included in 37-39. 

1. atrak-a > OCS otroka 'boy' [Gs]' 5a. raik-ai > rScg 'river [DLs]' 
lb. kuriing-a > OCS km^ja 'prince [Gs]' 6. awik-a > owbca '[Nsf]" 
2. ak-a > OCS oko 'eye' 6a. raik-a > reka '[Nsf]' 
2a. tik-a > lice 'face [Nsn]' 7. atik-e > otbSe 'father [Vs]' 
3. awik-a > owbce 'sheep [Vs]' 7a. kumng-e > kwifie 'prince [Vs]' 
4. awik-ai > owbci '[DLs]' 8. kes-as > (ash 'time, hour' 
5. atrak-ai > otroce '[Ds]' 8a. geb-a > lata 'frog' 
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9. keist-as > cisth 'pure [Nsm]' 
10. atrak-j-a > otroie 'boy's [poss. aj. 

NAsn]' 
11. atik-j-a > otbde 'father's [poss. aj. 

NAsn]' 
12. lauk-j-a > luca 'beam, ray' 
13. atik-j-ai > otbci '[poss. aj. DLfs] 
14. keud-es-a > cudesa 'miracles [NAp]' 
15. atik-j-au > otbcu '[poss. aj. Dsmn]' 
16. kaup-as > kuph 'heap' 
17. sauS-a > suxh 'dry [NAsn] 
18. daus-ai > duse 'spirit [Lsm]' 
19. daus-e > duse 'spirit [Vsm]' 

20. dauS-d > duxa 'spirit [Gs]' 
21. slus-e -tei > slysati 'to hear" 
22. dauS-j-a > dusa 'soul [Nsf]' 
23. dauS-j-a > duSe 'soul [Vsf]' 
24. bas-a > bosa 'barefoot [Nsf]' 
25. bas-e > bose 'barefoot [Vsm]' 
26. nds-j-a > nose 'our [NAsn]' 
27. kes-j-e-te > cesete 'comb [2p pres] 
28. nds-j-a > naSa 'our [Nsf]' 
29. sauS-as > suxh 'dry [Nsm]' 
30. seuj-a > sujb 'left [Nsm]' 
31. kos-j-ou > koSu 'basket [Dsm]' 

(A) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
ka ka ika ikai kai ika ke ke kei kje kja kja kjai keu kjau kau 

/ (5 c 6 1 
2 ce 6ti kje kjei kjeu 2 
3 i. c t e c e e e 3 
4 ea 4 
5 e ee ee ea ei 5 
6 i a i a u u u 6 
7 th 7 

ka ko bce bCi c« bca £a ce £e ca ii cu cu ku 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

(B) 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 30 29 30 31 (B) 
Sa iai Se Sa Se Sja Sja sa se sja sje sa sau seu sjau 

2 Sje sje sjeu e 2 
3 xa xai xa Se § S S e 3 
4 Sa 4 
5 e . Se 5 
6 0 a a a 0 a u u u 6 
7 S6 7 

xo §e $e xa Sa sa so se se se sa su In su 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 30 29 30 31 

Here are illustrations of the chief complications in final closed syllables. 

32. rank-an > rgkg 'hand [Asf]' 
33. awik-an > owbcg 'sheep [Asf]' 
33a. stig-an > stbjg 'path [Asf]' 
34. atrak-an > otrokh 'boy [Asm]' 
35. atik-an > otbcb 'father [Asm]' 
36. meslnk-an > mesfcb 'month [Asm]' 
37. atrak-as > otrokh 'boy [Nsm]' 
38. atik-as > otbcb 'father [Nsm]' 

39. mes'mk-as > mSsfcb 'month [Nsm]' 
39a. kuriing-as > khng^b 'prince [Nsm]' 
40. plak-j-ant-s>placf 'weeping [Nsm]' 
41. rek-ant-s > reky 'saying [Nsm]' 
42. dauS-j-an > dusg 'soul [Asf]' 
43. daus-j-ans > duSg 'souls [Apf]' 
44. dauS-dns > duxy 'spirits [Apm]' 
45. sluS-1-nt-s > slysf 'hearing [Nsm]* 
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VR' a low short vowel raises before n# or s/s -an# -as# > -un -us 
N0 word-final n or s/S drops after i or M (in# iM) unit us/us#> (i) u 
VL short vowel lengthens before n(t)s# onts ons > dns 
VR^ long vowel raises before n(t)s# dns > uns 
UN n drops after « un> u 
V front vowel + n > f; back vowel + n> g 
Loss of final s/s takes place after VR^: it is not specified in the table. 

(C) 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 4J 44 45 (C) 
kan ikan kan ikan inkan kas ikas Inkas kjants kants §jan sjans $ans Slnts 

VRl un un un us us us VRl 
VL a a VL 
N0 u u u u u u N0 
VR2 u u u u VR2 
BdC 6 6 6 6 6 BdC 
VA i i i i 1 1 VA 
= kan ican ku icu Inci ku ici Inci kjin kun 5jan Sjin Sun Sjin = 
Kl i § § X S KI 
UN ku a UN 
V kg bC<J kt bCb k-b bCb ?Cb ky xy s? V 

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 

(D) Here are the same examples, rearranged to show how the OCS sylla
bles correspond to their ancestral bases. 

OCS ka ko bca bce ce bci ce ei ea eu ku 
ECoS ka ka ika ika kai ikai ke kje kja kei kjai kja ke keu kjau au 

I 2 6 4 5 3 7, 10, 11 9, 13 12,8 14, 15 16 

OCS xo xa §e Se Sa so se sa su Su 
ECoS Sa Sa sai Se Sja sja sje Se sja sa se sa sau seu sjau 

17 20 18 19, 23, 26, 27 21,22 24 25 28 29 30,31 

OCS kp# cp# ki.# Cb# eg# ky# Sp# xy# Sef 
ECoS kan ikan kan kas ikan=inkan, ikas=inkas kjants kants Sjan Sans sjans Sints 

32 33 34, 37 35=36, 38=39 40 41 42 44 43,45 

The voiced velar g of PBS becomes MCoS 3 where k>c, and i where k 
> c, cf. examples lb, 7b, 8a, 33a, 39a. 

33. OCS words on the whole allow us to reconstruct earlier shapes if we 
follow certain procedures. The word needs to be analyzed in terms of stem 
and desinence, root and affixes; and possible morphophonemic clues are 
required. Morphophonemic and phonotactic characterisdcs of theoretical 
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Pre-BaltoSlavic must also be considered. Chief among them is the as
sumption that most roots have the shape (C)VC, where V is normally *e 
but may be any vowel or diphthong. In conformity with the processes 
called ablaut or apophony (cf. §3.9), the *e in some formadons becomes 
*o, and in still odiers *e or *d. In earliest Slavic terms, after *d *o have 
merged with *a *a, these variations involve the specifications front or 
back and short or long. The theoretical zero-grade, with no e or o at all, is 
represented in Slavic by a "reduced" grade, with / or u before nasal or 
liquid. 

Pre-Balto-Sl 
Earliest CoS 

obstruents 
p b t d k g k g s s 
p b t d ( s ) z k g s s 

Diphthongs 
oral 
nasal 
liquid 

e-grade 
ei eu 
en em 
er el 

sonorants 
m n l r j w 
m n l r j w 

o-grade 
ai au 
an am 
ar al 

vowels 
I i e e a a o o u u 
1 i e e a a u u 

zero / reduced grade 
i u 

in im un um 
ir il ur ul 

ECoS *s is ambiguous; it could go back to satem-lE or to ancient *s. 

34. The evolution of early Indo-European to the late dialect continuum 
we dub PBS depends on data from many languages with extremely differ
ent histories. Here only a few examples will be cited in order to hint at the 
striking correspondences that establish the plausibility of a common lin
guistic ancestor of English, Latin, Greek, and Slavic. 

34.1 Let us start with a small store of standard etymologies of MCoS 
words as examples of the usual relationships back to early Indo-European. 
Although our focus is generally on the simplified array of Pre-Balto-
Slavic, these examples include some of the evidence for the earlier voiced 
aspirates (bh etc.), the labiovelar stops (k" g" g^h), and the laryngeals (h, 
hi h} [or H, in unclear cases]). Greek, Latin, and Germanic have under
gone consonant changes that must be taken into account; here are the chief 
equivalents: 

IE p b bh t d dh K i ib k g gb k" g' g^'b 
Gk p b ph t d 
Lat p b f/b t d 
Gm f/b f/b b {>/d t 
San p b bh t d 
Slavp b b t d 

th k g kh k g kh p/t b/d ph/th 
f/d c g h e g h qu u/gu f/u 
d h/g g h/g h g g hw kw w 
dh § j h k g gh k/c g/j gh/h 
d s z z k* g* g* k* g* g* 

The symbols k* and g* in the last hne are intended to include c j and d i, 
see the summary tables in §32D, page 208 above. 
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-cestiti 'cleanse < *kaist-: 

cistb 'pure, clean' < *keist-: 

dd-l-o 'deed' < *de- Vdheh 
de-ti 'to do' 

Li deti 'to do, put', Sa ddhdm 'I put', 
Gk seriKa 'I (have) put'. La facid.fecVput, 
have put', OE don 'to do' 

dontb 'house' < *domus : Sa ddmas, Gk 56|ios, La domus 
dymb 'smoke' < *dhiimas < *dhuh2-md-, Vdhwehj: Sa dhUmds, 

La fumus, cf. Gk 6UM6S '(onmsh of) courage' 

34.2 The Slavic in the alphabetical list b e l o w is OCS except that aster
isks mark unchanged MCoS liquid diphthongs, *tj, or words not attested 
in canonical OCS. The Pre-Balto-Slavic etymon is given first, followed 
by the early IE form (usually only the root, marked by V), with parallels 
from other languages. The symbol "H" indicates a laryngeal whose exact 
definition remains uncertain. 

Abbreviations: Av(estan), ER - Early Rusian, Gmc - Germanic, Go(thic), 
G(ree)k, La(tin), Li(thuanian), ME - Middle English, OE - Old English, OHG 
- Old High German, Sa(nskrit) 

berg 'I take' < *ber-, Vbher 'carry': Sa bhdrami, La ferd, Gk (pepco. Go 
baira 

*berza 'birch' (R ber'eza, Cz bfeza) < *berz-, VbherHg-: Li berzas, Gm 
*birkjdn-, OHG birihha, Sa bhurjds 

*begg 'I run, flee' < *beg-, Vbheg*: Li begu, Gk (pl|3oMai 'I flee, fear', 
f 6|3os 'fear' 

bljudg 'I observe' < *beud-, Vbheudh: Sa bodhami 'I notice', Homeric 
-TTsuOoiJiai 'leam (by enquiry)' 

*blhKa 'flea'< *blu-s-d: Li blusd; cf. *plou+k- in Gmc *flauhaz, G Floh\ 
*plus-/pusl- La *puslex > pulex, Gk *psul-ya > '^vXKa 

boljbjb 'bigger, better' < *bol-, Vbel: Sa bdlJyan 'stronger', Gk psATepos 
'better'. La debilis 'deprived of strength, weak' 

*borsbno (OCS braSbno 'food', SC brdSno 'flour') < *bors-in- Vbhars 
'barley': cf. La farJna < *bhars-in-

bratrb 'brother' < *brdtr- < *bhrih2ter-: Sa Mr5ra, Gk f p a x r i p , Lafrdter, 
Go bropar 

byxb, bysta, bySf < *bu-s-om, -td, -nt 'I was, you two were, they were'; 
VbhuH 

cena 'price' < *kaind < *k"oi-neh2- : Li kaind 'price', Gk Troivr) 'fine, 
penalty' 

? Saketus 'brightness', German fte/fer 'gay, 
clear'; lAskaistils 'bright; fresh; untouched, 
innocent' 

despb 'ten' < *dekmt-: Li desimt, Sa dasdt '[quantity of] ten'. La decern, 
Gk 5sKa?, 5^Ka 
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*di>tii 'daughter' (OCS dj^ti, ER dhdi) < *dukter < *dhugh2ter-: Li dukti, 
Sa duhitd, Gk euydrrip 

ed-ph 'eat' < *ed-, Vh,ed: Li edmi; Saddmi. La edd, Gk £5o^al 'I will eat' 
*go/6 (SC goj 'health, peace', OCz hoj 'abundance') < *g"'oj-, V*g*eih3 

'live' [compare ziwb] 
goreti 'bum' < *gor- Vg*her : cf. Sa ghrnoti 'bums', haras 'flame'; cf. 

also polarh, zeravh 
gostb 'guest' < *ghostis 'stranger' : Go gasts 'guest'. La hostis 'enemy' 
*gov(do 'steer' < *gou-en-d-; Vg^ou-Zg^ou : cf. Latv giiovs 'cow', Sa 

gdus. La bos bovis, Gk ^oOs [Gs poiOs], OE cu 
goniti ghnati 'drive' < *gen-/gan-/-gun- Vg^hen, cf. Li ganyti 'to herd'; 

iength Sa hdnti 'strikes' 3p ghndnti; Gk Ssivco 'strike' 
< *t''enid, fdvos 'murder' < *p''onos; 

jesntb 'I am' < *esmi Vh,es: Sa dsmi, Li esmi, Gk sTpii (< *esmi) 
junb 'young' < *jaun- Vh2ieu-H(o)n- : Li jdunas; Sa yiivan- 'young; 

youth'; La juvenis; junior. Go juggs [spelled gg = phonetic gg] 
kolo 'wheel' < *kal- VkM- : OPmssian kelan, ONorse huel, Gk TTOAOS 

'axis of sphere, pole' 
kowati kowq 'forge' < *kau- : Li kduju kduti; OHG houwan; La cUdo 
*kry 'blood' < *kru Vkreuhj: Sa kravis- 'raw meat', Gk Kpeas 'meat'. 

La cruor 'meat', crudus 'raw'; Gmc *hrawa- > E. raw 
laJQ 'bark' < *ld- V*leh2: Li I6ju 'I bark', Sa rdyati 'barks'; La Id-mentum 

'lament' 
lewb 'left' < *laiwas : La laevus, Gk Aaios < Aauos 
ljubb 'pleasing' < Heub-, Vleubh-: Sa lubhyati 'desires' 
luna 'moon' < *lauk-s-nd, Vleuk: OPmssian louxnos (pi) 'stars'. La ICina 

'moon' 
Ibgati 'lie' < *lug- Vleugh: cf. Go liugan, OE leogan 
medb 'honey' < *medhu- : Li medHs, Sa mddhu, Gk |ie6u 'intoxicating 

drink' (cf. E mead) 
mexb 'skin, bag' < *maisas : Li mdisas 'big sack', Sa mesa- 'ram, hide' 
mbzda 'reward, just due' < *mizd-, *misdhd-: Go mizdo, Av mizdsm, Gk 

|jia66s 'pay' 
mes(Cb 'month, moon' < *mes-n-k- : Sa mgs (Gs mdsas), OPers mdhyd 

(Loc sg) 
m^so 'meat' < *mems- V'*memso- 'flesh': OPmss,i2camensd,Sdimdn}sdm, 

Go miwz 
mpq '1 disturb, mix' < *menth2- : Sa mdnthati 'mixes, disturbs' 
*mozgb < *mazg- : Sa majjdn- 'marrow', Av mazg^m 'marrow, brain', 

OHG marg, OE mearg > E marrow 
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*max& 'moss' < *musas : Li miisdi 'mold'] OHG mos 'moss', La muscus 
*mysb 'mouse' < *musi-s : La, OHG mus, Gk laOs, Sa mus-
nebo 'sky' < *neb- Vnebh: Sa ndbhas 'mist, cloud', Gk vsfiAri 'cloud'. La 

nebula 'cloud', Hittite nepis 'heaven' 
*nosb 'nose' < *nasas : nas- > La nasus 'nose' 
oci '[two] eyes (Ndu)' < *akl < *h3ok''-ih„ Vhjck"; Li aki 
ostrowb 'island' < *ab-srau- 'flow around' [-sr- > -str-] : compare struja 
ostrh 'sharp' *asras < *aKros Vhzek: Gk axpos 'topmost, extreme' 
owbca 'sheep' < *owikd, < */̂ 2<5w/-: La ovis, Gk 6( f )is 
*pelnb 'booty' (OCS plenb, R pdlon) Li pelnas; cf. OHG fdli < *fel-ja-

'for sale' (?) 
pena 'foam' < *poin- < *(s)poim-n-: Sa phenas; U spdine 'foam [on 

waves]' . La spuma; OHG feim 
*pblnb 'full' < *piln- < *plhi-no-: Li pilnas, Go fulls (< *fulnaz) 
pocbjetb 'rests' < *-kei- Vk"eiH: La quies 

pokojb 'rest' < *-kai-as 
*pozarb 'conflagration' < *po-zer-, Vg*her- (cf. gordti, zeravb): cf. Sa 

gharmds 'heat, glow'; Laformus = G 9ep|ji6s = OHG warm 'warm, hot' 
pgtb m. 'road' < *pant- : Sa pdnthds 'way'. La pons pontis 'bridge' 
rosa 'dew' < *rasd : Li rasa, Sa rasd 'dampness'; La ros roris 'dew' 
sdm^ semene 'seed' < *se-men Vseh, 'sow': La semen, OHG samo 
smdjg s§ 'laugh' < *smej- Vsmei-: Latviansme/M; Sasmdyate '(he) smiles' 
*sbrdbce 'heart' < *krd-i-k-a Vkerd: Li sirdis, Gk K a p 5 i a , La cor cordis 
sndgb 'snow' < ^snaigas, Vsneig*h: Li sniegas. Go snaiws 
solb 'salt' < *sal-i-s: La 5a/, cf. Go salt 
sta (3s aor) 'stopped, stood' < *std, Vstehj: Sa dsthdt, Gk LATT) 
stojati 'to stand' < earliest Slavic *staj-e-tei < possible earlier *sta- < 

*sth2- (zero-grade of Vstehj) 
stigngti 'arrive, reach' 3s aor stize < *steig- Vsteigh: Sastighnoti 'climbs'. 

Go steiga '1 climb', Gk ATEIXCO '1 go' 
struja 'stream, current' < *sraujd Vsreu: East Li sraujd 'stream', sraHjas 

'rapid', cf. Gk ^eico 'flow' 
synb 'son' < *siinus, VseuH 'give birth': Li suniis, Go sunus 
*sujb 'left' < *seu-jo- : Sa savyds 
topiti 'heat' teplb 'hot' < *top-/*tep-: Sa tdpati 'heats'. La teped; tepidus 

'warm' 
trbje 'three (m)' < *treies: Gk xpsTs, La tres, Li trys 
turb 'aurochs' < *tauras: Li taHras; Gk TaOpos, La taurus 'bull' 
uxo 'ear' (Gs usese, du uM) < *ous- VhjCus-: Li ausis. Go auso. La auris 
wesna 'spring' < *wes- : Li vasard 'summer', Sa vasantds 'spring' 
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wezq 'convey' < ^weg- Vwegh-: Li vezu, Sa vdhati 'goes'. La vehd 'con
vey' 

*whlkh 'wolf < *wlkos, *wlk"'os : Li vUkas, Sa vrkds 
*whrx'b 'top' < *wrsu- Vwer: Li virsus 'top', Sa vdrsisthas 'highest'. La 

verruca (< *-rs-) 
wbsb 'village' < *wikos VweiR: Sa vis- 'tribe'; La vJcus 'village', OE wJc, 

ME wike 'village' 
*wydra 'otter' < *udrd, Vwed 'water': Li ddra; Gk 05pa 'water snake' 
zima 'winter' < *geim-d, V^heim: Li ziema; La hiems, Gk xeiMoov 
znati 'to know' < *gnd-, V^nehj: Li zinoti; La gnosco 'recognize', Gk 

yiyvcbaKco 'know'. Go kunnan 'know' 
zgbb 'tooth' < *^ombos, V^embh: Li iambas 'sharp edge', Sa jdmbhas 

'tooth', Gk y6|j<pos 'nail', E comb 
length 'they chase': see goniti 
*teraw(j)b 'crane' (Bg idrav, SC idrdv [cf R iurdvl']) < *ger-dw, Vgerhj: 

Li gervo, Gk yepavos, OE cran. La grUs griiis 
*zerawb 'glowing' < *ger-, Vg*her: see pozarh and goreti 
iiwh 'living' *glw- < *g*ih3 -wo- , Vg*eih3: Li gyvas, Sa jlvds, Go qius. La 

vrvM5; Gk pios 'hfe' 
j e /o 'very' < *ghoil-: Li gailiis 'strong, bitter'; OHG geil 'exuberant' 

IE phoneme - reflected in Slavic by the following words: 
p - teplT>, tepid, *pelm., pSna, pQtb 
b - boljbji 
(bh) - bcrq, *berza, *-bSgQ, bljud(j, *bor§bno, bratn>, bysta, bys?, b y x i , 

Ijubi., n e b o 

t - bratrb, eisti, *ditji, gostb, m?tQ, pQtb, sta, stigng, tepIi, tepid, trbje, 
turb 

d - cdditi, cSstiti, Cistb, des^tb, domi, 6d§tT>, *sbrdbce, *wydra 
(dh) - bljudQ, dSle, dSti, dymi., *ditji, mbzda 
k - des?tT,, *sbrdbce, w b S b 

g - *berza, znati, Z Q b i . 

(gh) - wezQ, zima 
k - cSdid, cSstiti, iisVb, kepad, kewQ, m6s§cb, owbca, *sbrdbce 
g - *dT>tji, *gols'b, pelb3a, Iigati, mozgi>, *ierawT. 
(gh) - stignQ, sti2e, gostb, 36Ie 
(k") - c6na, kole, e<5i, * w b l k t 
(g") - *-bSgQ, *gejb, gew^do, 2iwi 
(g"h) - geniti, gerSti, gtnati, peiarb, snSgi,, zenQ, 2erawi 
s - *bli.xa, *bor§bne, bysta, byxi., byS?, *gelsi, gostb, jesmb, m?se, 

mSsecb, mSxi, m t x i , resa, selt, s€mq, smdJQ s?, snggT>, sta, 
stigngti, stejari, struja, syni, Sujb, uxe, *wbrxT> 

[z] - mezgi, mbzda 
m - domT>, dymi., jesmi, medi., mfis^cb, mix-h, m?so, m?tQ, mezgi, 

mbx-b, mySb, zima, zqhh 
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n - cSna, gtnati, juni, luna, mqtq, nebo, *nosT>, gz ik i , pSna, pQti>, 
sSm?, snSgT>, sym>, znati 

r - berQ, *berza, *borSbno, bratri, goreti, pozart, rosa, struja, 
*srbdbce, trbje, tun,, *wbrxT>, wydra, 2erawb, ierawt 

1 - bljudQ, *golst, kolo, laJ9, ISvi, Ijubi, luna, polbsa, Itgati, *pelm>, 
solb, •wblk'b, 36I0 

w - l€wb, owbca, wesna, wezQ, *wblki, *wbrxi, wbst, fiwb 
j - podbjetb, pokojb, smgJQ s?, trbje, juni, 
(h,) - dSIo, dgti, jesmb/sQt-Vt, *pblm> 
(hi) - bratrb, byxi, *ditji, dymi, *kry, ostrb, [stojad,] uxo 
(113) - *gojb, oCi, znati, 2iwT> 

§ - kopati, nosi, solb 
a - bratrb, laJQ, owbca, rosa 
ai - ISwb, 3610 
au - turb, kowati, junt, ostrowb, struja 
e - berQ, *berza, des^tb, jesnib, medt, nebo, *pelnt, tepit, wesna, 

wezQ, *2eraw'b, *ierawb 
e - *-b6gQ, d61o, ddti, gd^tb, mSs?cb, pSna, poian,, sSm?, smgJQ s?, 

snSgi, stojad 
el - disfb, sdgHQ, trbje, zima 
eu - bljudQ, Ijubt, nowb, Sujb 
T - jesmb, gostb, mbzda, owbca, *sbrdbce, vbSb 
i - oil, i i w t 
6 - *bor§bno, domt, *golst, gonid, gorSti, gostb, kolo, mozgi, nost, 

oCi, owbca, rosa, topiti 
oi - c6did, cSna, cdstiti, *gojb [?], m6xt 
ou - gow^do, juni, luna, ostrowi, struja, uxo 
o - znati 
y - *blixa, *d'btji, Itgati, mtx t 
u - dymi, mySb, syni, wydra 
[9 - stojati < *sth2- (the laryngeal yields a vowel, a: this "schwa" sym

bol is widely used in older scholady literature) 

35. The general outlines of phonological development and the morpho
phonemic structure of inflectional pattems are clear enough, but the indi
vidual histories of many morphemes and words are full of puzzles. 

35.1 A striking difference between the Indo-European and OCS phone
mic inventories is that IE had a single continuant obstment, s (with 
allophonic [z] before voiced stops), while OCS has two voiced continu
ants, z mdz, and at least three voiceless ones (s, s, andx); a possible fourth 
is) may be posited for the pronominal stems sb 'this' and wbSb 'all' and/ 
or in such declensional forms as Ls duse and Np dusi (from duxb 'spirit'). 
Late IE *s split into s vs. s by the mki-mle (§25.3). New and specifically 
Slavic morpheme-shapes with s appeared as the IE palatal stops ^ and ^ 
became 5 (merging with and indistinguishable from the extant s) and z (a 
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" Just why these particular allomorphs achieved independent status (while .s-variants 
predominated in all other roots) remains unexplained. 

new phoneme of transparent origin), cf. §27.1. At a later date, sj and sj 
merged in s which could be followed only by I, /, e, e (§27.4); S in any 
other position backed to x (see examples 17-31 on page 207). By VR^ 
(§27.72), Se > Sa and the contrasts sa ~se ~ Sa~xa (and the exclusion of 
se and xe) are established in lexical entries and phonotactic rules. 
Schematically: 

s s § s s s X 

[z] z z z 

35.11 Initial JC and 5 are well documented in LCoS. Where did they 
come from? The ruki-rule has been invoked to explain the variants xod 
and Sbd 'go'. They reflect the IE root *sed: the o-grade *sod-o- (cf. Gk 
656s 'way, journey', whence E odometer) and an anomalous zero-grade 
*sid, after prefixes like *per-, *prei-. Thus *per-sod-os > *perSadas, 
which provided the stem for a denominative verb, yielding OCS prdxodb 
'crossing, transition' and prdxod-i+ 'cross'; *prei-sid-us- > *prei-sid-uS-
> OCS priSbdb 'having arrived'." The numeral Sestb 'six' may reflect 
*kseks-ti-s > *kSekstiS > *Sesti; in any case, Baltic also has initial S. Two 
roots have S from *sj: *sju-tei > *sjltei > *Siti 'to sew' (§15.93), and *seu-
j-os > *sjaujas> Sujb 'left' (cf §29.95). Sum- 'sound (of water, wind)' and 
Sif>bt- 'whisper' seem to be onomatopoetic. 

35.12 Many roots or stems beginning in or J are plausibly explained 
as borrowings. New loans from Greek are clear—including some where x 
is followed by a front vowel {xerowimb 'cherubim'; jc/ton& 'chiton, tunic, 
undergarment)'. Germanic contributed xlebb 'bread' (< *hlaib-, cf. Go 
hlaifs, G Laib, ' loaf) , and Slemb 'helmet' (< *xelm-, < Gmc *helmaz). 
Sarb 'color' (Saropisateljb 'painter') is from Turkic, presumably Proto-
Bulgarian, the language of the founders of the Bulgarian state. Iranian 
origin is called on to explain several roots (e.g. xwala 'praise'), but the 
resemblances between the Slavic and Iranian words, tempting though 
some of them may be, do not fit into systematic patterns that establish 
acceptable evidence. Another line of investigation is to posit *ks as a 
result of *sk or *sg, with "mobile s" (coopted from a desinence-final 
consonant of a preceding word). Proposals are imaginative but, in my 
opinion, unconvincing. Most roots with initial x remain unexplained—as 
do some with S, e.g. Sir 'wide, broad' (OCS Sirokb), Sija 'neck' (marginal 
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A recalcitrant problem is R soxd 'wooden plow' ~ Li saka, Sa iakna 'branch, 
forked stick' and many other apparent cognates. 

in OCS but wide-spread in later dialects), sp 'rage, behave violently, 
insolently'. Proposals that appeal to a putadve IE *x or *kh are no longer 
taken seriously.'* 

35.13 Stem-final x and s are often hard to account for. 

(al ) An 5 after LCoS /, y, u, b, or b may represent IE *lc (e.g. pbsati 'to 
write' §27.6) or a consonant cluster with a stop other than *k or *g (e.g. 
*lts) *osb 'axis' < ECoS *assis< IE *alcs-i- [cf. Li assis]), wys-ok-b 'high' 
< *ups-, cf. Gk uvfTjAos 'high, tall'). Kys-ng+ 'ferment' and kysdlb 'sour' 
go back to *kap-s-, cf. OCS kyp-e+ 'to bod'. 

Thus the stadve wis-e+ 'be hanging' and causative wds-i+ 'hang' (per
fective ob-es-i+, iterative ob-ds-aj+) suggest weik-l*woik- or else 
*weiC-sl*woiC-s; attempts to find suitable cognates in any other language 
have not been successful. 

(a2) Or the stem may be borrowed: e.g. kusi+ 'taste, try, tempt'; *kaus-
is from Germanic, cf. Go kausjan (< IE *geus- [ > E choose]). 

(b) Stem-final -es- may go back to *aiCs. It has been argued that besb 
'demon' and bdda 'danger, catastrophe' and bojati s§ 'be afraid' (cf. Li 
baisiis 'frightening, scary', baidyti 'to frighten') demonstrate a late IE 
*boid-s-. 

(c) The verbs wbs-krbs-nQ+, wbs-krbs-aj+ 'rise again' and wbs-kres-i+ 
'resurrect' imply zero-grade *kris vs. o-grade *krois (§42.14). The per
sistent use of this stem in OCS to denote the fundamental Christian con
ception of rising from the dead (rather than the more literal wb(z)-sta-, 
wb(z)-staw-aj-, wb(z)-staw-i 'stand up, cause to rise' that occasionally 
appear) surely indicates that the earliest translators found it an effective 
translation. Post-OCS data associate *kresl*krbs with the summer solstice 
and pre-Christian ritual festivities (particularly bonfires); the exact nature 
of these practices and beliefs remains unknown, but a connection with 
rebirth and new life seems highly plausible. Li has a formally suitable 
verbal root kreiplkraip 'turn, change direction'. Some scholars believe 
that this sense can be accomodated with hypothetical PBS *krips/*kroips 
and a meaning involving new life. 

(d) The adjective pdSb 'on foot, walking' (e.g. po njemb idg pesi 'they 
followed him on foot' Mt 14:13) or 'walker, pedestrian; foot-soldier' 
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surely is based on IE ped/pod 'foot', a root known in most IE languages 
(cf. La pes, Gs pedis, Gk TTOOS TTOSOS). We can invent a suitable phonedc 
ancestor, *ped-s-jo-, but the s-element has no obvious parallel. 

Cz pichota 'infantry' is known from 1487. It appears in Polish about 1600, and dien in 
a Ruthenian text in 1609. It seems therefore to be a fairly modem formation, but easily 
travelled from one Slavic language to others. It was taken into Slovene in the 19th century. 

(e) The OCS nonnsmdxh 'laughter' is obviously related tosmbj-a+ smej-
Qtb 'laugh' and the IE root *smei, but it is uncertain whether the x repre
sents an old *s {*smoi-so-1, *smdi-so-7) or a newer and independent *x. 
An iterative stem *-smis-aj+ 'mock' appears to be a recent formation with 
die formant *sd. Similarly, pospdxb 'capabihty' and uspdxh 'success' go 
witii spej-0+ (§15.45), IE *speH 'thrive, prosper' (cf. Gmc *sp6-di-z, E 
speed; La spes 'hope'). 

(f) Grexb 'sin' strongly points to grej-0+ 'to warm', but the Christian 
sense is apparently adapted from a native meaning 'miss the mark, fail to 
do correctly'. Perhaps we should posit *groi-so-, suggested by e&rlygreza 
'confusion' (early Rus', possible OCS) and Li graiias 'rim' < *groi-go-, 
cf. Latv greizs 'oblique, slanting'. 

(g) The X in jaxa- 'ride' (§16.4) and ob-QX-aj+ 'to smell, have sense of 
smell, perceive by smelling' (a synonym of ob-(w)onj-aj+) must be con
sidered new suffixal elements, perhaps no older than LCoS. 

(h) Isolated suffixes (e.g. in ienixb 'bridegroom', cf. tena 'woman, 
wife', ieni+ 'marry'; pustoSb 'trivial matter, trifle', cf. pustb 'empty; 
junosa 'young man', cf. junb 'young') provide no helpful information. 
We may surmise that some of them are affective, usually hypocoristic but 
sometimes pejorative. Later Slavic dialects provide a wealth of affective 
x/s suffixes. 

(i) The problematic sibilant in the pronominal stems cb ce CM 'this' and 
Ebcb BbC6 Bbc-k 'air is treated in §40.11-40.123. 

35.14 Slavic luna 'moon' is (like, but entirely independent of, Latin luna) derived from 
*louk-sna- (cf lula 'ray' < *lauk-j-a, IE *leuk 'light' [> Gmc *leuk-to- > E light]). The 
sequence *ksn > *kiSn > n, while in OPmssian ksn remains: louxnos 'stars'. OCS dbrm 
'black' corresponds to Sa krsnd- 'black', OPr kirsnan. Expected ECoS *kirsna- > *kirina-
> MCoS ibrm. Such etymologies are opaque; they require information not available in the 
Slavic forms. 

36 Constraints on initial vowels belong to dialects of Late Common 
Slavic. In many regions the constraints changed over time; unfortunately, 
lack of documentation makes it hard to follow many important details. It 
appears that LCoS generally disallowed #a-, and added prothetic^ regard-
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less of etymology. Yet certain eastem Bulgarian dialects preferred #a- to 
#ja-, and removed etymological j at least in some words. The OCS and 
later medieval texts are inconsistent, and more modern sources present 
further complications that cannot be discussed here. 

36.1 The two ECoS roots that began in *e are assumed to have preposed 
then *je> *jd in SE LCoS: OCSjadb 'iood\jasti 'to eat' (§16.22). The 

spelled "g" in forms of exati edgth 'to ride' (§16.4) is justified as standing 
for je/ja by modem forms like Uk ixarH lAyrb. On the other hand, SC and 
Sin have only jahati (with a new j-present jaSe). The etymology is surely 
*jd- (Li joju joti, Sa ydti 'goes'). 

36.2 (a) For azh and jazh 'I', see §40.311 -12. 

(b) OCS avi+/avljaj+ 'reveal, make clear' (ave 'openly, in the open, 
manifesdy, clearly') are somewhat less frequent than javi+, javljaj+, or 
javljenbje, but no j is indicated in obavi+ obavljaj+ 'show, reveal', 
obavljenbje 'appearance, apparition' (or die rare obavaj+ 'charm, work 
magic',obavbnikb 'charmer, magician'). The PBS root 'clear, mani
fest, reveal' fits with * Sa avis 'obvious', and, more remotely, La audere 
'hear'. The modern Slavic languages have only jav-. 

(c) Unsuffixed *aje/*jaje 'egg' is less common in Slavdom than *ajbce 
(OCS Ap aica)/*jajbce: *aj-e suggests IE *dy-on, a form that is compara
ble to Gk <i)ov; speculation about relationships with *awi- 'bird' remain 
inconclusive. Czech and Slovak have initial *w: *waj- > OCz, Slk vajce, 
mod. Cz vejce. Upper Sorbian has wejo and jejo. The *waj- probably is the 
result of late and local dissimilation from *jaj-. 

(d) The root *agn- 'lamb' (PCSagn^, agnbcb/jagnbcb) presupposes long 
*d, with LCoS prothesis of j . The initial vowel is short in Lat agnus, Gk 
d|jv6s; evidence from other languages suggests •g"' and *g''h. 

(e) The apple, though not attested early, surely was *ablbko in some 
parts of Bulgaria, and *jablbko elsewhere in LCoS. Late IE *abel- or *abl-
(cf. Gmc *apalaz; Li dbuolas, obuolys 'apple') became a u-stem, to which 
a regularizing (diminutive?) *-ko- was added. The j - is present in all the 
standard languages, but the gender varies: R jdbloko, Uk jdbluko, Mac, 
Sin jabolko, Cz, Slk jablko, P jablko; Bg jabzJka, SC jabuka; BR jdblyk. 

(f) Agoda 'berry; strawberry' (OCS Mt 12:35 Sav 'fmit'), with Li uoga, 
establishes ECoS *dg-ad-d and PBS *dg-. It goes with IE *h3eg-, which 
in zero-grade underlies Gmc ak-ran-, E. acorn. The ja- is now in all the 
Slavic languages. 
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The pa- is an old lengthened variant of po, used in nominal formations; paguba 
'rain, destraction' (cf pogubi+ 'destroy'), pam^tb 'memory, memorial* (<*pa-
min-ti-s, cf pombn6+ 'remember'), and paiitb 'meadow, pasture, feeding-ground* 
(cf liv- 'live'), see Vasmer sub na-. 

(g) The phrase A^RBt co\(ck dsopoB-k (Ds) translates liri SsvSpou irAa-
Tovou ^ripoO 'to a dry X tree'; avorovh is an adjective based on *avorz,, 
now represented by forms with initial ja- in SI dialects. It is the sycamore, 
or maple, or plane-tree; the Greek here has irAoTavos 'plane-tree'. What
ever this passage may have meant, *avorh is probably a borrowing from 
Old Bavarian *ahor (OHG ahorn) 'maple'; the initial j - is added in LCoS. 

(i) Not mentioned in early texts is *jasenb 'ash-tree', which has been 
seen as based on IE *as- with an *n suffix *dsen- (cf. h&ornus). Gmc used 
a *k suffix: *askiz > G Esche. 

(j) The noun pojash 'beU' and verb pojasa+ 'gird' retain the *j- of IE 
*yds (cf. Li jiiosta 'belt'; Gk ^covri 'girdle' < yos-na). The adjective jarb 
'furious' may come from IE *ydr (< IE *yeH-r-), cf. Gk ^copos 'sheer, 
undiluted', used of wine; a semantic association of "strong, forceful, 
heady" and "furious" is assumed. 

(k) Other words beginning in ja- in many or most Slavic languages have 
no plausible etymologies. Among diem are OCS jasnb 'bright, clear'; 
jama 'ditch, trench, pit'; jar bmb 'yoke' (or neuter *jarbmo, post-OCS); 
jazwa 'wound' and jazwina 'cave, burrow, lair'; along with later-attested 
*jalb and *jalovb 'barren, sterile, unable to reproduce'; *jar^bb 'par
tridge'; *jastr^bb 'hawk'. 

36.3 Prefixed stems or compounds offer some contrasting forms. 

(a) pagcina and pajgcina 'spider-web' imply *pagkb/*pajgkb 'spider': 
-gkb (cf. R naJ'K, SC pduk) is compared to IE *h^nkos 'hook' (La uncus 
'hook', Gk oyKos 'barbed hook', Sa ahkas 'hook, bend' and the shape of 
a spider's legs." The j must be an ECoS addition, attested in farflung 
dialects: e.g. P pajak, Sin pajak, Mac pajak, dial, pajek. Uk nm^v. and Cz 
pavouk illustrate later prothetic wiv before u in certain regions. 

(b) rgkowpb and rgkojftb 'sheaf are analyzed as "amount one can grasp 
with both arms"; they seem to show older and newer compounding. The 
first is ECoS *ronk-au+im-t-i(s), GL dual (OCS rgku) plus a noun-stem 
with the root. The second is a normal LCoS compound: rgk-o- is the usual 
combining form, and j is expected as prothesis to older bm or newer ^. 
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Latin changed initial to / in several words, possibly indicating borrowing from a 
related dialect. Li lieiiivis has modified the first syllable seemingly in accord with 
the verb lieiti 'lick* (cf OCS liza+ < IE *lei^h-). 

36.41 OCS blagovonjbm and blagogxanbm 'sweet-smelling, fragrant' 
are synonymous, as are the verbs obonjaj+ and obgxaj+ 'smell, perceive 
by smelling'. The roots wonj and gx surely go back to ECoS *an and IE 
*h2enh, (Sa aniti 'breathes'; Gk av8|ios 'wind'; La *anamos > animus 
'spirit'). The reasons for prothetic *w in one and final *x in the other are 
unknown. 

36.42 OCS shgzh and shvgzh share the meaning 'bond, fetter; union'. 
The root is gz- < PBS *ang < IE *h2en^ii 'tight, constricted' (La angere 
'draw tight' [> E anxious], angustus 'narrow [> E anguish]; Gmc *angaz, 
E anger). Otherwise gz appears in gza 'bond, fetter', gle { Q Z - J - O } 'chain, 
rope; snare',^zs^s'narrow, tight' (comp. (>ze),(»zJ^am/f'relative' (<ECoS 
(anz-j-ei, glicbstvo 'kin, relatives'. The phrase zbretipodbobgzombva&dins 
'look askance, with suspicion'. Prothesis is unexpected. (Prothetic j in R 
COI03, a much later borrowing from Bg Slavonic, is also unexplained.) 

36.43 The synonyms gzbnikb and gibnikb 'prisoner' {gziUste 'prison') 
compete with tbmbnicbnikb (tbmbnica 'prison'; tbma 'darkness') and 
sbvpbnjb (sbvpa+ 'tie up'). The root wp 'twist, tie, entwine, ensnare; 
wreathe, crown' (cf. uvfz-0+ 'crown'§15.822, obpanbe 'diadem') sug
gests ECoS *wenz, and possibly older *weng. More remote ties with the 
ancestor of -vbj-l-vij- 'wind' (§15.93) and *wenb 'wreath' (cf. venbcb 
'wreath', Li vainikas) seem possible. A connection with gz- 'narrow, tight' 
is improbable. 

36.44 The word meaning mustache (and perhaps upper lip) was *gsb 
(not OCS), usually used in the plural. If OPrus wanso '(beginning) facial 
hair (on youth)' is a cognate (and not a borrowing from Slavic), initial w-
was deleted in part of Bulgaria and perhaps Rus', cf. R ycb'i. 

OCS ggsdnica 'caterpillar' seems to have a LCoS parallel *gsenica, 
perhaps *gsen- or *gsen- meaning 'fuzzy, hairy'. The g is puzzling. 

36.45 *OCS osa 'wasp' surely represents PBS *wopsa (Li vapsva; 
metathesized form Gmc wosp-. La vespa); the initial *w has been lost. 
Contrast OCS voskb 'wax' (cf. Li vaskas; OHG wahs). 

OCS*jfzykb 'tongue', by comparison with OPrus insuwis, Go tuggo, 
OLa dingua, suggests ECoS *inzu < PBS *n^u. The initial consonant of IE 
*dngu has been lost, and later prothetic *j- was added; the complexities of 
u-stem declension have been obviated by the addition of stem-final *k-.^^ 
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Morphology 

37 OCS morphology is unmistakably Indo-European, but the inherited 
elements have been rearranged. Though the declensional system is conser
vative (and is relatively close to Baltic) and exhibits familiar pattems, the 
detailed evidence of the oldest texts shows that a fundamental reorganiza
tion is still under way. Post-OCS regional data affirm that our earliest 
texts illustrate transitional phases of a system undergoing rapid change. 
Conjugation in OCS has been radically reshaped (and differs substantially 
from Baltic). The oudines of the verbal system are simplified IE. The 
materials are for the most part recognizable morphemes or parts of mor
phemes, yet the combinations are new. 

36.46 OCS root-initial vr and vl imply ECoS syllables with liquid diph
thongs (§26.511), e.g. vlbkh < *wblkh 'wolf, vragh< *worgh 'enemy'. 
Older initial *wr- lost the glide: *wrughyo- 'rye' > *rugj-a-s > *rhtb. It is 
possible, however, that the early Slavs borrowed Gmc *rugi- (cf E. rye). 
There are no plausible examples of inidal OCS /- from hypothetical PBS 
*wl-. 

36.5 Where South and West Slavic have initial je-, East Slavic often has o-: e.g. jedim~ 
odinb 'one', jediva ~ odhva 'hardly',jelenb~olenb 'deet',jesenb~ osenb 'autumn',/ezero 
~ ozero 'lake. 

Henning Andersen (1996) has examined die full list of these words in a broad linguistic 
and geographical framework of Baltic and Slavic. He offers stimulating suggestions as to 
how language shift (Baltic to Slavic dialect) and eroding dialect boundaries combined over 
time to produce distributions of these words that could not have resulted from intemal 
development in a settled and homogeneous community. 

36.6 South and West Slavic initial ju- correspond to Rusian u- in three 
roots: jun-h 'young', jug-h 'south', and juxa 'broth, soup' - only two of 
which have solid etymologies. (Junb is cognate with Li jdunas, E young, 
and the root in the La comparative junior. Juxa goes with Sa yus 'broth', 
OPr juse 'meat broth'. LajUs 'broth, soup' [whence E juice]. No satisfac
tory source has been found for jugh.) OCS ute and jule 'already' are 
interchangeable, while ne u 'not yet' is clearly the norm, ne ju being rare. 
OCS utro 'morning' (with derivatives) is normal, but jutro occurs. In 
more modern times, utro is eastem (ESI, Bg, Mac) and jutro (in appropri
ate phonetic shapes) is westem (SC, Sin, WSl). Matters are complicated 
by OCS zaustra 'in the morning, the next moming' (and mod. Mac. dial. 
zastra 'tomorrow moming'), plus OP justrzenka 'moming star' and other 
forms that suggest *ustr- < *usr-. The etymology is disputed. 
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Such mergers are called syncretism. In Latin, the old locative and instrumental 
functions were taken over by the ablative. 

37.1 The basic fonii classes of the IE nominal system remain in OCS: 
substantives and adjectives; demonstrative, relative and interrogative pro
nouns; and personal pronouns. The framework of three genders (mascu
line, neuter, feminine) and three numbers (singular, dual, plural) is intact, 
but OCS has lost one IE case—die ablative, which has merged with the 
genitive. (The Baltic system generally agrees with Slavic. Greek very 
early merged genitive and ablative, while the dative absorbed the old 
locative and instrumental.)^' Like IE, Slavic had special vocative forms 
only for masculine and feminine singular. 

37.21 Late Common Slavic declensional stems always end in a con
sonant. Desinences are vocalic, with the outstanding exception of the 
nominative (and sometimes accusative) singular zero-marker that charac
terizes active participles and a list of special stems (including one produc
tive formant {§t}, §4.414). From the lexical form of a stem, including its 
inherent gender, the array of desinences is predictable; morphophonemic 
alternations in the stem-final C (or cluster) are determined by mutation 
rules (KI, KAI). In the exceptional cases where a terminal zero-desinence 
is to be posited, altemations may affect the VC that is the end of the 
inflectional stem. The vowels within a stem otherwise remain constant in 
all paradigmatic forms. 

37.22 Indo-European had a very different system, where a paradigm 
could include vowel altemations (apophony) in root, derivational suffix, 
and desinence. There were several types of stems that ended in consonants 
(C-stems), some consisting only of a root and others with consonantal 
derivational suffixes. The final C or V of a stem could combine with 
desinence-initial C or V, often with phonotactic changes. Desinences of
ten ended in a consonant. The details of some of the paradigms are dis
puted, and citable forms clearly show local modifications in the behavior 
of individual words. 

37.31 Some important nouns were heteroclitic, utilizing different stem-
suffixes within a paradigm. For example, the "r/n" or "1/n" stems con
trasted NAV singular to other forms by a liquid-suffix {-r-l-er-l-er-; -/-) 
opposed to a nasal-suffix {-en-l-on-l-n-), e.g. Hittite 'water', Ns wat-ar, 
Gs wet-en-as. 

37.311 The hypothetical root *wed 'wet, water' is represented by a bewildering range of 
variant forms; it may have had Ns *wed-dr (Gk *ud6r u5cop) but Gs *ud-n-es (Sa udnds). 
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Heteroclisis was apparendy absent from LCoS, but it reappears in new forms in 
later dialects, e.g. the R type TCACHOK 'calf (with -CH plus -K) vs. pi. reA^ra (with 
HT < ft). 
Some scholars consider the Gk and Slavic to represent a single IE root. 
The variable e vs. o represents IE grades of apophony (ablaut); it also appears in 
the formant//^. The Slavic morphophoneme (o/e) is a new entity that is governed 

Greek augmented the n-suffix with */ (and *nt > at), uSaxos. Lithuanian has a root with a 
nasal diphthong and a stem-suffix -en- that is modified before a zero desinence: Ns vandud, 
Gs vandens. English wet goes back to *wed-o-, winter (the wet season) to *we-n-d-. Latin 
unda 'wave* (cf E inundate, undulate) is from *u-n-d-a-. Slavic vydra is cognate with E 
otter, and vidro 'bucket' presumably has this same ancient root. The noun for 'water' had 
surely become a regular a-stem, voda. by MCoS times.'̂  

37.312 Hypothetical IE *seh2Wol 'sun' justifies the shape *sawel-jo- as ancestor of older 
Greek î sAios, classical f̂ Xios, and the variants *swol- for La sol, *sowl- for Li saUle, and 
*swen-, *sun- for Gmc *sunndn > Ger Sonne, E sun. Slavic evidence establishes MCoS 
*sblnbce, from which we imply an early *sjn plus a suffix *-iko-. The end result is a regular 
Slavic noun {sbln-bc-e| which is of little help in establishing IE relationships, but is itself 
indubitably of IE origin. Similarly iena 'woman* (implying ECoS *gen-a) is a regularized 
noun ultimately derived from IE *g''en, the root underlying E queen, as well as the Gk 
morpheme gun in gynecology, polygyny and many other learned words. 

37.32 Slavic has adapted its few remaining consonant-stems to the 
i-stem paradigm (see the table on page 224 for the IE desinences). More
over, i-stem feminines took on certain distinctive desinences, while i-stem 
masculines tend to adopt twofold desinences. 

These remnants of the IE consonant-stems are therefore called the 
anomalous type of simple declension in this book (§4.1-.414). 

For example, the OCS masculine NA zvirt 'wild animal' corresponds to IE As *g''wer-m: 
the syllabic nasal had become *-im, indistinguishable from the i-stem desinence. Similarly 
Ap zver-i could reflect *-ns or i-stem *-ins. The lexeme eventually is redefined as an i-stem. 
Within OCS, masculine i-stems are being reclassified as regular soft twofold nouns (cf 
§4.5). 

37.4 The vocalic stems were defined by formants that were subject to 
ablaut (apophony). The formants *-/ (with others like *-ti, *-ni) and *-u 
are zero-grade; e-grade *-ei (*-tei, *-nei) and *-eu also appear. 

37.5 The major paradigms for masculines and neuters contain the suf
fix known as the thematic vowel, symbolized by *%: it usually appeared 
as *o, but in certain morphemic contexts as *e. It may mark a root as a 
noun (e.g. Gk *tok-o-s 'birth' ~ *tek 'beget, give birth to' [< IE *tek]; cf. 
SI tek-0-\- 'flow, run' [< IE tek''] ~ PBS *tok-os 'flow')"' or it may be the 
final element of a formant (e.g. *sup-no- 'sleep'), OCS tok-h, sm-t,. 
Closely related is the suffix *a, which provides the feminine forms of 
adjectives and, in Slavic, a wide variety of substantives."^ 
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38 Any attempt to trace the history of desinences has to reconcile inter
nal Slavic reconstruction with heterogeneous IE comparative evidence 
that has serious gaps. The reduction in number of formal paradigms has 
involved complex processes of analogy. Sometimes the pieces of evi
dence do not fit together. The behavior of word-final syllables may re
quire special reference to the word-boundary (#), see §24.52. 

38.1 The inflection of pronouns in IE differed in certain critical re
spects from that of substantives. Altemate stems are combined in para
digms that vary considerably from one dialect to another. 

This table summarizes evidence that may be pertinent for Slavic. It con
tains controversial items that cannot be treated here. In any case, many 
more variants are required to account for all of the early IE languages. 

Note that the -m- of Instr sg and pi and Dat pi is reflected by Slavic, Baltic and Germanic, 
as opposed to -bh- of all other groups. 

The IE abladve was formally like the genidve except in the singular of o-stems; there the 
ablative desinence took over genitive function in pre-Baltic and Slavic. 

C-stems l-st. u-st. o-st. a-st. pronom. 
Ns s, 0 is us OS (om) a ol od id 1 a 
As m im um om am om 1 am 
Voc sg 0 ei eu e a -
Gs! Ab es/os/s eis, ois eus, ous os(j)o 1 od as osjo 1 esjas 
Ls i , 0 eyi, e(i) ewi, eu oi ai 
Ds ei eyei (eyai) ewei (ewai) oi < o-ei ai osm6i 1 esjai 
Is mi imi umi, u 0 ami aja 
Np es eyes ewes OS as oi 
Ap ns ins uns ons as ans? 
Gp 6m iom, yom uom, wom 6m ? ois6m 
Lp su isu usu oisu asu oisu 
Dp mos imos umos omos amos omos 
Ip mis imis umis ois amis ois 
NAdu he,? 6 6 1 di 

by specifically Slavic phonotactic environments. The IE feminine *-a in the older 
language is *-eh2, that is, the e-grade of the thematic vowel plus a laryngeal con
sonant that "colors" the vowel {e > a) and lengthens it (a >a) before disappearing. 
The formanthad a fem. Ns with the thematic vowel (*jeh2) and one without h 
(•-/Tij); the glide becomes / and is lengthened, yielding -i. (Cf. §4.18.) 
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Li medus 'honey' is also masculine, but Li and Latv have completely eliminated 
the neuter gender. 
In many Slavic dialects, u-stem desinences have acquired special distribution and 
varied significance. These innovations do not provide evidence that allows us to 
identify lexemes as LCoS "u-stems". 
Post jer-shift regional developments introduce a new vowel to lp desinences: -mo, 
-me, -my. They surely are innovations, serving to keep such forms as damb 'I give' 
and damh 'we give' from merging; the plural is marked by adding a distinctive 
vowel. 
The vowel e in locative plurals like dbnexh (and Dp, dmexh) is unexpected. Al
though I have left -exi and -emh in the table in §4 .41 ,1 strongly suspect that the 9th 
century texts regularly had -ws and -tmh. 

38.2 IE u-stems included neuter nouns, e.g. *medhu- 'honey' (cf. Sa 
madhu). Early Slavic has only masculine u-stems (including mef/s)."^ OCS 
demonstrates that o-stems have adopted some u-desinences, while the u-
paradigm has disappeared; its remnants are preserved in the form of cer
tain lexemes marked to take special optional desinences, see §4.145."" IE 
u-stem adjectives have been adapted to the twofold paradigm by adding 
suffixal *ko: e.g. *slad-u-ko- 'sweet', is reinterpreted as *slad-zJc-h, 
sladdco, sladika. 

38.3 IE desinences utilize very few consonants, see §27.42. It would 
seem that final stops were eliminated fairly early, while the final *s re
mained nearly to the historical period (§25.3). Some nasals disappeared, 
and some survived into OCS in the form of nasal vowels, c f §29.814. 
Their history depends in part on their status in special morphemes. 

38.41 IE had separate forms for nominative and accusative (in both 
singular and plural), except in neuters. IE Ns - As of u-stems and i-stems 
*-us ~ *-um and *-is ~ *-im became Slavic NA *-b and -& (sym 'son', 
gostb 'guest'). IE thematic *-os ~ *-om yields twofold -6 and -b (e.g. stolb 
'seat' ~ *strojb 'order') for which a more compUcated history must be 
constiiicted:. a vowel-raising rule (§27.71) operating before #, followed 
by the vowel-adjustment or fronting rule (§27.72): *-os *-om VR' > *-uS 
*-um > *-u ~ *-/ > -5 ~ -6. 

IE *-os > -b also in (1) *-mos of dative plural desinences (gostbmb, 
sytibmb, stolomb, strojemb, zenamb) and (2) *-mos of the first person plu
ral verbal desinence -(nesemb, nosimb 'we carry', n&oms 'we carried', cf. 
§5.9, 10.602)."' 

IE Lp *-su > -su by the ruki-rule (§27.3) in *-isu, *-usu, and *-oisu, and 
by analogy in *asu, yielding OCS -bxb, -nxb, -dxbl-ixb, and -oxs."* 
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38.42 The twofold NA neuter -ol-e (stado 'herd, flock', polje 'field') 
corresponds to IE *-om. Why didn't *-om yield OCS -B? There are two 
traditional explanations. (1) The IE demonstrative pronoun had *to for Ns 
masculine, and *tod for NAs neuter. The masculine added *s (from other 
paradigms) and -os > -&, while the neuter desinence developed regularly 
as *-o: the contrast NAsm *t-h ~ NAsn *t-o was taken over by o-stem 
nouns. (2) Neuter s-stems had o-grade *os before a zero NA desinence, 
and e-grade *es elsewhere: NA *neb-os-0 vs. Gs *neb-es-es 'sky'. The 
final C was lost, yielding *nebo ~ *nebese; the NA was reinterpreted as 
*neb-0-o and this new desinential *-o was extended to other neuters."' 

The pronominal forms surely were critical. The influence of the two 
inherited s-stems (nebo, slovo 'report, word') have sufficed to introduce 
the es into some forms of other neuters (§4.55), yet this untypical alterna
tion seems unlikely as a model for the class of neuters as a whole. Thus I 
posit that NAsn *-om was early replaced by PBS *-o or ECoS *-a, then by 
VR > OCS {o/e}. IE *yugom ' y o k e ' ^ *jugo or *juga > OCS *jbgo. 

38.43 OCS kamy 'stone' and plamy 'flame' are archaic Nsm, though they and the forms 
kamenb/plamenb function also as accusative. Descriptively, they contrast -y to stem-final 
-en-.. IE consonantal stem in *-en- could have a Nsm desinence *-s, or zero with quantita
tive or qualitative ablaut (*-en-0, *-on-0). A hypothetical *kamons (*polmons) for ECoS 
will produce the desired kamy (plamy), but the combination of elements is implausible for 
eariier IE.'"' 

38.44 The -i of Nsmari 'mother' anddiiti 'daughter' (§4.413) descriptively is correlated 
with -er, but historically the ancestor is surely -er, cf. the Gk cognates p i i T r i p , OuyaTTip (and 
the masculine i rcm^p 'father'). The IE suffix *-ter- was subject to apophony within the 
declension: compare the Gk forms Ns uriTtip As Mtiiipa, Gs uriTpo?. Why *-er raised to 
*-'i(r) is unexplained. OCS diSter- and Rusian dider- (with mater-) allow us to posit earlier 
*dukter- (§26.41)-; forms from other languages establish IE *dhugh2tSr-.'''^ 

38.51 The IE Ap of u-stems and i-stems, *-uns and *-ins, became *-uns 
*-Jns (§29.814), and deleted the nasal; *-u *-7 > -y -i (syny, gosti). This 
denasalization ( N 0 ' ) affected originally high vowels, and it was chrono-

The generalization of *S or *x to desinences may be called on to mark the genitive 
*-ei as different from the formant-final sibilant of NA *slowos; this does not 
strengthen the argument. 

*̂  MCoS *kdmen- 'stone' is cognate with Li akmuo, Gs akmens. The etymology is 
disputed. OCS korenb 'root' appears as korf in a few post-OCS examples; I be
lieve it to be a local innovation. Similarly, R nji:5Mfl (Gs njî MCHH) is a borrowing 
from Slavonic with regularized Ns neuter desinence, like OCS vrim§. The root is 
*pol. 
The parallel IE stem *brSh2ter- (with zero-grade suffix *tr) > OCS bratrb, which 
lost the r within the OCS period in SSI. In Czech dialects, bratr still exists; brat is 
the Pan-Slavic norm. 
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logically prior to VR^. C-stem Ap *-ns, behaved like i-stem *-ins > -i 
{dmi, materi). 

38.52 IE Ap o-stem and a-stem *-ons/*-dns and *-ans, raised to *-uns, 
split to *-ilns - *-ms. Nasality was lost (by N0^) in the back variant, *-u 
~ > i.e. {y/?}. The North Slavic reflex, however, is^(§29.814). 
We may speculate that the +high nasal diphthong [IN] lowered to [-high 
-low] eN and nasality was lost in these morphemes (and in *-en-n, 
§29.813), while other front nasal syllables lowered maximally to [aN] 
before nasality disappeared. The Rusian d of all origins presumably was 
lower than /i/ but higher than /e/ and the /a/ that is the normal reflex of 
ECoS *f, e.g. *se-men-0 'seed' > SSI sem^, NSl sdmd; Gs *se-men-es > 
all LCoS semene. 

38.61 The consonantal Np desinence *-es survives as OCS -e in per
sonal nouns with the suffixes -tel-, -arj-, or -en-l-jan- (see §4.52-53). It 
also is usual in the Npm of comparatives and of present and past active 
participles: e.g. v^Sti^e 'bigger'; nesgSte, nos^ste 'carrying', neshse 'hav
ing carried' (see §4.19). 

38.62 Twofold masculine Np -/ (morphophonemically {i^}, §3.5c2) 
goes back to the IE pronominal *-oi. Just why it did not become e (per 
§29.8201) is unknown. 

38.7 OCS relics of u-stems have -ove (Np), -ovi (Ds), and -u (Gs, Ls) 
contrasting with JE*-ewes, *-ewei, and *-eus. This has been interpreted 
(contrary to §29.8202) as a regular phonological adaptation of *e to *o 
before *ul*w, cf novi 'new' but IE *new-os. Or perhaps it may be a 
substitution of o-grade for e-grade vocalism in the desinences (cf IE Gs 
*-ous). The allomorphs -ewe and -ewi are Slavic adaptations used with 
soft twofold stems, such as zmijeve, zmijevi 'dragon', mgievi 'man [Ds]' , 
vracevi (apparendy with historical *j, < *mong-j-, *wrak-j- [*work-j-l]). 

38.8 OCS i-stems have departed farther from the IE shapes that closely 
parallel IE u-desinences. OCS i-masculines evolved the appropriate 
phonological Np desinence -bje < *-ejes (cf §29.92), but the feminines 
have -/ (gostbje 'guests' ~ kosti 'bones'). Gs -i matches IE *-eis, and Ds 
-/ may be from IE C-stem *-ei. Locative -/ brings the i-stems into con
formity with the pattern that feminine dative and locative singular share 
the same form. 

38.9 Slavic vocatives correspond closely to the IE forms, except that 
the twofold "hard" -e (from the e-grade of the IE thematic vowel [§37.5] 
is coupled with -u (implying *-ou, although IE u-stem has *-eu). 
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39.1 Formally distinct nominative and accusative forms were main
tained in the singular of a-stems (e.g. iena 'woman', vojevoda 'general' ~ 
zeng, vojevodg), in masculine present active participles (Nsm nesy, nosq 
'carrying' ~ Asm nesgstb, nos^Stb), in masculine plurals (e.g. Np stoU 
'seats', gostbje 'guests', synove 'sons', dbne 'days' ~ Ap stoly, gosti, syny, 
dbni), and in some remnants of C-paradigms (§4.413, e.g. Ns ljuby 'love', 
mati 'mother' ~ As ljubbvb, materb; for kamy 'stone' see above, §38.43) 

39.2 OCS a-stems have final -g in As and Inst sg -ojgl-ejg (e.g. zeng 
zenojg 'woman'; strujg strujejg 'stream'; sgdbjg sgdbjejg 'judge'~ Ns 
iena, struja, sgdbji [m]). The IE As was *-dm and development to LCoS 
is straightforward. The IE instrumental may reflect the pronominal *-aja 
plus a reduced form of the *-mi found in other paradigms: *-ajam. 

39.31 IE instrumental singular *-mi spread from the C-, i-, and u-stems 
to the o-stems (e.g. gostbmb 'guest', synbmb 'son';stolomb 'seat',strojemb 
'order'). Feminine i-stems, however, and a-stems have terminal -jg: 
kostbjg, ienojg, strujejg. This seems to be a blend of the fem. pronominal 
desinence *-aja with the nasal from other instrumental desinences. 

39.32 North LCoS and perhaps some regional southem dialects ex
tended Is -wib and -bmb to twofold stems (stolbmb, strojbmb). The evi
dence is indecisive because the jer-shift eliminated the distinctions in 
most dialects and later redistribution of individual desinences differed by 
locality. 

39.41 OCS final of forms like NAs vrem^ 'time' and otrodf 'boy' 
represents a tmncated stem-final suffix (cf. Gs vrim-en-e, otroi-§t-e), 
§4.414. Similarly in the Nsm of the present active participle of verbs with 
i/f presents (§8.11), e.g. pust^ 'letting go' ~Nsf pust^M; slyS^ 'hearing' ~ 
sly sti. They seem to reflect older non-altemating front nasal diphthongs. 

39.42 OCS {y/?} occurs also as the OCS participial Nsm ending, nes-
y vs. Nsf nes-gSt-i 'carrying' andpoj-f poj-gSt-i 'singing' (verbs that have 
•ontb in 3p pres., §5.602). The participial stem ends in {-Qst-}; and the 
Nsmn form is anomalous (§8.1). IE morphology suggests a masculine-
neuter consonantal stem *-o-nt-, opposed to a feminine *-o-nt-ya-: Nsm 
*-ont-s would be expected. Slavic has generalized the feminine stem with 
*j to all genders, with normal soft twofold desinences except for Nsf -/ (< 
IE -yhi) and Nsmn *-s. MCoS {-ontj-} > OCS {-Q§t-} and Rusian {-uC-}. 
The environment for the vowel-raising mle (VR) is to be written *-n(t)s#. 

The participial -nt- is used also in verbs with i/^-presents; the front 
vowel quality may rest on a syllabic *-nt- or an -T- added before the 
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nasal,*-mf-, e.g. OCS Msmn nos§, stojf - Nsf nos^sti, stoj^sti, from 
{nos-i+} 'carry' and {stoj-S+}, 3s pres stojith, 3p stojpz,. 

39.421 The North Slavic Nsm participial ending was -a for hard stems 
(nesa nesuci 'carrying'); -onts# yields a. In theory -d^ developed in soft 
stems (*poje pojuci 'singing'), as in §38.52, but in fact Rusian spellings 
are universally of the type N O A or nora, M A 2 K A or MAJKA (§26.52). Scribes do 
not violate the grammar of OCS. OCz evidence for -^^in this ending is 
stronger. 

39.5 The OCS genitive plural -»is often counted a regular development 
from an IE variant *-on. The equation is tempting but unfounded, for the 
argument is essentially circular: the chief "proof for the IE short-vowel 
variant is precisely the Slavic -&. IE evidence estabhshes only *-dm (or 
something more complex); we must admit that the uniform Slavic *-« (or 
*-/ by VA') is unexplained.'" 

Accusative plurals ~ Ns pres. active participles - NAi -stems and u-stems 
VL N0' VR2 VA' N0^ 

NApf strauj-ans# > strauj-ans > > straujuns > straujins > struj? SSI 
NApf strauj-ans# > strauj-ans > > - > straujens? > strujg NSI 
NApf raik-ans# > raik-ans > > raikuns > - > rSky all 
Apm stroj-ons# > straj-ans > > strajuns > strajins > stroj? SSI 
Apm stroj-ons# > straj-ans > > ? > strajens? > stroje NSl 
Apm stol-ons# > stal-ans > > staluns > - > stoly all 
Nsm nes-onts# > nes-ants > > nesuns > - > nesy SSI 
Nsm nes-oms# > nes-ants > > - > - > nesa NSl 
Nsm poj-onts# > paj-ants > > ? > pajens? > pojg? NSl 
Ap sun-uns > sun-uns > sunus > - > - > syny all 
Ap gost-ins > gast-lns > gasfiS > - > - > gosti all 
Ns sunu$ > - > > - > - > sym> all 
Ns gostiS > - > > - > - > gostb all 

39.61 LCoS instrumental plural *-mi {synmii, gastbmi, kostbmi, lena-
mi, strujami) implies an older long vowel or diphthong (*-Ior *-ei), and 
Baltic allows us to posit PBS *-mJs. Yet IE otherwise points to *-mis (with 
short */)• The long vowel we attiibute to PBS remains unexplained. 

39.62 OCS twofold non-feminine instrumental plurals {stoly, stroji, 
mesty, polji) imply ECoS *« (or *-7 by VA'). IE had *-dis, which should 

The desinential jer in Gp in pre-SC LCoS also requires explanation: despite its 
eminendy "weak" poshion at the end of a word (§2.621,2.6241), Gp *-s survives 
into most dialects as -a with special accentual properties. In medieval mss it is 
regularly written "bb" , e.g. mcNbh, rpAAbk. 
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Li Nsm Sis, Nsf Si; most other forms reflect *Sj- (e.g. Gsm Sid, Gsf Sids). 

yield ECoS *-diS. We may include diis with other cases of raising *d > *u 
in a final closed syllable, noting that the unique diphthong *ai discards */. 
It is far better simply to admit that this desinence resists explanation. The 
twofold non-feminine dadve singular *-« {stolu, stroju, mdstu, polju) is 
also unexplained. It implies *-au (and IE *-ou, *-au), but IE offers strong 
evidence only for *oi (which—like DLs fem. a-stems—should yield LCoS 
*-e via ECoS *-di). 

39.71 The IE comparative suffix was apophonic *(i)yes *(i}yos *is. By 
what was probably a series of adaptations, non-altemating *-jijis- emerged; 
the feminine had the suffix *-yd- (IE *-i7i2-, §37.5, n. 42), and the j was 
generalized to all forms: *jijiS-j- > OCS {jbj-bs}, except for neuter NAs 
(§4.71). The newer and productive formant began with *e, *-ejibS- > OCS 
{gj-b§). 

39.72 The past active participle formant {(w)-^^}, § 11.11, goes back to 
the zero-grade form of a suffix *wes ~ *us: *us- was used for masculilne 
and neuter, and *us-yd for feminine. In the pre-history of Slavic, the stem 
*us was generalized, and *w was added if the stem was vocalic. 

40 The OCS pronominal declension (§4.2) has much in common with 
the twofold nominal declension. Some desinences belonged originally to 
one or the other type (see table on p. 224 above). The g in Gsmn t-ogo, 
moj-ego seems to replace an older s, preserved in the interrogative pro
noun ieso 'of which' (§4.24). The two-syllable Dsmn t-omu, moj-emu 
lack the *s of IE forms, but share the final *-di that yields OCS Ds -u (cf. 
§39.62). The -oj- of feminine singular GLDI and dual GL is perhaps based 
on IE pronominal Is *-a7a. 

40.11 The pronoun sb 'this' takes the "soft" desinences that otherwise 
are called for by stems ending in j (*mojb 'my', naSb [< *nds-j-] 'our'); it 
has an optional variant stem *sij-, §4.22. Its IE equivalent used suppletive 
stems: and*lcjo-. This would yield ECoSl *sis for Nsm and *sj-+"soft" 
desinence in most forms, then MCoS *si vs. The evolution cannot 
be reconstracted, but it would seem that the altemation of the root, *s ~ *S, 
was obviated by substituting *sij- for *sj or incipient *s. The end result was 
a root consisting of a single consonant plus soft desinences; morpho
phonemically this {s-j requires a mark for this paradigmatic oddity. I am 
inclined to believe that this is a separate phoneme, *s. In any case, the same 
mark is needed for the pronoun wbsb 'all', whose origin is obscure. 
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Note that North Slavic permitted *g after *s. Another word for 'gray' is *ser- (not 
OCS, marginally attested in ESI), WSl Mr-; it implies early *xair-, which is expli
cable as a loan from Gmc *haira- (cf. E hoar, hoary), < IE *kei-. IE *koi-r- would 
yield ser- but not Sir-. See note ### to §31. 
KAI did not reach the Pskov-Novgorod periphery of Slavdom (§29); die progres
sive palatalization (BdC), however, had the same effects as in the rest of Rus'. 
Lithuanian visas 'all, whole' is no help, because it should have S either by the ruki-
mle or from Li vieSas 'public, communal' surely is from IE weik. 
In German, ganz—etymology unknown—has spread from the extreme southeast 
over most of the territory since about 800 (replacing heil < IE *kailo- > OCS cilb). 

40.121 OCS WbSb {wb§} takes soft desinences unless the basic variant 
begins with d (§4.21), e.g. GLp wbsexb (like tdxb) vs. Nsm wbsb, NAsn 
wbse, and timb~ simb). The stem itself varied by region. South Slavic and 
most of Rus' had *wbsb. North West Late Common Slavic had (with 
the same distribution of desinence allomorphs), while the NorthEast pe
riphery (Novgorod) had *wbxb, a regular hard stem like tb. This distribu
tion matches the KAI-reflexes of *xai (e.g. ECoS *xaid- 'gray-haired' > 
*xM- > WSl *sed-, OCS [and general] sM-, No\gxed- [in place-names], 
§29).« 

There are two questions: what is the historical origin of the stem-final 
consonant? why do desinences beginning with LCoS *e appear? By the 
rules I have suggested, an IE *wisos would become *wiSos by the ruki-
rule and eventually *vi'6xa, i.e. the Novgorod forms, but with *x mutated to 
*s or *s/*s before the ^-desinences (like *wbsexb) by KAI.'' An IE *wilcos 
would yield *wbsb, where the *se of *wbsdxb (etc.) would appear by sim
ple juxtaposition. The former might be related to a root *weis/wais 'en
gender, breed, multiply' that is well attested in Lithuanian. The latter 
perhaps could be the *weilt/*woiK 'dwell' that underlies OCS vbsb 'vil
lage' ; cf Sa vii- 'settlement, community; viSva- 'all, every, whole' Could 
the two have been blended? 

40.122 WbSb is the sole example traditionally cited to illustrate the progressive palatali
zation of velar *x to *S (> *s), while the î -forms arise from KAI. Most accounts are vague 
about the details and chronology of the processes I call VA (§29.72). My proposals place 
BdC at a time before the appearance of *x. Evidence that allows resolution of these ques
tions simply is not available. This word is not solid evidence for any theory. 

40.123 This sort of enigma is not surprising in a pronoun. Furthermore, 
puzzles concerning words denoting 'all' and/or 'whole' have engendered 
a vast literature because of local variabihty (e.g., Gk *pant-, *hol-; Lat. 
omnis, totus; Gmnc all-, hail-) combined with etymological obscurity." 
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40.21 IE interrrogative forms *fo(s) and *fid lie behind OCS ki(to) 
'who' andcb(to) 'what'. The personaUsro seems to been universal, but 6 
without reinforcement, and *kt>jb may be ascribed to LCoS dialects. (The 
modem reflexes are ca and kaj, and these words serve as symbols of the 
cakavski dialect of Croatia, and the old macrodialect underlying both 
Croatian kajkavski and Slovenian, §25.7.) 

40.22 The IE relative *yo- survived as *j- (see §4.25 and 29.815). 

40.23 The IE apophonic suffix -tero-, denoting alternative, appears in 
*j-e-ter-h 'a certain', *k-o-tor-h-jb 'which' (with LCoS variants *koterbjb 
[OCS, but rare], and *kbterbjb > Cz ktery), *ndkotorbjb 'a certain', and 
*nikotorbjb 'no, none'. Jeterb is obsolescent in OCS, but lives on for 
generations as a bookish archaism.'* 

40.3 The personal pronouns show irregular allomorphy between the 
nominative (always stressed, syntactically emphatic) and other cases. It is 
probable that accusative and dative had both tonic and enclitic forms. 
LCoS forms, though quite different from their equivalents in the older 
languages, demonstrate complex idiosyncratic rearrangements of old 
materials. Here we will note only a few details. 

40.311 The IE and Slavic 1st sg nominative 'I' is completely distinct 
from the other declensional forms, whose stem begins in *m-. The OCS 
form azb was native only to the Slavs of (eastern) Bulgaria; in all the rest 
of Slavdom the form was *jazb. It is trae that canonical OCS, with about 
850 examples spelled "correctly", offers just one example of izb (Mk 
11:29 Mar). Yet this fact must be placed in its cultural context: the name 
of the first letter in both alphabets was azb, and to write the pronoun with 
" a " and not " t " or "ra" was a symbol of medieval Slavonic literacy. 

When the weak -5 dropped, die word-final /z/ in all LCoS dialects must 
have been subject to complex allophonic variation as it adapted to the 
following word-initial phonemes, indeed approximately the range noted 
for prefix-final /z/ of OCS (§3.111). The modem shape is ja for most 
regions, but standard Bulgarian has [az), Macedonian jas (dial, jaska, 
jaze,jazeka), Slovenian "jaz" (usually pronounced jjest]); Old Czech had 
jdz, but the z was lost during the 14th century. Rusian documents (as 
opposed to church texts) use jaz freely. 

40.312 OCS azb allows us to posit early *azu < *ag- or *dg-. Gk eyw. 
La ego, Sa aham suggest IE *egh2om. The final - 5 is compatible with IE 

" IE *-tero- is perhaps in wuorb 'second', see §41.82. 
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OCS has a clear formal distinction between nominative and accusative (az» ty ve 
my vs. mf tf na ny); KF's NA ny violates that status. It could be an archaism or a 
regional innovation. 
ESI has the stem odin in Nsm only, otherwise odn-: Nsn odno, Nsf odnd. Bg has 
edi'n edrw ednd. The other languages have ( i ) in Nsm, i.e. the vowel-zero altema
tion, e.g. SC jedan jedno jedna. 

-on, but the initial long back vowel has not been satisfactorily explained. 
There is no Slavic evidence whatsoever for positing IE *e- here, tempting 
though the supposition might be. 

40.32 The accusative mf (< IE *me-m) could be tonic or enchtic (as 
could t§ and s§). Gen mene corresponds to an IE variant (cf. Av mana). 
The other case-forms, with mm- or mm- and o-stem pronominal 
desinences, probably are late formations, subject to considerable regional 
variation. 

40.33 The 2s N fy continues older *tu (cf. La tu); die stem teb-ltob-
shows redistribution of inherited materials. The OCS LD tebd is SSI; North 
SI had tobd. So also the parallel reflexive LD sebdisobd. 

40.34 IE had forms with *w, *n, and *y in lp and 2p, e.g. La NA nos 
'we' and vds 'you'. The *vi' was generalized to SI 1st person Ndu *we, but 
otherwise serves as 2nd person dual and plural marker (v '̂ vash, etc.). The 
*n persisted in dual and plural, except for the nominatives vd and my, 
opposed to Acc na and ny. 1 p plural ny is found in the Kiev Folia (7x Nom, 
35x Acc), and HBI begins to replace N MBI in Macedonia and Bulgaria after 
about 1200. Standard Macedonian and Bulgarian now have HHC. ' ' 

40.4 The possessives naSb 'our' and vasb 'your' show old NA *n6s and 
*wds with thematic *-y'l„- and *-yd- (or in Slavic terms, -j-): ECoS *nas-

j-as, *was-j-as. Reflexive *svojb. Is *mojb, and 2s *tvojb have the same 
suffix with old stems *mo-, two-, and *swo-. 

41.1 The cardinal number 'one' has syntactic gender and forms of the 
pronominal declension, §4.201: jedinb,jedino,jedina, etc. (In the plural h 
signifies 'some, only'.) An altemate form jedmb is attested in Supr and 
reflected in the modem languages.'* The (j)ed- is of obscure origin (some 
scholars suggest a deictic particle); -in- is supposed to represent *ein-, the 
e-grade of the *oi-no- underlying Germanic *ains(cf. Gk OTVTI ' 1 on dice'). 

41.2 Two has dual pronominal forms: NA *dbva m < IE *dad, a variant 
form, cf. 5uco, La duo, Go twai. Oba, obd 'the two, both' is related to Li 
abU, Sa ubhau 'both' (cf. Gk aiifco. La ambo 'both'). 
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IE cardinal ordinal new cardinal OCS card. ordinal 
5 *penk''e *penk'"-to *pen(k)-ti-s ppb ppb 
6 *kseks *kselcs-to *kse(k)s-to- sestb sestb 
7 *septm *septm-h20- *sebdm-i se(d)mb se(d)mb 
8 *okteh3 *olttd *okt+mo *ok(t)-mi- osmb osmb 
9 *h2newn- *newn-to- *newn-ti- devpb devpb 

10 *dekm *dekm-to- *dekm-ti- despb despb 

41.6 IE *dkmtom' 100' (usually shortened to *kmtom, whence Lisitntas, 
Av sat^m, La centum) is replaced by sbto, which keeps the neuter gender 
but has 5 where we expect a nasal vowel.*' 

41.7 OCS tysfsti or tysgsti are soft a-stem feminines, analyzed as an 
ECoS compound, *tu-sint-j-l or */M-5Mnf-y-I(parallel to Gmc *thus-hundi-, 
E thousand). The first element is from IE *tuh- (zero-grade of *teuh-
'swell'), and the second is *kmt-om '100', therefore 'swollen hundred'. 

OCS cetvredmevbnh '4-day' and (etvrinogi '4-legged [creature]' show MCoS 
*(etver- as the combining form in compounds, cf. §26.51. 
The data of even the ancient dialects shows extreme variability in numerals; the 
hypothetical IE forms given here are chosen from many possibilities as most com
patible with attested Slavic. 
Rumanian borrowed the word as sutS, obviously before the jer-shift, perhaps as 
early as 1000. 

41.3 Three has plural forms, Nm trbje < IE *treies (Sa trayas, Gk TpsTs), 
GL trbXb (Sa Loc trisu). 

41.4 Four is also plural: detyre Nm implies ECoS *ketures, and related 
forms with cetvor- or cetver- in others imply *ketwor-, *ketwer-, along 
with MCoS *cetvbrtb 'quarter' < *ketwirt- as regularized reflexes of IE 
*k''etwer- *k''etwor- *k'"etwr-ti- and other shapes.'' NW monosyllabic 
stems, e.g. Cz ctyr- ctver- (and the like), point to *cbt-, perhaps a reflex of 
IE zero-grade *k''tur-. 

41.5 The numerals pftb '5', sestb '6', sedmb (ESI semb) '7', o^/nb '8' , 
devpb '9', and d e ^ f ' 10' are i-stem nouns (§20), closely related to the o-
stem forms that serve as ordinals. The IE cardinals first apparendy gave 
way to stems buiU with the ordinal suff"ixes -to- or -A^o-, then shifted to i-
stems.*" As in other languages, adjacent numerals seem to have affected 
each other: the stem-final m is expected in '7' but not '8'; inidal d is 
original in '10' but not '9'. The voicing of d in NW and SSI sedmb is 
unexpected, and dm is a unique intemal cluster; loss of d in Rusian semb 
seems more regular. 
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Cz tisi'c shows unusual complications: *tysfc (with palatalization of s before a 
front vowel) was apparendy blended with *tysgc to produce *tuiuc, and both 
syllables were fronted, yielding mod. Ik\s\d. This markedly Cz form was bor
rowed into Slk. 

LCoS seems to have had the Q variant in SW and NW dialects; except for 
Sin tisoi, SSI now uses hiljada (in varying form), borrowed from Gk 

41.81 The ordinal *pbrwh 'first' represents *pr-wo-s, from the IE root 
*perh2 that underlies Li pirmas, Gk -rrpcoTOs, Latin primus, and E first, 

foremost. 

41.82 Vuorh 'second' and vuormikh 'Tuesday' i*wUer- in pre-
Czecho-Slovak) suggest ECoS *uNtar-, with the apophonic suffix *-tero-, 
denoting alternative (as in jeterz>, §40.23). l i antras and ahtaras, Go 
anpar 'other, second' point to *an-, a deictic particle. Apparently *an-
closed to *un- (cf. the preposition *un, §29.815); the loss of nasalization 
remains puzzling. 

41.821 (The numeral survives only in R BTopdfi; otherwise the reflexes of *drugi 'other, 
another' have taken over as 'second'. 'Tuesday' generally maintains the old root, but often 
reflects the suffix *-ikb (i.e. a vowel-zero altemation, /-rVk ~ -rkV/: SC utorak. Sin torek 
(also vtorek), (Cz litery and uterek), Slk utorok, P wtorek, Uk vivtdrok, BR awtorak; R, Bg, 
Mac vtornik. Notice that the vfs - lost its weak jer, leaving initial *wt-. In SC the ghde 
became a vowel u- (in all words). In P, R, Bg, and Mac the glide became a voiceless 
consonant If I. In Cz and Slk a vowel is exceptional in this root; [ft] is normal for other words. 
In Sin, the glide persisted and though initial [wt] is common, in this word the glide was lost. 
In Uk and BR [wt] occurs in many words, the glide was reinforced, [v'iwt] in standard Uk, 
[awt] in BR. This special treatment seems to be defined by the lack of an underlying bound
ary; (wtor-Vk-) has a different fate from (wV-t-) where the morpheme is the prefix 'in, 
into'). 

41.83 Tretbjb (§2.61) 'third' comes from *tr-tijo-s (cf. Sa trfiyas), widi 
an unexpected e. 

41.84 *Cetvbrtbjb 'fourth' corresponds to Li ketviftas. 
'Thursday' is (etvrbtikh in OCS and, in appropriate form, most mod. SI languages; ietvbrgb 
is attested very early in Rus' (cf. Li ketvergis '4-year-old'). 

41.85 'Friday' is OCS ppbkb and its descendants in all but ESI today. 
nATbHHUA is known in ESI from 1056. 

Conjugation 

42 The Indo-European verb had stems expressing voice (active, mid
dle), state (the perfect), and tense (present, aorist), and desinences ex-
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pressing number and person. These stems were essentially independent. 
Thus, for example, the IE root *bheudh 'be aware, make aware' provides 
contrasting autonomous present tenses that can be approximated by Slavic 
derivatives that constitute elements in the paradigms of different verbs. 

*bheud-'l„- 'observe': 
Sa bodhati 'awakes, becomes 
aware'; -rreOeeTai 'learns' 

1 OCS bljudeth 'observes' 
{bljud-0+) 

*bhundh-'l„- 'become aware': 
Li bundu 'I wake up' irwOAvouai 
(with a secondary n-suffix) 'ask, 
enquire, learn' 

2 *bidneth 'wake up, become awake' 
(bid-nQ-i-) 

*bhoudh-efl„- causative: 
Sa bodhdyati 'he wakes [someone]' 

3 budin 
{bud-i-i-} 'wakes [someone]' 

*bhudh-y'l„- 'be awake': 
Sa budhydte [pass.] 'is awake' 

4 bidith 'is awake, vigilant' 
[\yhA-i+} 

The phonetic change of *eu > *ju and the shift of *j to */;' after a labial (§3.71) in ( I ) 
disguises the relationship of the first root-shape (e-grade or basic) to zero-grade *bid and o-
grade *bud; in fact bljud-e-n is the cognate of Sa bodh-a-ti except for the final vowel. (2) 
shows an infixed n in IE in contrast to a Slavic suffixal nasal that continues the same general 
meaning of inception (see §45 below). The formation of the causative (3) in Slavic is 
perhaps a reflection of the IE, while the i of the stative (4) is new. 

The distance between early IE and OCS verbal systems is too great for us 
to reconstruct the many intervening stages that would make the genesis of 
the Slavic clearer. The materials of LCoS conjugation are mostly IE, but 
there are many shifts in use and significance. The morphological para
digms expressing the middle (or medio-passive) voice disappeared with
out trace, and categories variously labelled subjunctive, conjunctive, and 
optative survive only in the Slavic imperative. 

43 Reference to present ("the here and now") as opposed to past under
lies the formal distinctions of present and preterite in OCS (see §5.6). The 
origins of the vowel-morphemes e, a, and i that play a major role as verbal 
classifiers are not clear. The stative d of bhd-e+ 'be awake' recalls IE e-
morphemes associated with stativeness and aorist paradigms. The a and 
the / remain without satisfactory explanations; for g, see §49.Iff below. 

43.1 Let us look first at the present desinences and then at stem-forma
tion. 
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IE person-number desinences used with the present indicative ("pri
mary endings") differed somewhat from those used with aorist and imper
fect ("secondary endings"). This contrast survives under rather different 
form in OCS (§5.9). Here are the chief variants pertinent for Slavic: 

Is 2s 3s Idu 2du 3du lp 2p 3p 
Prim, -mi, -6 (hj) -si -ti -was, -wos -tes ?-tes -mes, -mos -te -nti -enti 
Sec. -m -s -t -we -torn -tam -me (?) -te -nt -ent 

43.11 All desinences began with a consonant except 1 s the original 
Is desinence was *-h2. The *-o-h2 of thematic forms > *-o/i2, later the 
resulting Slavic *-d was augmented, probably by the primary *-mi, that 
then lost its vowel, yielding *-am > LCoS -g. 

43.12 OCS 2s -si (esi, dasi, esi, vest) implies older *-sJ or *-sei; no 
satisfactory explanation has been found. Normal OCS -si requires *-sl or 
*-sei: the consonant surely represents generalization of *s from the ruki-
rule to all prevocalic *s in desinences (§27.3); the long vowel remains 
mysterious. The constant presence of -Si in OCS surely proves that it 
existed in the dialect of the original translators and had the full approval 
of early scribes. It is, then, to be posited for a part of 9th-century Bulgaro-
Macedonian regional dialects. Yet the tenacious spelling contradicts all 
other evidence, which points to *-Sb as LCoS (and its eventual adoption in 
all of SE Slavic). 

43.13 OCS 3 person singular and plural has *-ti. This is a regional 
peculiarity of the standardized language; *-tb (= inherited *-ti) is to be 
posited for most LCoS dialects. The tb may have arisen in part through the 
influence of the demonstrative tb 'this, that' which in some dialects func
tioned as subject pronoun of the third person. The dialectal zero-desinence 
(§6.61) was surely relatively new and arose in different localities in vary
ing environments. 

43.1311 The -t (necex, HecJ'T; H6CHT, HOCHT 'carries/carry') of modem 
standard Russian is a peculiarity of central Great Russian dialect that 
appeared after 1350 in Muscovite documents. It spread slowly over the 
whole Great Russian area. Most Belamsian and Ukrainian dialects re
tained the palatalized consonant / c 7 or / t7 that go back to *-tb; many 
dialects have zero in some paradigms. 

43.14 OCS Idu *-we was probably general LCoS, but it is replaced by 
-va (probably under the influence of the numeral dbva) in most regions 
later on. The Slavic dual desinences are not easily explicable from the 
hypothetical IE. 
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The form sqchmy for Ip is found in a major P writer, P. Skarga, early 1600s. 
The substantive daw-bcb 'giver' requires still another shape, {daw}. 

43.15 OCS lp -nth can be derived from *-mos, see §38.41. 

43.16 Five verbs have -mb in Is present (four of which have -si in 2s); 
they are the remnants of an ancient group of presents consisting of root 
plus person-number desinence. Their anomalies are typical of irregulari
ties that are tolerated in basic every-day words. At the same time their 
histories illustrate the complex ways allomorphs influence each other. 

43.171 The OCS morphemes {jes} and {s) underlying the present forms 
*jesmb, *j'esi {jes-si}, *jestb, sgtb (§16.1) are unmotivated in the system; 
they are simply suppletive. They derive from allomorphs es/s that survive 
elsewhere with different distribution (Sa, with a for *e [and *o], dsmi, dsi, 
dsti ~ lp smas, 2p stha, 3p sdnti; Latin Is sum, lp sumus, 3p sunt ~ 2s es, 
3s est, 2p estis). The IE root *h,es and rules governing apophony show 
that this present was once quite normal: if accented, the root was *hies (e-
grade); if unaccented, then zero-grade *h,s: *h,esmi, *h,esti vs. 3p 
*h,senti. The expected 3p *-nt- *-int- (cf. dadpb, vMpb) has been re
placed in Slavic by the more neutral *-ont-: sgtb. 

Modem dialects have rearranged these elements in many ways. SC has 
a set of accented forms, and an enchtic set. Pohsh retains 3p (without a 
final t) and builds new forms for first and second person with jest 
as stem.*' 
OCS jesmb jesi jestb.je jesmb jeste sgtb 
SC (stressed) jesam jesi jest(e),jd jesmo jeste jesu 
SC (enclitic) sam si je smo ste su 
Polish jestem jestes jest jestesmy jeste'scie sq 

43.172 OCS dati 'to give', with its present forms, requires two under
lying root-shapes, [da} for the infinitive, and (dad) for 3p and the forms 
with -st-: 

{da-ti} {da(d)-mi,} {da(d)-si} {dad-ti.} {da(d)-mi} [dad-te) {dad-?ti.) 
dati damb dasi dastb damb daste dadpb 

Further, the imperfective dajati requires underlying {daj}.*" Older Slavic 
had *dd, *dddfrom *dd, *ddd(cf. Li inf.ddoti,old Isddomi, mod.dUodu), 
ultimately based on the IE root The Gk 1 s 5i5coMi and its Sa equiva
lent ddddmi exemplify an IE formative device called reduplication: 
preposing a syllable made up of the root-initial consonant followed by a 
short vowel. In Pre-Balto-Slavic the vocalism has changed: *ddd-mi. 
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43.173 A second Slavic complex of stems includes a somewhat differ
ent reduplication. IE *d''eh, 'set, put' underhes the OCS dS in a series of 
words meaning 'do, put' (e.g. ddj-a+ §15.44, del-aj+). There are also 
prefixed presents with {-ded-j-} {o-dezdgtb 'put on, dress', vb-deldgth 
'put in', vhz-dezdgth 'lift, raise') that seem to be equivalent to forms based 
on {dej}. The short vowel e is unexpected;, perhaps it represents the ar
chaic reduplication syllable, *d''e-d''eh,. An old altemate not attested in 
OCS is {dS-nq}, e.g. zadenes 'you set, assign' (Freising), mod R. odenut 
'they will dress'. 

43.174 OCS ed-ljad- 'to eat' has an unexpected long vowel (as does Li 
ed-), IE *ed-. See also §36.1. 

43.175 OCS ved-d-ti 'to know' shows the intersection of perfect—^ref
erence to past from point of view of present—and stative; the root *weid 
'see' and a form meaning 'I have seen = I know', comparable to Is perfect 
in Gk ( f oT5a) and Sa iyedd). IE *e was a morpheme marking perfect; as 
a non-present marker in Slavic it usually denoted state. The desinence of 
Is vede is isolated, historically and synchronically. Though it was gener
ally eliminated from westem OCS (including the Gospels and Psalter), 
where vemb is almost exclusive, vMd survived in Old Czech and early 
Rusian. 

43.176 OCS im-e-ti 'to have' surely had the root wi with prothetic j 
{*jbm-, §2.22). The perfect or stative *e in non-present forms and the *d 
in the present produce the meaning 'have taken = possess' . The 2s 
desinence is normal -Si, and the 3p -gtb probably replaces an older *-ftb. 
Still newer is *jbmejgtb. The root is IE *em; Slavic bm represents the zero-
grade, IE * m. 

44 Slavic has two regular types of present, e/q and //f (§6.11). The e/g 
present-marker is descended from IE (called the thematic vowel, c f 
§37.5). In IE, *o appeared before sonorant or laryngeal, *e before ob
stment; in 3 pi this meant *o-nt-, whence OCS g. Slavic generahzed *e to 
all other persons. The present-sign *i corresponds in part to a short / in 
some Baltic forms, and in part to the IE causative *-ef/„-; the history may 
involve the loss of intervocalic j , contraction, and analogical reshapings. 
The third person plural -pb presumably goes back to *int-. 

44.11 The j/f presents are paradigmatically linked in Slavic with non-
presents made with non-present suffixes e or /. 
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e e leg-i ei wis-d eu er _ 

0 6 log-i sad-i oi lep-i swit-i wis-i ou bud-i or mraz-i wrat-i 
0 - - i Ibp-i swbt-e - u bbd-e r mrbz-e wrbt-e 

The table illustrates verbs which in late IE did not permit zero-vocalism 
{lel-e+ 'to be lying', sdd-d+ 'be sitting') and verbs with diphthongs which 
allowed zero-grade. Thus lbp-e+ 'be clinging' corresponds to lep-i+ 
'cause to adhere' (older Hip ~ *loip) as swbt-d+ 'be shining' to swdt-i+ 
'cause to shine'; wis-d+ 'be hanging', on the other hand is surely new, 
replacing unattested *wbs-d+. Within OCS, swdt-d+ is found instead of 
swbt-e+ (e.g. J 5:35 ZM svu^ - As svetf). For bbd-e+ ~ bud-i+ see §42 
above. MCoS *mbrz-d+ presumably meant 'be freezing, chilly' but OCS 
mrbzd+ has only the figurative sense 'be repulsive, revolting'; *morz-i+ 
is attested as 'congeal, make solid' (while the noun mrazb means 'frost' 
and 'ice'). MCoS *wi^t-e+ and wort-i+ might well have been transitive; 
the few OCS and early post-OCS examples all have s^. The former means 
'twirl, go around'; the latter is 'return; turn around'. 

44.151 The apophonic altemations are not productive in LCoS, and the 
meanings of related stems tend to diverge. Older *skend-/*skond- 'in
sufficiency' underlies transitive 5;f(/-e+ 'be sparing o f ; cmsative o-skgd-

The influence of vid-e+ 'see' and zbr-e+ 'see, look at, observe' perhaps is respon
sible for the shift of sh-motr-i+ 'look at' to R CMorp^Tb (about 1350), and glfd-aj+ 
'see, look over' to R rjiJiAeTb (about 1600). 

44.12 OCS g-verbs (§15.2, 15.3) are generally stative and intransitive. 
Roots had zero-vocalism in principle, but there are innovations. The class 
is not productive.*' 

44 .13 OCS i-verbs include iteratives (e.g. nos-i+ti nosph 'carry'), 
causatives (e.g. bud-i+ti bud^tb 'wake [someone] up', cf. §42), and 
denominatives (gost-i+ti gostpb 'be host' cf. gostb 'guest'). The last two 
types were not clearly opposed, and both were productive. 

44.14 The various types of IE presents included complex rules for apo
phony, in particular the distribution of zero-grade and e-grade allomorphs. 
Remnants of this kind of rule are still visible in OCS stem-formation, but 
they are fully lexicalized. The details of allomorphy were perturbed by 
monophthongization, and OCS manifests a strong tendency to re-shape 
the forms. 
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/+ 'diminish, make lesser' is matched by (o)slcQd-ej+ 'become lesser 
diminish'. 

44.152 Many roots do not change at all, e.g. MCoS *skirb-e+ 'be sor
rowful' ~ *skhrb-i+ 'afflict' (like sknbb 'affliction'). 

44.2 The e/g presents occur with stems that have no overt verb-forming 
suffix and with stems that have any suffix but / or e. This includes a large 
number of heterogeneous verbs, many of which require special morpho
logical information in their lexical definition (e.g. §15.64, §15.8). IE *7, 
was a component of suffixes used exclusively or primarily in the present. 
Thus *d"/^ appears in the irregular presents id-gtb and jadgtb 'go' (inf. iti, 
jaxati), IE roots *ei/i and *ja. 

44.21 The traditional classifications of OCS verbs posit je-stems and 
ne-stems. Some je-stems go back to IE *y7« verbs, and the ne-stems are 
comparable to an IE *n7, group, but the rearrangement of various kinds of 
presents into Slavic paradigms that join them with aorist-infinitive stems 
blurs the historical relationships. 

44.31 Early IE roots like *deh3 'give' and *d''ehi 'put' conformed to the 
general constraint that a root should end in a non-syllabic element (includ
ing laryngeals, liquids, nasals, and *i/*j and *u/*w). They evolved into 
*dd- and *de-, which do not fit the canonical shape of early Slavic roots. 
When, in these new circumstances, they were combined with a vocalic 
suffix, a *j was affixed, creating root-variants like those underlying the 
imperfective or iterative daj-a-ti and dej-a-ti. Presents like dajetb may 
have originated as y / , forms at an early date or as *7 , later on: *dd-je-
t- or *ddj-e-t-. 

44.32 OCS znajetb 'knows' (§15.92) presumably shows *znd + *y"/„ 
since the non-present has no *d (inf. znati). The IE root is *gnd < *^neh}. 

OCS kaj-a+ 'blame' and caj-a+ 'expect' are believed to derive from 
^k^oi and *k''ei, lengthened-grade forms of 'pay, compensate'. This 
implies relatively old *7^ in the present tense. 

44.33 Other verbs listed in §15.43 and 15.45 fit these pattems: laj-a+ 
'bark, scold' {<*ld, cf. La Idmentum 'lament'), laj-a+ 'lie in ambush' (< 
*leh2, cf. La latere 'to lie hidden' < extended root, zero grade *lh^-e), 
taj-a+ 'melt' (< *teh2-, cf. Gmc paw-, E thaw). Vaj-a+ 'sculpt' and maj-
a+ 'beckon' have no plausible etymologies. Sdj-a+ 'sow', sej-a+ 'win
now', and *vej-a+ go back to *se (a. La semen 'seed'; b. Gk r)9eco 'sift, 
strain'), and *we (which is from *h2weh,, Sa vdti 'he blows'; E weather, 
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wind). Spej- 'ripen, be successful' is from *spe (*speH: La spes 'hope'), 
rdj- 'push' is usually associated widi *rei- 'run, flow' (cf. ring §45.3). 
Szmej- 'dare' is obscure. Vbl-aj- (possibly *wbl-aj) 'toss' is surely related 
to *widna 'wave' andwa/-/+ 'toroll', from*wel- 'tum, roll' (cf. Lavolvere 
'roll', E revolve). 

Gr-dj- 'to warm, heat' represents a zero-grade root, gr-. < *g''her, re
lated to gor-e 'bum' (cf. *zarz> 'glowing coals; conflagration' < ECoS 
*ger-). 

44.34 The root-altemation in OCS zijgtb zejati 'yawn' (§15.46) shows 
older *^he(-i)- (whence *zdj-a+), with a zero-grade variant *ghJ, which 
may be posited as the base for an *"4 present, eventually *zJ-e- > *zbj-e-. 
This set of processes is explicable in terms of laryngeals, but the precise 
environments for each root-shape are disputed. Lijgtb/lbjgtb 'pour' fits an 
IE root *lei (for Hei-''l,-nt- would yield hjgtb). While Hei- could well be 
an old lengthened-grade present, the combination with lij-a- seems to be 
an innovation. The same is tme of OCS smdj-a- with relation to IE *smei. 

44.35 OCS verbs with zero-classifier preceded by j (§15.93) show the 
same set of problems. 

OCS kryjgtb 'cover, hide' probably goes back to *kra-je-, and Sijgtb 
'sew' to *sja-je-, while bijgtb 'strike' is rather *bbj-e- or *bij-e- (from 
older *b''eiH-"/^-), and pijgtb 'drink' is *pbj-e- < *pi-e- (a root-form de
rived, some will argue, by metathesis from zero-grade *phji-, from ex
tended root *pehs(-i)-). 

So also myjgtb 'wash' (cf. IE *nieu 'damp'), -nyjgtb 'be despondent' 
(cf IE *nau 'death; be exhausted'), ryjgtb 'dig' (cf IE *reu(H) 'min; 
knock down; dig up'), -ujgtb 'put on, take off footwear' (c f IE *eu 'wear') 
cuj-gtb 'feel, sense' (cf. IE *keuH 'pay attention, perceive [preter-
naturally])'. 

In the verbs with a back vowel in the root, the j of the present becomes 
w before the past passive participial suffix -en-: e.g. umyvenb, obuvenb. 
The precise historical sequence of changes is not clear. 

44.351 The dissyllabic stem *(w)tpij- 'cry out' stands apart. It seems to 
be based on a noun *(w)ipb that survives as vep in OCz. The *ijlbj, then, 
looks like a derivational suffix. 

44.36 IE *yV„ presents were often associated with *a aorist stem (in 
LCoS terms, non-present). Slavic has two paradigmatic relationships: the 
verb-formant j altemates with a, or it is added to a. Thus *mdz-d-tei 'to 
anoint' > maz-a-ti ~ *mdz-j-e-te 'you anoint' > maiete, or else *mdz-dj-e-
te > mazajete 'you (repeatedly) anoint'. 
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The formula *xuj-e- > *:de- produces a wide variety of phonetic variations in the 
dialects of several languages; none of this material helps explain the ECoS forms. 
It is doubtful that La caseus 'cheese' belongs here. (E cheese goes back to the La 
word.) 
SC may nativize a foreign stem with a suffix -isa- ~ present iSe-, e.g. anatimisati 
3s pres anatemise 'anathematize' informisati informiSe 'inform'. The origin is the 
modem Gk aorist form of the -iz-, e.g. AvodsuaTî co 'I curse' ~ AvocOsMdriffa 'I 
cursed'. 

In this book, the paradigmatic relationships maza- ~ mate and maza- - mazaje- are 
presented in terms of morphonemic (a) alternating under specific conditions with (j) 
(§6.22), or else {aj} being truncated to /a/ under other conditions (§ 13.2c). This type of 
description has proved to be an effective pedagogical device for students of OCS and other 
Slavic languages, and it provides useful units for comparative and historical purposes. This 
is not the place to debate its possible relationship to linguistic models in the brains of 
individuals who use these languages. 

44.361 The *a suffix added to a velar stem could trigger BdC (§29.2): 
*lenk/*lnk 'bend' formed *link-a- > Hfc-a- (§15.63). Similarly, *aj in 
iterative formations could establish the BdC formula. By LCoS, the pro
ductive rules for iterative or imperfective formation included "mutate root-
final C if possible" and the specification k g> c ^ (regardless of the 
vocalism of the root). This process has continued, with numerous local 
variations, to produce ever new secondary imperfectives. OCS attests 
-strig ~ stri^aj 'shave', - f6g ~ Hzaj 'bum' and -wyk - -wycaj 'leam' (< 
*uk-), see §5.712ab. 

44.371 The *a non-present marker exceptionally goes with the iVf 
present only in sip-a- 'sleep' and *sbc-a- 'piss' (see note to §29.6). 

44.372 OCS xot-e-ti 'wish, want; be about to' (§15.233) is unique and 
inexplicable. It has a je-present except for the 3p xotph, which might be 
an old athematic (like dadph) with *-nt-. The alternative stem xu, rare in 
OCS, is normal in the non-present system in SC (inf htjeti, 3s pres ho6e), 
and all forms in Cz (inf chtit, Is pres chci or chcu, 3p chteji, past chtel) 
and Polish (inf chcied, Is pres chc§).^ Some scholars have linked the 
root-forms xu and xot to xyt-i+ and xvat-aj+ 'rob, grab, steal, carry off , 
but the origin of the initial x and the exact apophonic relationships have so 
far resisted explanation. Compare kys/kvas in vdcysng+ 'ferment' and 
kvasb 'yeast', presumably *kut-s- *kwdt-s- < *kwHt- *kwoHt- ( c f Sa 
kvdthati 'boils, cooks').*' 

44.38 The a-paradigm continued to be marginally productive, chiefly 
with onomatapoetic words for sounds like gurgle and twitter, which vary 
extremely from dialect to dialect.** Individual verbs may have doublet 
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In South and West Slavic the j of most forms has disappeared as -aje- contracted 
to -a-. These complex developments cannot be discussed here. 

present forms, cf. ifda+ ~ zfdaj+ 'thirst' §15.64. The anomalous verbs 
that have apophonic altemations, usually contrasting present to infinitive/ 
aorist stems, will be treated below, §50.1. 

44.39 Verbs with aj have been continually productive in most dialects, 
especially for creating secondary imperfectives (see §5.71-.7112).*' This 
function corresponds to the IE iterative sense of the suffix. Note that when 
-aj- is added to a stem ending in j , the stem-final glide usually becomes w: 
see §5.712e. 

44.41 Verbs with ij often denote a change in status, e.g. bldddj+ I 
(obldddj+ P) 'become pale, fade' (Jblidb 'pale'), omrbtvdj+ 'become 
numb' and umrbtvdj+ 'mortify'(OTr6rvs 'dead'); zapustdj+ and opustej+ 
'become deserted' (pustb 'empty'); raslabej+ and oslabej 'weaken, be
come paralyzed' (slabb 'weak'); vbzbdsbndj+ 'become mad, dehrious' 
(bisb 'demon',besbnb 'possessed, mad'). Some are stative, e.g. govej+ 'be 
respectful, pious'; gonej+ 'suffice'. PMJ+ 'feed' is transitive (and is re
placed in innovative OCS by pit-aj+);pitomb 'fatted' implies that this was 
once a C-verb (§8.13). 

44.42 The prefixes o- and u- are particularly common to make perfec
tives correlated with e-stems and ej-stems denoting change; they also 
serve with i-verbs to specify causation: e.g. umrbtvi+ 'kill, put to death; 
mortify'; opusti+ 'devastate, make empty'; oslabi+ 'make weak, 
paralyze'. Occasionally an i-verb may be used with s^ as an "anticau-
sative"; thus omrbzdj+ 'be abhorrent' is semantically almost identical with 
omrazi+ sf 'make self abhorrent, become abhorrent'. 

45.1 IE had several formations using n (*neu, *nou, *nu, *nu) and 
generally signifying the beginning or inception of action. 

45.11 The *n could be inserted (infixed) before the final consonant of 
a root; Slavic provides only four examples, s^d-qtb 'sit down' (§16.61), 
Ifgqtb 'lie down' (§16.62), -r^Stgtb 'encounter' (§16.7), and bqdqtb 'will 
be' (§16.1). On the premise that infixation goes with zero-grade, we posit 
PBS shapes (~ *^sed, though the non-present stem in Slavic has 
lengthened-grade *sed), *ling (~ *leg), *rint-j (~ ^*ret; the etymology is 
uncertain), and *bund (~ *beud< *bheudh 'be, grow'). 

45.12 OCS has partly regularized the distribution by placing n in the 
present system, nq in infinitive and past forms, and now in the past passive 
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participle (§15.7). The nasal vowel in is a relatively recent develop
ment, see §21.8143. The distribution ofng in infinitive and preterite forms 
varied in LCoS dialects (§15.76).™ 

45.2 OCS staneth 'will stand, take a stance; come to a halt' goes with 
non-nasal perfective forms stati, stah, aor sta in contrast to imperfective 
*stajeth 'continues to stand, be' (with inf. *staiati)J^ 

root stative iterative causative 
lie *leg leg-g i Ifg-e leg-a le2e- Igganbje loz-i 
sit *sed sed-e i s§d-e sed-aj-e- -sedanbje sad-i 
stand *std stoj-e i stan-e *staj-a -e staw-i 

45.21 An archaism preserved only in Rusian mss is the anomalous 
*krmjeth kriti 'to buy'; it apparendy had a j-present (and imv. KpkHu, 

KpbHHTe), but otherwise followed the pattem of bbjgtb, §44.35. It contin
ued in active use in northern Rus', but two forms (past pass part 
oYKpHKHAdro 'bought [Gsn]'; verbal substantive no K P H T H H 'after the pur
chase, ransom') in 12th-c. copies of originally OCS texts imply it was 
known in Bulgaria in the 10th c. The Sa cognate kfindti 'buys' has a nasal 
infix; the IE root is *k'*reih2- (Gk Ttpiaiaai, Olr cren[a]im 'I buy'). 

45.3 The nQ-verbs with vowels before the suffix represent old diph
thongs: 

*weiH- tum, twist' > wi-ng, *dheuH- 'rise as vapor, smoke', PBS o-
grade *dou- > du-ng-; *^he(-i-)- 'gape' (§44.34 above) > zi-ng\ 

IE ? (s)keu > ECoS *ku(w) 'beckon' (cf. nakyng, pokywaj 'nod, wag 
[head]'; 

ECoS *maj- 'gesture' (cf. Li moju 'beckon' < IE *mei- 'go, change'; 
La medre 'go, pass' [E permeate]); meng/m^ng (cf. mbn-i+ 'think'; see 
§29.813; 

*pol-n- > SSI plang-, cf. pol-e+ (o-grade) 'bum', pal-i+ (o-grade) 
seems to be connected with *pel- 'dust'; pli-ng 'spit' (cf.pljbva- §15.52) 
is phonetically difficult (cf. Li spiduju, IE *spyeu-)\ ring 'mn' < *rei-
'flow, mn' *rei-wo- > La rJvus 'stream' (> E rivulet) ~ rej- 'push'; *sou-
sovaat < *sowajetb 'surges [boils over]' Li Saiiju 'shoot; put, place [bread 

Russian retains a vowel altemation but no nasality in cecxb ciayr 'sit down' and 
.neHb jiJfryT 'lie down'; SC has re-formed the stems with a nasal suffix in the 
present, sjesti 3p sjednii and leci legu. 
Attested OCS "stajati" is an error for the noun staja 'stable', but the forms are 
assured by post-OCS data. 
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Development of *-ois# to OCS -i is posited also for the twofold Np masc desinence, 
see §39.62. 
The imperfects in modem SC, Mac, and Bg (in the south) and Upper Sorbian (in 
the northwest) vaiy greatly by region. The imperfect was lost in Czech during the 
1400s, and in Rus' probably after about 1250. 

into oven]' (< IE Hou ?). Zero-grade roots are conunon with ng but by no 
means exclusive: *sup- 'sleep'< swep (like s^>-a+); *wyk- < ECoS *uk-
'become accustomed, leam' is a Slavic "lengthened reduced grade" re
placing *uk- (cf. IE *euk- 'become accustomed'). 

46 The imperadve markers e and / (§7.1) must go back to an ECoS 
diphthong, *ai. Its origins seem to lie in IE optative forms; a detailed 
history of analogies and restmcturing must be speculative. The singular i 
is particularly difficult to explain.'^ The irregular singular forms dazdb 
ezdb viidb and viidb (§7.2) manifestly reflect *-d-ji (affirmed by KF -dazb, 
with the Czech reflexes of *dj): these forms remain enigmatic. 

47 The imperfect tense is obscure because the philological evidence is 
contiradictory and the forms and paradigms are remote from imperfects in 
other languages. The LCoS forms are surely relatively new, and they are 
already evolving into diverse local forms. It seems plausible that ECoS 
imperfects were a combination of verbal stem (usually infinitive/aorist) 
plus an auxiliary based on the root 'to be'—very probably a periphrastic 
construction by origin. Descriptively, the distinctive suffix has two vow
els, -ea-: historically, the segmentation may have been something else. 
What is apparent is that the formant ;c is followed by the desinences of the 
root aorist.'' 

Is 2sg 3sg Idu 2du 3 du 1 pi 2 pi 3 pi 
ECoS a-§-u a-S-es a-$-et a-§-awe a-S-eta a-$-ete a-x-anu a-§-ete a-g-ant 
OCS axT> aSe a$e axow6 aSeta a§ete axomi aSete axQ 

48.1 The aorist is relatively faithful to the IE heritage. Except for first 
person singular the desinences of the root aorist consist of the thematic 
vowel *% (whereby *e appears before obstment, *o otherwise) plus the 
past person-number desinences (see §5.9, 10.601). 

48.2 The newer paradigms are marked by the IE s, with special innova
tions. The person-number suffixes are preceded by -e- before a terminal 
consonant (or, at a later stage, zero) or-nt-\ the 3p pi desinence is therefore 
-s-ent. The original *s remained dental after non-velar consonants, the 
root-final consonant was deleted, with concomitant length in the root if 
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possible (§10.6022).''' After velars, s became s before from vowel, x be
fore back vowel. In both types, the second and third persons singular lack 
the preterite marker. During the early historical period, the rules change 
and the x-desinences no longer cause lengthening and truncation of the 
root, but insert o after the root. 

48.3 The original s-desinences had shifted to the x-type in i-verbs, and 
in ECoS surely had spread to all verbs with an overt classifier. 

Isg 2sg 3sg 3du Ipl 2 pi Spl 
IE -om -es -et -ete -omos -ete -ont 
root-aor -u -es -et -ete -amu -ete -ant 
ECoS pad+u pad+es pad+et pad+ete pad+amu pad-hete pad+ant 
OCS padi pade pade padete padomi padete padQ 
s-aor -su -es -et -ste -samu -ste -sent 
ECoS wed+su wed-es wed-et wed-ste wed-samu wed-ste wed-sent 
OCS wgsT> wede wede w6ste wSsomi. wgste w6s? 
x-aor -xu -es -et -ste -xamu -ste -Sent 
ECoS rek+xu rek-es rek-et r6k-ste rek-xamu rek-ste rek-sent 
OCS r6xT> re5e re<5e rgste rSsomi r&te r6§? 
ox-aor rek-xu rek-s rek-t rek-xte rek-xamu rek-xte rek-xent 
OCS rekoxi. rece rede rekoste rekoxomi. rekoste rekoS? 

nos-i-XT> nos-i nos-i nos-i-ste nos-i-xomi. nos-i-ste nos-i-S? 

49 The infinitive and supine are believed to be frozen case-forms of 
ancient verbal substantives. The -ti of the infinitive probably represents 
the dative of a *-ti- derivative, *tei or *tei, while the -tb of the supine is 
from an accusative of a u-stem *-tum. 

50.1 In IE, apophonic altemations were widely used within the inflec
tion of individual verbs (e.g. the present tense of 'to be', §43.171, above). 
The LCoS list (probably not much shorter than the MCoS list) is already 
restricted to something under 40 verbs: the 4 with nasal infix (§45.11) 
presents, and the little groups with varying distribution of normal-grade in 
some forms and reduced grade in others. The roots involved are chiefly 
those with former diphthongs: *ei ~ */, *eu ~ *u, *er ~ *r, *el ~ */, *em 
~ *m, *en ~ *n, whereby the syllabic sonorants added a short */ (> *ir, *il, 
*im, *in). In theory, a sonorant should not be syllabic between consonant 
and vowel (trt > trt but tra remains); in fact, the presence of hypothetical 
reduced-grade roots before vowel implies that the distribution of root-
shapes is not original. The infinitive trbti < *tbrti < *trtei fulfils expecta-

The long vowel probably reflects an inherited apophonic characterisric, rather than 
a new compensatory lengthening connected with the loss of the consonant. 
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tions, although in OCS terms the verb is exceptional (§16.522); infinitives 
like bbrati and stblati imply a complex history. 

The tables provide samples of the alternating stems; for details see 
§15.643-645, §15.86, §15.871-.875, §16.511-.522, §16.91. 

inf/aor 
pres 
OCS 

inf 
pres 
OCS 

inf 
pres 
OCS 

werz 
wirz 

open 
welk 
wilk 
BATIPH 

BAKKATL 

drag 
tirg-a 
tergj 
TkpSATH 

T p t « « T l . 

tear off 

keil 
kit 
VHCTH 

V L T « T 1 . 

count 
berg 
birg 
B p t l t l H 

B p k r « T 1 , 

care for 
bir-a 
ber 
BkpATH 

s e p X T l , 

gather 

telk 
tilk 
TAIQIH 

T A k K A T l , 

knock 
mer 
mir 
M p t T H 

w k p n T i i 

die 
sir-a 
ser 

*Ckp«TH 

" c t p R T T , 

defecate 

werg 
wirg 
BptqiH 

B p k r ^ T i , 

throw 
im-d 
emj 
HlWATH 

take 
strug-a 
strougj 
CTpTiPATH 

CTpOyHiRTT. 

scrape 

straig 
streig 
CTptqiH 

tTpHPKTTi 

cut hair 
zid-a 
zeidj 
? k A A T H 

S H H t A K T I i 

build 
gid-a 
geid 
JKkAATH 

JKHA^TT. 

await 

-soup 
-sup 
-*C«YTH 

•-(•kORTT. 

strew 
pis-a 
peisj 
nkCATH 

write 
zuw-a 
zow 
^•kSATH 

I^aBlKTI, 

call 

stil-a kirp-a 
stelj kerp 
(TkAATH VpkHATH 

t X e A B R T T . V p - b n A U K T l , 

spread dip 
slip-a 
sloipj 
C A k H A T H 

C A - k n A H R T I i 

spurt 
gun-a gin 
gen ginj 
rkHATH JKATH 

W e H X T l HtkiiuRTl, 

chase harvest 

50.2 The verb *sbrati *sergtb 'shit' is easily reconstructable from mod
ern dialects; it belongs with bbra-ti in §15.644. *Jebati or *jeti *jebgtb 
'fuck' (from IE *yebh-; cf. S&ydbhati 'fucks') has alternate forms that go 
either in §15.642 (with sbs-a-ti') or §15.824. 

50.3 The vowel-change in the imperative of rek- 'say', pek- 'cook', tek-
'run', ieg- 'burn' (§7.111) is unexplained. The root *geg (OCS ieg/lig 
§ 15.875) is unique; it seems to represent a modification of *deg < *dheg''h 
cf. Li degii ddgti 'bum'; Sa dahati 'bums'). The root tek comes from IE 
tek'' 'mn, flow' (cf. Li tekii 'I mn'; Sa tdkti 'hastens'), rek has no clear 
cognates, and pek (the meaning 'cook' is by chance not attested in OCS) 
goes back to IE *pek'' (cf. Sa pdcati, Av pacaiti 'cooks, bakes'; Li, with 
metathesis, kepU 'I bake'; Latin coquo [< 'I cook'). 

On Slavic Accent 

51 The Late Common Slavic accentual system must be hypothesized 
on the basis of fairly modem evidence. Written texts (including modem 
standard languages) ordinarily fail to note vowel length, pitch, or stress, 
but a few medieval East and South Slavic manuscripts do have systems of 
diacritic symbols that indicate prosodic features accurately. This material, 
together with detailed information from modem dialects, can be com-
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pared to data from modem Baltic dialects and from ancient IE languages 
to reconstmct IE, Baldc, and Slavic systems. The data is enormously com
plex and scholars disagree on just what constitutes evidence and how 
questions are to be formulated. Here I can merely sketch some fundamen
tal points.'' 

52 Accent is an underlying property of morphemes; stress is a phonetic 
manifestation. Every morpheme is either accented or unaccented. 

Root morphemes belong to one of three classes: A. accented (on any 
syllable); B. post-accenting (i.e. accent falls on following syllable); C. 
unaccented. Late Common Slavic vowels could be underlyingly long or 
short; the exact distribution seems to have varied regionally, and even 
greater diversity was created after the jer-shift. If more than one accented 
syllable occurs on an underlying word, stress is assigned to the first (left
most). If there is no accented syllable, stress is assigned to the first sylla
ble.'* 

A (accent fixed on stem) B (accent follows stem) C (stem unaccented) 
p'org-i por'og korlj'-i kor'ol' gord-i g'orod 
p'org-a por'oga korlj'-a koroI"a gord-a g'oroda 
w'om-gx''i, wor'ongx korlj'-ix'i korol"ix gord-6x'i>gorod'gx 
k'orw-a kor'ova sux'-j-'a s'uSa golw-'a golov'a 
k'orw-Q kor'ovu sux'-j-Q s'uSu golw-Q g'olovu 
1'6Z-Q I'gzu nos'-i-Q noS'u nes-Q n'esu 
Igz-e-fb I'Szef nos'-i-i-t'b n'osit' nes-e-t'b nes'et' 
I'fe-e-t'e I'Szete nos'-i-i-t'e n'osite nes-e-t'e neset'e 

The table illustrates salient points of principle on the basis of hypo
thetical underlying LCoS forms and approximations of early East Slavic 
words. The symbol (') stands before accented vowels. 

In A, the masculine noun 'threshold' (Nsm, Gs, Lp), the feminine 'cow' 
(Ns, As; for pleophony see §26.51), and present tense forms of 'to clam
ber' (Is , 3s, 2p) illustrate that the stem-accent always generates phonetic 
stem-stress. The desinence of Lp was later replaced by the -ax of feminine 
stems. 

In B, the masculine noun 'king' shows that in the same case-forms the 
stress is always post-stem (except that in Ns there is no post-stem vowel 
and the stress automatically must fall on the final stem-vowel. The femi-

The analyses provided in traditional accounts (e.g. Meillet-Vaillant, 1934, Vaillant 
GC 1.1950) have been fundamentally revised on the basis of the work of Christian 
Stang (1957), Paul Garde (1976), Vladimir Dybo (1981) and odiers. See particu
larly Morris Halle, in Language 1997: 275-313. 
Tone is not a distinctive feature in Slavic; it is phonetically important in SC and 
Slovenian, but not in underiying forms. 
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Halle argues cogently that these fundamentals were valid for IE and for Lithua
nian. Note that tone is a distinctive characteristic of underlying vowels in Baltic. 
Neither word has a clear outside etymology, but Li has a verb rinkti *to collect' that 
furnishes motivation for *ronka. *OCS rgcka 'jar, fig. womb [of the Theotokos]' 
implies *rgk-j-hk-a, and the correlated verb. 

nine noun 'drought' shows a fixed stem-stress that is interpreted as a post-
stem accent that has been retracted. The present of the verb nosi+ 'carry' 
indicates that the post-accentuadon yields stress on the desinence in Is, 
but retraction back to the root in the odier forms. 

In C, the nouns 'city' and 'head' have stress on the first syllable of the 
stem unless the desinence is accented. If preceded by a preposition or 
other clitic that falls within the definition of phonological word (which 
varies by dialect), the initial stress moves as far left as possible. Theoreti
cally, z'a-gorod, n'e_za_gorod, 'i_ne_za_gorod; 'i_ne_na_golovu. Simi
larly, the 1 s pres with prefix would be 'prinesu, n 'e_prinesu, 'i_ne_prinesu. 

53 These fundamentals are still valid—with numerous provisos—in 
modem SC and East Slavic." Slovene (widi its many dialects) adds many 
complexities, among them a strong contrast between long and short vow
els that results in phonetic changes or disappearance of short unstressed 
vowels. West Slavic (except for the Kashubian dialects) eliminated the 
lexical accents underlying types A and B, and Czech and Slovak have 
automatic initial stress, accompanied by lexical long vs. short vowels and 
morphophonemic altemations involving length. Pohsh and East Slovak 
now have automatic stress on the penult. Standard Macedonian has ante
penultimate stress, although some dialects have fixed stress on the penult 
and others have more complex placement involving the final three sylla
bles of words. Bulgarian has several systems that are modifications of the 
old LCoS situation. 

On the Slavic lexicon. 

54 The Late Common Slavic lexicon includes a solid framework of 
Indo-European words. Some are derived by specifically Slavic processes, 
but many—as we have seen—deviate in major or minor ways. There is no 
evidence of early borrowing from non-Indo-European groups, indeed 
nothing solidly datable before about 600, precisely when Byzantine and 
European observers are remarking on a Slavic presence. 

55.1 Slavic and Baltic have particularly intertwined vocabularies. Inti
mate words like head and hand (*golwa, OCS glava - Li galva; rgka - Li 
ranka) are unmatched elsewhere.'* Germanic is lexically close to both 
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This philological fact needs to be taken into account in any etymological proposal. 
Forms like OAOB-fcHe, C A O B A N C do not appear until die mid-1300s. See Lunt, IJSLP 
39-40(1996): 281-2. 

Baltic and Slavic, although the phonology is often very different. Yet 
Slavic maintains its distinct individuality. 

55.2 The OCS word for man, human is clovekb, with an ESI variant, 
delovekb. A front vowel is needed to account for c, so unattested *cbl- is 
proposed as a putative allegro-form; in any case, all modem forms except 
for ESI are explicable from clovdkb. Etymologists tend to see del- as mean
ing 'kin' (cf. deljadb f. coll. 'servants; members of household'). SI vdkb 
'age, etemity' does not fit. Perhaps a *woiko- cognate to Li vdikas 'boy' 
is involved. Man, husband is mgtb, presumably *man (cf. Gmc *manw-, 
E man) widi a root-extension *-gj- (or -zj-1). 

55.3 The oldest form of the Slavic ethnonym is Np CAos-kHH (note 
desinential -i, not -e!),'' almost certainly involving a soft twofold stem 
*slovenj-. The root is surely slow- 'be known, renowned' < IE *ltleu-
'hear'; the suffix is possibly adjectival and perhaps ECoS *slow-en-as 
'characterized by, participating in fame' was used as a name. *Slovenji 
would then be 'the band (soldiers, clan) led by SlovSn'. 

56.1 One requirement for a successful etymology is that differences in 
meaning be plausibly explicable. We know that meanings shift, but at the 
same time phonetic changes may cause formerly distinct words to fall 
together (e.g. E rite, right, write, wright). There is no question that OCS 
ponosb 'reproach' (related to ponosi+ 'revile') is historically "the same" 
as both Rponds 'diarrhea' (cf. ponosit' 'to revile') and SCponos 'pride'. 
OCS krasbnb means 'fine, beautiful' and zivotb is 'life'. Mod. Cz krdsny 
iivot means 'beautiful life'; R krdsnyj iivot is 'red belly' (in ordinary 
language). R dictionaries may distinguish iivot' 'stomach' from iivof 
'(archaic) life', but etymologists class them as descendants of a single 
older word. This is often difficult in seeking prehistoric etymologies. 

56.2 UkrainianluaHeubGsLuaHua 'trench',Pjza«(cc, -rica'trench(obsolete)',SXkiiance 
pi 'moat', SC ianac, -nca, Np SanciotSanievi 'trench (military), ditch', Macianec, and SC 
uianiiti P, uianiivati uSaniujem 1 'entrench', Mac se uianSi 'entrench self would seem to 
indicate LCoS *ianbcb and *u-Sanbii^-. We have the evidence for another explanation: this 
is German Schanze and verschanzen, adapted long ago to the Slavic of the Hapsburg lands 
(and extended into Macedonia). The vowel-zero altemation and the automatic replacement 
of c by ^ when followed by a front-vowel morpheme are part of the rales of the individual 
dialects—they are "Pan-Slavic". Without the background information, this mie etymology 
would be impossible to reach. 
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The verb is not recorded for North Slavic or, as far as I can discover, for Bulgaria; 
the sense is expressed by *doj-i+ 'nurse; suckle' < *dheh(i) 'suck' (cf. Sa dhaya-
'nourishing'; La femina 'woman [<she who suckles]'. Compare also *doi-ten > 
detf 'child', *doi-w-a > deva 'girl, virgin'. 

57 The satemlkentum distinction (see note to §27.2) is far from abso
lute. The goose must have been known to all Slavs as *gQSb, with a 
kentum-reflex for IE *ghans-, like OHG gans, rather than a satem-reflex, 
like Li ignsis. Perhaps the Slavs obtained a special, somehow preferable, 
variety from Gmc groups, along with the slighdy changed name. The IE 
verb *melg- that means 'rub, massage, caress' in Indo-Aryan was special
ized in the west to mean 'to milk', duEAyco, La mulgere, OE melcan, Li 
melzti melliu. *OCS *mlbzgtb (with SC miisti miize. Sin molsti molze) 
shows ECoS *mblz-ti, *mblz-gtb, while *melz-iw-o 'colostrum, foremilk' 
is illustrated by Slk mledzivo (with secondary dz) and Uk dial molozyvo. 
Surely then ECoS had *melzl*milz, with the satem z.*° The universal word 
for milk, however, is ECoS *melko (OCS mldko, R molokd). The voiceless 
k can only come from a Gmc form. Why this basic item bears an imported 
name has not been explained. 

58 It is tempting to speculate about differences that existed in the 
"homeland" as opposed to innovations that arose after the migration to 
new lands. It appears, however, that the Slavs who settled south and west 
of the Danube somehow kept in touch with their cousins to the north. 
Documentation is sparse and late for a large part of the everyday vocabu
lary. In theory, similarity of words in apparently related languages is to be 
explained by (1) genetic relationship, (2) borrowing, or (3) coincidence. 
In practice, borrowing from dialect to dialect obscures the difference be
tween 1 and 2, and words can pass back and forth among various dialects. 
Items of commerce and warfare are particularly likely to employ this kind 
of word. 

59 OCS korabljb 'boat' looks very like Gk Kapd|3iov (with o for un
stressed Gk a, and a for stressed d), but the stop b (rather than the spirant 
v) is improbable for a direct borrowing. Surely the Slavs learned this stem 
from an intermediary language. 

60 The productive suffix -arjb (§24.522) is by origin La -arius, but 
surely came to Slavic from various sources. Thus Go mota 'toll' and 
motareis 'taxgatherer' become OCS myto and *mytarjb (the long o was 
perceived as ECoS * M ) . Another adaptation takes Balkan Romance 
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The Slavic and Latin roots pas- represent IE *pah^ 'protect, feed'. 
German Grenze 'frontier, boundary' is from SI granica. Though it surely was 
borrowed during Carolingian times, before 800, it is first recorded in the 13th 
century in the Polish-German region. 
Regularization of feminines in -y, - w-e etc is easily achieved by combining the v 
with normal feminine a-stem desinences: roughly -k-y -k-ov-b> -kv-a -kv-u. Bul
garian has dialectal crtkva (now being advocated as standard), but more usual is 
cerkva, apparently an older hypercorrect artificial form. 
Mod. Cz c(rk£v means 'body of believers, ecclesia'; the usual word for a Catholic 
church is kostel, < La castellum 'small fort, castle'. 

*pastdre 'shepherd' to OCS *pastyrjb, and then (by subsdtudng a possi
bly affective suffix) to pastuxh (§24.26).*' 

61 Gothic is recorded Germanic of a Ballcan region (or more accurately 
of one individual writer, Wulfila, who died c383), so scholars try to derive 
Gmc words in Slavic from this language. Yet Slavs were interacting with 
Prankish military units and Saxons and Bavarians (including Catholic 
missionaries) with ever-increasing frequency after c750.*^ German ped
dlers and water-borne traders may well have introduced some words very 
early, and continued contacts may have resulted in slight modifications in 
the phonetics of words already borrowed. Latin-based terminology, with 
some Romance and Germanic (esp. Old Bavarian) details, was known to 
the Slavs who initiated the Cyrillo-Methodian mission that established 
OCS. 

62 The stems of borrowed words are subject to KI and BdC for the early 
period, and borrowings from Germanic that have suffixal -ing- are assimi
lated to SI -f j - 6 format. There is a short period when velar + front vowel 
in a stem conforms to KAI (§31), e.g. ochtb 'vinegar', from a Romance 
form based on La acetum. The wave of Greek stems taken into OCS 
illustrates a new set of rules: velar stops before front vowels remain in 
spelhng, but very probably were pronounced as palatals (as were the Gk 
models, see §2.4121). 

63.1 The word church and its Slavic equivalents are agreed to have 
something to do with the Gk adjectiveKupiaKos 'the Lord's [temple; flock, 
people]', but just how the items are related is controversial. The stem 
[Ririak-] or [Kirjak-] would not ordinarily lose the a. The shape actually 
spelled in Rusian mss, cbrky (G cbrkbve, -vi) fits some forms: OCS crbky, 
R cerkov', P cerkiew, SC, Mac crkva.^^ One sets up *kirkii and its putative 
ancestor OBavarian *kirkd. Yet the Kiev Folia have Gs cirbkbve and an 
adjective cirkmae, (generally interpreted as misspelled *cirbkbvbnae)^* 
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The source of La caupd is unknown. SI could have borrowed from Go *kaupjan or 
OHGkouffen. Note that OEceap 'trade', in contexts implying "good price", shifted 
meaning: cheap. 
Contacts with Gmc peddlars may well have introduced some words very early; as 
Gmc shapes of words change, so might the SI pronunciation. (A connection with 
later R cepbtH is possible, but the direct source appears to be Turkic.) 

The data of Old Czech, Slovene, and Croadan are complex; suffice it to 
say that scholars have posited "Arian Go *kiriko'\ *cbrbky, *cir?Jcy, and 
other variants. 

Surely competing missionaries spoke several languages and dialects and freely intro
duced new terms into the speech of dieir Slavic clients. It is highly possible that different (or 
at least variant) names were used for die houses of worship of different missions, as a village 
in Scodand might have both a church (Cadiolic) and a kirk (Protestant). 

63.2 The near-universal Slavic kupi+ and kupova+ 'to buy' owe their 
root *kaup- to Gmc sources, who learned it from L&caupd 'shopkeeper'.*' 
A rival verb, the anomalous kriti *krmjg 'buy' is implied for lOth-c Bul
garia as well as early Rus' (§45.21), but there is no way to reconstruct 
possible dialect distribution. The *OCS noun *userf3b 'earring' reflects 
*ausering-, from a form similar to Go *ausihriggs, but no evidence is 
available about the time and place of borrowing.** The variety of terms for 
'profit, interest' offers a hint of dialect differences: the usual lixva is de
rived from a hypothetical Go deverbal noun from lei/van 'loan, lend'; 
vt^vitb and vbzvitbje belong presumably to vbz+vbj- 'go after, obtain' (n. 
89, page 256); nantb is exclusive to early Novgorod, and is unexplained. 
Repayment is expressed (only in Su) by tied-, based on Gmc *geld- (cf. 
Go fragildan, usgildan 'recompense'). Another loan where a velar was 
affected by KI is OCS niemb 'helmet' (ESI Montb) < *xelmb < Gmc 
*helmaz. OCS medb m 'sword' requires older *mekj-, with an altemate 
shape to account for Old SC mbdb (Gs mdd). Scholars cite Go *mekeis, 
while readily admitting that the phonetic relationships are imprecise. One 
guess is that both Gmc and SI inherited the term from a third group. 
Sek-yr-a 'axe' has a lax root vowel (though sek- 'cut' is always tense) and 
a unique suffix -yr-; a synonym is sedivo, with the expected root and a rare 
suffix. Latin secUris has the same meaning and gender. We may surmise 
that Slavs obtained the implement, with its name, through trade or plun
der—from speakers of Romance or intermediaries—and regularized the 
declension. 

63.3 The usual word for 'money, coin' is pdn^^b (Gmc penning [a sil
ver denarius]). In Mt 22:19, for v6[x\a\xa 'coin', Sav writes cKbAA^k and 
Mar sklfzb (I normalize *skblf^b). In the first, *penn- yielded pen-
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Some scholars see IE *poti- in the word spelled potbpezi (Ls, Cloz), podtpig-. 

(§29.813) and -ing was equated with -fj-b. The second is Gmc *skilling-
(first coined c550); I interpret the first syllable as [sKb] with automatic 
palatalization of sk before a front vowel—a dialect form corresponding to 
the normal sc/st spellings (§3.311, n). A puzzhng word cpa means 'coin, 
money' and imphes *kent- or *kint- but the source is elusive. 

63.4 The name of the city of Rome, OCS Rimh (Cz J?im) is presumably 
masculine because most Slavic town-names are. Roma would be expected 
to yield *rym-: the front vowel is explained from an Alpine Romance *U. 
The ethnonym iidove 'Jews' (singular iidovint,) surely is based on La 
judaeus, from some dialect (not yet identified) with *ziid-, perceived by 
Slavs as zid-.The fundamental symbol of Christianity, the cross, is called 
krbsth'm OCS, but westem Catholics had *kriib(Cr. dialkr(t GskrM; Cz 
kHf). The first is probably from OHG krist, while the second goes back to 
late La cruce [krQde], via a hypothetical Alpine dialect with a form *kr6t 

Latin lactUca 'lettuce' is known to Slavs as loskika (Macedonian dia
lect), SC lodika. Sin locika, Cz locika. It surely is a 7th-8th century bor
rowing from a word perceived as *loktyka, and immediately adopted as 
Hotjyka. It then developed in accord with local Slavic dialect phonology. 

Dalmatian toponyms often begin Withsut-, reflecting hasanctus 'saint' 
borrowed surely as *sQt-. St. George occurs as Sucuraj, implying *sqt 
jurbjb and the general name derived both from late La Giorgius [gorgo-] 
and Gk racopyios [yoryos], with the closed o Slavs perceived as u (cf. 
Solunb for Thessaloniki). The tj developed according to local mles. 

64.1 There are no titles that clearly indicate social ranking. Two terms 
are built on the root wold 'mle'; vladyka (common, with a unique formant 
-yk-) and vlastelb (rare, but with a productive formant, cf. §24.521); nei
ther is used as a title. StarejbSina m. 'elder' (obviously built on the com
parative of starb 'old') translates a series of general names for leader. 
Starosta is only North Slavic; it apparently referred to a minor local dig
nitary, not necessarily elderly. 

64.2 The supreme authority is gospodb 'lord, Kupios, Ssa-rroTris, domi
nus [OHG trohtin]', widely used to refer to divinity, and amply attested 
f o r earthly leaders. The word is a compound, IE *ghos(-ti)- 'guest' and 
*poti- 'master; power', reminiscent of La hospes (stem hospit-) 'host, 
guest, stranger' house-master'; Li viespats 'lord', where vies- is from IE 
*weik- 'house, home, community, clan', related to Gk POTKOS 'house'). 
The voiced d (for voiceless t) is difficult.*' A frequent substitute is 
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podhbSg- '[wife] who has been put aside', conjecturing "wife who fled"; what is 
clear is only that the word was unfamiliar to the scribes. 
Domh 'house, household; members of household' reflects an IE u-stem (like La 
domus), and has survived into most modem dialects. MCoS *xormh and *xormina 
are of unknown origin; puzzlingly, they share the same range of meaning in OCS. 
The modem sense 'temple' is a later specialization, still used in most of Slavdom. 
The root voj- belongs to IE wei- 'to go after something', cf. Li vejii vyti 'chase', Av 
vayeiti 'chases'; La venari 'hunt'. The root wedlwodis from IE *wedh 'lead, lead 
home; marry' (cf. Li vedil 'I lead'; Av vadayeiti 'leads'. 

gospodim, with a singulative suffix, often in the phrase gospodim domu 
(xraminy, xramd) 'master of the house' (which may render oiKoSeCTTTo-
TTjs).** '''OCS further sXt&sis gosudarb, and a collective, gospoda. Gospoda 
may also mean 'inn' (as in Sav; cf Cz hospoda, P gospoda). Two feminine 
derivatives, gospoida (< *-pod-j-a, possibly possessive?), and gospodyni 
occur. 

64.21 In SW dialects, gospoda could be shortened to goida, and Magyar borrowed it as 
gazda. SC took this form back with the meaning 'master, boss, chief, owner, landlord' and 
created a whole family of derivatives (e.g. gazdarica 'female boss, etc.; gazdovati 'to man
age'). In Slovak, gazda is a farmer, gazdind 'housewife', gazdovstvo 'agriculture' 

64.3 Czech pan 'lord' and pani 'lady', are often linked by scholars with 
die lupanb, the apparent ruler of a lupa, known from Greek, Latin and 
Slavic texts as an administrative regional unit. In OCS, zupani appear in 
one translated text as unspecified highly-placed functionaries. The femi
nine pani seems to be connected with i r o T v i a 'mistress of the household, 
wife' (Sa patrii), although the long vowel in the initial syllable of hypo
thetical *pdtinya- needs explanation. Masculine pan is seen by some as 
derived from this feminine. Others propose *geupanas > tupanb and zero-
grade *gupdnas > *gbpanb > *hpdn >pdn. A relationship to OHG *gawi, 
G Gau 'region' has also been proposed. Another early medieval ruler, 
chiefly in Croatia, was ban {*banb1), perhaps from Avar ^bojan 'rich 
man', perhaps from Iranian ban 'keeper, guard'. 

64.4 Another important personage is entitled vojevoda (m), made of 
voj- (voji tap 'soldiers, army', vojbna 'war') and vod- (vodi+ 'to lead'), a 
compound that corresponds to OHG herizogo (heri 'army'; ziohan 'lead') 
and Gk aTpaTTiyos {stratos 'army'; ago 'lead').*' To judge from the range 
of terms it translates, OCS vojevoda designates not only a general, but a 
leader or chief in other spheres. As new societies emerge, the tide acquires 
specific local meaning. 
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64.51 OCS gospel texts reproduced the Gk hierarchy, *kesarh 'em
peror, Caesar, KcTaap ' ~ cesarjb 'king, rex, paaiAeOs' ~ km^^b 'prince, 
princeps, apxcov'. The first is strictly a book word, doubdess reproducing 
the Greek pronunciation [Resar], with a palatal k. In the few passages 
where it is appropriate, it is modified within OCS to make it closer to and 
finally identical with cesarjb. 

64.52 Kbn^^b is clearly a general-purpose title denoting 'chief, head 
man'; it must reflect *kuning-, corresponding nicely to Gmc *kuningaz, 
OHG kuning. It must have been borrowed early in independent Slavic 
linguistic development, while the progressive palatalization (BdC, §29.2) 
was still operative, possibly in the 4th century. 

64.53 OCS cdsarjb imphes earlier *kaisdrjas, which predicts the shapes 
that in fact exist among Roman Catholic Slavs, viz. northem Croats and 
Slovenes (kajkavski. Sin cdsar, Gs cesdrja), Czechs (Cz cisaf), Slovaks 
(cisdr), and Poles (cesarz). The OCS noun is the same as the usual adjec
tive cesarjb 'belonging to the king'; an unambiguous possessive cesarjevb 
is also attested. The source seems to be a Latin adjectival form, caesareus 
[kaisarjus], or a later shape *kesdrju, probably via Germanic. In OCS, the 
stem is usually abbreviated, u'pb, upt, but it always has -k when written in 
full; this form surely was "correct" for OCS. The early Rus' scribes occa
sionally wrote uhCdph, providing the form that underlies uapb.*" This surely 
represents a second source, with a short vowel in the first syllable; the 
suggestions that d was "shortened" or "reduced" to 6 in an unstressed 
syllable, or else in an allegro form of a frequently-used tide or term or 
address, are inapplicable. 

64.54 The Prankish leaders facing 9th-century Slavs were "Kari's men" 
in the sense that they were deputies of Charlemagne (Karl the Great, 7 4 2 ? -
814) and his descendants. The name *Karlb surely formed a possessive 
adjective *karljb to refer to these petty ralers. This, I maintain, is the word 
that was adopted to refer to Slavic kings in Catholic regions: SC krdlj Gs 
krdlja, Cz krai krdle, P krol krola, R, Uk Kopojit Kopo.n^. The possessive 
is *koroljevb. 

Uk uapMUfl has hard c at the beginning, from cs < cbs but palatalized c ' in the final 
syllable. 
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Roman alphabetical sequence: abcideefghibjklmnoprsstu 

has- aor 10.82 
bergth 15.644 
be-16.1 
-bigngti 10.812 
bijgtb 15.93,44.35 
bimb biSf 14.3 
bbrati 15.644 
bljbvati 15.52 
bljudgtb 10.82, 42 
W p r t 10.82 
bojati s( 15.31 
borjgth brati 16.512 
bgd- 16.11 
M c ' s 10.82, 45.11 
brati 16.512 
M 16.1, 43.171 

za-byti 

cvisti cvbtgth 10.82,15.842 

i(z)-cazaj- 5.712b 
i(zHezngti 10.812 
c w « 10.84,15.842 
po-ir^ygth -Mti 15.841 
^r^/>//(>/» 15.643, 50.1 
cujgth: 15.94, 44,35 
-C6wp/s -Cf//10.52,10.83 
Cbtgth 10.84,15.842 

dad- dati 16.21,43.172,46 
-deldgth 15 .441,16.8,43.173 
derp / s 15.644 
u-dlb- 15.75 
rfe/a 15.44,43.173 
dovblij- 6.42 
rf/<AV& 16.93 
na-duj 16.92 
dhmgth 16.92 
dvigngti 10.812 

e 6.61,16.1011 
ewfl/j 15.643 
emljgth 15.643 

11.13 
« / « b 16.1, 43.171 

.?rf()/5 exa-10.811,16.4, 44.2 
esti idph 10.84,16.22,44.174, 46 

f// 15.83 

gasngti 15.773 
u-glbbngti 10.812,15.773 
gobbseti 15.22 note 
«or^// 8.2,44.33 
g r e V * 10.82 
g/-fZ{>/& 10.811 
ghnati 15.644 
«)>*/«(>//• 10.812,15.772 

idgth 10.811,16.3, 44.2 
imati 15.643, 50.1 
/mp/s 10.82,15.83 
imgth/imejgth 16.24, 43.176 
/5fa/// 15.641 
iStez- 10.812,15.76 
/i/p/8 15.641 
/ / /16.3, 30.34 
*bm 15.83,16.24 

ja- see 

lilati 16.513 
-Jtfe/j 15.75 
fc/f// Idbngth 10.83 
<:o//()/s 16.513 
Aova// liovgth 15.642 
Icradgth 10.811 
vK:-itrM-/i(> 10.812,15.773 
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kryj0i 15.94, 44.35 16.53, 29.91 
kisneti 9.212 
v6s-kysngti 10.812 rasusf 16.91 

r^*{»/8 10.83,15.85, 50.3 
leg- leSti 10.811,16.62 revgth 15.841 
lijgth 15.46, 44.34 rsvatt' 16.642 
lezgth 10.811, 45.11 -rft-, -resti 10.82,10.90,16.7 
Ifggth 10.811,16.62 -rfStgth 16.7,45.11 
Ifk 10.83, 44.361 rovp/s 15.841 
lijati 15.46,44.34 

rovp/s 15.841 

pri-lbpngti 15.773 serf- sesti 10.811,16.61, 45.11 
sejatilseti 15.41 

meljgth mliti 16.511 u-sekngti 15.771 
metati 15.641 s^prt 10.83 
m(s- aor 10.84 16.61, 45.11 
mestgth 15.641 -*fgn(> 15.771 
mf(̂ ?» 10.84,15.823 sftb 6.8 
-mlbkngti 10.812 i(z)-sfkngti 15.773 
m/̂ ri melJQth 16.511 -s/:vbr()rt 15.86 
/nog()r& 7.7,10.811,15.85 vh(z)-siepljgth 15.643 
myjgth 15.94 i/ovp/s 15.841 
mw()/5 11.13,15.86 smijati smejgth 15.48, 44.34 

o-i/iov- 15.642 
nebreggn 15.5,15.873 stangth 15.712, 45.2 
«ei{>/6 10.82 steljgth 15.643 
ne 16.1011 «6/ari 15.643 
n&mb 6.73,16.101, 30.312 wo/ari 15.31,15.47, 45.2 
nes- aor 10.82 po-streM 15.874 
niceth 15.773 striggth 15.874 
-wto^ri 10.812 strulgth strhgati 15.643 
-nazprs 10.811,15.822 u-shngti 15.74 
u-nyjgtb 15.94 Shpati shpfth 15.32 

swarf 15.642 
oW /̂t- oblbk- 15.873 i(z)-shxngti 15.773 
osnov- 15.55 sy, s(>̂ ri 16.1 

pri-svfd-10.812,15.75 
parf?/5 10.811 
pekgth 15.85 ^K/-, Sbl- 11.222,16.3, 35.11 
-pergth 'tread' 15.644 s6/(>/s 15.93 
pez-prs 'fly' 16.93 

s6/(>/s 15.93 

p r̂i 16.53 tekgth texh 10.83,15.85, 50.3 
vhs-pivajgtb 5.712e tepgth 15.824 
p«()t5 15.643, 50.1 tbngth 15.83 
pbjgth 11.32,15.93, 44.35 tliJ(gth 15.874 
-pbngth -pfti 10.82 -wpnpri 10.812,15.74 
-p brati 15.644 trip 15.2 
pbsati 15.643, 50.1 /rwj 16.522 
;j/̂ v()r& 15.842 15.643 
pieigth plbzati 15.643 trfsgth 10.811,10.84 
/?/̂ v(>/s 15.842 na-trovgth 10.24,15.841 
pljbvati pljujgth 15.52 rsfajrf 15.642 
plovgth pluti 15.841 po-thkngti 10.812 
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ob-ujQth 15.94 zejgth 15.46, 44.34 
pro-zfbngti 10.812 

vedgth 10.82 Zfbomi 15.824 
vedeti 16.23,43.175, 46 zitdgti 15.643, 50.1 
vis- aor 10.82 Zbdati 15.643, 50.1 
u-vftigti 15.773 zovpis 15.645, 50.1 
u-vfZQtb 11.32 zwati 15.645, 50.1 
viditi 8.11,15.231, 46 
viJQti 15.93 u-iasngti 10.812 
vb/prs 15.93 zVgpfs 15.85,15.875 
vltJi; viek- 10.83,15.873, 50.1 iengti 15.644, 50.1 
-vrSsti 10.82,15.872, 50.1 Ifda- ferfo; 15.641 
vresti 13.31,15.874, 50.1 zidgtb 15.644, 50.1 
vrbgprs 10.811,11.221,15.874, 50.1 avprt 10.52,15.842 
-vrbzgth 10.82,15.872, 50.1 ibg- 15.875, 50.3 
na-vycajgtb 5.712b, 44J61 Ibtngti -15 .83 
na-vykngti 10.812,30.21 Zhn/()/5 13.2d, 15.83, 50.1 

irm 15.86 
xotM 6.41,15.232, 44.372 £W()r6 ilidgth 15.876 
o-xrhtng 10.811, 15.771 zrbfi 16.521 
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Bold-face numbers refer to paragraphs 

a ~ja 2.21, 30.1 ,36-36.2 
abbreviadons 1 3 4 
abladve 37.1 
ablaut: see apophony 
accent 51-53 
accusative (see case) 

gen. for acc. 4.13,18.21 
active participle: see verb usage, verbs 
adjectives 4.021-0211,4.1021 

long (definite) 4.3 
usage 17.0-17.2 

vocative 17.1 
series 17.2 

adverbs 4.8 
affricates 2.121-122, 26.1 
oy-verbs 15.9, 44.36 
alphabets 1. 
altemations, vowel 3.5,3.9, 33,37.5 
animate acc. 18.21 
anomalous simple nominal declension 

4.41, 37.32 
aorist 10, 48 
apophony 3 .9 ,33 , 37.4,44.14-15,50.1 
aspect 5.1, 5.7 
a-stem nouns (= fem. twofold) 4.1, 

4.1011, 39.1, 39.2 

BdC 29.2, 29.41, 44.361 
be 10.91, 21.21 
biaSe 9.6, 21.21 
blocked 1.2302 
bystb 10.51,10.91, 21.21, 21.211 

c 3.4, 29.41 
cases 4.02, 37.1 

usage 18.0-18.6 
nominative 18.1 
accusative 18.2-.21 
genitive 1 8 3 
locative 18.4 
dative 18.5 
instrumental 18.6, 39.2, 39.3 

classifier 5.41, 5.602 
comparatives, formation 4.7, 39.71 

long 4.31 
short 4.19 

complex words 3.0, 24.4 
compound declension 4.03, 4.3-.312 
compound tenses 14.0-.02 
compound 24.4,24.42 
conditional 143- .31 
conjunctions, usage 22.1-.3 
consonant-stem declension 4.410 
consonants 2.12-2.2 

clusters 2.521-.523 
liquids 2.521 
soft 2.413 

contractions, vowel 2.22, 4.3012, 6.5, 
15.41 

Cyrillic 1.02-.03 
dbto 'what?' 4.24, 40.21 

da, usage 7.5, 22.1-.12 
dative 18.5 

absolute 18.5c 
possession 18.5h 
reflexive 18.5c 
with infinitive 18.5d, 21.4 

declension mixtures 4.32,4.5 
definite adjectives 4.3-4.304 
dentals 2.12, 3.311,3.3131a, c, 3.6-.62, 

11.212,15.82, 26.1 
diacritics 1.31 
distribution, consonant 2.51 
dj 26.23 

e~o 3.5a 
e~u 4.11 
e 1.238,3.5c 
e~a 3 .5cl , 7.21, 9.111-2,15.31 
^ ~ / 3 . 5 c 2 , 4 . 1 0 1 , 7 . 1 0 1 
f~en 4.414 
( ~y: seey~f 
f ~ wj/wn 10.22,10.6021,11.212,11.32 
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eda 22.2 
epenthetic n 3.10, 29.851 
epenthetic / 2.521, 3.71 

feminine nouns: nom. sg. -i 4.18, p. 223 
n. 4 
nom. sg, -6 4.4031 

foreign sounds 1.215-.2161 
Freising 1.04,43.173 
fricatives 2.12, 35-35.14 
future, expression of 21.11 
future perfect 14.4 

g 1.213 
genitive 18.3 

form for acc. 4.13,18.21 
partitive 18Ja4,18 .3f 
w. comparatives 18.3f 
w. negation 18.3b 
w. supine 18.3c, 21.5 

gerund 21.33 
glagolitic l.O-.Ol 

hard stems, nominal 4.05 
pronominal 4.2 

heteroclitic 37.31 

imperative 7.0-7.5 ,46 
imperfect 9.-9.6, 47 

usage 21.2 
infinitive 13, 49 
instrumental: see case 
instr. sg., irregular 4.15, 4.17 
iod 0) 1.24,2.03,2.2,2.22,2.5221,2.61, 

3.6, 27.1, 30.31-.34 
initial lack of 2.23,36.1,36.6 
intervocalic loss of 2.22, 4.3012,6.5 
prothetic 

iotation 3.6,6.13- .23, 29.51 
iotized letters 1.24,1.32 
i-stem (= simple nominal) declension 4.4, 

38.51, 38.8 

j : see iod 
a 1.238 
jako 22.3 
je jf 1.24 
jers 1.237, 2.6, 38.41, 39.5 

neutral jers 2.63-.631 
tense jers 2.61 

jer-shift 2.62 
jb 1.235, 2.03 

*jb 'he' 4.25,40.22 

KAI 3.4, 3.5c2,31 
KI 3.4, 3.5cl , 29.41 
kyi 'which' 4.323 

/, ependiedc 2.521,3.71 
labials 2.212, 2.521, 26.1,27.1 
laryngeals 27.1 
lax vowels 2.11, 28.1 
length, vowel 28.1 
liquid diphdiongs 26.51, 27.41 
liquids (with jers) 2.63-.631 
locative: see case 
long adjectives: see adjectives 
loss of jers: see jer-shift 
loss of iod 2.22,4.3012, 6.5 
/-participles 11.2-11.23 

masculine, acc. = gen. form 4.13, 4.16, 
18.21 

masculine nouns of "fem." declension 
4.16 

metadiesis 15.643 n., 15.86 n., 26.51, 
36.25 

nasal vowels 1.234, 2.11, 26.52, 29.81 
nasal before nasal 29.813 
negation 23. 
nominative: see case 
nominal suffixes: see suffixes 
normalized forms 1.101 
noun declensions 4.021 
n-stem neuters 4.414 
numerals 1 .5 ,4 .4 ,4 .402 ,41 

usage 20. 

obstments 2.12,10.11, 33 ,34 .1 , 35.1 
o-stem (hard masc.-neut. twofold) nouns 

4.1 
ov~u 15.501,15.841, 29.91 
g 1.2341-2,29.811,29.814 
got u 2.71 

paradigms: see 
noun declension 
pronouns 
verbs 

palatal consonants 1.31, 26.1 
palatalized consonants 26.11 
palatalization 26.12 
partitive genitive: see genidve 
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passive 21.31, 21.322, 21.62 
passive participle: see verb, participle 
past tenses: see aorist, imperiFect 
person, verbal suffixes 5.9,43 
personal accusative 4.13 
pleophony, polnoglasie 26.52 
pluperfect 14.2 
possessive adjective 18.3d, 24.84 
possessive dative 18.5h 
prefixes 3.1, 5.3, 5.31 
prepositions, use of 19.-19.32 
present tense 6 

formation 6.11-12,43.1 
use 21.1 

preterite (past tenses) 43 
proclitics 2 J I , 52 
pronominal declension 4.2,38.1,40,40.3 
prosodic features 52 
punctuation 1.4 

reconstructed forms 1.102 
"reduced vowels": see jers 
reflexive 

dative 18.5c 
pronoun 4.6 
verbs 21.6 

roots 3.21,14A-M, 33 
rounding 28.1 
r-stem feminines 4.413, 38.44 
ruki rule 27.3,29.6 

supine 13, 49 
usage 21.5 

syllabic structure 2.52 
sc, st 2 .121,3.311,26.23 
s 2.123,40.12 

tense jers: see jers 
tenses, compound 14.-.4 

conditional 14.3-.4 
future perfect 14.4 
perfect 14.1 
pluperfect 14.2 

thematic vowel 37.5 
tj 26.23 
trancation 5.5, 5.6 
twofold nominal declension 4.1, 38.52 

unblocked 1.2302 
u-stems 4.145, 38.2,38.51, 38.7 

v: see w 
velar 26.1 
verb usage 21.0-21.6 

future 21.11 
infinitive 21.4 
past tenses (aor., impf) 21.2 
participles 21.3-.322 
present tense 21.1 
s( verbs 21.1 
supine 21.5 

vocalic altemations 3 .5 ,3 .9 
vocative 4 .11,17.1 ,38.9 
voicing assimilation 2.522, 3.311 
vowels 2.11, 2.51-2, 3.5 
VbSb (WbSb) 2.123,4.21, 40.12 

w (= V) 2.12,3.72, 27.1 
prodietic 3.25, 30.2 

x-aorist: 10.602, 48.2 

y 1.236, 2.03, 2.51, 3.5a-b 
y~w 3.84.415,11.341 
y~f 3.5b, 39.42 
y ~ i 3.5a, 29.72 

zero 4.415, 5.601,37.22 
zero verb classifier 5.41,15.8 
id 2.121 
fjf 2.121 
Z 2.122 
3 (li s) 1.211,1.5, 2.122 



This description of the structure of Old Church 
Slavonic is intended to present fully the 
important data about the language, without 
citing all the minutiae of attested variant 
spellings. The facts have been treated from the 
point of view^ of structural l inguistics, but 
pedagogical clarity has taken precedence over 
the conciseness required for elegant formal 
discription. 

Chapter Six is an entirely new addition to the 
original t ex t . It conta ins a sketch of the 
development from Late Indo-European to Late 
Common Slavic and will be of interest not only 
to Slavists but to linguists in general. 
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